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T H E  F U N CT I O N S  O F  R E D U P L I CAT I O N I N  DA t A 
Donald F. Barr 
1 .  I NTRODUCT I ON 
Reduplicat ion is a very common phenomenon of Austrones ian (AN) language s .  
Numerous articles have examined the function o f  reduplication in various AN lan­
guages ( c f .  Gonda 1950, Taylor 1970,  Harrison 1 9 7 3 ,  Johnston 19 7 7 ,  Rosen 1977a , 
1977b, Ezard 1980 and Mo sel 19 78 , for example s ) . In Da ' a  (Pakawa) ,1 an AN lan­
guage spoken in Central Sulawesi ( Celebe s ) , Indonesia , reduplication occurs as 
wel l . The purpose of this paper is to outline and il lustrate the functions of 
this process in Da ' a .  
2 .  TYPES O F  REDUPL I CATI ON I N  DA'A 
Languages vary in which part of words may be redupl icated . Some language s 
reduplicate complete words , including any affixation . others redupl icate word 
roots , and still others syllables . Most languages employ one or more such 
strategies in reduplication . In Da ' a  only the first two kinds of redupl ication 
occur productive ly , here termed complete and partial reduplication respectively . 
Syllable reduplication occurs in only a few rare instances and as such is not a 
productive process in Da ' a . 
2 . 1  Compl ete redupl i cati on 
In Da ' a  complete redupl ication of words is found in which either 1) unaffixed 
words are completely reduplicated , or 2) roots with affixes are totally redupli­
cated . Examples of these two types are given below : 
mpu ' u-mpu ' u  
tot u ' a - totu ' a  
eo- eo 
tuj a - tu ja  
sa- nggan i - sa- nggan i 
sa-mpu ' u- sa-mpu ' u  
very 
parents; e lders 
every day 
plants 
once in awhi le 
one plant here and there 
Words which can be completely reduplicated include all countable nouns , numerals 
with accompanying numeral classifiers , certain adverbs (but not all)  and a few 
verbs. Most verbs do not seem to be able to be reduplicated completely with 
affixation , but are commonly partially redupl icated . 
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2 DONALD F .  BARR 
2 . 2  Part i a l  redupl i cation  
I n  the second type of redupl ication , the root o f  the word is reduplicated while 
the affixation is not . This type of reduplication only occurs with verbs and 
adj ectives , not with noun roots . 
na- sae- sae 
mo- tesa-tesa  
n i paka- roo- roo rarana 
nos i ngga-damba-damba 
naka- kata-kata 
2 . 3  Syl l abl e redup l i cati on 
a long3 long time 
talk on and on 
calmed his heart down 
have a good time together 
be very itchy 
ma- sad i a- d i a  be continually ready 
Let us now examine in some detail the various functions of these types of redu­
pl ication in Da ' a .  
3 .  REDUPL I CAT ION I ND I CATI NG DI FFUSENESS O R  I NDEFI N I TENESS 
We here use the term diffuse to mean a non-spec ific number greater than one . 
The effect of reduplication in Da ' a  is to mark on verbs and on nouns ( countable ) 
the feature diffuse , non-specific , more than one . On certain Da ' a  verbs thi s  has 
the e ffect of indicating a diffuseness of arguments assoc iated with a given 
predicate . Some AN languages , such as Indones ian , can indicate multiple or dif­
fuse actors or goals by redupl ication of the verb root (Rosen 1977b) . In Da ' a ,  
however ,  only multiple goals may be thus marked . Multiple actors may be marked 
by the Da ' a  prefixes nos i - ( realis form) or mos i - ( irrealis form) . 
In addition to multiple goals redupl ication in Da ' a  commonly indicates verbal 
aspect ; repeated action or a continuous action or state . The se aspects are thus 
dif fuse in the sense that they indicate not just single , spec ific actions occur­
ring at only one point in time . Rather they mark actions that are diffused along 
the time spectrum , occurring either at more than one point on the spectrum ( re­
peated action) or extending over a segment of that spectrum (continuous action or 
state ) . 
With certain verbs of motion redupl ication indicates a kind of locative diffuse­
ness in which the direction or goal of the motion is not spec ific . In certain 
verbs alternating directions of the motion � shown (e . g .  back and forth , up and 
down) . In others random or indirect , non-specific movement is marked by redu­
plicating the verb root . 
In addition to these functions of reduplication of verb roots , a reduplicated 
countable noun becomes diffuse , multiple , no longer s ingle . Also certain que s­
tion words reduplicated mark indefiniteness , non-spec ific concepts . This con­
cept will be examined in some detail in section 3 . 3 .  Each of these various 
funct ions of redupl ication wil l  be i llustrated in the fol lowing sections . 
3.1  Redupl i cati on of verbs i nd i cat i ng mu l ti p l e  goa l s  
A redupl ication of certain verb roots can have the meaning of multiple goals of 
the action, as in the fol lowing examples . (Material under discuss ion underlined . )  
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( 1 )  Pade uma-na nom- bag i - bag i mba ra-mbara ka i ra romba ' a  etu . 
then father-his AF ,REAL-divide-RED thing-RED to they two that 
Then his father divided his wealth between the two of them (his sons ) . 
( 2 )  Uma - na nang- a l a  rot i pade nomba- b i ngga- b i ngga rot i etu  a n te 
father-his AF ,REAL-take cake then AF , REAL-break-RED cake that with 
pa l e- na . 
hands-his 
His father took some cake and then broke the cake into many pieces with 
his hands . 
In both examples above the effect of reduplication is to indicate many goal s  to 
the action . In ( 1 )  the father ' s  wealth was divided between two sons , and in ( 2 )  
the cake was broken into many pieces . 
3 . 2  Aspectual redup l i cati on 
One very productive use of reduplication in Da ' a  i s  to indicate certain types 
of verbal aspect . Three types o f  aspect can be indicated by reduplication:  
1)  repeated action , 2)  continuous action or state , and 3)  a form of locative 
aspect . 
In sentences ( 3 ) - ( 5 )  REPEATED ACTION is indicated . 
( 3 )  Nos i - e l o  nos i - e l o  nos i -e l o ,  nos i - nj apu . 
REc-look. for REc- look . for REc- look. for REc-wagered 
They looked for each other, and looked for each other and looked for each 
other, having wagered with each other (who would find the other first) . 
( 4 )  N i - k i ta-k i ta da ' a  r i a  sou . 
OF , REAL- look-RED not be house 
He looked and looked (but) there was no house . 
( 5 )  Ma- l au i ' a  neka-wan tu-wantu . 
IRR-go he REAL-jump-RED 
He moves by means of jumping. 
In each of the examples above the effect of reduplication is to indicate action 
that is repeated . Unreduplicated forms would indicate only an action performed 
once, i . e .  looked for each other once , looked once , jumped once . 
In s entences ( 6 )  and ( 7 )  be low CONTINUOUS ACTION is indicated by redupl ication . 
( 6 )  
( 7 )  
N i eo-eea-pea nu bant i l uku , na-tasa-mo l oka-na . 
OF , REAL-wait-RED AG turtle REAL-ripe-PERF banana-his 
The turtle wai ted on and on (unti l finally) his bananas were ripe . 
Tempona i ra da no- tesa- tesa bo nos i - nj u l a  pek i r i  wega i ra 
whi le they sti l l  SF , REAL-talk-RED and REc-exchange ideas friend their 
na- rata r i  j a ' i nu i ra pade na- l au no- sanggan i - nggan i .  
REAL-come to them then REAL-go REAL-together 
While they were still  talking and exchanging ideas, their friend arrived 
and went on together with them. 
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The action in both examples above continued on , this being marked by redupl ica­
tion of the verb root . 
CONTINUOUS STATE can also be indicated by reduplication of the root of a predi­
cate of state , as in the following two examples . 
( 8 )  Tau ya ' a  na- sug i mpu ' u . 
person that REAL-rich very 
mpae-mpae . 
year-RED 
Do i - na da ' a  ma-opu -opu sampe 
Money-his not IRR-run. out-RED up . to 
That man is very rich . His money won 't run out for years . 
( 9 )  Nang-u l i magau ka ba tua- na , ' Kom i kana ma- sad i a -d i a  mompo-pea 
REAL-say king to slave-his you must IRR-ready-RED AF , IRR-wait 
ka- rata-ku . 
NOM-arrive-my 
The king said to his slave, 'You must be continually ready waiting for my 
arrival ' .  
In the examples above the states continue o n  for some time ; i n  ( 8 )  a person ' s  
money will not run out , and in ( 9 )  a slave i s  urged to be continually ready . 
A type of LOCATIVE ASPECT can also be shown in Da ' a  by reduplication of certain 
motion verbs . This indicates an alternation in the direction of the action of 
the verb . This is illustrated in sentence ( 10 ) . 
( 10 )  Da ' a  ma-ma l a  ma- na ' u -na ' u  ngana . 
not IRR-able IRR-go . down-RED chi ld 
The child cannot go down (from the house) and come back up (down and up, 
down and up, etc. ) .  (i. e .  he must stay in the house) 
Without reduplication of the verb root the sentence does not have the idea of 
going down and then back up and down . ma-na ' u  means merely to go down. It is 
the redupl ication of the root that conveys the idea of alternating directions 
of the action . 
3 . 3  Redupl i cat i on of mot ion  verbs i nd i cat i ng random or i nd i rect act i on 
Act ion toward a diffus e ,  non- �pecific goal , a random moving around is marked by 
reduplication of roots of certain verbs of motion . 
( 1 1 )  Ane mang-e l o  panggon i i ra l au ne-mbua-mbua r i  l ombona ma- ngg i ta 
when IRR- look. for food they go REAL-fly-RED in air IRR-see 
ana nu manu ntau . 
young of chicken people 
When they (chicken hawks ) look for food they fly around in the air to see 
people 's baby chicks . 
( 1 2 )  Mpaka r i  umba? Kam i aga ma-njayo- njayo . 
go where we ( excl )  just IRR-walk. around-RED 
Where are you going ? ANS . We are just going for a walk. 
In both the examples given above the effect of reduplication is to indicate an 
action which does not have a definite goal in mind . In ( 1 1 )  ne-mbua 
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unreduplicated would indicate flight to a speci fic goal ( for example the bird ' s  
nest) , and in ( 12 )  with a speci fic destination in mind the answer to the ques­
t ion "Where are you going? " would be Mpaka r i  . . .  ( spec ific destination , i . e .  
market , Palu , etc . ) Going to . . .  (the market3 Palu3 etc . ) .  
3 . 4  Redupl i cat i on of nouns i nd i cati ng d i ffuseness or i ndefi n i teness 
What some writers have called a pluralis ing function of reduplication in some 
AN languages ( c f .  Capell 1937-39 , Ezard 1980 , for example s ) , we here follow 
Rosen ( 1977b) in us ing the term diffuse. Rosen sees plurality as having a 
"plus definite" feature which in Indonesian is NOT what reduplication of nouns 
causes . The notion diffuse , then , conveys the meaning of non-s ingular , non­
definite; or said another way , a non-specific number greater than one . This 
de finition distinguishes a notion of plurality different from that found in 
English , which is non-s ingular , but definite . This contrast between the two 
systems can be seen in the following examples from Indonesian and English ( see 
Rosen 197 7b ) . 
( 13 )  I a mempunya i t i ga anak . 
he has three children 
( 14 )  * I a  mempu nya i t i ga anak-anak .  
he has three chi ld-RED 
( 15 )  He has three children. 
In English chi ldren is the plural form of child , and may also be definite when 
modified by , among other things , a specific (definite ) numeral , three . In 
Indonesian , on the other hand , redupl ication of anak child, does not indicate 
definite plurality . Rather the reduplication marks non- singular , but also non­
specific; that is , an indefinite number greater than one . Sentence ( 14 )  is un­
grammatical because it contains a specific number , t i ga three and the redupli­
cated form a nak-anak chi ldren which is diffuse , NOT definite as the English 
might be . Hence the term diffuse is used to indicate non-singular indefinite 
numbe r .  
I n  Da ' a  reduplicat ion of countable nouns is a very common occurrence which has 
the same function as that found in Indonesian described above . That is , it 
indicates diffuseness . Reduplication of countable nouns in Da ' a  marks non­
s ingular , indefinite , a non-spec ific number greater than one . The fol lowing 
examples illustrate this . 
( 16 )  Kana ma- rata ma- s i romur  r i  ban taya 
must IRR-come IRR-gather. together in meeting. house 
(They ) must gather together with the e lders in the 
( 17 )  Ju ' a -ju ' a  to na- r i a  r i  kampu bag i a  nu  Da ' a .  
sickness-RED RM REAL-be in vil lage area of Da 'a 
ante totu ' a- totu ' a .  
with e lder-RED 
meeting house . 
The sicknesses that are in the vi llages in the Da 'a area . ( title of text ) 
In each of the examples above the reduplicated form indicates more than one , 
diffuseness .  The unreduplicated forms would indicate only one of the items 
mentioned , as in ( 16 )  one elder and in ( 17 )  one kind of sickness . 
To indicate defini te , non-s ingular , as in ( 15 )  above , in Da ' a  must be as 
fol lows : 
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( 1 8 )  Ana-na to l umba ' a -mo . 
child-his three-PERF 
He has three children. 
3 . 5  Redup l i cat i on of ques t i on words 
When certain quest ion words are reduplicated INDEFINITENESS is marked , as seen 
in the following examples . 
( 19 )  Tau- tau nompo-k i o  i ' a  ngga r i  umba-umba nanta l i l  i r i  setu . 
person-RED AF , REAL-call him from where-RED around there 
People called out to him from all over around there . ( an indefinite place , 
not a specific place , just from all around) 
( 20 )  Sema- sema na- rata r i  j a ' i - na kana n i - t a r i ma-na . 
Who-RED REAL-come to-him must OF , REAL-receive-he 
Whoever comes to him wi ll be received by him. (not just one spec ific 
person , by whoever) 
In s entences ( 1 9 )  and ( 20 )  the effect of reduplication is to add a feature of 
inde finitenes s .  Without reduplication umba and sema would be cons idered ordin­
ary quest ion words , where and who respectively , and in these two sentences would 
not make sense . 
4 .  REDUPL ICATI ON I N D I CATI NG I NTENS I TY 
A second major function of reduplication in Da ' a  is to indicate intensity of 
something . This occurs in several contexts : 1 )  with adverbial notions it indi­
cates intensity of the meaning of the adverb ; 2 )  with certain stative verbs 
reduplication can indicate emotional intensity or immediacy , and 3 )  with adj ec­
tives reduplication shows intensity of degree of the characteristic conveyed by 
the root . These functions are illustrated below . 
4 . 1  Redupl i cated adverbs 
Certain adverbs can be intensified by redupl ication . 
( 2 1 )  Ane ku-pek i r i  mpu ' u-mpu ' u  kam i r i  bu l una e ' i katuwua kam i 
if I-think really-RED we (excl )  in mountains this life our (exc l )  
da ' a  na- s i mbay� nte roa n tan i na .  
not REAL-same as friend other 
If I real ly-really think about it we here in the mountains� our life is 
not the same as others . 
( 2 2 )  Saba na ana-na samba ' a  l au ,  etu  ngana bes i  to tuwu-na  sampu l u  rompae 
because child-his one only that child female RM age-her twelve . years 
mos u-mosu  na-mate . 
close-RED REAL-dead 
Because his only child� that is his daughter who was twe lve years old� was 
nearly dead. 
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In these two examples the reduplicated forms can be used in unredupl icated form 
as we ll . The effect of that would be not to indicate the intensity or strength 
of the adverbial idea . The reduplicated forms are more intense , stronger . 
4 . 2 Redup l i cated s tat ive  verbs 
In the following example the effect of reduplication of the stative verb root 
is to give the idea of emotional intensity or immediacy . This sentence i s  in a 
text about being c ircumc ised , giving the reasons why boys want to be circumci sed . 
Tho se who are not circumcised once they reach the appropriate age are ridiculed 
by the other boys . 
( 23 )  Ra- nj a n i -na  ma- r i a - r i a  ngana mo- tesa e '  i ,  ' Ne ' e  mpu ' u  mo-a l a  i ' a  
don 't rea lly IRR-take him OF , IRR-know-he IRR-be-RED child IRR-say this 
ng i na . ' 
later 
He knows that with a certainty (with dread in his heart) there wil l  be 
some boy say (to the girls ) ,  'Don 't for sure pick him later ' .  (i. e .  
because he i s  uncircumcised) 
The ef fect of the pos sibil ity of this happening is sufficient to motivate the 
boys to get circumcised . The very thought of someone saying that he is uncir­
cumcised is an emotionally intense thing , and often motivates even the reluctant 
boy to get up his courage to get circumc ised , painful though it is . ma- r i a  
without reduplication means merely there wi ll be . There is not the intenseness 
of feel ing that SURELY this will happen . 
4 . 3  Redup l i cated adjecti ves 
With reduplication of an adj ective root the characteristic conveyed by the 
adjective is intens ified . This can be seen in the examples below . 
( 24 )  Apa n i - k i k i san i kada-na naka-kata-kata . 
because OF ,REAL-bite mosquito foot-his REAL-itchy-RED 
Because he was bitten by a mosquito his foot was really itchy . 
( 2 5 )  R i  ngata n tau i ' a  na-damba-damba , na- sana- sana . 
in town people he REAL-happy-RED REAL-have . fun-RED 
In the people 's town he really lived it up . 
In examples ( 24 )  and ( 2 5 )  above the effect of the reduplication is to make the 
characteristic described more intense in degree than the unreduplicated form 
would be . In ( 24 )  naka- kata would mean only itchy , and in ( 2 5 )  na- damba , na- sana 
would mean happy and have fun i n  a normal degree . 
4 . 4  Redup l i ca t i on of certa i n  t ime words 
The effect o f  reduplicating time words , such as day , month , year , etc . is an 
intensifying one as wel l , indicating every , as seen in the examples below . 
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( 26 )  eo day eo-eo every day 
eo aka Sunday eo aka-eo aka every Sunday 
wu l a  month wu l a-wu l a  every month 
mpae year mpae-mpae every year 
5 .  SUMMARY 
We have seen that reduplication , a common feature of many AN languages , has two 
major funct ions in Da ' a ; 1 )  indicating di ffuseness , inde finitenes s , and 2 )  indi ­
cating intens ity . 
Redupl ication of verbs may indicate multiple goal s , repeated action , continuous 
action or state , alternation in the direction of motion verbs , random or indir­
ect action of certain motion verbs , and emotional intensity or immediacy of cer­
tain stative verbs . What determines which meaning is conveyed by reduplication 
is the s emantic content of the verb root . For example only certain verb roots 
can have mUltiple goals , while only certain verbs of motion can show locative 
alternation . 
Reduplication of countable nouns makes them diffuse , multiple , non-s ingular , 
non-def inite . Reduplicated forms of certain adverbs , adj ectives and certain 
t ime words are more intense than unreduplicated forms . 
ABBREV IATI ONS USED 
AF Actor Focus PERF Perfective 
OF Obj ect Focus AG Agent 
REAL Realis Mood NOM Nominaliser 
IRR Irrealis Mood excl exclusive 
RED Reduplication RM Relative Marker 
REC Reciprocal 
NOTE 
IDa ' a  (Pakawa) is spoken by approximately 30 , 000 people living primarily in the 
Marawo la and Biromaru Districts of Donggala Regency , Central Sulawesi . Re search 
for this paper was carried out under the auspices of the Cooperative Program 
between Hasanuddin University , Ujung Pandang , and the Summer Institute of 
Linguistic s .  The research was done in Dombu village , Marawola District from 
September 1979 to November 1981 , and January 1983 to April 1983 . The author 
wishes to express thanks to the following people for their helpful comments 
and critique of an earlier draft of this paper : Dr Peter Silzer , Dr Timothy 
Friberg , F . B .  Dawson , and Jean Dawson . 
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DA ' A V E RBAL A F F I XE S  AND C L I T I C S 
Donald F. Barr 
O. I N TRODUCTI ON 
The purpose of this paper is to describe the verbal affixes and clitics of Da ' a ,  
an Austronesian (AN) language o f  Central Sulawesi (Celebes) ,  Indonesia . l We 
wil l  first give an overall summary of the system of verbal affixes and clitics , 
followed by more in-depth examination of each part of that total system . 
1 .  OVERV I EW OF DA ' A  VERBAL AFFI XES AND C L I T I CS 
Da ' a , as with many Austronesian (AN) languages , is rich in a variety of bound 
morphemes marking a number of features ( see Sneddon 1978 , Johnston 1975 , and 
Wolff 1973 for examples in other language s ) . Da ' a  has two basic forms of bound 
morphemes :  affixes and clitics .  Affixes operate on the word level while c1itics 
mark features on the phrase or clause level . Affixes may also be classified as 
derivational and inflectional types .  Each of these types o f  bound morphemes is 
discussed in separate sections below . 
The following paragraphs give an overview of the system of verbal affixes and 
clitics . 
There are five sets of derivational affixe s :  ka- ; pa- , pe- , po- ; - raka , - saka , 
- taka , - naka , -aka ; po- ; and k i - .  These function to form the following stem 
types : 
1 )  ka-
2 )  pa-
pe-
po-
3 )  pa- ka-
4 )  
5 )  po- pa-
po- pe-
po- po-
6 )  k i -
7 )  pe- k i -
+ ROOT 
+ ROOT 
+ ROOT 
- raka 
- saka 
ROOT + - t aka 
- naka 
+ ROOT 
+ ROOT 
+ ROOT 
-aka 
Affective Stative 
Transitive 
Causative Affective 
Suffix Derived 
Causative 
Transitive Requestive 
Bitransitive Requestive 
Section 2 describes and differentiates these various stem formation processes . 
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Roots or the above derived stems may be inflected for Focus , Mood and Aspect . 
Two Focuses are marked in Da ' a :  Actor Focus 2 and Obj ect Focus . Three moods are 
distinguished : Realis , Irrealis , and Imperative . Section 3 . 1  describes the 
focus affixes and section 3 . 2  the mood affixe s .  
The following chart summarises the Focus and Mood Affixes i n  Da ' a .  
Chart 1 :  Summary o f  Focus and Mood Affi xes 
ACTOR FOCUS OBJECT FOCUS 
REALIS na-
MOOD ne- ni -
no-
IRREALIS ma-
MOOD me- ra-
mo-
IMPERATIVE pa-
MOOD pe-
po- rapo- + ROOT 
0 STEM 
stem alone 
In addition to Focus and Mood , several ASPECTS are marked by inflectional 
affixes . These Aspects are : Reciprocal and Multiple Actors (si); Non-Volitional 
(n a t i /ma t i ) ; Reflexive (not i N/mot i N) ; Pretense (net i /met i ) ; Purpose (n i po/ rapo 
and rapom ba) ; and Repeated/Continuous Action (marked by Reduplication) . Section 
3 . 3  describes these Aspect marking affixes and reduplication . 
Finally a series of clitics 3 occur either preceding the verb (proclitics) or 
following the verb (enclitics ) .  These mark Non-Focused Actor and Mode . Sec­
tion 4 describes the Non-Focused Actor c litics and section 5 the Modal clitics . 
We turn now to examine first the derivational affixes , followed by a look at the 
inflectional affixes , concluding with an examination of the clitics . Chart 10 
(p . 44 )  summarises the overall structure of the Da ' a  verb . 
2 .  DERIVAT I ONAL AFFI XES 
In Da ' a  there are several affixes which function to derive or create stative or 
transitive verb stems . These affixes we are calling derivational affixes , as 
they take a root or stem and change that root or stem to a new stem type . We 
are here using the term derivational in a bit different sense than the tradi­
tional usage . While the traditional use means something like ' changing a word 
from one grammatical class to another ' ,  we are here using derivational to include 
' deriving or creating new stems having a particular feature from roots or stems ' .  
In this paper we treat roots as basically neutral with the addition of affixes 
defining notions of grammatical class , such as verb , noun , adj ective . Thus the 
derlvational affixes being discussed here serve to derive stems with various 
features (e . g .  affective , transitive , causative , requestive ) ,  depending on which 
affix is used . All of these affixes occur in c lose proximity to the root . 
There is a universal tendency for derivational affixes to occur close to the 
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root , while inflectional affixes occur further out from the root ( see Langacker 
1972 ) . Stems formed by the derivational affixes can be further affixed with a 
variety of inflectional affixes to mark verbs having the features expressed by 
those inflectional affixes . ( See section 3 for discussion of Inflectional 
Affixes . )  While it is possible to view at least certain features marked by 
Da ' a  derivational affixes as aspectual inflection ( e . g .  causative , requestive ) ,  
based on the above considerations we feel the present analysis more concisely 
reflects some basic structural features of Da'a. Hence we include the following 
affixes as derivational : 
ka-
pa-} 
pe-
��:ka} 
- saka 
- t aka 
- naka 
- aka 
po­
k i -
Affective Prefix 
Transitive Prefixes 
Derivational Suffixes 
Causative Prefix 
Requestive Prefix 
We will examine each of these in turn . 
2 . 1 ka- , Affecti ve Prefi x 
The derivational prefix ka- creates stative stems4 that indicate a change of 
state is being ascribed to an argument of the predicate . Or said another way , 
an argument of the predicate is affected by the action . ka- creates a new stem 
class with the feature "affected" marked . In each of the following examples a 
NP is affected by the action of the verb . In ( 1 )  the floor is affected in that 
it becomes good as a result of the action . In ( 2 )  and ( 3 )  the action affects 
the one doing it . In the examples below mom- marks ActorS Focus Irrealis Mood , 
and ne- marks Actor Focus Realis Mood . ( See sections 3 . 1  and 3 . 2  for discussion 
of Focus and Mood. ) 
( 1 )  Kapa l a  mom- pa- ka- be l o  j au l a  r i  sapo-na . 
chief AF , IRR-CAUS-AFF-good f100r in house-his 
The chief is fixing ( lit . causing to become good) the f100r in his house . 
( 2 )  Ne- ka-wantu  ngana etu . 
AF , REAL-AFF-jump child that 
The child jumped. (The child was affected by the action) 
( 3 )  Ne- ka- toko totu ' a  e tu . 
AF ,REAL-AFF-sit old man that 
The old man sat down. ( i. e .  sat himself down ; the man was affected by the 
action) 
2 . 2  pa- , pe- , po- , Trans i t ive Prefi xes 
The derivational prefixes pa- , pe- , po- derive transitive verb stems . When 
inflected these stems become transitive verbs with an obligatory obj ect . As we 
note in the following section , pa- further functions as a causative marker on 
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stems . The examples i n  this section illustrate the use of pa- , pe- , po- to 
derive transitive verb stems . In section 2 . 2 . 1  we will illustrate pa- with 
causative meaning . 
In the following examples nom- indicates Actor Focus Realis Mood , and mom- Actor 
Focus Irrealis l-1ood . 
( 4 )  B a l  i nawa nom-�- ro ' o  j au l a .  
Balinawa AF , REAL-TRANS-hard f100r 
Balinawa pressed on the floor. ( n a - ro ' o  hard) 
( 5 )  Aku mom- pe- kon i u ta  etu . 
I AF , IRR-TRANS-eat vetetables that 
I wil l  taste those vegetables . ( ne-kon i = dine ) 
(6)  Ngan a-ngana nom-po-ng i r i roa 
children AF , REAL-TRANS- laugh friend 
The chi ldren laughed at their friend. 
i ra .  
their 
( no-ng i r i = laugh) 
It should be noted that pa- , pe-, po- occur with different classes of verbs and 
do not , to our present knowledge , distinguish shades of meaning . As will be 
noted later verbs that derive stems with pa- generally take the Focus marker 
ma- , those that derive stems with pe- take me- and similarly those that derive 
stems with po- generally take mo- . 
2 . 2 . 1  pa - w i th causat ive  mean i ng 
The transitive derivational prefix pa- often forms stems with a causative mean­
ing in the sense of ' cause root ' .  This is PAN *pa- which has reflexes in most 
AN languages . Some writers have treated related pe- as an inflectional affix 
marking causative voice in some AN languages ( Sneddon 1978, Ward 1967, Elkins 
1970) . Others have treated it as a derivational affix as we are here treating 
pa- (Johnston 1975 ) . When affixed for Focus and Mood stems formed by pa- in 
Da ' a  convey the meaning ' A  causes B to do X '  as can be seen in the following 
example s .  
( 7 )  Bora nom- pa- kon i wawu-na . 
Bora AF , REAL-CAUs-eat pig-his 
Bora fed ( lit . caused to eat)  his pig . 
(8)  I n do etu  nom-�- tom i ngana- na . 
mother that AF , REAL-CAUS-suck child-her 
The mother nursed ( lit . caused to suck) her child. 
(9 )  Da r i u s nom- pa- g u ru ngana s i ko l a .  
Darius AF , REAL-CAUS- learn child school 
Darius taught ( lit . caused to learn) the school chi ldren. 
(10 )  Kam i nom- pa- tuwu manu . 
we (exc l )  AF , REAL-CAUS- live chicken 
We raise ( l it . cause to live ) chickens . 
Causative pa- may be affixed to derived stative affective stems ( ka- + ROOT) to 
create a derived causative affective stem . The resulting verb forms have the 
meaning ' cause a NP to acquire the characteristic of the root ' .  This is seen 
below . 
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( 1 1 )  Aku nom-�- ka - be l o  j au l a  r i  sapo- ku . 
I AF , REAL-CAUS-AFF-good f100r in house-my 
I fixed ( lit . caused to become good) the floor in my house . 
( 12 )  I ra nom- pa-ka-gasa sapo i ra .  
they AF , REAL-CAUS-AFF-clean house their 
They caused to become clean their house .  
(Note the contrast with the verb nom- pe-gasa , which focuses on  the event , 
' clean ' . Here the sense is ' cause the house to acquire the character­
i stic "clean" ' .  The resulting state is emphasised rather than the action 
of c leaning . )  
2 . 3  - raka , - saka , -taka , -naka , -aka , Der ivati onal Suffi xes 
These suffixes occur with a limited number of roots to create new verb stems 
which are roughly relatable to the original meaning of the root as "Cause root" . 
This is exemplified in the samples below . 
( 13 )  ken i carry ken i - aka lead ( cause to be carried in a figurative 
sense)  
(14)  nawu faU nawu- saka drop (cause to fall )  
( 15 )  sua  enter sua- raka insert (cause to enter) 
(16)  suwu go out suwu- raka put out (cause to go out) 
( 17 )  ga ' a  separate ga ' a- naka divorce ( cause to be separated) 
( 18 )  go l  i turn go l  i - aka turn over (cause to turn) 
The following sentences illustrate this use of the derivational suffixes . 
( 19 )  I I a nom ba-nawu- saka maku ka aku . 
he AF , REAL-fall-DER , sUF rose. apple to me 
He dropped (caused to fall)  a rose app le to me . 
(20 )  Aku nomba- l i u- naka roa-ku r i  j a l a .  
I AF , REAL-paSS-DER , SUF friend-my on road 
I passed (caused to be passed) my friend on the road. 
( 2 1 )  K i  ta nomba-gol  i - aka pajeko .  
we ( incl )  AF , REAL-turn-DER , sUF plough 
We turned the plough around ( lit . caused the plough to turn around) . 
As with pa- , pe- , po- it should be noted that these suffixes occur with differ­
ent verb classes and do not to our present understanding differentiate shades of 
meaning . 6 
2 . 4  po- , Causat i ve Prefi x 
A second causative stem-forming prefix in Da ' a  besides transitive prefix pa­
( see section 2 . 2 . 1 ) is the prefix po- . This is distinct from the po- transitive 
prefix of the pa- , pe- , po- set as it must be used in conjunction with the 
transitive derivational prefixe s .  The resulting popa- , pope- and po po- combina­
t ions create causative verb stems . In the following examples n i - marks Obj ect 
Focus Realis Mood. 
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( 2 2 )  Tau na- j u ' a  etu  n i - po-�-na ' u  
Person REAL-sick that OF , REAL-CAUS-TRNS-go . down 
That sick person was taken down ( lit .  caused to 
( 2 3 )  Aku nom-££-�-nj i l  i sero ka pue-n a .  
ngga r i  oto . 
from car 
go down) from 
I AF , REAL-CAUS-TRANs-return shovel to owner-its 
I returned ( lit . caused to return) the shove l to its owner. 
( 2 4 )  I ' a nom-££-££- kon i ka apu buya- ku . 
He AF , REAL-CAUS-TRANs-eat to fire sarong-my 
the car. 
He burned up my sarong in the fire ( lit . caused the fire to eat my sarong) . 
As with other derived stems , causative stems can be inflected for Actor and 
Obj ect FOcus , Realis , Irrea1is and Imperative Moods, as well as certain Aspects . 
These are discussed in sections 3 . 1 ,  3 . 2  and 3 . 3  respectively . 
2 . 5  k i - ,  Requesti ve Prefi x 
The prefix k i - derives either transitive requestive stems , or when combined with 
pe- derives bitransitive stems with requestive aspect . k i - has two functions in 
Da ' a  verbs : a derivational function in that it derives transitive stems , and an 
inflectional function , marking requestive aspect . We are treating k i - in the 
derivational affix section rather than the section on aspect as it shares sev­
eral features common to derivational affixe s .  Its position immediately next 
to the root links it to derivational affix behaviour . All the other aspect 
affixes are further out from the root . It also indicates the presence of two 
obj ects , another feature of other derivational affixes ( pa - , pe- , po- ) . k i ­
indicates there is a person requested to do something , and the thing the action 
is done to.  Thus we are calling k i - a derivational prefix which also has an 
inflectional function marking requestive aspect . stems derived by k i - have the 
meaning ' request someone to do root ' .  When used in conjunction with Transitive 
Prefix pe- , the combination pe- k i - derives bitransitive stems with the meaning 
' request someone to have someone to do root ' .  The examples following illustrate 
these two types of requestive stems . 
( 2 5 )  Kapa l a  ne- k i -ken i jo l e . 
chief AF , REAL-REQ-carry corn 
The chief requested someone to carry corn . 
( 26 )  Aku nom-�-�- ken i  
I AF , REAL-TRANs-REQ-carry 
I requested someone to have 
j o l e e tu .  
corn that 
someone carry the corn. 
The following chart summarises the derivational affixes in Da ' a  and how they 
operate to create verb stems . 
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INTRANSITIVE 
TRANSITIVE 
Chart 2 :  Da'a stem structure 
� � � r.tl H Ul :> H H E-t r.tl H E-t � :><: H :><: E-t :><: Ul :><: H Ul H U H r.tl H Ul r.. �� r.tl r.. ::Jr.. ::J � r.. � ()I� ,:( � p.. � p.. U p.. E-t p.. 
ka- k i -
po- pa- ka-
pe- k i -
po-
� 0 H Ul E-t r.tl � :><: H 
� 
H r.. p:; � r.tl Cl Ul 
- raka 
- saka 
- taka 
- naka 
-aka 
See section 1 (p . ll )  for a summary of the possible stems derived by these stem 
formation processes . The following is a summary of the constraints on stem 
formation affixation : 
- ka- and k i - never co-occur . 
- Transitive Prefixes never co-occur with Derivational Suffixes .  These are 
in complementary distribution . 
- k i - occurs alone or with pe- in derived transitive requestive stems . 
- k i - may co-occur with Derivational Suffixes . 
- ka- occurs alone or with pa- in causative affective stems . 
- Causative stems derived by po- plus pa- , pe-, po- cannot occur with other 
derivational affixes . 
3 .  I N FL ECT I ONAL AFFI XES 
In Da ' a  there are three categories of inflectional affixe s :  Focus affixes , Mood 
affixes and Aspect affixe s .  There are two Focuses distinguished : Actor and 
Obj ect Focus . Three Moods are distinguished : Realis , Irrealis , and Imperative . 
Under the general term ' Aspect ' are grouped all inflectional affixes not associ­
ated with either Focus or Mood . This category covers a range of inflectional 
types rather than a specific category or semantically related morphemes as with 
Focus and Mood .  These three categories will be treated in separate sections . 
3 . 1  Focus affi xes 
Using the terminology of Philippine languages , Da ' a  distinguishes two sets of 
Focus affixe s :  Actor and Object Focus . 7 Unlike many Philippine languages and 
the Minahasa languages of North Sulawesi ( see Sneddon 1978) , Da ' a  does not 
distinguish separate focus affixes to indicate such roles as Instrument , Bene­
factive , Locative or Referent . It appears that at least some languages of 
Central Sulawesi tend to have only Actor and Obj ect Focus sets rather than a 
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fuller complement of focus affixes . The North Sulawes i  Minahasa languages have 
Agent Focus , Obj ect Focus , Referent Focus , Instrument Focus and Beneficiary 
Focus ( Sneddon 1978 ) . While extensive investigation throughout Central Sulawes i  
has not yet been undertaken , two focus systems have been noted i n  Uma (Pipikoro ) 
(Martens 1988a , 1988b) , and in the Taa dialect of Bare ' e  (Pamona) see Gregerson 
and Thiessen 1983 ) . Laudje , further to the north toward the Minahasa languages ,  
has been tentatively described as having Actor Focus , Obj ect Focus , and Instru­
ment Focus (May Whatley , ' Field notes on Laudje  morphology,) . 8 Early studies 
of the languages of Central Sulawes i  by men such as Adrianni , Esser and Kruyt 
predate the studies of Philippine languages which describe the functions of 
focus systems . Further study of other languages of Sulawesi will reveal the 
extent and scope of the phenomenon of focus in these 1anguages . 9 
3 . 1 . 1  Actor Focus affi xes 
The prefixes na-/ma-, ne- /me-, no-/mo-, naN-/maN-, neN-/meN -, noN- /moN -, nomba-/ 
momba- indicate Actor Focus inflection . IO In addition to Focus inflection these 
prefixes also indicate Mood ( see note 10 ) . Furthermore , these prefixes also 
carry information on transitivity . The na-, ne-, no- set are intrans itive , 
used with one-place predicates .  na- marks stative predicates ( adj ectives ) .  
The forms with the N ,  nasal , add the component of explicit transitivity , indi­
cating the presence of an obj ect . As such they have interaction with the 
Transitive Prefixes discussed in section 2 above . We will discuss this inter­
action below .  The contrast in transitivity types marked by the set of Actor 
Focus (AF) prefixes with nasal N and those without is shown in the examples 
below. (Note the vowel of the prefix does not remain fixed . )  
INTRANSITIVE TRANSITIVE 
( 2 7 )  me- kon i dine manggon i eat 
(maN-kon i )  
( 28 )  me- epe hear ma ng-epe hear 
(maN-epe)  
( 29 )  me- ken i lead manggen i  carry 
(maN- ken i )  
( 30 )  mo- a l a  take mang - a l a  take 
(maN - a l a ) 
Our present hypothesis is that the different vowels of these prefixes reflect 
different classes of verbs rather than differentiating meaning . Those verbs 
that derive sterns with pa- tend to take na-/ma- . Those that derive sterns with 
pe- tend to take ne-/me- , and those that derive sterns with po- tend to take 
no- /mo- . i l  
The following examples illustrate the use o f  na-, ne-, no- a s  Actor Focus 
markers .  
INTRANSITIVE VERBS 
( 3 1 )  Na- l au-mo i ra mpaka r i  
AF , REAL-go-PERF they to 
They went to the market .  
potomu . 
market 
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( 3 2 )  Ne- raga asu . 
AF , REAL-chase dog 
The dog chases . 
( 3 3 )  No- rongo-mo tau etu . 
AF , REAL-SpOUSe-PERF person that 
That person is already married. ( i . e .  already has a spouse) 
STATIVE PREDICATES (Adj ectives )  
( 34 )  Na- bete-mo ngana-mu . 
( 3 5 )  
AF , REAL-big-PERF chi ld-your 
Your child is already big. 
Na- l anga mpu ' u  
AF , REAL-tal l  very 
Your house is very 
sapo-mu . 
house-your 
taU. 
In the examples above the na-, ne-, no- are marking intransitive or stative 
verbs . These are by default Actor Focus as there is only one NP available for 
focus . 
On derived stems as well as roots ( see above ) na-, ne-, no- indicate Actor Focus 
inflection . With ka- derived stems ( ka- + ROOT) the combination ne- ka indicates 
a kind of ' middle voice ' where an actor performs an action in which he is the 
one affected . 
( 3 6 )  Ne- ka-wan t u  ngana etu . 
AF , REAL-AFF-jump child that 
The child jumped. (he was the one affected by the action of jumping )  
( 3 7 )  Ne-ka - nggo re i ra .  
AF , REAL-AFF-stand. up they 
They stood up. ( i . e .  they stood themselves up) 
Similarly with k i - derived stems ne- marks Actor Focus as shown below . 
( 38 )  Kapa l a  ne- k i -ken i  j o l e . 
chief AF , REAL-REQ-carry corn 
The chief requested someone to carry corn. 
On derived transitive stems formed by the prefixes pa - ,  pe- , po- the normal 
Actor Focus markers are the naN-, neN-, noN- set , as these are used with transi­
tive verbs . The use of na- , ne-, no- on derived transitive stems has the effect 
of detransitivising those stems , making intransitive verbs from transitive verb 
stems , as shown below . 
( 39 )  Da r i u s nom- pa-gu ru  ngana  r i  ke l a s saongu .  
Darius AF , REAL-CAUS- learn child in class one 
Darius teaches the children in first grade . 
(40 )  Da r i u s  no-pa-guru r i  Dombu . 
Darius AF , REAL-CAus- learn in Dombu 
Darius teaches in Dombu. 
In ( 3 9 )  nom- marks Actor Focus Realis Mood with transitive verb (here the derived 
transitive stem pa-gu ru  cause to learn ( i . e .  teach) . When nom- is used an oblig­
atory obj ect is specified . In (40)  no- marks Actor Focus Realis mood , but is 
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intransitive , with no obj ect . I t  thus has the effect of detransitivising the 
derived transitive stem pa-gu ru . No obj ect is required as the sentence has 
become intransitive , Darius teaches in Dombu. While this is not a common phen­
omena , it does serve to illustrate that the Actor Focus prefixes do mark tran­
sitivity . na- , ne- , no- are intransitive , while naN- , neN - , noN- are transitive . 
In the absence of the transitive prefixes pa- , pe- , po- it is the nasal element 
of the Actor Focus prefixes naN- , neN- , noN- which marks transitivity in verbs , 
as seen below . 
( 4 1 )  Aku mang-gon i l oka . 
I AF , IRR-eat bananas 
I eat bananas .  
( 4 2 )  I t a na- l au mang- a l a  kop i . 
he AF , REAL-go AF , IRR-get coffee 
He went to get some coffee . 
( 4 3 )  Aku da ' a  
I not 
I cannot 
rna-ma l a  mang-epe 
IRR-able AF , IRR-hear 
hear you. 
kom i . 
you 
On derived affective stems ( ka- + ROOT) pa- may be added to create a derived 
causative affective stem. This stem is marked for Actor Focus by noN -/moN­
forming verbs with the meaning ' actor causes an argument to acquire the state 
indicated by the root ' . This is seen in the example below . 
( 4 4 )  Aku �-�- ka- be l o  j a u l a r i  sou-ku . 
I AF , REAL-CAUS-AFF-good floor in house-my 
I fixed ( lit . caused to become good) the floor in my house .  
Similarly derived bitransitive requestive stems ( pe-k i - + ROOT) are marked for 
Actor Focus by noN- /moN- . 
( 4 5 )  Aku nom-�-�-ken i j o l e etu . 
I AF , REAL-TRANS-REQ-carry corn that 
I requested someone to have someone carry the corn. 
Suffix derived stems created by - raka , - saka , etc . are marked for Actor Focus 
by naN- and nomba - . The forms noN- and neN- are not used . 
( 4 6 )  I ' a nan- juwu- raka do i - na . 
he AF , REAL-gO. out-DER , SUF money-his 
He took out (caused to go out)  his money . 
( Root i s  suwu . naN- suwu + nanj uwu ) 
( 4 7 )  Aku nomba- l i u- n aka roa-ku r i  j a l a .  
I AF , REAL-paSS-DER, SUF friend-my on road 
I passed my friend on the road. 
(48)  Aku nomba-w i a - t aka babe a l a ngana ma -eka . 
I AF , REAL-do-DER , SUF machete so chi ld IRR-afraid 
I threatened with my machete so the child would be afraid. 
As noted above , stems derived by the Derivational Suffixes have roughly the 
meaning ' cause root ' ,  and are thus transitive . 
these stems , while not extensive , is possible . 
The use of na- , ne- , no- on 
This has the same 
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detransitivising effect as when na- , ne- , no- are used with pa-, pe-, po- der­
ived transitive stems (illustrated in examples ( 39 )  and (40» . In the exam­
ples below me- and mo- detransitivise stems formed by -naka and - saka as they 
mark Actor Focus intransitive . 
(49 )  Tau ya ' a  nomba - l  i u-naka k i ta .  
person that AF , REAL-paSS-DER , SUF we ( incl ) 
That person passed us . 
(50)  N e - l  i u-naka-mo tau . 
( 51 )  
AF , REAL-paSS-DER , SUF-PERF person 
A person passed by. 
I ' a  mom- ba- nawu- saka 
he AF , IRR-TRANs-fal l-DER , SUF 
He is dropping rose apples to 
maku ka aku . 
rose. app le to me 
me . 
(52 ) Sema mo- nawu- saka ka kom i ?  
who AF , IRR-fall-DER, SUF to you 
Who is dropping (things ) to you ? (non- specific what is being dropped) 
That sentence (50)  is Intransitive is further demonstrated by the word order 
used . Normal word order for intransitive sentences is VERB ACTOR ( see ( 3 1 )  to 
( 3 3 )  for further examples) . sentence (50)  is marked intransitive by ne- and 
the word order used is typically intransitive as wel l .  Note i n  ( 49 )  and ( 5 1 )  
the typical word order for transitive sentences :  ACTOR VE RB  OBJECT ( INDIRECT 
OBJECT) . 
Derived Causative stems created by the prefix combinations popa-, pope-, popo­
are marked for Actor Focus by noN-/moN- predictably , as shown below . 
( 53 )  Aku �-�-�-nj i l  i sero ka pue- na .  
I AF , REAL-CAUS-TRANS-return shove l to owner-its 
I returned ( lit .  caused to return ) the shovel to its owner. 
Actor Focus forms are used in a number of circumstances . Primarily they are 
used when the actor is the topic of the sentence , thematically . He is what is 
being talked about . If what is being discussed is grammatically the obj ect , 
one would use Obj ect Focus forms . Actor Focus commonly occurs at the beginning 
of discourses to "get the action going" after a participant has been introduced 
and the setting set . Once a participant is established and the action begun 
the participant becomes old information while his actions become the new inform­
ation being introduced . At this point Obj ect Focus forms are commonly used to 
carry on the event line . This topic remains to be fully investigated in Da ' a ,  
but preliminary analysis shows the above pattern to be common . 12 
The fol lowing chart summarises the major Actor Focus affixes in Da ' a .  
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Chart 3 :  Actor Focus affi xes 
STEM/ASPECT REALIS IRREALIS 
BASIC FORM intr/stative na- ne- no- ma- me- mo-
transitive naN- neN- noN- maN - meN - moN -
nomba- momba-
DERIVED AFFECTIVE STEMS neka- meka-
DERIVED CAUSATIVE * nompaka- *mompaka-
AFFECTIVE STEMS 
DERIVED TRANSITIVE STEMS *nompa- *mompa-
nompe- mompe-
nompo- mompo-
SUFFIX DERIVED STEMS na- - raka ma- - raka 
ne- - saka me- - saka 
no- - t aka mo-' - t aka 
naN- -naka maN- -naka 
nomba- -aka momba- -aka 
DERIVED REQUESTIVE STEMS nek i - mek i -
*nompek i - *mompek i -
DERIVED CAUSATIVE STEMS * nompopa- *mompopa-
nompope- mompope-
nompopo:" mompopo-
RECIPROCAL ASPECT nos i - mos i  -
* nompos i - *mompo s i -
NON-VOLITIONAL ASPECT nat i -/nate- ma t i - /ma te-
REFLEXIVE ASPECT not i N - mo t i N-
PRETENSE ASPECT net i - met i -
*The nom-/mom- o f  these prefix combinations is noN-/moN -
transitive , with the nasal assimilated to succeeding bilab-
ials . This holds true for all subsequent charts as well . 
3 . 1 . 2  Object Focus affi xes  
Obj ect Focus in Da ' a  is marked by n i - (Reali s  Mood) and ra- ( Irrealis Mood) . 
Obj ect Focus marks the obj ect as topic of the sentence and possibly higher level 
units as we ll . As such use of Obj ect Focus requires definite obj ects that have 
already been identified in the discourse . Further analysis is needed to deter­
mine discourse constraints on the use of both Obj ect and Actor Focus affixe s . 
We here illustrate interaction of these forms and the derivational affixes and 
the other inflect ional affixes in Da ' a .  
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N i - and ra- can be affixed to roots , derived Causative Affective Stems ( paka-
+ ROOT) derived Transitive Stems (pa- , etc . + ROOT ) , Suffix derived stems ( ROOT 
+ - raka , etc . ) , derived Requestive Stems ( k i - + ROOT ; pek i - + ROOT) , and derived 
Causative Stems ( popa- , etc . + ROOT) . 
In addition to the se n i - and ra- may occur in conjunction with Aspect inflec­
tional affixe s .  In all cases n i - and ra- mark verbs with Object Focus , Realis 
and Irrealis Mood respective ly . The following examples illustrate Obj ect Focus 
affixe s . 
n i - / ra- WITH SIMPLE ROOTS 
( 54 )  Ut a  etu  na-opu n i -kon i i ra .  
vegetable that REAL-finish OF , REAL-eat they 
The vegetab les were all eaten by them. 
n i - / ra- WITH DERIVED CAUSATIVE AFFECTIVE STEMS 
( 5 5 )  �-�-ka- be l o-mo j au l a  etu . 
OF , REAL-CAUS-AFF-good-PERF floor that 
The floor was fixed. ( i . e .  caused to become good) 
( 5 6 )  Du r i a  etu  kana ra-pa-ka- nawu . 
Dux>ian that must OF , IRR-CAUS-AFF-fall 
That durian must be dropped. ( l it . caused to fal l )  
n i - / ra- WITH DERIVED TRANSITIVE STEMS 
( 5 7 )  Wo l o  etu  n i - pa- noa n - tau . 
bamboo that OF , REAL-CAus-straight AG-person 
The bamboo was straightened by someone . 
( 58 )  U t a  etu  kana ra-pe-kon i .  
vegetable that must OF , IRR-TRANS-eat 
The vegetab les must be tasted. 
( 59 )  Sapo-ku l a ko n i - po-w i a .  
house-my just OF , REAL-TRANS-make 
MY house was just made . 
n i - / ra- WITH SUFFIX DERIVED STEMS 
( 6 0 )  N i - sua- raka -mo do i - na r i  ban k .  
OF , REAL-enter-DER, SUF-PERF money-his in bank 
His money has been put inside ( i . e .  deposited) the bank . 
( 6 1 )  Aku n i - l  i u -naka r i  j a l a .  
I OF , REAL-paSS-DER , SUF on road 
I was passed by on the road. 
( 6 2 )  N i -go l i - aka-mo ompa etu . 
OF , REAL-turn-DER , SUF-PERF mat that 
The mat was already turned over. 
n i - / ra- WITH DERIVED CAUSATIVE STEMS 
( 6 3 )  N i - po-pa-nj i l i - ku sero-na . 
OF , REAL-CAUS-TRANs-return-I shovel-his 
I returned his shove l (Obj ect Focus)  • 
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( 6 4 )  Sapo to na-dungga etu kana ra-po-pe-mbangu i ra .  
house RM REAL-fa l l .  over that must OF , IRR-CAUs-TRANs-rise they 
That house that fe l l  over must be ereoted ( lit . oaused to rise ) by them. 
( 6 5 )  �-££-££- kon i kom i ka apu buya-ku . 
OF , REAL-CAUS-TRANS-eat you to fire sarong-my 
MY sarong was oaused-to-be-eaten-in-the-fire by you . 
The chart below summarises the major Obj ect Focus affix combinations . 
Chart 4 :  Object Focus  affi xes 
STEM/ASPECT REALIS IRREALIS 
BASIC FORM n i - ra-
DERIVED AFFECTIVE STEMS n i ka- raka-
DERIVED CAUSATIVE n i paka- rapaka-
AFFECTIVE STEMS 
DERIVED TRANSITIVE STEMS n i pa- rapa-
n i pe- rape-
n i po- rapo-
SUFFIX DERIVED STEMS n i - - raka ra- - raka 
- saka - saka 
- taka - taka 
-naka -naka 
- aka - aka 
DERIVED REQUESTIVE STEMS n i pek i - rapek i -
DERIVED CAUSATIVE STEMS n i popa- rapopa-
n i pope- rapope-
n i popo- rapopo-
RECIPROCAL ASPECT n i pos i - rapos i -
3 . 2  Mood marki ng affi xes 
In Da ' a  three moods are distinguished in the verbal morphology : Realis , Irrealis 
and Imperat ive . One further mood , Interrogative , is indicated by sentence final 
intonation for Yes-No questions , and by que stion words for content questions .  
We will here focus our attention on the three moods distinguished in the verbal 
affixation . 
3 . 2 . 1 Rea l i s  Mood 
In Da ' a  all non- imperative verbal affixes come in pairs , one the Real i s  form and 
the other the Irrealis . 13 For Actor Focus forms n- marks Realis and m- Irreali s . 
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On Object Focus forms n i - marks Realis and ra- Irrealis . 
for examples . } 
The basic meaning of Realis in Da ' a  is as follows : 
( See charts 2 and 4 
Past , completed action , a state or action already existing or 
occurring , a characteristic which is real , existing , fact , fully 
actual ised . Real is is much like Indicative mood . 
A possible analysis of what is here described as Realis vs . Irrealis Mood is to 
view these as TENSE distinctions . In fact many AN languages have been described 
as having tense ( see Sneddon 1978 , Johnston 1975 , for examples of this analysi s ) . 
Others have analysed this feature as a modal or aspectual distinction such as 
realis- irrealis ( see Lynch 1975 for some examples ) . The view presented here is 
that in Da ' a  the notion of Realis-Irrealis is a broader more insightful way of 
explaining the data . Tense is traditionally as soc iated with verbal notions 
exclusively . In Da ' a  the Realis- Irrealis distinction carries over to what are 
traditionally seen as Adjectives as we ll as verbal notions .  The Real is-Irrealis 
distinction applies across the board to all Predicates and as such is a broader , 
more comprehensive generalisation than the narrower notion of tense . The opin­
ion expressed here is that Realis-Irrealis is a more emic view of Da ' a  than the 
notion of tense , which is more typical of such language families as the Indo­
European Family . 
3 . 2 . 2  I rrea l i s  Mood 
Irrealis forms in Da ' a  are marked with m- for Actor Focus and with ra- in Obj ect 
Focus . (Refer to charts 3 and 4 for examples . )  
The basic meaning of Irrealis in Da ' a  is as fo llows : 
Non-past action , hypothetical , not yet realised action or state , 
a characteristic not yet real , not fully actualised . In this 
way Irrealis Mood is much like Subj unctive . 
The following sentences illustrate the use of Realis-Irreal is Moods in Actor 
and Obj ect Focus . 
ADJECTIVES 
(66 )  Na- bete-mo ana-mu . 
REAL-big-PERF child-your 
Your child is already big. 
( 67 )  Ane ma- bete ana-mu kana mo- s i ko l a i ' a o  
when IRR-big chi ld-your must AF , IRR-school he 
When your child is big ( future state) he must go to school .  
TRANSITIVE - ACTOR FOCUS 
(68)  Aku nang-gon i l oka . 
I AF , REAL-eat banana 
I ate a banana. (maN-kon i = manggon i )  
(69 )  Na i l e aku mang- gon i l oka . 
tomorrow I AF , IRR-eat banana 
Tomorrow I wil l  eat a banana. 
TRANSITIVE - OBJECT FOCUS 
( 70 )  N i - kon i - ku l oka etu . 
OF , REAL-eat-I banana that 
The banana was eaten by me . 
( 7 1 )  Loka etu  ma- tasa  kana ra-kon i .  
banana that IRR-ripe must OF , IRR-eat 
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(When) that banana is ripe it must be eaten . 
DERIVED AFFECTIVE STEMS - ACTOR FOCUS ONLY 
( 7 2 )  I ' a  ne-ka-wantu  ngga r i  s apo-na . 
he AF , REAL-AFF-jump from house-his 
He jumped from his house .  
( 7 3 )  Ka-ma i me-ka- toko r i  se ' i .  
AFF-come IRR-AFF-sit here 
Come sit down here . (sit yourself down here) 
DERIVED CAUSATIVE AFFECTIVE STEMS - ACTOR FOCUS 
( 74)  Aku nom- pa-ka- be l o  j au l a  r i  s apo- ku . 
I AF , REAL-CAUS-AFF-good floor in house-my 
I fixed the floor in my house .  
( 7 5 )  M i nggu ma - ra ta  aku mom- pa-ka-be l o  j au l a  r i  sapo-ku . 
week IRR-come I AF , IRR-CAUS-AFF-good floor in house-my 
Next week I wil l  fix the floor in my house.  
DERIVED CAUSATIVE AFFECTIVE STEMS - OBJECT FOCUS 
( 7 6 )  J au l a  r i  sapo- ku �-�-�- bel o-ku . 
floor in house-my OF , REAL-CAUS-AFF-good-I 
The floor in my house was fixed by me . 
( 7 7 )  J au l a  r i  sapo-ku na-ge ro-mo . Kana  �-�-�- be l o .  
floor in house-my REAL-ruined-PERF must OF , IRR-CAUS-AFF-good 
The floor in my house is ruined. It must be fixed. 
DERIVED TRANSITIVE STEMS - ACTOR FOCUS 
( 78 )  Aku �om-££- ba l u  kop i r i  potomu . 
I AF , REAL-TRANS-se l l  coffee in market 
I so ld coffee in the market .  
( 79 )  Na i l e  i ra ma- l au mom- po- ba l u  kop i r i  potomu . 
tomorrow they IRR-go AF , IRR-TRANs-se l l  coffee in market 
Tomorrow they wi l l  go se l l  coffee in the market .  
DERIVED TRANSITIVE STEMS - OBJECT FOCUS 
( 8 0 )  I ra n i - pa -ken i - ku mpaka r i  Pa l u .  
they OF , REAL-TRANS-carry-I to Palu. 
They were taken by me to Palu. 
( 8 1 )  Sa bana da ' a  n i - n j a n i i ra j a l ana , kana ra-pa-ken i .  
because not of , REAL-know they road must OF , IRR-TRANs-carry 
Because they do not know the road3 they must be taken (to Palu) . 
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SUFFIX DERIVED STEMS - ACTOR FOCUS 
( 8 2 )  Aku nomba- l  i u- naka roa- ku r i  j a l a .  
I AF , REAL-paSS-DER , SUF friend-my on road 
I passed my friend on the road. 
( 8 3 )  Ane ma-ga s i  kom i ma- l au ,  kom i momba- l i u -naka roa-mu . 
if IRR-fast you IRR-go you AF , REAL-pass-DER , SUF friend-your 
If you go quickly� you wil l  pass your friend. 
SUFFIX DERIVED STEMS - OBJECT FOCUS 
( 8 4 )  M aku etu  n i - nawu - s aka-na ka aku . 
rose . app le that OF , REAL-fal l-DER , suF-he to me 
That rose app le was dropped by him to me . 
( 8 5 )  To ma- t a s ana , ra- nawu- saka ka aku . 
RM IRR-ripe OF , IRR-fal l-DER, SUF to me 
The ripe one� drop it (O-Foc) to me . 
DERIVED REQUESTIVE STEMS - ACTOR FOCUS ONLY 
( 8 6 )  Aku ne- k i - tosu . 
I AF , REAL-REQ-stab 
I requested to be injected. 
( 8 7 )  Kam i me- k i - tosu . 
we (exc l )  AF , IRR-REQ-stab 
We request to be injected. ( said on arrival at clinic) 
DERIVED BITRANSITIVE REQUESTIVE STEMS - ACTOR FOCUS 
(88)  Kapa l a  nom- pe- k i - ken i j o l e  etu . 
chief AF , REAL-TRANs-REQ-carry corn that 
The chief requested someone to have someone carry the corn. 
( 89 )  Ba ra na i l e kapa l a  mom-pe-k i - ken i j o l e etu . 
perhaps tomorrow chief AF , IRR-TRANs-REQ-carry corn that 
Perhaps tomorrow the chief wil l  request someone to have someone carry the 
corn. 
DERIVED BITRANSITIVE REQUESTIVE STEMS - OBJECT FOCUS 
( 9 0 )  N i - pe- k i - ken i kapa l a  j o l e etu . 
OF , REAL-TRANs-REQ-carry chief corn that 
The headman requested someone to have someone carry the corn (O-Foc) . 
( 9 1 )  Ka na �-�-�- ken i j o l e .  
must OF , IRR-TRANS-REQ-carry corn 
(The chief) must request someone to have someone carry the corn ( O . Foc) . 
DERIVED CAUSATIVE STEMS - ACTOR FOCUS 
( 9 2 )  Aku �om-££-�- nj i l i  sero etu  ka pue- na . 
I AF , REAL-CAUS-TRANS-return shove l that to owner-its 
I returned the shove l to its owner . 
( 9 3 )  N a i l e  aku �om-££-pa-nj i l  i sero etu ka pue-na .  
tomorrow I AF , IRR-CAUS-TRANs-return shove l that to owner-its 
Tomorrow I wil l  return the shove l to its owner. 
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DERIVED CAUSATIVE STEMS - OBJECT FOCUS 
( 9 4 )  Sero etu 
shove l that 
That shove l 
l a ko �-�-�- nj i l  i - ku ka pue-na . 
just OF , REAL-CAUS-TRANS-return-I to owner-its 
was just returned by me to its owner. 
( 9 5 )  Se ro e t u  kana r a - po-pa-nj i l  i ka pue-na . 
shove l that must OF , IRR-CAUS-TRANS-return to owner-its 
That shove l must be returned to its owner. 
3 . 2 . 3  Imperati ve Mood 
It is helpful to differentiate two kinds of imperatives in Da ' a : Affirmative 
imperatives (commands ) and Negative imperatives (prohibitions ) .  Affirmative 
imperatives command or order a person or persons to perform a certain action . 
Negative imperatives prohibi t  certain actions to be performed . This may be 
intransitive as in "Don ' t  go ! " ;  or transitive , as in "Don ' t  eat that rice ! " In 
Da ' a  this difference between intransitive and transitive imperatives is marked 
by different strategies of affixation . Likewise affirmative imperatives employ 
di fferent strategies from negative imperatives .  
In Da ' a  affirmative imperatives are formed in several ways : 1 )  the uninflected 
root marks imperative mood ;  2 )  uninflected derived stems mark imperative ; 3 )  pre­
fixes pa- , pe- , po- mark imperative when affixed to certain roots .
14 Generally 
verbs that take ne- /me- form imperatives with pe- . Verbs that take no- /mo- form 
imperatives with po- . There are exceptions to the se general patterns . Verbs 
that are marked nomba- /mom ba- form imperatives with pe- also . Verbs which take 
na- /ma - have several ways to form imperatives :  a) vowel initial roots stand alone 
to indicate imperative mood ; b)  some roots beginning with consonants alone mark 
imperative , while c )  other roots take pa- or p aN - . The constraints as to which 
strategy is employed have not yet been determined . 
All Aspects marked in verbs , except of course , Non-Vol itional , can be inflected 
for imperative mood . Chart 5 summarises the imperative marking affixes in Da ' a .  
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Chart 5 :  Imperati ve  affi xes 
STEM/ASPECT IMPERATIVE 
BASIC FORM pa- pe- po- 0 
paN- peN - poN -
DERIVED AFFECTIVE STEMS peka-
DERIVED CAUSATIVE stem alone ( paka- + ROOT) 
AFFECTIVE STEMS 
DERIVED TRANSITIVE STEMS stem alone ( pa- pe- po- + 
SUFFIX DERIVED STEMS stem alone (ROOT + - raka , 
DERIVED REQUESTIVE STEMS stem alone ( pek i - + ROOT) 
ROOT) 
etc . )  
DERIVED CAUSATIVE STEMS stem alone ( popa- pope- popo- + ROOT ) 
RECIPROCAL ASPECT pos i -
REFLEXIVE ASPECT pot i N - ( +  Affective Stem) 
PRETENSE ASPECT pet i -
Negative imperatives (prohibitions ) are marked by Actor Focus Irrealis affixes 
for intransitive verbs , and Object Focus Irrealis affixes for transitive verbs . 
( See charts 3 and 4 respectively for these forms . )  Examples are as fol lows : 
( 9 6 )  Ne ' e  ma- l au 
don 't  AF , IRR-go 
Don ' t  go there ! 
r i  setu ! 
there 
( 9 7 )  Ne ' e  me- suwu ngga r i  sou ! 
don ' t  AF , IRR-exit from house 
Don ' t  go out of the house ! 
(98)  Ne ' e ra- kon i t i bo etu ! 
don ' t  OF , IRR-eat rice that 
Don 't  eat that rice ! 
( 9 9 )  Ne ' e  ra-po- po-kon i ka asu  t i bo etu ! 
don 't  OF , IRR-CAUS-TRANs-eat to dog rice that 
Don ' t  feed the rice to the dog! 
Further examples of Imperative Mood are given in the examples illustrating 
Aspect inflection , to which we now turn our attention . 
3 . 3  Aspect-marki ng affi xes  
A s  stated i n  the introduction t o  section 3 ,  Inflectional Affixe s ,  the term 
"aspect " is here used as a cover term for a number of inflections which are NOT 
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either Focus o r  Mood inflections . Da ' a  marks the fol lowing aspects i n  verbs : 
Reciprocal Aspect and Multiple Actors ( s i ) ;  Non-Volitional ( na t i /mat i ) ; Reflex­
ive ( not i N/mot i N ) ;  Pretense ( ne t i /met i ) ;  and Purpose ( n i po/ rapo and rapomba ) . 
In addition to the above aspects marked by affixation , Repetitive Aspect and 
Continuous Aspect are marked in Da ' a  by reduplication . What some analysts have 
identified as Causative and Requestive Aspect in some AN languages ( Sneddon 
1978)  are here treated in the section on derivational affixes , as the formation 
of stems with causative and requestive aspect parallels derivational affixation . 
Thus examples of causative and requestive aspect may be seen illustrated in 
this paper as derived causative or derived requestive stems . One further aspect 
is marked in Da ' a ,  Benefactive . However , this functions as a clause level pro­
cess and is thus not dealt with in this paper . The NP marker ka marks Benefac­
tive in Da ' a .  We will il lustrate each o f  the above aspects marked in the morpho­
logy in turn . 
3 . 3 . 1  Reci procal aspect , and mul ti pl e actors 
In Da ' a  the prefix s i - may express either the reciprocal aspect or it may 
express multiple actors to an action . Both these functions are illustrated 
below . With intransitive verbs s i - ascribes to multiple actors identical 
actions . With transitive or causative verbs s i - ascribes to plural actors iden­
tical actions in which each participant is also the patient or site of the 
act ion of the other partic ipant . This aspect is extremely productive in Da ' a ,  
as it occurs in both Actor and Obj ect Focus and in all three Moods . s i - can be 
affixed to Derived Causative Affective Stems , Derived Transitive Stems , Suffix 
Derived Stems and Derived Requestive Stems . 
The following sentences illustrate Actor Focus Multiple Actor affix . 
( 100) K i ta no- s i - kon i t i bo .  
we ( inc l )  AF , REAL-REC-eat rice 
We all ate rice together. 
( 10 1 )  N a i l e  k i ta mo- s i -kon i t i bo .  
tomorrow we ( incl )  AF , REAL-REC-eat rice 
Tomorrow we wi l l  all  eat rice together. 
( 102 ) Po- s i - kon i t i bo etu ! 
IMP-REC-eat rice that 
Eat that rice (you all) ! 
The fol lowing sentences illustrate Actor Focus Reciprocal Affixation . 
WITH DERIVED CAUSATIVE AFFECTIVE STEMS 
( 10 3 )  I ra no- s i - pa -ka -nawu ngga ranj apo .  
they AF , REAL-REC-CAUS-AFF-fall from house 
They caused each other to be fallen from the house .  
( 1 0 4 )  I ra mo-�-�-ka -nawu ngga ranj apo . 
they AF , IRR-REC-CAUS-AFF-fall from house 
(a state ) 
They wi ll cause each other to be fal len from the house .  
( 1 0 5 )  Po- s i - pa-ka- nawu kom i ! 
IMP-REC-CAUS-AFF-fall you (pI ) 
Cause each other to be fallen! 
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WITH DERIVED TRANSITIVE STEMS 
( 1 0 6 )  Aku �-££-�-kon i kayu e '  i a l a  ma- rap a .  
I AF , REAL-TRANS-REC-eat wood this s o  IRR-fit. tight 
I caused these (pieces of) wood to "eat " each other so they wouZ-d fit 
tight . (The idea is of chisell ing a wood joint so it fits wel l  together )  
( 1 0 7 )  Topow i a  sou etu  kana mom-po- s i - kon i kayu etu  a l a  ma- rapa . 
buiZ-der house that must AF , IRR-TRANS-REC-eat wood that so IRR-fit. tight 
The house buUder must cause the wood to "eat " each other so they wi U 
fit tight. 
( 108 ) Po-�-�- kon i kayu etu  a l a  ma- rapa ! 
IMP-REC-TRANS-eat wood that so IRR-fit. tight 
Cause that wood to "eat " each other so it wi U fit tight! 
( 1 09 ) Totu ' a- totu ' a  etu  no- s i -pe-kutana . 
o Z-d. men that AF , REAL-REC-TRANS-as k 
Those oZ-d men asked each other questions . 
( 1 1 0 )  I ra kana mo- s i - pe- kutana . 
they must AF , IRR-REC-TRANS-ask 
They must ask each other questions . 
( 1 1 1 )  Po- s i - pe-kutana ru ru ! 
IMP-REC-TRANs-ask first 
Ask each other first !  (then do something) 
WITH SUFFIX DERIVED STEMS 
( 1 1 2 )  I ra romba ' a  no- s i - nawu- saka r i  ka l angana sapo . 
they two AF , REAL-REc-faZ- Z--DER , SUF on top house 
They made each other faZ- Z- on the top of the house . 
( 1 1 3 )  I ra romba ' a  mo- s i - nawu- saka r i  ka l angana sapo .  
they two AF , IRR-REc-faZ- Z--DER , SUF on top house 
They wi Z- Z- make each other faZ- Z- on the top of the house.  
( 1 1 4 )  Po- s i - nawu- saka kom i ! 
IMP-REC-faZ- Z--DER , SUF you 
Make each other faZ- Z- !  
WITH DERIVED CAUSATIVE STEMS 
( 1 1 5 )  I ra no- s i - po-pa-na ' u  ngga ranj apo . 
they AF , REAL-REC-CAUS-TRANS-go. down from house 
They (many doers ) caused each other to go down from the house .  
( 1 16)  Ne ' e  mo-�-££- pa -na ' u  ngga ranj apo . 
don 't  AF , IRR-REC-CAUS-TRANS-go . down from house 
Don ' t  cause each other to go down from the house ! 
WITH DERIVED REQUESTIVE STEMS 
( 1 1 7 )  I ra .!2£-�-�-�- ken i  j o l e .  
they AF , REAL-REC-TRANS-REQ-carry corn 
They (reciprocaZ- Z-y)  requested each other to have someone carry corn. 
( 1 1 8 )  Kom i kana mo- s i - pe-k i - ken i j o l e etu . 
you (pI ) must AF , IRR-REC-TRANS-REQ-carry corn that 
You (pI )  must request each other to have someone carry the corn. 
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The chart below summarises the Reciprocal Aspect and Multiple Actors Affixes . 
Chart 6 :  Actor Focus Rec i proca l  Aspect and Mu l t i p l e  Actors Aff i xe s  
STEM/FEATURE REALIS IRREALIS IMPERATIVE 
RECIPROCAL nos i - mos i - pos i -
DERIVED CAUSATIVE nos i paka- mos i paka- pos i paka-
AFFECTIVE STEMS 
DERIVED TRANSITIVE nompos i - mompos i - pos i pa-
STEMS nos i pa- mos i pa- pos i pa-
nos i pe- mos i pe- pos i pe-
nos i po- mos i po- pos i po-
SUFFIX DERIVED STEMS nos i - - raka mos i - - raka pos i - - raka 
- saka - saka - saka 
- t aka - taka - t aka 
-naka - naka -naka 
-aka -aka -aka 
DERIVED CAUSATIVE nos i popa- mos i popa-
STEMS nos i pope- mos i pope-
nos i popo- mos i popo-
DERIVED REQUESTIVE nos i pek i - mos i pek i - pos i pek i -
STEMS 
Below are sentences illustrating Object Focus Multiple Actors Affixes . Impera­
tive forms , as noted in Chart 7 are identical to Irrealis forms . 
( 1 1 9 )  T i bo etu  t i ku n i - po- s i - kon i sampe na-opu . 
rice that together OF , REAL-REC-eat unti l REAL-al l .  gone 
The rice was eaten together until it was aU gone. 
( 1 2 0 )  T i ku ra-po- s i - kon i t i bo etu  a l a  ma-opu . 
together OF , IRR-REC-eat rice that so IRR-al l . gone 
The rice will be eaten together so it wi ll be all gone . 
The fol lowing sentences illustrate Obj ect Focus Reciprocal Aspect Affixes . 
WITH DERIVED CAUSATIVE AFFECTIVE STEMS 
( 1 2 1 )  N i - po- s i - pa-ka-nawu ngga ranj apo i ra .  
OF , REAL-REC-CAUS-AFF-fall from house they 
They caused each other to be fal len from the house (O . Foc ) . 
( 1 2 2 )  Ra-�-2l-�- ka-nawu ngga ranj apo i ra .  
OF , IRR-REC-CAUS-AFF-fall from house they 
They will cause each other to be fallen from the house (O . Foc) . 
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WITH DERIVED TRANSITIVE STEMS 
( 12 3 )  Kayu etu  n i - po- s i - pa -kon i topow i a  sapo a l a ma- rapa . 
wood that OF , REAL-REC-CAus-eat bui lder house so IRR-fit. tight 
The wood was caused to "eat " each other by the bui lder so it would fit 
tight . 
( 12 4 )  Ne ' e  �- po-�-�-kon i kayu etu ! 
don ' t  OF , REAL-REC-cAus-eat wood that 
Don 't cause the wood to "eat " each other! (O . Foc)  
WITH SUFFIX DERIVED STEMS 
( 12 5 )  �- po-�-ga ' a- naka-mo i ra nj amboko . 
OF , REAL-REc-separate-DER , SUF-PERF they coup le 
They (the coup le) caused each other ( O . Foc ) to separate . 
( 12 6 )  Ne ' e  �-�-�-ga ' a- naka ! 
don ' t  OF , IRR-REC-separate-DER , sUF 
Don ' t  cause each other (O . Foc) to separate ! 
WITH DERIVED REQUESTIVE STEMS 
( 1 2 7 )  �- po-�-pe-�-ken i j o l e et u .  
OF , REAL-REC-TRANS-REQ-carry corn that 
We (many actors) requested each other to have someone carry the corn ( 0 .  
Foc ) . 
( 1 28)  Ne ' e  �- po-�-�-�- ken i j o l e etu ! 
don ' t  OF , IRR-REC-TRANS-REQ-carry corn that 
Don 't request each other to have someone carry the corn ( O . Foc) . 
The following chart summarises the Object Focus Reciprocal Aspect and Multiple 
Actors Affixe s .  
Chart 7 :  Object Focus Rec i proca l  Aspect and Mul t ip l e Actors Affi xes 
STEM/FEATURE 
RECIPROCAL/MULTIPLE 
ACTORS 
DERIVED CAUSATIVE 
AFFECTIVE STEMS 
DERIVED TRANSITIVE 
STEMS 
SUFFIX 
STEMS 
DERIVED 
STEMS 
( 2  only) 
DERIVED 
REQUESTIVE 
REALIS 
n i pos i -
n i pos i paka-
n i pos i pa-
n i pos i pe-
n i pos i - - raka 
- saka 
- taka 
- naka 
-aka 
n i pos i pek i -
IRREALIS IMPERATIVE (NEG) 
rapos i - rapos i -
rapos i paka- rapos i paka-
rapos i pa- rapos i pa-
rapos i pe- rapos i pe-
rapos i - - raka rapos i - - raka 
- saka - saka 
- taka - taka 
-naka - naka 
-aka -aka 
rapos i pek i - rapos i pek i -
3 . 3 . 2  Non-Vol i ti onal  aspect 
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This aspect i n  Da ' a  i s  marked by nat i - (Realis)  and ma t i - (Irreali s )  with vari­
ant forms nate-/mate- also used . These affixes may be used on roots , transitive 
stems derived by pa- , pe- , po- , and suffix-derived stems formed by - raka , etc . 
What i s  expressed is a kind o f  passive participle that emphasises the resultant 
state , not the event . This is similar to ter- prefixed verbs in Indonesian . 
There is no actor included . This contrasts with some AN languages in the 
Philippines which can mark non-volitional with actor in the sentence . This 
gives a sense of "unintentional action by an actor" as in "I unintentionally 
let the chicken out" . This sense is not what the Da t a  non-volitional aspect 
indicates .  The following examples illustrate the use of non-volitional affixes . 
WITH ROOTS 
( 1 2 9 )  Na t i - kon i -mo bau etu . 
N-V , REAL-eat-PERF meat that 
The meat was eaten. (that was not the intention) 
( 1 3 0 )  Pa- ka- be l o !  Mat i - kon i bau e t u ! 
CAUS-AFF-good N-v , IRR-eat meat that 
Be carefu Z !  The meat wi ZZ get eaten! 
WITH DERIVED TRANSITIVE STEMS 
( 1 3 1 )  Tau etu  na t i - pa-k i ta ngga r i  umba- umbana . 
person that N-V , REAL-TRANS-see from everywhere 
That person· was seen from aZZ over. 
( 1 3 2 )  Tau etu  mat i -�- k i ta ngga r i  umba-umbana . 
person that N-V , IRR-TRANS-see from everywhere 
That person wi ZZ be seen from aZZ over. 
( 1 3 3 )  Tonj i e tu  n i - sopu-ku , nat  i -pa- l i u w i  1 a -ku . 
bird that OF , REAL-bZowgun-I N-V , REAL-TRANS-pass dart-my 
I shot at that bird (O . Foc ) with my bZowgun� (but) my dart passed by . 
( 1 3 4 )  Ane ma t i - pa- l i u  w i l a  da ' a  ma-we l a tonj i .  
if N-V , IRR-TRANs-pass dart not IRR-hit bird 
If the dart passes by it won 't hit the bird. 
WITH SUFFIX DERIVED STEMS 
( 1 3 5 )  Nat i - s uwu- raka manu - ku . 
N-V , REAL-gO. out-DER , SUF chicken-my 
My chicken got out. 
( 1 3 6 )  Ane da ' a  n i - j aga mpaka - be l o- be l o ,  ma t i - s uwu - raka 
if not OF , REAL-guard carefuUy N-V , IRR-gO. out-DER , SUF 
manu-mu . 
chicken-your 
If it is not guarded carefuZZy� your chicken wiZ Z  get out . 
3 . 3 . 3  Refl exi ve Aspect 
In Da t a  Reflexive Aspect is marked by the affixes not i N - ( Reali s )  and mot i N ­
( Irreal i s ) . These affixes are affixed to Derived Affective Stems ( ka - + ROOT) 
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marking verbs in which an agent affects himself by an action . The nasal ( N )  
assimilates to the k o f  ka- and k becomes voiced to produce the combined affix 
not i ngga- or mot i ngga- . 
It should be noted that this is not the only strategy in Da ' a  for indicating an 
agent performing an action upon himself . One can also use the pattern : agent­
verb-body-his own , as seen below : 
( 1 3 7 )  Tau etu  nomba- boba ko ro-na mboto . 
person that AF , REAL-hit body-his own 
That person hit himself. 
Further study is needed to determine what classes of verbs can be made reflex­
ive by affixation and what classes use the second strategy noted above . We here 
give examples of reflexives marked by verbal inflection . 
( 1 38 )  Ngana not i ngga- dungga r i  j a l a .  
child REFL , REAL-fall . down in road 
The boy threw himself down (made himself fall down) in the road. 
( 13 9 )  Tau na-g i l a  bara mot i ngga-dungga . 
person REAL-Crazy perhaps REFL , IRR-fall . down 
Demon-possessed people might make themse lves fall down. 
( 1 40) Po- t i ngga-dungga ! 
IMP-REFL-fall. down 
Make yourself fal l  down! 
( 1 4 1 )  Wawu-wawu no t i ngga-nawu ngga r i  w i w i  b i ngge . 
pigs REFL-REAL-fall from edge cliff 
Pigs made themse lves fall from the edge of a cliff. 
( 1 42 ) Ne ' e  mot i ngga-nawu ngga r i  b i ngge e tu ! 
don 't REFL , IRR-fall from cliff that 
Don 't make yourse lf fall from that cliff! 
( 1 4 3 )  Po- t i ngga-nawu ngga r i  b i ngge e tu ! 
IMP-REFL-fall from cliff that 
Throw yourself down from the cliff! 
3 . 3 . 4  Pretense Aspect 
Da ' a  roots may be inflected with the affixes ne t i - (Realis ) and met i - (Irreali s )  
with the meaning " an agent pretends t o  do/be the root" . This can b e  seen i n  the 
following examples . 
( 144)  Tau etu net i -g i l a .  
person that PRET , REAL-crazy 
That person pretended to be crazy (demon possessed) . 
( 14 5 )  Ne ' e  met i -g i l a ! 
don 't PRET , IRR-crazy 
Don 't pretend to be crazy ! 
( 146)  Pet i - g i l a ! 
PRET , IMP-crazy 
Pretend to be crazy ! 
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3 . 3 . 5  Purpos i ve Aspect 
The notion " for the purpose of"  in Da ' a  is signalled in the verbal morphology , 
here discussed as an aspectual inflection . As a clause with the notion " some­
thing for the purpose of . . .  " is inherently focusing on an obj ect which is for 
a certain purpose , Obj ect Focus markers are used to indicate purpose . The same 
forms as Object Focus on po- derived stems are used . I f  the situation described 
is not yet reali sed Irrealis forms are used ( rapo- ) . If it is realised Realis 
forms are used ( n i po- ) . 
( 147 )  Rapo- kuya wawu etu?  Rapo- s u s a . 
PUR , IRR-feast 
For a feast . 
( 148)  
( 149) 
PUR , IRR-what pig that 
What is that pig for?  
.!'!.i.e£ - k u ya  seme etu?  
PUR , REAL-what cement that 
What was that cement for?  
N i po- kuya seme etu?  
N i po- pondas i .  
PUR ,REAL-foundation 
For a foundation . 
N i pom-�-ka-be l o  
(of house)  
j au l a  r i 
PUR , REAL-what cement that PUR , REAL-CAUS-AFF-good floor in 
What was that cement for? For repairing the school floor. 
s i ko l a .  
school 
A further use of the prefix rapo- is to indicate the meaning "has the relation­
ship of . . .  " when affixed to certain kin terms . In Da ' a  kinship terminology 
all males of one ' s  parents' generation ( i . e .  all uncle s )  can be called ' father ' ,  
and similarly all females o f  one ' s  parents' generation (aunts)  can be called 
' mothe r ' . There are separate terms for uncle , mangge , and aunt , p i nu t i na as 
wel l  but frequently uma father and i ndo mother are used to refer to uncle and 
aunt . Other terms for uncle and aunt are rapo- uma and rapo- i ndo , indicating 
"one who has the relationship of father"  and "one who has the relationship of 
mother" . IS The following examples illustrate the use of rapo- indicating "has 
the relationship of . . .  " .  
( 1 5 0 )  Rapo- kuya nggom i ante i ' a? Rapo- i ndo . 
relationship-what you with her relationship-mother 
What is your relationship with her? (She has ) the relationship of mother. 
( 1 5 1 )  Rapo- kuya nggom i a n te i ' a? Rapo-uma . 
re lationship-what you with him re lationship-father 
What is your re lationship with him? (He has) the relationship of father. 
The "place/thing used for the purpose of . . .  " is marked by rapomba- as illus­
trated below. 
( 1 5 2 )  Na- r i a  wo ' u  ta l i dangga rapomba - bo l  i - bo l  i bunga r i  ba l engga-na . 
REAL-be also headband pUR-hold-RED flowers on head-his 
There was also a headband� used for holding flowers on his head. 
( 15 3 )  Pamu l ana  mo- kae l owu ra-pa-ka-nd a l a  rapomba-d i ka t i nj a-na . 
first IRR-dig hole OF , IRR-CAUS-AFF-deep PUR-put post-its 
First dig holes deeply for putting the posts in . 
3 . 3 . 6  Repeti ti ve Aspect/Conti nuous Aspect 
In Da ' a  as in many AN languages ,  repetitive and continuous aspect is marked by 
reduplication . Reduplication in Da ' a  functions in two major ways , indicating 
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Intensity of degree , and Diffuseness or Indefiniteness . In this second major 
category is  included aspectual diffuseness ,  or repetitive and continuous action 
or state . 
We here use the term diffuse to mean a non-specific number greater than one . 
The effect of reduplication in Da ' a  is to mark on countable nouns and verbs the 
feature diffuse . We here call verbal aspect signalled by reduplication diffuse 
in the sense that the actions thus marked are not just single , specific actions 
occurring at only one point in time . Rather they are actions that are diffused 
along the time spectrum , occurring either at more than one point on the spectrum 
(repeated action) , or extending over a segment of that spectrum (continuous 
action or state ) . 16 
To indicate Repeated Action the whole verb may be reduplicated , or the verb root 
may be reduplicated as seen below . 
( 1 5 4 )  Nos i -e l o ,  nos i -e l o ,  nos i -e l o ,  nos i - nj apu . 
REC , REAL- look. for REc , REAL- look . for REc , REAL- look. for REC , REAL-wager 
They looked and looked and looked for each other, having wagered (who 
wou ld find the other first ) .  
( 1 5 5 )  N i - k i ta -k i ta da ' a  r i a  sou . 
OF , REAL-look-RED not be house 
He looked and he looked (O . Foc ) (but) there was no house . 
( 1 5 6 )  Ma- l au i ' a  ne- ka-wantu-wantu . 
IRR-go he AF , REAL-AFF-jump-RED 
He goes by means of jumping. (referring to an animal called Musang 
Sulawesi)  
In each o f  the examples above the effect of the reduplication is to indicate 
repeated actions . unreduplicated forms would indicate only an action performed 
once ( i . e .  looked for once , looked once , jumped once ) . 
Continuous Action is also indicated by reduplication . 
( 1 5 7 )  N i - po-pea-pea nu  bant i l uku , na-tasa-mo l oka-na . 
OF , REAL-TRANS-wait-RED AG turtle REAL-ripe-PERF bananas-his 
The turtle waited on and on (until finally )  his bananas were ripe . 
( 1 58)  Tempona i ra da no- tesa- tesa bo nos i - nj u l a  pek i r i , wega 
while they still  AF , REAL-talk-RED and REc , REAL-exchange ideas friend 
i ra na- rata 
their REAL-come 
While they were 
to them. 
r i  j a ' i  nu i ra .  
to them. 
still talking and exchanging ideas, their friend came up 
The actions indicated by reduplicated forms above continued on for some time . 
Continuous State can also be shown by reduplication of the root of stative 
verbs . 
( 1 59 )  Tau ya ' a  na- sug i mpu ' u .  
man that REAL-rich very 
mpae-mpae . 
year-RED 
Do i - na da ' a  �-opu-opu sampe 
money-his not IRR-run. out-RED up . to 
That man is very rich . His money won 't run out for years . 
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( 1 6 0 )  Nang- u l  i magau ka ba tua-na , I Kom i kana ma- sad i a-d i a  mom-po- pea 
AF , REAL-say king to slave-his you must IRR-ready-RED AF , IRR-TRANs-wait 
ka- rata-ku . 
NOM-arriv e-rrry 
The king said to his slave�  'You must be oontinual ly ready waiting for 
rrry arrival ' .  
I n  the examples above the states continued on for some time ; in ( 15 9 )  a person ' s  
money will not run out or be gone , and in ( 160)  a slave is  urged to be continu­
ally ready . 
4 .  PRONOUN C L I T I CS 
In Da ' a  there are both free standing pronouns and pronoun clitics ( see note 3 ) . 
In Actor Focus free standing forms are used to refer to the actor . In Obj ect 
Focus where the grammatical obj ect is  in focus , yet actor information is  still 
needed in the clause , Non-Focused Actor pronoun clitics are used . Non-Focused 
Actor encli tics are identical with possessive markers or nouns . Chart 8 sum­
marises the system of personal pronouns in Da ' a .  
Chart 8 :  Personal pronouns 
FOCUSED NON-FOCUSED NON-FOCUSED POSSESSIVE 
PHRASE ACTOR PROCLITICS ACTOR ENCLITICS ENCLITICS 
Singular 
I aku ku- -ku - ku 
you ( sg)  i ko mu- -mu -mu 
he� she i I a - -na  -na  
Plural 
we ( incl )  k i ta - - ta - ta 
we (exc l )  kam i - kam i 17 kam i 17 
you (pI )  kom i - -mu lB -mulB 
they i ra - i ra19 i ra19 
We will discuss and illustrate the pronoun clitics as they are used in Da ' a  
verbal c l auses . 
4 . 1 Non- Focused Actor Proc l i ti cs 
The proclitics in Da ' a  are not common , and as noted in the chart above only two 
persons can be marked in this way , lsg ( ku- ) and 2sg (mu - ) . These occur in 
very informal , intimate conversation and never in indirect discourse . In the 
related Morna d ialect two other persons are also possible , lpl ( incl )  ( t a - )  and 
2pl ( ko i - ) . 
The fol lowing sequence from an animal fable illustrates the use of Non-Focused 
Actor Proclitics . 
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( 16 1 )  Da ' a ma-ma 1 a aku mu- raga . (says dog to pig) 
not IRR-able I you-chase 
You can 't chase ME! 
Ma-ma l a  ku- raga . ( says pig to dog) 
IRR-able I-chase 
I can chase (you) . (you is topic and thus elided) 
Ane da ' a  i ko ku- raga ma-gese mompe we ' i .  
if not you I-chase AF , IRR-rub medicine like . this 
If (you claim) I can 't chase you ( focused) rub this medicine on like 
this. (puts medicine on nose to make a game of the chase) 
Our present hypothesis is that the proclitics indicate highly intimate , informal 
direct speech . This is an area needing further study . 
4 . 2  Non- Focused Actor Enc l i ti cs 
In Obj ect Focus in direct and indirect speech Non-Focused Actor pronoun enclit­
ics are used to mark the actor when not the focused element of the clause . As 
noted in the chart below Da ' a  varie s in its use of these enclitics .  Some areas 
primarily centered around the village of Dombu do not have shortened forms for 
3pl ( i ra ) , while other areas use - ra .  Similarly those areas that use - ra also 
use - m i  for 2pl while the villages centered around Dombu use -mu , the same form 
as for 2sg . No Da ' a  areas use a shortened form for lpl (excl ) ( kam i ) .  All other 
persons and numbers have shortened forms . 
Comparing Morna and another related dialect , Ledo , we note that Ledo lacks only 
lpl (exc l )  ( kam i )  shortened forms , while in Morna lpl (excl ) ( kam i )  and 2pl ( kom i )  
do not have the shortened forms . These features are displayed in the following 
chart : 
Chart 9 :  Non-Focused Actor Encl i ti cs 
DA ' A  LEDO MOMA 
I - ku -ku  - ku 
you ( sg) -mu -mu -mu 
he� she -na  -na  -na 
we ( incl )  - ta  - t a  - t a  
we (excl )  kam i kam i kam i 
you (pI )  -mu/-m i -m i u  kom i 
they i ra/- ra - ra - ra 
Examples of Non-Focused Actor enclitics in Da ' a  are as follows (Dombu dialect 
examples given) : 
( 16 2 )  N i -(' l  i - ku ose etu . 
OF , REAL-buy-I rice that 
The rice was bought by me . 
( 1 6 3 )  N i -o l  i -mu ose etu . 
OF , REAL-buy-you rice that 
The rice was bought by you ( sg) . 
( 164 ) N i -o l  i - na ose etu . 
OF , REAL-buy-he/she rice that 
The rice was bought by him/her. 
( 165 )  N i -o l  i - ta  ose etu . 
OF , REAL-buy-we ( inc1) rice that 
The rice was bought by us ( incl )  . 
( 166) N i -o l  i karn i ose etu . 
OF , REAL-buy we (exc1)  rice that 
The rice was bought by us (exc1 ) . 
( 167 ) N i -o l  i -rnu ose etu . 
OF , REAL-buy-you (p1 ) rice that 
The rice was bought by you (p1 ) . 
( 168 ) N i - 0 1  i i ra o se etu . 
OF , REAL-buy they rice that 
The rice was bought by them. 
5 .  MODAL CL I T I CS 
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Da ' a  has three modal c1itics that occur within the predicate phrase . These 
function on c lause constituents and higher level discourse units even though 
phonologically they attach to the verb . Proclitic da  occurs prior to the in­
flectional affixe s ,  and enclitics rno and pa occur following the Non-Focused 
Actor enclitics , if present . Otherwise they follow the verb root , or deriva­
tional suffixes , if present . pa can also follow the negative rather than the 
verb ( see examples ( 1 8 2 )  and ( 1 8 3 » . 
5 . 1  da 
The proc1itic da  indicates durative mode . It can be translated stiZZ, yet . It 
also combines with the enclitic pa in the form da  + VERB + pa to mean sti Z Z  more . 
Examples follow. 
( 169)  Da 
stiU 
She 's 
( 170) Da 
stiZZ 
Water 
( 1 7 1 )  Da  
stiU 
There 
5 . 2  rna 
na-randoo i I a .  
REAL-unmarried. girZ she 
stiZZ an unmarried girZ.  
na-ku ra ue . 
REAL- Zack water 
is sti U Zacking. 
na- r i a-pa  ose . 
REAL-be-more rice 
is stiZZ  more rice . 
The encl itic rno usually indicates that an action has occurred (PERFECTIVE) or 
that a state is existing , and thus is often translated aZready when it occurs 
with Rea1is Mood . With Irrea1is Mood rno indicates that the action is imminent . 
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With Imperative Mood it indicates a softened command . In addition to these 
functions , mo also functions as a discourse particle possibly indicating what 
is thematicall� prominent in the view of the speaker . This use of mo needs 
further study . 0 Some examples of mo are given below . 
( 1 7 2 )  Na- l au -mo i ' a .  
REAL-go-PERF he 
He already went.  
( 1 7 3 )  N i - tuja- na-mo j o l e .  
OF , REAL-p lant-he-PERF corn 
Corn was already p lanted by him. 
( 174)  Ma-uj a-mo. 
IRR-rain-PERF 
It 's going to rain (soon) . 
( 1 7 5 )  Pe- sa i -mo- ruru ! 
IMP-sto�by-PERF-first 
Stop by for a bit !  (command made into request by softening with mol 
( 1 7 6 )  Pone-mo l 
c limb -:Up-PERF 
Climb up ! ( i . e . come up into the house ! )  
5 . 3  pa 
The enclitic pa has a number of functions in Da ' a . These are listed and illus­
trated below. 
5 . 3 . 1 ' more of somethi ng ' 
( 1 7 7 )  D i ka saked i - p a !  
put li tt le-more 
Put a little more (there ) ! 
( 17 8 )  Tamba i -�! 
add-more 
Add some more ! 
5 . 3 . 2  ' st i 1 1 '  (usually in conjunction with da )  21 
( 17 9 )  Da  na- r i a-pa ose . 
s t i l l  REAL-be-more rice 
There 's sti l l  more rice . 
(180)  Nau-� damo i wetu  . . .  
even. though-s t i l l  like . that 
EVen though it is s ti l l  like that . . . (cf . naudamo even though ) 
5 . 3 . 3  ' too , a l so '  
( 1 8 1 )  Ngga r i  setu-pa 
from there- too 
From there too . . .  
5 . 3 . 4  ' yet , wi th negat i ve ' ( d a ' apa)  
( 18 2 )  Da ' a - pa na- l a i  i ' a .  
not-yet REAL-go he 
He has not yet gone . 
( 1 8 3 )  Ne ' e- pa ma- l au !  
don ' t-yet IRR-go 
Don 't go yet ! 
5 . 3 . 5  ' comparative  degree ' 
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( 18 4 )  Du r i a  e ' i na-mom i -� d u r i a  etu . 
durian this REAL-sweet-er durian that 
This durian is sweeter than that one . 
( 1 8 5 )  Sapo etu  na- l anga-pa  sapo e ' i .  
house that REAL-tall-er house this 
That house is taller than this one . 
(186)  Ag i na-pa ma- l au r i  po roye pade ne- to ' o  r i  se ' i .  
better
--
IRR-go to project than REAL-live here 
It is better to go to the (resettlement) project than to stay here . 
5 . 3 . 6  ' sequent i al marker ' 
pa indicates the first of two or more happenings . It often follows phrases 
begun with sangga after 
( 18 7 )  Sangga na-gana-pa t uwu -na  wa l u  mbeng i pade n i -ken i 
after REAL-enough-sEQ age-his eight nights then OF , REAL-Carry 
n- totu ' a-na  mpaka r i  
AG-parents-his to 
After he was eight days 
parents . ( pa marks the 
j a ' i pue-na . 
grandparents-his 
o ld he was taken by his parents to his grand­
first of a sequence ( SEQ) of happenings ) 
As with mo the full discourse functions of pa have not been fully investigated.  
Further study wil l  show these in more depth . 
6 .  SUMMARY CHART O F  DA ' A  VERB STRUCTURE 
Chart 10 gives an overall summary of the structure of Da ' a  verbs . Co-occurrence 
restrictions of the various affixes are found in the body of the paper and are 
not listed again here . 
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Chart 10 : Structure o f  Oa ' a  verbs 
MODAL ENCLITICS 
NON-FOCUSED 
ACTOR ENCLITICS 
Derivational 
Su ffixes 
----------- --
ROOT 
f--------------
Reque stive 
:E: Prefix 
� 1--------------
8 Affective 
Ul Prefix 
- ------------
Trans i t ive 
Prefixes 
------- - -----
Causative 
Pre fix 
PRETENSE ASPECT 
PREFIX 
REFLEXIVE ASPECT 
PREFIX 
NON-VOLITIONAL 
ASPECT PREFIX 
RECIPROCAL ASPECT 
MULTIPLE ACTORS 
PREFIX 
TRANSITIVE PREFIX 
(with reciprocal) 
Ul 
� Irre a l i s  H r... � - ------------Il< 
Ul ::J Rea l i s  U 0 r... 
NON-FOCUSED ACTOR 
PROCLITICS 
MODAL PROCLITIC 
0 co E a. 
------------
--- -------- -
1 
� 
----- ---- - --
1 co � 
-- - - - -------
- --------- --
1 0-.... 
1 1 0- Q) .... .... 
1 0-III 
1 1 1 co Q) 0 E E E --- --- - - ----
1 1 1 co Q) 0 c c c 
co "U 
� H 8 H Ul 
� 8 Z H 
- ._-
0 co E a. 
co co co co � � � � co co co co co � L- VI +-J C co 1 1 1 , , ---- - ---------
------ --------
1 0-� 
--- -----------
1 co � 
--- - ----------
, 1 1 co Q) 0 a. a. a. 
-------- - - --- -
1 0 a. 
1 z 0-.... 
1 0-III 
1 0 a. 
1 co 1 1 1 ..0 1 Z 1 Z 1 Z E 
� � � � � � � --- ---- ------ -
1 co 1 1 1 ..0  I Z 1 Z 1 Z E <0 co Q) Q) 0 0 0 c: c c; C C C . C 
co "U 
Ul 
� ::J  H 8 8 r... H Ul P:: � �  8 -t:  
0 co E a. 
.-:l ::J I\J CO E :l CO  � E C ""' CO E o.... 1 1 1 I .::L • •  -
co co co co � � � � co co co co co � 1... VI .., C co 1 1 1 1 1 ------ -- --------
- --- - - - - ---- ----
1 0-� 
------ --- -------
1 co � 
-------- - - ------
1 1 1 co Q) 0 a. a. a. 
----- - ----------
1 0 a. 
1 0-III 
1 0 a. I 
! 
1 I co , 0.... ' 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
1 o-c 
1 1 :l :l � E 
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� 8  H r... 8 H 8 Ul U � �  8 0  
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ABBREVIAT IONS USED 
AF Actor Focus incl inclusive pronoun 
OF Object Focus excl exclusive pronoun 
REAL Realis Mood AG agent 
IRR Irrealis Mood RM relative marker 
IMP Imperative Mood REC Reciprocal prefix 
CAUS Causative prefix N-V Non-Volitional prefix 
AFF Affective prefix REFL Reflexive prefix 
TRANS Transitive prefix PRET Pretense prefix 
DER SUF Derivational Suffix PUR Purpose prefix 
REQ Requestive RED reduplication 
PERF Perfective NOM Nominalising prefix 
NOTES 
I Da ' a  (Pakawa) is one of at least seven dialects of Kaili ,  an AN language spoken 
in Central Sulawes i  by approximately 300 , 000 speakers Ofumbu 1973 , Barr , 
Barr and Salombe 1979) . The Da ' a  dialect is spoken by approximately 30 , 000 
people living primarily in the Marawola and Biromaru Districts of Donggala 
Regency , Central Sulawesi . Research for this paper was carried out under the 
auspices of the Cooperative Program between Hasanuddin University and the 
Summer Institute o f  Linguistics . Research was done in Dombu village , Marawola 
District from July 1979 to November 1981 , and January 1983 to March 1983 . The 
author wishes to thank the following for their valuable comments and critique 
of an earlier draft of this paper : Dr Lawrence Reid , Lou Hohulin , F . B .  Dawson , 
and Jean Dawson . The final analysis remains the author ' s .  
2 Here we follow Benton ' s  definition given in Schachter 1976 , which states : 
"Actor is the entity to which the action of the verb is attributed .  Action 
serves as a cover term for actions , happenings , conditions in general " .  
3 The term clitic is  used as both enclitics ( following the root ) and proclitics 
(preceding the root) are used . The enclitics do not alter the stress o f  the 
root as do Da ' a  suffixes ( - raka , - s aka , etc . ) . 
4 In this paper the term stative ascribes a state to a patient . 
1975 for a s imilar use of ke- in Cotabato Manobo . )  
( See Johnston 
5 When using the terms actor and obj ect focus we are talking about surface gram­
matical categories , while the terms actor and patient refer to semantic roles 
or relationships which nouns or noun phrases have with the verb . 
6 It is pos sible that Da ' a  has lost a broader function of these suffixes . In 
the Uma (Pipikoro ) language to the south , there are clitics ra-ka , from they 
plus benefactive ka , and also ta-ka , from k i ta we ( inc1 )  plus the benefactive 
ka . Uma also has person markers na he� she and a I, but these do not occur 
with ka . Da ' a  also has a benefactive marker , ka , which is clearly related to 
Indonesian kan ' benefactive , cause ' .  Further comparative studies in Central 
Sulawesi languages may reveal the exact history of Da ' a  - r aka , - saka , - taka , 
- naka , and - a ka ,  but for the present they seem to occur with different c lasses 
of roots to derive new stems . 
7 For discussion of Focus in Philippine languages see McKaughan 1958 , Dean 1958 , 
Healey 1960 , Pike 1964 Hidalgo 1970 and Naylor 1975 . 
8 See maps on p . 12 for locations of these languages .  
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9 The Hasanuddin university-Summer Institute of Linguistics Cooperative Program 
has begun field programs in the following languages of Sulawesi : in Central 
Sulawesi , Da ' a , Uma and Balantak , and in South Sulawesi , Konjo and Seko . 
10 Forms beginning with n- are Realis Mood , while those beginning with m- are 
Irrealis . See section 3 . 2  below , and refer to Barr 1983 . neN -/meN - occurs 
rarely , while naN- /maN - and noN - /moN - are the commonly used forms . Some 
roots take only the nomba- forms while others can take either nomba- or n a N ­
forms . The difference between these has yet to be determined . nomba- never 
co-occurs with pa- , pe- , po- stems ; naN- , etc . do . Both nomba - and naN - ,  etc . 
co-occur with stems formed by - raka , etc . 
II Some roots can be derived to form more than one stem by using different pre­
fixes . These stems have different meanings . For example , kon i eat can be 
prefixed with pa- to make pa-kon i feed or with pe- to make pe-kon i taste . 
12 See Michael Martens 1988a for similar use of Actor Focus in the neighbouring 
Uma language . 
B See Barr 1983 for a fuller treatment of Realis-Irrealis and how this distinc­
tion functions in different discourse genre . 
� These are homophonous with the derivational prefixes pa- , pe- , po- , but func­
t ion in a different capacity here . 
� See Sharon G .  Barr ( in this volume pp . 51-75 ) for a fuller discussion of thi s  
use of rapo- i n  Da ' a  kinship terminology . 
16 See Barr ( in this volume , pp . 1- 9) for further disoussion of this use of 
reduplication marking aspect on verbs . 
v There are no shortened forms for these pronouns . 
ffi Some Da ' a  areas use - m i  for these forms ( shortened version of kom i ) .  
� The same Da ' a  areas which use - m i  also use - ra in place of the full pronoun . 
20 For a description of the related m i  of Uma (Pipikoro ) , see Gregerson and 
Martens 198 3 .  
n Dempwolff reconstructed PAN *pa sti L L .  Reflexes of thi s  use o f  pa  i n  Sulawesi 
are found in the Minahasa languages of North Sulawesi and Sa ' dang in South 
Sulawesi (Sneddon 1978) . Uma has p i  for this meaning (Michael Martens 1�8b) . 
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DA ' A K I N S H I P  AND MA R R I AG E  
S haron G .  Barr 
O. I NTRODUCT I ON 
This paper will discuss some as�ects of the kinship system of the Da ' a  people 
of Central Sulawesi , Indonesia . Four topics will be discussed : general social 
organisation , kinship terms , behaviour associated with these kinship relation­
ships , and marriage . 
1 .  GENERAL SOCI AL ORGAN I SATI ON 
1 . 1  Demographi c i nformati on 
Some 30 , 000 Da ' a  people are located in three major areas in Central Sulawesi . 
Some Da ' a  also live in the province of South Sulawesi , Pasang Kayu District , 
not far from the town of Pasang Kayu , but the majority are located in Central 
Sulawes i .  
The main homeland o f  the Da ' a  people lies i n  the mountains to the west and south­
west of the provincial capital , Pa1u . This area extends as far west as the 
Strait of Makassar . Some Da ' a  have been resettled in government resettlement 
villages in two other areas . One area is Maranata village , Biromaru District , 
just south o f  Pa1u in the Pa1u River valley , and the other i s  the upland plain 
of Pa1010 ( several village s )  south-east o f  Pa1u . Da ' a  speakers to the west of 
Pa1u ( i . e .  in Marawo1a District) inhabit a triangular area approximately 50 
kilometers from east to west at its southern base and about 40 kilometres from 
north to south . This paper will focus on this mountainous area , s ince this is  
the area where the author undertook her study . 
I 
The villages in this mountainous area west of Pa1u cluster around two main 
centres : Dombu , where the traditional ruler called rnadika resides and Gimpubia , 
further to the south ( see map) . The southern villages near the Pakawa River 
centre around Gimpubia .  This area is often known as the Pakawa region . In the 
northern villages , relationships tend to centre around Dombu . People from the 
northern and north-western villages come through Dombu on the way to the weekly 
market in Marawo1a . People of the Pakawa region use another route to thi s  mar­
ket . People from the area around Lumbu1ama and sections to the west tend to 
use the market in Mbuwu as well . 
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Makassar Strait 
Da'a Hom eland villages 
1 . 2  Re l i gi on and educati on 
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In the more than 60 Da ' a  villages , there is a mixture of Christianity , I slam and 
animistic beliefs . The majority of the churches in the mountainous area are run 
by the Salvation Army , but the Seventh Day Adventists have started work in three 
villages (Ongombonu , Wawuj a ' i ,  and Sadakanjai)  and two local Protestant churches ,  
Gerej a  Protestant Indonesia Donggala (GPID) and Gerej a  Tora j a ,  each work in one 
village (GPID in Mbuwu and Gerej a  Toraja in Katewelu) . In most of the villages 
where churches have been established , schools have also been begun , so that for 
the past f ifteen to twenty years some of these villages have had schools . 
1 . 3  V i l l age pol i ti ca l  s tructure 
The local level political structure of each village conforms to a hierarchy 
determined by the national government . The structure is i l lustrated below 
(terms are Indonesian) . 
Camat - Head at the District level 
Kepa l a  Kampung - Village Headman2 
Kepa l a  J aga  - Assistant Headman 
Rukun Kampung - Head of a Village Association 3 
Rukun Te t a ng g a  - Head of a Neighbourhood Association within the village 3 
The rukun tetangga and rukun kampung are groups of families formed within the 
village . In one village there may be more than one rukun tetangga , or neigh­
bourhood association . The head of each rukun tetangga  is under the authority 
of the head of the rukun kampung or village association . The rukun kampung head 
is in turn under the authority of the kepa l a  j aga  and he in turn is under the 
kepa l a kampung ' s  authority . 
The village of Dombu is divided into two associations , one rukun t e t angga and 
one rukun kamp un g . Whenever a problem arises the people in the western half of 
Dombu relate to the rukun tetangga  who lives there in the western half . Any 
problem relating to people in the eastern half of the village is  referred to 
the rukun kampung  who lives there in the eastern hal f .  If these two men cannot 
handle a problem they may take it to the kepa l a  j ag a ,  who in turn may take the 
matter if still unsolved to the kepa l a  kampung . The kepa l a  kampung may consult 
the village elders at this point , but ultimately , the kepa l a  kampung makes the 
final decision . While this is the political structure , in actual practice in 
Dombu (population approximately 350)  and other small village s ,  many problems are 
taken directly to the kepa l a  kampu ng . 
At the village level the kepa l a  kampung , kepa l a  j ag a , rukun kampung and rukun 
tetangga are chosen by consensus of the village men . Their choices must then be 
approved by the cama t , the government head of the district . The cama t is the 
one immediately responsible for implementing national programs and policies 
within the district . Then the kepa l a  kampung is  responsible for these programs 
and policies on the village level . 
For working on village projects , the headman has divided the village o f  Dombu 
into several work groups , or kol ompo ( from Indonesian ke l ompok) . I f  the road 
needs work or buildings such as a village meeting hall , ban t ay a ,  need to be 
built , one or more of the five ko l ompo of Dombu men (roughly 60 in all )  may be 
called on for community labour . The men in the west half of the vil lage are 
divided into two groups , as are the men in the east half . A fifth group consists 
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of the men who live in the approximate centre of Dombu . Each of the group 
leaders , chosen by the kepa l a  kampu ng , lives in close proximity to the other 
ten or eleven men in his group . Each group then works on the part of the pro­
j ect that is assigned to it . 
1 . 4  Mad i ka ,  trad i t i onal ru ler  
Another aspect of local level political organisation at Dombu is the continuing 
influence of the mad i ka ,  the indigenous sovereign or traditional ruler . For 
two or three hundred years , there has been a succession of mad i ka in the Da ' a  
area . Traditionally ,  the mad i ka with sovereignty over the most Da ' a  villages 
has l ived in the village of Dombu . During the time of Dutch rule in Indonesia , 
the general Dutch policy was to rule through the existing political structures .  
Thus , until Indonesia ' s  independence in 1945 , they administered through the 
mad i ka at Dombu . Following independence and the establishment of Indonesia ' s  
national government , the mad i ka began to function as the kepa l a  kampung within 
the Indonesian government structure . 
In addition to these government functions the mad i ka serves as the traditional 
head of a substantial section of the Da ' a  people . The duties of the mad i ka in 
this capacity are basically three : 1) settling any disputes in the Da ' a  area 
under his influence that could not be resolved on the village level by the 
kepa l a  kampun g s ;  2 )  witnessing various ceremonies of villages in the area rela­
ting to marriage , exchange of bridewealth , death , and other traditional junc­
tures ;  and 3) presiding as head of the traditional customs such as the potamba , 
fertility rite performed to ensure good crops . 
The current mad i ka ,  named Lagurante , still hears cases , performs ceremonies and 
in general fills the role of mad i ka .  However as he is now over 80 years old the 
next in line for succession to mad i ka ,  Latu , is beginning to take over more and 
more of the duties o f  mad i ka .  Latu is Lagurante ' s  nephew , his only sister ' s  
son . Normally the line of succession would be to the son of the mad i ka .  How­
ever Lagurante ' s  oldest son died some years ago and his other sons are quite 
young . Hence the succession went to Latu , his nephew . The actual decision 
as to who will be the next mad i ka is made at a gathering of the key elders of 
the villages that centre around Dombu . They agreed that Latu would be the next 
mad i ka .  He is now already beginning to carry out the functions of mad i ka under 
the guidance and advice of Lagurante . In 1981 Lagurante retired as kepa l a  
kampung and Latu was chosen for that position . Thus one can see that the mad i ka 
has been incorporated into the Indonesian government structure and continues to 
be a signification part of Da ' a  social organisation . 
1 .  5 L i ve 1 i hood 
The Da ' a  people are farmers and grow a variety of crops , including sweet 
potatoes , taro , cassava , corn and rice as staples .  Dry rice and some wet rice 
are grown in the Pakawa region and the areas west of Dombu . In the northern 
villages near Dombu although rice is often eaten it must be bought in Palu or 
from other Da ' a  villages where dry-field rice is more abundantly grown . In the 
far western and more lowland villages sago is also eaten . Vegetable supplements 
include tomatoes ;  squash ; red kidney beans ; ferns ; bamboo shoots ;  leaves of 
taro , cassava , sweet potatoes and squash ; and occasionally white potatoes ,  
although most of these are taken to market and sold . Fruits that are seasonally 
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available are durian , lemons ,  j ackfruit , pomelos , langsat , rose-apple s ,  bananas , 
mangoes and sometimes pineapple . The main cash crops are coffee , cloves and 
fruit in season . 
As for livestock the Da ' a  raise chickens , pigs , goats , some sheep , and cattle . 
Cattle are used for field work such as ploughing and are not primarily raised 
for beef .  The Da ' a  also hunt birds , deer , monkeys ,  lizards and wild pigs when 
available . 
1 . 6  Feasts 
Most occasions o f  a major festive nature among the Da ' a  involve commensality , 
eating together .  On such occasions rice and pork are the main foods , although 
sometimes chicken is also served . Feasts are held to celebrate : 1 )  the finish­
ing of a new house ;  2 )  birthday partie s ;  3 )  weddings ; 4) three ceremonies 
associated with the remembrance of someone who has died (three days , forty days , 
and sometimes one hundred days following the death of someone in the Christian 
villages ) ; 5 )  each of the four different occasions when the bridewealth is 
given ; and 6) Christmas and New Year ' s  Day - in those villages that are 
Christian . 
1 . 7  Househo l ds and nucl ear fami l i es  
Da ' a  families usually have two houses . Beside the house they have within the 
village itself , most people also have a field hut near their gardens . I f  their 
gardens are s ituated far from the village , they may spend considerable time 
living there instead o f  returning to the village each night , hence the need 
for a field hut in addition to the village house . 
Most Da ' a  households consist of nuclear families or modified nuclear families . 
The nuclear family includes only parents and their children . Modified nuclear 
families include others beside the nuclear family , such as a widowed parent and 
any unmarried siblings of the parents . It is quite common to find a modified 
nuclear family such as parents living with their children ' s  family . One example 
o f  a large modified nuclear family observed at Dombu sheltered twelve individ­
uals under one roo f .  The following diagram shows their kinship relationships : 
AGUS JELSON 
SYMBOLS: !:::. male ; 
Fi gure 1 :  Mod i fi ed nucl ear fam i l y  
0 
6 
Simycita 
0 
Lanj a  Muna 
1 ! 1 
Adi Fina Apredi 
o female ; L---J tie of marriage ; ,.-L, tie of sibl ingship 
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In this diagram ,  the names in capital letters represent the nuclear family : 
Nasa , his w±fe Betera , and the ir children Agus and Jelson . The head o f  this 
whole household is Nas a ,  since he is the only married man in this modified 
nuclear family . When he married Betera he assumed the responsibility for the 
three widows of Betera ' s  family and their unmarried children . With Betera , her 
grandmother ,  her mother and aunt , and her children all part of this household ,  
four generations are represented in this modified nuclear family . 
Having discussed some of the basic features of Da ' a  social organisation , we 
turn now to examine in some detail the Da ' a  kinship terms . 
2 .  K INSH IP  TERMS 
The Da ' a  kinship terminology is basically of the Hawaiian (or generational)  
system , which equates all cousins with siblings . It is also partially o f  the 
Eskimo system in that it distinguishes in the first ascending and descending 
generations between father , mother ,  uncle and aunt , and between child and nephew/ 
niece ( Schusky 1965 : l9) . 
2 . 1  Consangu i nea l ( fi l i a l )  ki ns h i p  terms 
Da ' a  consanguineal kinship terms are presented in Figure 2 ( see also Acciaioli 
n . d . ) .  These terms may be modified by the terms l angga i male , and bes i female 
to distinguish sex . The only exceptions are the four terms that already dis­
tinguish sex , that is father , mother ,  uncle and aunt . 
2 . 1 . 1  Grand k i n smen terms 
There are five reciprocal grandkinsman terms from the third generation (ascend­
ing and descending) to the sixth generation . For example , ego ' s  great-grand­
parent and great-grandchild are both cal led l embau . Lembau is the term for 
third generation (ascending and descending) . Panj edo is the term for all the 
fourth generation (ascending and descending) , tantoru  is the term for the fifth 
generation , and eruna the term for the sixth generation . Neither relative age 
nor sex are distinguished by these terms . Each of these terms extends to all 
collateral kinsmen of that respective generation and to corresponding affinals ,  
namely , to the spouses of grandkinsmen and to the grandkinsmen of ego ' s  spouse . 
Only two of the grandkinsmen terms do not fit the above pattern of being self­
reciprocal , the terms for the second generation ascending and descending from 
ego . The term pue grandparent is not interchangeable or self-reciprocal with 
makumpu grandchild. Some have said makump u may be used like pue for grandparent , 
but in practice makumpu is not heard being used for grandparent , only grandchild . 
Thus , the second generation ( ascending and descending) is not self-reciprocal . 
Only the third through the sixth generations are self-reciprocal . Beyond the 
sixth ascending generation the term totu ' a  nggao l u ancestors ( literally elders 
of the former time ) is used . 
2 . 1 . 2  Fami l i a l  terms 
Eight terms form a set of kin terms designating kinsmen of the parent and child 
generations . These terms are referred to as familial terms . 
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Fi gure 2 :  Sketch of Da ' a  cons angui neal terms 
11 
FOC1lL DENOTATA 
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2 . 1 . 2 . 1  F i rst ascendi ng generati on 
Four familial terms denote kinsmen of the first ascending generation above ego : 
uma father , i n do mother , mangge unole , and p i nu t i na aunt. These four terms 
distinguish sex , but not relative age . Father ' s  older or younger sister and 
mother ' s  older or younger sister are all designated by p i nu t i na aunt . Mother ' s  
brother ' s  wife and father ' s  brother ' s  wife are also p i n u t i na .  Similarly , the 
term mangge unole extends to all father ' s  and mother ' s  brothers and all mother ' s  
sister ' s  husbands and father ' s  sister ' s  husbands , regardless of age . 
The terms uma father and i ndo mother may also be used to refer to uncle and 
aunt , respectively . Mangge unole and p i nu t i na aunt may extend beyond their 
primary referent to refer to all collateral kinsmen of the parents ' generation . 
So all four o f  these familial terms mentioned above may extend to all collateral 
kinsmen of the first ascending generation . This is an illustration of how the 
Da ' a  kinship system combines the Hawaiian and Eskimo systems . It is Hawaiian 
in that all males in this generation are called uma father and all females are 
called i ndo mother. It is Eskimo in that one ' s  father , uma is distinguished 
from uncle , mangge . One ' s  uma cannot be called mangge . Similarly one ' s  mother ,  
i ndo , i s  distinguished from one ' s  aunt , p i nu t i na .  One ' s  i ndo cannot be called 
p i nu t i na .  
I f  ego wishes to distinguish his real father from the other males of his par­
ent ' s  generation the term nt oko real , must modify uma . Thus the term uma n toko 
signifies ego 's true father. In the same way , to distinguish one ' s  real mother 
from other females o f  the parental generation one may refer to one ' s  real mother 
as i ndo n toko , or as i n do mpeote . I ndo mpeote means the mother who gave birth 
to ego . 
The terms rapo i ndo and rapouma also denote aunt and unole respectively .  
Rapo i n do i s  interchangeable with p i nu t i n a and rapouma i s  interchangeable with 
mangge . The term rapo i ndo is the word for mother i ndo , prefixed by rapo- . The 
prefix rapo- in Da ' a  morphology can mean ' for the purpose of ' as seen in the 
example below: 
Rapo- kuya wawu etu?  
PURP . -what pig that 
What is that pig for ? 
Rapo- su s a . 
PURP · -feast 
For a feast .  
When affixed t o  kin terms rapo- has the meaning of ' has the relationship 
Rapo- kuya nggom i ante i a ? Rapo- i ndo . 
Rela . -what you with her Rela . -mother 
What is your relationship with her? She has the relationship of mother. 
Rapo-kuya nggom i ante  i a? Rapo-mangge . 
Rela. -what you with him Rela . -unole 
What is your relationship with him? He has the re lationship of unole. 
Thus rapo i ndo is one way of saying that a person is in a relationship comparable 
to one ' s  mother . And since one can call all females of the parental generation 
i ndo mother , the term rapo i ndo extends to all aunts . Similarly , one can call 
all uncles ra pouma since they are in a relationship comparable to one ' s  father . 
To summarise , then , ' uncle ' or ' aunt ' may each be referred to by one o f  four 
terms . One ' s  uncle is mangge , uma , rapomangge , or rapouma . One ' s  aunt is 
p i nu t i na ,  i ndo , rapop i nu t i na ,  or rapo i ndo . 
The familial terms of the first ascending generation cannot be extended to all 
of ego ' s  spouse ' s  kinsmen of the same generation . They may be extended to some 
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kinsmen , but not to all . See Figure 3 ( sketch of Da ' a  affinal terms ) for an 
illustration of further uses of the terms ma ngge unole and p i nu t i na aunt . 
2 . 1 . 2 . 2  Fi rst descend i ng generati on 
The reciprocal term to ' father ' and ' mother ' is a n a/n g a n a  child. These terms 
for child denote ego ' s offspring of either sex and extend collaterally to any 
kinsmen of the child ' s  generation ( first descending generation) . They cannot 
be extended to child ' s  spouse or spouse of any other first descending genera­
t ion kinsmen . Ana/ngana likewise does not extend to one ' s  stepchildren . There 
is a separate distinct term for stepchild, kamana . Ego ' s  kama na  is any child 
of ego ' s  spouse from another marriage . (This term is found in Figure 3 . )  
The term p i nu a n a  niece/nephew i s  the reciprocal of the terms for ' uncle ' and 
' aunt ' . It denotes the children of ego ' s  siblings and can further be extended 
collaterally to include children of ego ' s cousins . 
As noted earlier , age or sex are not distinguished for kinsmen of this genera­
tion . The terms l angga i male and bes i female may be added to a n a/n g a n a  or 
p i nuana  to distinguish between son or daughter and between nephew and niece . 
2 . 1 . 3  Si bl i ng and cous i n  terms 
Two sibling kinship terms distinguish relative seniority of ego and siblings : 
t o t u aka elder sibling and t o t u a ' i  younger sibling. These terms extend collat­
erally to any kinsmen of ego ' s  generation but do not extend to all spouse ' s  
siblings and cous ins . 
Another term, sampesuwu , denotes any sib ling, cousin without distinction of sex 
or relative seniority . Like the two terms above , sampesuwu extends collaterally 
to any kinsmen of ego ' s  generation , thus denoting cousin ( 1st , 2nd , 3rd , etc . ) .  
By modifying the term s ampesuwu with terms like sanggan i one time , ronggan i two 
times , t o l u ng g a n i three times , etc . , first , second , third cousins and so on are 
distinguished . For example , sampes uwu ronggan i denotes second cousin. A term 
for true sibling is sampes uwu kotopuse , which means sibling of the same womb. 
The term sampes uwu does not extend to all of spouse ' s  siblings or cousins but 
does extend to a few . See Figure 3 for illustration of these extended uses of 
sampe suwu . 
2 . 2  Aff i nal  k i ns h i p terms 
Da ' a  affinal terms are presented in Figure 3 .  Neither age nor sex is distin­
guished by any of these affinal terms . All of these terms may be modif ied by 
the words l angg a i male and be s i  female to distinguish sex . 
2 . 2 . 1  Fami l i a l  affi nal  terms 
Three terms classify spouse ' s  kinsmen or parent and chi ld generation . M a t u ' a  
parents-in- law refers to parents of ego ' s  spouse and their s iblings and cousins . 
The term s um bava refers to co-parents- in-law . The parents of ego ' s  child-in-law 
are ego ' s  sumbava . This term cannot be extended to all members of ego ' s  child ' s  
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spous e ' s parent generation . Sumbava refers only to the relationship between the 
two sets of parents just mentioned . 
Man i a  child-in- law denotes spouse of ego ' s  child and is extended collaterally to 
siblings and cousins of ego ' s  child ' s  spouse (the child generation) .  A further 
us age of man i a  is seen in the following section . 
E 
AFFI NAL TERMS 
1 ron go 
2 m a t u ' a  
3 e ra 
4 l ago 
5 man i a  
6 sumbava 
7 man i a  l en i  
8 s ama rue 
9 kama na 
ABBREVIATIONS 
Sp spouse 
Pa parent 
si sibl ing 
Ch ch ild 
E 
F i g u re 3 :  S k e t c h  of Da ' a  a f f i n a l  terms 
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CONSANGUINEAL TERMS USED FOR 
RELATIVES CONNECTED BY MARRIAGE 
A s ampes uwu 
B ana , ngana 
C p i nuana 
D makumpu 
E l embau 
F p i n u t i na ,  rapo i ndo 
G ma ngge , rapouma 
[J individual of either sex (but an individual tied 
to another by a tie of marriage must be o f  the 
opposite sex to that of the individual to whom 
he i s  tied) 
� tie o f  marriage 
rL, tie o f  sibl ingship 
2 . 2 . 2  Term for grandchi l d ' s  spouse 
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Man i a  may also be modified by the term l en i  cold. Man i a  l en i  refers to the 
spouse of ego ' s  grandchild , which is one generation removed from child-in-law . 
The two words taken together seem to mean one like a man i a  child-in- law but a 
bit ' colder ' or farther removed , man i a  l en i . 
2 . 2 . 3  S i b l i ng- i n - l aw terms 
Two terms , era  and l ag o ,  refer to the affinal kinsmen of ego ' s  spouse ' s  gener­
ation . 
All siblings and cousins of ego ' s  spouse are e ra sibling-in-law. All spouses 
of ego ' s  own siblings and cousins are also e ra .  An extended use o f  the term e ra 
was found in the Pakawa region . There e ra also includes the siblings and 
cousins o f  the spouses of ego ' s  own siblings and cousins . That is the siblings 
and cousins of the siblings- in-law ego has on ego ' s  s ide of the family , not on 
ego ' s  spouse ' s  side (Acciaioli n . d . : 7 ) . 
L ago spouse of sibling-in- law is one who marries spouse ' s  siblings or cousins . 
This term refers to spouse ' s  sibling ' s  spouse , but not to sibling ' s  spouse ' s  
s ibling .  
2 . 2 . 4  Spouse terms 
The term o f  reference for spouse is rongo husband/wife . S ama rue co-wife is used 
between two or more wives of the same man . In the Da ' a  area , no co-husbands 
ever occur . This is considered unacceptable , contrary to Da ' a  traditional law .  
Thus even though sama rue may not have a n  innate sex distinction , the connotation 
is that of a relationship between two or more wive s .  One further term relating 
to spouse is toma l e  ex-spouse , which refers to a spouse from whom one - has been 
divorced . 
Having examined the Da ' a  kinship terminology , we will now discuss behaviour 
patterns connected with these terms . 
3 .  K INS H I P  BEHAV I OUR 
Da ' a  kinship relationships involve a sharing of goods and services .  We now 
examine some key relationships and the behaviour patterns implicit in the se .  
3 . 1  Parent-chi l d  re l at i onsh i p 
Parents are expected to provide for their children ' s  physical needs : food , 
clothing , and shelte r .  Parents also teach their children certain skills and 
respectable behaviour . The father and mother are both responsible for disci­
plining their children , equally sharing the task . I f  a parent i s  not obeyed , 
he does not usually force his chi ldren to do anything against their will , al­
though shouts or threats may show the parent ' s  anger . Threats are not usually 
carried out . 
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Sometimes parent ' s  parents or siblings will care for the children in the parent ' s  
absence . During that time they become the authority figures , assuming the res­
ponsibilities of the parents .  
One o f  the responsibilities o f  parents i s  in helping arrange their children ' s  
marriages .  In times past parents actually arranged their children ' s  marriages .  
NOw , however , children may choose their own marriage partners . Parents are 
still very much involved with arranging the details of the marriage . Included 
in this is the bridewealth exchange . This will be further discussed in more 
detail in section 4 . 4  of this paper . 
Children are expected to help their parents in their gardens and also at home . 
Children share in the work of hoeing in the gardens , carrying water , and daugh­
ters will help with cooking as well . Children are also responsible for caring 
for their parents in old age . 
3 . 2  Si bl i ng rel ati onshi p 
Older s iblings will take responsibility for younger siblings when parents are 
working or when younger siblings are not in the proximity of their parents . It 
is  very common to see an older brother or sister carrying the younger s ibling 
on his or her back in a sarong . 
As siblings grow 
from each other . 
to help with the 
older and have their own families , they often ask for 
If one is going to have a party he may ask his other 
food preparations ,  such as providing cooked rice . 
assistance 
s iblings 
After the parents are dead , the oldest brother becomes the head of the family 
in regard to the other siblings . If one of the brothers-in-law still has to 
finish giving part of the bridewealth , the oldest brother will receive it in the 
absence o f  his sister ' s  parents . 
3 . 3  Cous i n  rel at ions h i p  
Cous ins do not have specific obligations to each other , but they are each 
other ' s  helpers . In the case of one cousin having a feast , such as a birthday 
party , the other cousins , especially the first cousins , and the siblings ( as 
noted above ) will help . They are usually asked to prepare rice for the feast , 
but they are also asked to join in the fun by attending the feast . 
The cousin relationship is a close one . As a result of the common uxorilocal 
residence , where the husband lives with the wife ' s  family , cousins , especially 
female cousins , usually live near each other . (See section 3 . 5  on affinal 
relationships for more on residence patterns . )  A cousin is  often chosen as a 
marriage partner , too . In the village of Dombu , out of a total o f  approximately 
60 marriages , there are six known instances of first-cousin marriages ,  and there 
are several more instances of second , third and fourth-cousin marriages .  ( See 
section 4 . 2  on possible marriage partners for a discussion of which cousins one 
may marry . )  
3 . 4  Aunt-nephew/n i ece rel a t i ons h i p  
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The aunt-nephew relationship is also a close one . It is so close that one may 
not marry one ' s  aunt . I f  one unintentionally does this ,  a special ceremony 
called ka rump i ta must be performed to cut the ties of this close relationship . 
Ka rump i ta is the payment of one pig to the wife ' s  family . This is in addition 
to the bridewealth . After the pig is given , it is cut in hal f . Half is given 
to the husband ' s  family and half is kept by the wife ' s  fami ly .  When the pig is  
eaten , the husband eats with his wife ' s  family and partakes of their hal f .  The 
wife eats with her husband ' s  family partaking of their half . This signifies 
that the close family relationship has been cut . The marriage is then consid­
ered acceptable , and thus nobody wil l  get s ick from having committed this s i l aka 
wrong� sin , as marrying one ' s  aunt or nephew/niece is considered . 
A ceremony called rapo l a bu must also be observed i f  one marries one ' s  aunt or 
one ' s  nephew/niece . This ceremony involves the killing of a cat , a dog and 
sometimes a goat . These are sacrificed and thrown into a river , signifying 
that the s i l aka sin� wrong has been carried away . This ceremony is performed 
to ensure that the same s i l aka will not occur later in that family . 
The rapo l abu ceremony was noted by Albert C .  Kruyt in his book De West Toradj a ' s 
op Midden Celebes ( 1938 ) .  In this book he makes the following comments about 
rapo l abu  ( approximate English translation from the Dutch) : 
An elder binds a little dog , a little pig , a cat and a little goat 
to a piece of banana stalk . Hair o f  the two guilty is added . He 
stands at the riverside and calls , ' This is the calamity ( s i l a ka , 
caused by incest) o f  A and B ,  for which we will kill the animals , 
that no evil may proceed from it . '  He cuts the animals with one 
stroke and throws them in the river . 
Ego ' s  aunt is in a close relationship to him . The aunt that is ego ' s  mother ' s  
sister is  even closer to him than his other aunts .  That aunt is  so close that 
it is considered wrong to marry her children . 
category as ego ' s  siblings in that he may not 
that ego marries the children o f  his mother ' s  
must be carried out . 
Those children are in the same 
marry them . I f  it does happen 
s ister , the ka rump i ta ceremony 
In the case o f  orphans , mother ' s  sister is the most likely relative to take over 
the responsibility for raising the child . One such relationship is shown by the 
example of a child named P iro being adopted by his mother ' s  sister , Piro ' s  
parents died when he was still young so his mother ' s  sister , Dena , took res­
ponsibility for him and adopted him as her own . Dena is known by the teknonym 
i ndo P i ro mother of Piro. Another child , Rientoe , was also adopted by her 
mothe r ' s sister . Several other cases of nephews and nieces adopted by their 
aunts have been noted in the village of Dombu . 
3 . 5  Affi nal  rel ati ons h i p s  
Three salient aspects o f  affinal relationships involve service to the bride ' s  
parents ,  uxorilocal res idence patterns and name avoidance . These three will 
be discussed in turn . 
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3 . 5 . 1 Serv i ce to the bri de ' s  parents 
After marriage a son-in-law has an obligation to offer his services to his new 
parents-in-law , in addition to the bridewealth he must give . For example , he 
is expected to help in his father-in-law ' s  fields or help him with building 
when his father- in-law builds a new house . In whatever proj ect his parents-in­
law need help , he is expected to assist . 
3 . 5 . 2  Uxor i l ocal res i dence 
Closely associated with service to bride ' s  parents is the pattern of uxorilocal 
residence , ego living with or near his wife ' s  parents .  The amount of t ime that 
a son-in- law must live near his wife ' s  family is determined by his parents-in­
law .  The author observed in the village of Dombu that after the obligation of 
the son-in-law has been met ,  he may choose to move back near his own family . 
But the norm for a length of time immediately following marriage is that of 
uxorilocal residence . 
The norm in the village of Dombu is for ego to begin his married life living 
with the bride ' s  family . There are exceptions to this but they are definitely 
in the minority .  We will first discuss one group o f  marriages in Dombu which 
exemplify the norm and then look at some of the exceptions . 
Figure 4 shows the residence patterns in the village of Dombu . Figure 5 dia­
grams the relationships in one of the eight residence groups in the village . 
Each of these eight residence groups consists of siblings and/or first cousins 
living in close proximity to each othe r .  
The families circled by the dashed line i n  Figure 4 make up one residence group 
which consists of two families that intermarried . Looking at the family tree 
in Figure 5 one can see that Taninono ' s  daughter Sandikita , married Yunde ' s  son , 
Jearante . With the exception of one daughter and her husband who moved down to 
a Da ' a  resettlement proj ect , Jearante and Sandikita ' s  daughters and their hus­
bands live close to Jearante ' s  house . 
Jearante ' s  brother , Laij ama , married Yaradama and went to live with Yaradama ' s  
family . Three of Laijama ' s  and Yaradama ' s  four daughters and husbands began 
their married life living in close proximity to Laij ama and Yaradama . One of 
those three families , that of Namapalu and Bombe , has just recently moved back 
to live near Namapalu ' s  family . Their former and present homes are shown on the 
village map . Namapalu finished giving all the required bridewealth to Bombe ' s  
family this year . Now with Lai jama dead and Yaradama often living with one of 
her other daughters , Siti or Beti , Namapalu is free to move . He is now living 
close to his own parents and sister . Thus we can see that Namapalu and Bombe 
followed the norm of an initial extended time residing in close proximity to 
Bombe ' s  parents , even though they are now living in another part of the village . 
Lai j ama ' s  three sons are all living near their wives ' families following the 
pattern of uxorilocal residence . Now , having seen examples of the normal pat­
terns of residence , let us examine some cases of couples not living near the 
wife ' s  family .  
In the residence group mentioned above we see three exceptions to the normal 
pattern.  Two of these exceptions are Atia and Nue , Jearante ' s  daughter and 
son- in- law ,  and Henipia and Laigunu , Laij ama ' s  daughter and son-in-law . Atia 
and Nue are the couple mentioned earlier who have moved down to a resettlement 
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project .  Henipia and Laigunu live near Laigunu ' s  family in the village of 
Bolobia about three hours walk away . The reason why these couples are living 
in other villages is that the husbands had land there . The third exception to 
the normal pattern is Balidoi and his wife Dena . Balidoi , Sandikita ' s  brother , 
married Dena who is from the village of Mbuwu , a two day walk from Dombu . If 
he had followed the norm they would be living in Mbuwu . The reason they are 
living here at Dombu is that Dena ' s  immediate family ,  parents and s iblings , are 
all dead . So she has come to live with her husband ' s  family in Dombu . 
Looking now at the rest of the village we notice that the same pattern o f  uxori­
local residence is found . Of approximately 60 married men in Dombu , there are 
13 men who originate from other villages in the Da ' a  area . These men have mar­
ried women from Dombu and live near their wives ' families . In addition to these 
instances ,  men originally from Dombu who married women from Dombu now live near 
their wives ' families too . 
Two exceptions to the norm involve school teachers . Matius , head o f  the school 
in Dombu , married the mad i ka ' s  daughter , Rebo . But instead of l iving near the 
mad i ka ,  he lives right beside the schoo l .  Another teacher , Ode , married a girl 
from Panesibaj a ,  two and one half hours ' walk from Dombu . He is a teacher at 
the Junior High School ( SMP )  in Dombu and hence l ives in Dombu near the school . 
A paying j ob seems to override the obligation to reside near one ' s  wife ' s  family . 
The bridewealth is still the same amount whether living near the parents-in-law 
or not . 
3 . 5 . 3  Name avoi dance 
Involved with the relationship of matu ' a  parent-in- Zaw , is a name taboo . Ego 
may not say his parents- in-law ' s  names nor the name of anyone else in the ma tu ' a  
relationship with ego , such as the s iblings of ego ' s  parents-in-law .  Generally 
people use teknonyms ( father of first child , mother of first child) in referring 
to their ma tu ' a .  Name avoidance is also practiced with the name of the mad i ka 
and the names o f  certain other well-known ancestors . This practice of name 
avoidance among the Da ' a  as in other societies , is a behaviour showing respect 
( Shusky 1965 : 6 1 ) . 
4 .  MARR I AGE 
In this section on marriage among the Da ' a  we will examine the following topics : 
arranging the marriage , possible marriage partners , the wedding ceremony , bride­
wealth , elopement ,  multiple wives , extra-marital relations , and the ending of 
the marriage relationship . 
4 . 1  Arrang i ng the marri age 
Before schools were established in the Da ' a  area and people began to learn to 
write , marriages were arranged by the parents . In more recent times the pattern 
has shifted to one in which the young people have more say in choosing a mate . 
The former pattern was for the boy ' s  mother to take betel nut (manggen i sambu l u ) 
to the prospective bride ' s  parents . If the marriage was acceptable to the 
girl ' s  family , they would receive the betel nut , signalling their agreement to 
the proposed marriage . 
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At present the pattern is for a young man to choose the bride he wants on the 
basis of personal attraction . He initiates the marriage process by writing the 
girl a letter indicating his intentions . If the girl does not like him or does 
not want to marry him, she just does not answer the letter . If on the other 
hand she decides she likes the young man and feels he is of good character , then 
she indicates her interest by writing a letter back . The couple may then take 
the letters to the girl ' s  father and the boy ' s  father . If the two fathers agree 
to the union , the couple is considered engaged and the wedding is announced . 
Then the parents , the leader of the church , the kepa l a  kampung , and in some cases 
the mad i ka get together to arrange the timing for the wedding . At this point 
discussions of the bridewealth to be exchanged take place . The two families , 
the kepa l a  kampung and sometimes the mad i ka discuss what the bridewealth will 
be . ( See section 4 . 4  for a full discussion of bridewealth . )  
4 . 2  Poss i b l e  marri age partners 
It is acceptable to marry anyone except a true sibling , an uncle or aunt , a 
nephew or niece , or a first cousin who is a child of one ' s  mother ' s  sister . All 
other first cousins may marry and there are many examples of this . There are 
also marriages to persons from outside a person ' s  original village , but the 
maj ority of marriages are to people from one ' s  own village . This means most 
marriages are to a relative , especially to a cousin , since most villages are 
made up of one ' s  relative s .  
Marrying one ' s  uncle , aunt , nephew or niece results i n  having to pay the high­
est possible fine to the wife ' s  father , since this is considered s i l aka sin� 
wrong. The fine is usually an extra seven pigs and 12 extra chickens in addition 
to what the parents want for bridewealth . If a person marries an uncle , aunt , 
nephew or niece without knowing about the closeness and it later is discovered , 
the rapo l abu and karump i ta ceremonies must be performed . ( See section 3 . 4  for 
a discussion of these ceremonies . )  
In the case of marrying the child o f  mother ' s  sister the ka rump i ta ceremony must 
be performed.  While the ka rump i ta and rapo l abu  ceremonies are still practiced 
in the Da ' a  area , there are more and more cases now where they have been ignored 
and were not performed . 
It i s  also of interest to note that the children of noble line are expected to 
marry children of other mad i ka .  This resul ts in many marriages between close 
relatives of the mad i ka families . This is in part motivated by a desire to keep 
the wealth within the family . The Da ' a  have a phrase describing this pattern . 
N i po ' u  mpotowu means to be tied together Like sugarcane . Like sugarcane is tied 
up so it will not disperse in all directions , so mad i ka marry mad i ka in order 
that the family wealth will not dissipate . 
4 . 3 The weddi ng ceremony 
The wedding ceremony in the Da ' a  area is a relatively new phenomenon , as it has 
been introduced by the church in the area . There have been churches in some 
Da ' a  villages for more than a generation , while in others it has been only ten 
years or so , and in still other villages there are as yet no churches . In times 
past before the church was established in any villages , and even now in those 
villages where there is as yet no church a couple was considered formally mar­
ried following the panggon i bau ceremony , the first of the bridewealth exchanges .  
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The panggon i bau the eating of meat , involves feasting together and the formal 
giving of the first instalment of the bridewealth . This eating together is felt 
to assure a strong marriage . 
In villages where there have been schools and churches for some time most 
couples have a civil service as well as a church ceremony . The c ivil service , 
catatan  s i p i l in Indonesian , is the official marriage ceremony recognised by the 
Indonesian government and which must be performed to obtain a marriage certifi­
cate ( s u ra t  n i kah  in Indones ian ) . In the Da ' a  area there are three or four 
Salvation Army officers who have been given authority from the government to 
perform this civil service . 
The wedding ceremony in the Salvation Army churches generally runs as follows : 
the singing of hymns , a short sermon on marriage and how husbands and wives 
should treat each other , and a short ceremony where the bride and groom join 
hands and promise to live faithfully together ,  honouring , helping and caring for 
each other . Then the couple is pronounced married and the service c losed with 
prayer.  It is not unusual for more than one couple to be married at the same 
time . 
The general pattern is following the church ceremony to have the panggon i bau 
feast at which the male guests and the couple share a meal together . This f inal­
ises the wedding ceremony . 
4 . 4  Bri dewea l th 
The bridewealth consists of four parts , each given at a different occasion . The 
panggon i bau is given at the time of the wedding . The potapu is usually given 
when the wife is seven months pregnant with the first child . The potosu manu is 
given when the first child is about a year old , and the puk i i s  given at a later 
date when the children are older . This last payment does not have a specific 
time for bestowal as do the other three . 
The panggon i bau ,  l iterally the eating of meat , is usually the payment o f  12 or 
1 5  chickens and one pig . The potapu varies only slightly from family to family . 
It always involves the giving of a knife and a china plate , called p i ngga . 
Other items , such as necklaces may be added . For example , the potapu o f  the 
mad i ka ' s  daughter was one knife , one china plate and four necklaces . These neck­
laces can be quite expensive . The potosu manu , literally the stabbing of a 
chicken, varies from family to family .  I t  always involves chickens , but various 
other items are also given . One example is the potosu manu given by a man named 
Gidion . His potosu manu payment was 12 chickens , one antique sword , two brass 
trays (one small and one large ) , seven bracelets and three necklaces .  In an­
other family the potosu manu was seven chickens ,  seven brass trays , one machete 
and one special c loth called a mesa . This is l ikely ka i n  Rongkong originating 
from the northern part of South Sulawesi province . These mesa have been handed 
down from generation to generation in the Da ' a  area . 
The potosu ma nu ceremony involves killing a chicken by stabbing it with a small 
knife made from bamboo .  After the chicken is  dead the heart and gall bladder 
are examined . If the heart and gall bladder are healthy and firm this is con­
s idered an omen that the child will be strong . If the heart and gall bladder 
are not firm ,  more chickens are stabbed and examined until a good heart and gall 
bladder are found . 
The last bridewealth payment , the puk i , includes pigs , brass trays , and often a 
variety of other items , such as a rooster , a hen and sometimes china plate s ,  
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p i ngg a .  One man indicated that i f  he did not have all o f  the brass trays 
needed , he could give a certain amount of white china plates instead of some of 
the trays . (Five china plates is the equivalent of one brass tray . )  The num­
ber of children one has at the time he gives the puk i can reduce the amount of 
pu k i  given . For example , for each son a man has he can subtract one brass tray 
from the puk i payment , and for each daughter he can subtract two trays . If he 
has a son and a daughter he subtracts three trays from the puk i and so on . With 
many children , he may not give any brass trays at all . 
The bridewealth payments are different for different families . The pattern 
followed is that the same bridewealth will be given for all the sisters in one 
family . And the bridewealth given for these sisters will be the same as what 
was g iven for their mother .  So the amount of bridewealth given follows what was 
given for the women in the bride ' s  family line . In Dornbu , there are two patterns 
which govern the amount of bridewealth ; one being a pattern of sevens , ada 
pap i t u ,  and the other a pattern of nines , ada s a s i o .  I f  the bride has a pattern 
of sevens in her family line , the groom would pay in amounts of seven , such as 
seven brass trays , seven chickens , or seven bracelets . If there is a pattern of 
nines in the bride ' s  family line , the groom would pay in amounts of nines ; nine 
china plates or nine brass trays , etc . Thus the pattern of sevens or nines is 
passed down from one generation to another . ( See appendix for specific examples 
of bridewealth exchanged . )  
The bridewealth exchange can take place at a number of different places : in the 
village meeting hall , ban taya , the bride ' s  family house or the groom ' s  family 
hous e .  The panggon i bau  is often given at the village meeting hall with the 
mad i ka ,  the couple ' s  parents , the village leaders , and many other people present . 
The potapu is usually given with a feast at the man ' s  house , while the potosu 
manu and puk i are usually given with a feast at the woman ' s  house . On these 
last three occasions usually just the couple ' s  families are present . In the 
event that the woman ' s  parents are no longer living , the woman ' s  oldest brother 
will be the one to accept the bridewealth payment . 
Much o f  the bridewealth consists of items available for sale at the market . 
Others are passed down from generation to generation in families . I f  the groom 
does not have sufficient money for these items , or cannot get certain needed 
articles , he can ask help from his parents , siblings , uncles and aunts . 
4 . 5  E l opement 
In many societies elopement is an acceptable way to begin marriage . In the Da ' a  
area this is not considered an acceptable form of behaviour . If a couple should 
run off to get married , the parents would follow them and find them. In the end 
some payment would have to be made , perhaps in the form of a heavy fine , i f  not 
the full bridewealth . This illustrates that in Da ' a  society marriage does not 
just involve a couple , but both families . 
4 . 6  Mul t i p l e  wi ves 
Among the Da ' a  it is acceptable to have more than one wife , though it is  not 
very cornmon now. In times past , two , three and even up to seven wives of one 
man have been noted . In the case of one man with seven wives , the wives were 
located in several different villages spread out over quite a distance . Having 
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more than one wife involves quite an expense since for each the full bridewealth 
has to be paid. In addition to that is the responsibility for providing food 
and shelter for the wives and their children . Nowadays those two factors are 
given as reasons for not having more than one wife . Another reason is that the 
church does not endorse having more than one wife , although technically this is 
possible under Indonesian law in unusual circumstances , such as the wife being 
unable to bear children or terminal illness . In cases of more than one wife 
only one wife is formally married with full civil service and , in areas where 
there are churches ,  also a church wedding . Successive wives would be married 
in the traditional way , with only the exchange of bridewealth making the mar­
riage officia l .  
4 . 7  Extra-mari tal re l ati ons 
In the Da ' a  area not all extra-marital relationships are considered adultery . 
In the case o f  a married man having sexual relations with an unmarried woman , 
this is not considered adultery . Such relationships may result in a man taking 
a second wife . Similarly ,  if a married woman has sexual relations with an un­
married man this is not considered adultery . 
What is considered adultery is for a married man or woman to have sexual rela­
tions with another person ' s  spouse . This is considered by many Da ' a  to be one 
of the most heinous sins . Since this adulterous relationship violates the mar­
riage relationship , those involved in it must pay restitution . 
I f  a married man commits adultery with another man ' s  wife , he must normally pay 
to the woman ' s  husband three brass trays and one pig . If a woman commits adul­
tery and wants to marry her paramour all the bridewealth must be returned to her 
husband . Then the woman ' s  possess ions become the property of her first husband . 
( See section 4 . 8  for further discussion on such restitution . )  
4 . 8  Endi ng  the marri age rel ati ons h i p 
There are two basic ways in which a marriage relationship can come to an end : 
through death of either spouse and through divorce . Both of these involve a 
formal breaking of the marriage tie called sompo.  Without this , remarriage is 
not permitted according to traditional Da ' a  law . 
In the case of a spouse dying , the effect o f  the sompo is to ensure that one ' s  
obligations to one ' s  spouse ' s  family are fulfilled . Until this is done , the 
surviving spouse is not free to remarry . If the wife dies , the man must pay 
any remaining bridewealth payments and one extra pig . Then he may remarry . 
If the husband dies , his family is responsible for completing payment o f  the 
remaining unpaid bridewealth to the widow ' s  family . Then the woman is free to 
remarry . 
Some common causes of divorce among Da ' a  are : 1 )  the wife or wife ' s  father 
demanding more of the husband than he feels able to handle or is willing to 
give ; 2 )  either or both partners feeling not able to handle the responsibility 
of being married (this is especially true of those marrying very young) ; 3 )  mis­
understandings or arguments causing such a rift that the marriage fal l s  apart; 
and 4 )  an adulterous relationship on the part of one ' s  spouse . 
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I f  the woman initiates the divorce , no payment is made by the man . The woman 
must pay back any bridewealth that hte man has paid her family . This is  refer­
red to as rasup i bau returning the bridewealth ( literally putting out of the 
meat) . 
I f  the man initiates the divorce , he must pay off any remaining bridewealth 
payments .  In addition , if his wife has a small child under one year old , two 
further payments are required . The first payment l oka tas a ,  literally ripe 
banana is three brass trays and one pig . He must pay this fine because he is  
leaving a small child behind . The first solid food given a small child is ripe 
bananas , hence the name l oka tasa . 
The second payment is three brass trays and one pig . This payment is to 
mompakaboya i ndo make fat the mother. The effect of these extra payments is to 
provide support for the mother being left with small children to care for . I f  
the children are over one year of age , these two extra payments are not re­
quired , only the paying off of any remaining bridewealth payments .  
5 .  SUMMARY 
In this study of Da ' a  kinship and marriage we have noted that the Da ' a  kinship 
system is a combination of the Hawaiian and Eskimo systems . Only in the first 
ascending and descending generations are kinsmen distinguished . In all other 
generations terms extend bilaterally . 
In Da ' a  kinship behaviour ego ' s  relationship with his cousins is particularly 
important . Ego will often marry a cousin , and female cousins normally live in 
close proximity to one another due to uxorilocal residence . Another relation­
ship of particular note is that of a son-in-law to his parents-in-law .  He be­
comes a member of his wife ' s  family . 
The Da ' a  believe that the bridewealth exchange strengthens a marriage . There­
fore , the traditional bridewealth exchange remains an integral part of every 
proper Da ' a  marriage . 
APPEND I X :  Exampl es of bri dewea l th exchanged 
The following is a record of the actual bridewealth exchanged in eight marriages 
in the village of Dombu . 
LAGURANTE 
panggon i 
bau 
potapu 
po tosu 
manu 
(mad i ka ) -LARAKITA 
1 2  chickens 
2 pigs 
1 china plate 
1 knife 
3 necklaces 
7 chickens 
1 sword 
1 Rongkong cloth (mesa ) 
1 spear 
7 bracelets 
7 tu bumput i plates 
BEN-YANA (mad i ka ' s  daughter)  
12 chickens 
1 pig 
1 china plate 
1 knife 
4 necklaces 
None given 
LAGURANTE-LARAKITA (cont ' d) 
puk i 1 pig 
1 hen 
1 rooster 
7 brass trays ( d u \ a ) (not 
paid , cancelled by three 
daughters and one son) 
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BEN-YANA (cont ' d) 
1 pig 
1 hen 
1 rooster 
7 brass trays 
NOTE : Yana is the mad i ka ' s  daughter by his second wife , Bua . Hence , the bride­
wealth that Ben gave to Yana ' s  family is the same as Lagurante gave to 
Bua ' s  family . 
NAMAPALU-BOMBE 
panggon i 12  chickens 
bau 2 pigs 
potapu 1 china plate 
1 knife 
potosu 7 chickens 
manu 7 china plates 
36 wukubau plates 
puk i  1 pig 
1 hen 
1 rooster 
7 brass trays 
DESANOO-NENA 
panggon i 1 5  chickens 
bau 1 pig 
potapu 1 china plate 
1 kni fe 
3 necklaces 
potosu 15  chickens 
manu 1 sword 
1 mesa 
1 spear 
7 bracelets 
1 large necklace 
7 china plates 
puk i  3 pigs 
1 hen 
1 rooster 
7 brass trays 
7 china plates 
TORUPALU-SITIBOLU (Bombe ' s  sister) 
12  chickens 
2 pigs 
1 china plate 
1 knife 
7 chickens 
7 china plates 
36 wuku bau plates 
1 pig 
1 hen 
1 rooster 
7 brass trays 
NASA-BETERA 
12  chickens 
1 pig 
2 china plates 
1 knife 
3 necklaces 
7 chickens 
1 machete 
1 mesa  
7 brass trays 
2 pigs 
1 hen 
1 rooster 
7 brass trays 
7 china plates 
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SISA-YAMIA GIDION-LIDIA 
panggon i 1 5  chickens 12  chickens 
bau 1 pig 1 pig 
pot apu 9 tubumpu t i  plates 1 china plate 
1 knife 1 knife 
3 necklaces 
potosu 15  chickens 12 chickens 
manu 1 sword 1 sword 
1 mesa 7 bracelets 
1 spear 3 necklaces 
9 bracelets 2 brass trays 
puk i 1 pig 1 pig 
1 hen 1 hen 
1 rooster 1 rooster 
9 brass trays 7 brass trays 
90 china plates 
NOTES 
lThe Da ' a  (Pakawa , Pekawa) people speak Da ' a , one of at least seven dialects of 
Kai l i ,  an Austronesian language spoken in Central Sulawesi by approximately 
300 , 000 speakers (Wumbu 197 3 ,  Barr , Barr and Salombe 1979) . Research for this 
paper was carried out under the auspices of the Cooperative Program between 
Hasanuddin University and the Summer Institute of Linguistics in Dombu village , 
Marawola District from July 1979 to November 1981 , and January 1983 to Septem­
ber 198 3 .  The author wants to express thanks to Greg Acciaioli ,  Lloyd Peckham, 
Tim Friberg and Barbara Friberg for their helpful comments on an earlier draft 
of this paper .  
2Note that i n  Central Sulawesi we do not find the clear distinction of kepa l a  
desa  and kepa l a  kampung delineated elsewhere (e . g .  South Sulawesi ) . 
3Note that the name of the leader of this level is the same as the name of the 
level itself . 
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FOC U S  AND MOOD I N  DA t A D I S C O U R S E  
Donald F. Barr 
1 .  I NTRODUCTI ON 
Da t a  (Pakawa) , 1  an Austrones ian (AN) language spoken in Central Sulawesi , 
Indonesia , has a number of morphosyntactic features common to many Austronesian 
languages . It has verbal affixes marking focus and mood and a perfective suf­
fix -mo . S imilar systems have been described in various AN languages ,  particu­
larly in the Philippines where the phenomenon of focus is perhaps most widely 
seen . In a previous paper (Barr 1988b) I described the major features of the 
Da t a  verbal affixes and clitics . In this paper we are interested in going a 
step further and asking , "What governs the choice of which focus and mood 
affixes are to be used in discourse and when is perfective -mo to be used? 
Given a clause within a discourse , what dictates the choice of focus and mood 
and - mo? And further ,  what difference , if any , does a different discourse genre 
make in that choice ? "  
I will first examine briefly an overview of the verbal affixation i n  Da t a .  Then 
I will examine what factors determine the use of focus , mood and perfective -mo 
in different discourse genre . Longacre ( 1 9 7 2 )  in introducing his studies of 
discourse universals in Papua New Guinea languages has commented : 
We will find that the design of the whole discourse influences 
not only the structure of the sentences and paragraphs which 
compose it . . .  but also the structure of verbs and the choice 
of pronouns , so that in e ffect once a discourse type is chosen 
many decisions as to structure of very small parts of it are 
already made . (p . 13 3 )  
H e  further notes that different discourse genre exercise different influences 
upon their component parts . What we want to see is the extent to which this is 
true in Da t a .  
2 .  OVERV I EW O F  DA t A  VERBAL AFF I XAT I ON 
Before examining the use of focus and mood in Da t a  discourse let us first look 
at the basic morphological facts of those systems . Roots and stems can be 
inflected for FOCUS , MOOD and ASPECT . TWo focuses are marked : actor focus and 
goal focus . In this respect Da t a  differs from the more prototypical Austronesian 
focus system such as is found in many Philippine languages or the Minahasa lan­
guages of North Sulawesi ( see Sneddon 1978 ) . Those types of languages typically 
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have four or more focus able clause constituents including actor , goal , instru­
ment , benefactive , locative . The more typical Central Sulawesi language has 
two focuses as seen typified in Da ' a .  Related Uma (Pipikoro) and Taa (dialect 
of Bare ' e) also have a two focus system with actor and goal focus (Martens 1988 , 
Gregerson and Thiessen 1982 ) . Laudje , on the peninsula toward N .  Sulawesi has 
been tentatively analysed as having a three focus system : actor , obj ect and 
instrument (May Whatley , personal communication) .  
In addition to focus Da ' a  verbs are also inflected for MOOD . Two moods are 
distinguished in verbal affixation : DECLARATIVE and IMPERATIVE . DECLARATIVE 
mood is further divided into two categories marked with contrastive sets of 
affixes : real is  and irreali s .  A third mood , INTERROGATIVE , is marked by means 
of final rising intonation for Yes-No questions , and question words (Who , What , 
Where , etc . )  with final falling intonation in content questions . 
The basic meaning of REALIS in Da ' a  is as follows : 
Past , completed action , a state or action already existing or 
occurring , a characteristic which is real , existing , fact , fully 
actualised .  
IRREALIS on the other hand has the following basic meaning : 
Non-past action , hypothetical , not yet realised action or state , 
a characteristic not yet real , not fully actualised . In this 
respect irrealis shares some features of subjunctive . 
For the majority of forms realis is marked by n- and irrealis by m- . On goal 
focus forms n i - marks realis while ra- indicates irrealis . The following chart 
summarises Da ' a  focus and mood affixes . 
Focus and mood affi xes i n  Da ' a  
ACTOR FOCUS GOAL FOCUS 
DECLARATIVE na- 2 
REALIS ne- n i -
no-
IRREALIS ma-
rne- ra-
mo-
HlPERATIVE pa-
pe- rapo + ROOT/STEM 
po-
Q 
stern alone 
In addition to focus and mood , Da ' a  verbs can also be inflected to indicate a 
number of ASPECTS . These include : reciprocal and multiple actors ( s i - ) ; non­
volitional ( n a t i - /mat i - ) ; reflexive ( not i N-/mo t i N - ) ; pretense ( net i - /met i - ) ; 
and purpose ( n i po- / rapo- and rapomba - ) . Repeated and continuous aspect is  
marked by reduplication . See Appendix A for examples of possible affix combina­
tions of focus , mood and aspect . 3 
As we will see in the subsequent discussion , both focus and mood affixes play a 
significant role in Da ' a  discourse , conveying not only clause level information , 
but discourse level features as well . 
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One further feature of Da ' a  morphology relevant to our discussion of focus and 
mood in discourse is the enclitic -mo .  -mo has several meanings in Da ' a . Used 
with realis it has the sense of ' already ' , and as such is glossed for conveni­
ence PERFECTIVE , though we will see it has further uses beyond this . The exam­
ples below illustrate this meaning of -mo . 
( l ) a .  N a - l a u-mo i ' a .  
R-go-PERF he 
He already went 
b .  Na- bete-mo ana- n a . 
R-big-PERF chi ld-his 
His child is already big. 
With irrealis -mo indicates that the action is IMMINENT , about to happen . With 
imperative mood, -mo mitigates or softens a command , making it less harsh . These 
two functions of -mo can be seen illustrated below . 
( 2 ) a .  Ma-uj a-mo . 
IRR-rain-PERF 
It 's about to rain. 
b .  Mo- ron go-mo i ' a .  
IRR-spouSe-PERF she 
She 's going to marry soon. 
c. Pe- sa i -mo r u ru ! 
IMP-stop. bY-PERF first 
Stop by for a bit ! ( IMP softened by -mo) 
d. Pone-mo l 
c Umb-up-PERF 
Climb up ! (come up into the house! )  
In addition to these clause level functions -mo also functions as a discourse 
marker , often working in conjunction with the focus and mood affixes to mark 
discourse level information , such as foregrounded events or sequential steps in 
a procedure . These uses o f  -mo will be examined in some detail as they occur 
in different discourse genre . 
3 .  U S E  OF  FOCUS , MOOD AND -MO I N  D I SCOURSE 
Crucial to an understanding of the use of focus , mood and -mo in Da ' a  discourse 
is the concept of different discourse genre . As will be seen these three fea­
tures of Da ' a  morphology function in different ways in different discourse genre . 
Here we will examine the use of focus , mood and -mo in four discourse genre : 
Narratives , a type of Procedural text we are calling Activity Genre (Reid 1970)  , 
Expository , and Hortatory . Following that we will see what generalisations 
across discourse can be made regarding the use of these morphological features . 
What we hope to demonstrate is the productive use of syntactic devices to mark 
various discourse level features in Da ' a . 
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3 . 1  Narrati ve genre 
Narratives relate events that occurred in real elapsed time . As such they are 
typically expressed in past tense , or related morphological categories . In 
many languages it is possible to tell a story in present tense , giving a ' his­
torical present ' type effect . Narratives typically have chronological as 
opposed to logical linkage . Most narratives have a plot structure with char­
acteristic aperture to begin the text and finis to end it , and with episodes 
and peak or climax along the story line (Longacre 1976) . 
Narratives can be divided into two major types of information . MAIN EVENTS 
constitute the ' Backbone ' or main skeletal framework of the story . These events 
are the FIGURE highlighted against the GROUND , they are the FOREGROUND of the 
narrative . In contrast to FOREGROUND is  BACKGROUND . Background includes those 
elements of a story that constitute the ' flesh ' on the skeleton of main events 
that serves to fill out and make the main story line interesting . Background 
includes such types of information as identification of participants , setting , 
explanations , evaluations by the speaker/author , collateral information (what 
did not happen but might have ) , and quoted material (Grimes 1975) . 
Narratives typically follow a three-stage pattern in which in the initial stage 
the setting for the story is established and the participants in the narrative 
are introduced . The length of this stage of narratives varies considerably from 
text to text . But all narratives convey this initial information in some form. 
These types o f  information are typically expressed in existential clauses using 
intransitive and stative verbs . Having established the setting and at least the 
main participants , narratives move into Stage II where initial actions of the 
participant ( s )  are described . These actions set the stage for the main narra­
tive line . Typically Stage II uses intransitives and Actor-Focus (A-Foc ) tran­
sitive clauses in Da ' a .  
Stages I and I I  are BACKGROUND information , setting the stage , adjusting the 
initial props for the beginning of the main story . In Stage III we find actions 
that develop the plot and carry it along to the climax and final wrap-up of the 
narrative . In this process a speaker introduces NEW INFORMATION while retaining 
memory of OLD INFORMATION . Information introduced into a narrative as new be­
comes old as the discourse progresses . New and old information are frequently 
distinguished through linguistic devices . As we will see in Da ' a ,  focus and 
mood play roles in this process . The following diagram displays this general 
pattern of stages in narratives . 
( 3 )  STAGE 
I .  Existential 
II . Initial Action 
III . Developmental 
Action 
FOREGROUND 
(NEW) (OLD) (OLD) 
V S o 
BACKGROUND 
(NEW) (NEW) 
FOCUS 
V S INT . , Stative 
(OLD) (NEW) (NEW) 
S V - (0)  INT . , A-Foc 
Transitive 
INT . , G-Foc 
Transitive 
This narrative pattern can be seen in the following initial portion from a Da ' a  
text . 
( 4 )  
STAGE I 
a .  R i  tempo noko l u  
in time before 
In times past 
b. na- tuwu-mo ko l omb i o  
R-live-PERF giant 
lived (R)  a giant 
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c .  bo samba ' a  ngana pa i l u  ne- to 1 o  r i  j a l  i - na . 
and one ohi ld orphan R-stay 1c with-him 
and an orphan lived (R) with him. 
STAGE II 
d.  Sangga na-gana sampae ngana ne- to 1 o  r i  setu  
after R-enough one . year ohild R-stay lc there 
After the ohi ld had lived (R) there for one year 
e .  ne- kutana-mo ko l omb i o ,  
R-ask-PERF giant 
the giant asked (R)  
f.  " Na- bete-mo ate-mu ? "  
R-big-PERF liver-your 
"Is your liver big (R)  yet ? "  
g .  Ne- sono-mo ngana etu , 
R-anSWer-PERF ohild that 
The ohild answered (R) , 
h .  " Da ' apa . 
not .  yet 
"Not yet. 
Da ewa tawa nggadue kanana . "  
sti ll like leaf taro emerging 
It is stiU just as big as an emerging taro leaf. " 
i .  Nang- epe pesono ngana etu , 
R-hear answer ohi ld that 
Hearing the ohild 's answer3 
j .  ko l omb i o  na- l i na wou -mo . 
giant R-quiet again-PERF 
the giant was silent (R) again. 
Dialogue repeated as in ( 4d) through ( 4 j )  
k .  R i  setu-mo ko l omb i o  nom-pek i r i , 
1c there-PERF giant AF/R-think 
There the giant thought (AF/R) , 
1 .  "Mana ma- s aeka kumpu- kempe-ku na-bete . 
no . more IRR- long little . pet-my R-big 
"Not muoh longer and my , li tt le pet ' wi U be big . 
In. Damo s ampae ka- s aena . "  
only one. year nrn- length 
Only one year 's time . " 
STAGE III 
n.  Sangga na-gana-pa to l umpae ngana ne- to 1 o  r i  j a l  i - na , 
after R-enough-sEQ three. years ohild R-stay 1c with-him 
After it had been three years that the ohild lived (R) with him 
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o .  n i - pekutana-na wo ' u -mo , 
GF/R-ask-he again-PERF 
he (giant) asked (GF/R) again, 
p .  "Na- bet e-mo a te-mu ? "  
R-big-PERF liver-your 
"Is your liver big ye t ? "  
q .  Ne- sono ngana pa i l u ,  
R-answer ohild orphan 
The orphan answered (R) , 
r .  II Na- be te-mo . II 
R-big-PERF 
"It is big (R) . "  
Stage I begins the story with the time frame being established in ( 4a)  r i  t empo 
noko l u in times pas t.  Then the two major participants of the story are brought 
on stage in ( 4b) and (4c) , na- tuwu -mo ko l omb i o  lived a giant , bo s amba ' a  ngana 
pa i l u neto ' o  r i  j a ' i - na and an orphan lived with him. These clauses use intran­
sitive verbs na- tuwu lived , ne- to ' o  stayed with, lived. Next the setting for 
the main narrative in which the giant tries to kil l ,  cook and eat the orphan is 
set through a repetition of a dialogue between the giant and the orphan . In 
(4e)  the giant asks , "Is your liver big yet ? "  In (4g) the orphan answers , "Not 
yet ". This dialogue is repeated (not included in this sample ) ,  expressed with 
intransitive verbs ne-kutana asked and ne- sono answered. After the repetition 
we approach the beginning of the main plot in ( 4k)  R i  setu -mo ko l omb i o  nom­
pek i r i  There- mo the giant thought (A-Foc/REAL) . This initial action by the 
giant sets the stage for the development of the plot . In only one more year the 
orphan ' s  liver will be big and can be eaten . The deictic r i  setu  there signals 
the beginning of a major development of the plot here , as the main narrative 
line centres on the actions of the giant to kill and eat the orphan and the 
orphan ' s  strategy to avoid that grim fate . 
After the rather lengthy stage setting of Stages I and II expressed by intransi­
tive , stative and then A-Foc/REAL transitive verb in (4k) , we finally reach the 
developmental stage , Stage III , in which by now the giant and orphan are old 
information and the action proceeds , here utilising the G-Foc/REAL form o f  the 
verb in ( 40 )  n i - peku tana-na wo ' u -mo , " Na- be te-mo a te-mu ? "  Was asked (G-Foc/REAL) 
by him again- mo , "A lready big your liver ? "  
So we see in Da ' a  narrative the pattern of  NEW information typically being 
introduced by means of non-goal focus verbs , that is intransitive , stative and 
A-Foc transitive verbs . Once new information becomes OLD the story line is  
typically developed further by means of Goal-Foc verbs . This is  the proto­
typical pattern . In actual texts the situation varies considerably , with many 
intransitive verbs also advancing the story line (went , came , slept ) . As we 
shall see there are further rules that operate in determining which focus and 
mood are used . We will turn now to look at each of these morphological pro­
cesses and note the pragmatic aspects of their use in Da ' a .  
3 . 1 .1 Mood sel ect i on i n  narrati ve d i scourse 
A major morphological feature in Da ' a  is the realis/irrealis distinction . 
Virtually every Da ' a  verb and adj ective is marked for real is or irrealis . In 
narratives , realis forms predominate , as one might expect , as what is being 
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narrated i s  usually real , accomplished events . 4 Foregrounded events are exclus­
ively realis whether A-Foc or G-Foc . Background material may be irreali s  when 
referring to hypothetical events or states ,  not yet accomplished actions , con­
templated , intended or proposed events or states . This contrast between the 
use o f  realis on foreground and irrealis on background material can be seen in 
the following excerpt from a fable about a frog and a rat trying to cross a 
flooded river .  Having tried unsuccessfully to lay a piece of sugarcane across 
as a bridge , the frog thinks to himself : 
( S ) a .  Ane wetu-mo aku mo- l o l ea ,  
if that. way- PERF I IRR-make . bridge 
If that 's how i t  is going to be to make a bridge ( IRR) , 
b .  ag i napa aku 
be tter I 
it 's better 
me- kawantu . 
IRR-jump 
I jump ( IRR) . 
c .  Tumpa ne- kawantu  ngga r i  w l w l n a  na-rata  
frog R-jump from l c  bank R-arrive 
The frog jumped (R) from one bank of the 
other bank. 
wo ' u r i w i w i  na . 
too on bank (other) 
river and arrived (R)  on the 
In the background ( Sa)  and ( Sb) , the frog contemplates his dilemma . His intended 
or proposed action of jumping the river is marked irrealis , ag i napa aku me­
kawantu  it 's be tter that I jump ( IRR) . .  Then the next foreground event in ( Sc )  
i s  realis , the frog jumps . Tumpa ne- kawantu  ngga  r i  w i w i na na-rata  wo ' u  r i  
w i w i na The frog jumped (REAL) from the bank (and) arrived (REAL) on the other 
bank. 
In Da ' a  complements such as what in English would be infinitives ,  are usually 
irrealis form , as in he looked for a way to �. To jump is a proposed , not 
yet realised event in the narrative at that point . In Da ' a  these are irrealis , 
as seen below . 
( 6 ) a .  Nom- pamu l a  wa l e su nang- e l o  j a l ana  me- kawantu . 
AF/R-began rat AF/R- look . for way IRR-jump 
The rat began to look for a way to il!!!!!.£ ( IRR) . 
b .  L a ko ne-kawa ntu  i wa l e su pane ' a ,  
just R-jump pm rat mentioned 
The rat jumped (R) , 
c .  aga n a- l ome . 
only R-swept . away 
but only got swept away (R) in the water. 
In (6a)  the rat looked for a way to jump . me- kawantu  is irrealis in this infin­
itive type dependent clause . ( 6b)  is foreground event and as such is realis . 
l ako ne- kawantu  i wa l esu  panea aga na- l ome Just jumped ( REAL) the rat� only 
swept away (REAL) . 
So we see in the use of realis/ irrealis forms , a basic logical use of real is 
for those completed , punctual events that characterise foreground events . Those 
background elements that are proposed ,  hypothetical , not yet real are marked 
irre alis . Let us look now at how focus affixes operate in narratives . 
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3 . 1 . 2  Focus se l ec t i on i n  narrati ves 
A number of factors affect the selection of focus affixes in Da ' a . 1 )  The gen­
eral pattern of narrative development , pictured in the diagram in ( 3 )  above , has 
some influence . 2 )  Same or different actors in successive foreground events 
plays a major role . Because of thi s ,  3 )  the number of major actors or partici­
pants in a narrative also affects the distribution of focus affixe s .  4) Spec­
i fiability of actor in context is a further relevant factor . 5 )  Discourse 
boundaries such as main plot segment divisions can affect focus selection . 
6 )  Introduction of props or minor participants into an already established and 
progressing narrative affects focus selection too . And 7 )  the presence of a 
thematic partic ipant or prop influences focus selection . These different fac­
tors will be examined and illustrated from Da ' a  narrative s .  
3 . 1 . 2 . 1  Genera l  pattern of  narra t i ve devel opment 
As was illustrated in the diagram in ( 3 )  narratives typically have three stages 
of development . Stage I typically states what exists or i s ,  and introduces the 
who o f  the narrative . Intransitive and stative verbs are the main verb types 
here , essentially A-Foc in that there is only one argument to a predicate with 
no obj ects . Stage II material gives ini tial actions by the participant ( s )  us ing 
intransitives and A-Foc transitive forms . Finally Stage III material develops 
the story with frequent use of G-Foc transitive verbs as the actor ( s )  are estab­
lished and known . Some narratives begin with an action rather than long intro­
ductory sections as exemplified in the example cited in ( 4 )  above . Such initial 
actions use A-Foc forms as they are beginning the story and as such have all NEW 
information . The examples below each initiating a narrative discourse illustrate 
this . 
( 7 )  Ngana pa i l u  s i mbau 
child orphan each 
Two orphans married 
ngana pa i l u  no- s i - porongo . 
child orphan R-REC-marry 
each other (AF) . 
( 8 )  No- s i -mpaken i -mo i L i sa ,  Tuma bo Kutu  l au no- a su . 
R-REC-urge- PERF pm Lisa pm Tuma and pm Kutu go R-hunt 
Lisa� Tuma and Kutu urged each other (AF) to go hunting . 
A-Foc/REAL forms are found in ( 7 )  no- s i - po rongo marry each other , and in ( 8 )  
no- s i -mpaken i -mo urged each other-mo . 
While this general pattern of narrative progression can be seen , specific narra­
tive texts vary considerably from this prototypical pattern . We will examine 
in turn now each of the other factors mentioned above to illustrate how they 
influence focus selection in Da ' a .  
3 . 1 . 2 . 2  Same or d i fferent actor 
A key factor in the selection of focus affixes in Da ' a  is  whether the ACTOR of 
the clause under consideration is  the same as the actor of the previous fore­
grounded clause . The BASIC RULE OF FOCUS SELECTION in narrative texts is : If in 
successive foregrounded transi tive verbs the actor is the same , G-FoC/REAL 
forms wil l  be used . If i t  is different A-Foe will be used . Thus we see that 
though there is  a correlation between G-Foc and foregrounding as Hopper and 
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Thompson ' s  transitivity hypothesis predicts ( 1980) , i t  is  not being o n  the fore­
ground that determines G-Foc selection , but coreferentiality of actor on succes­
sive verbs . This pattern can be seen in the following fragment of narrative 
text . 
( 9 )  
FOREGROUND BACKGROUND 
a .  Na- rata r i  bambaru , 
R-arrive at hut 
When they arrived at the hut� 
b .  n i - pakau L i sa-mo Ku tu  no- tunu  wawu . 
GF/R-order pm Lisa-PERF pm Kutu R-roast pig 
Kutu was ordered (GF )  by Lisa to roast the pig . 
c .  Na-opu wawu n i - t unu 
R-finish pig GF/R-roast 
After the pig was roas ted (GF ) , 
d .  n i - tapa nu i ra .  
GF/R-smoked by them 
it was smoked (GF) by them. 
e .  Na -opu n i - tapa 
R-finish GF/R-smoked 
After (it) was smoked (GF) , 
f .  n i - kon i nu i ra san tongo , 
GF/R-eat by them one . half 
half was eaten (GF) by them� 
g .  n i - bo l i nu i ra wou s a n tongo . 
GF/R-saved by them too one . half 
(and) half was saved (GF )  by them too . 
In (9a)  the hunters arrive at their hut . Lisa , the leader , orders Kutu to roast 
the pig meat (9b) . They roasted it , smoked it ( 9d) , ate half of it ( 9 f )  and 
saved half o f  it (9g) . All the foregrounded verbs are G-Foc/REAL marked by n i - ;  
n i - pakau ordered , n i - tapa smoked, n i - kon i ate , n i - bo l  i saved. G-Foc is used be­
cause the actions are carried out by the same crew (they) . Here we have more 
than one actor but they function together as a unit , not as individuals initi­
ating different actions . 
The same pattern of same actor on successive foregrounded c lauses using G-Foc 
is seen in the following fragment from another narrative about a giant and an 
orphan . 
FOREGROUND 
( lO) a .  Nom- pamu l a-mo ko l omb i o  nang- a l a  ngana etu , 
AF/R-begin-PERF giant AF/R-take chi ld that 
The giant began (AF )  to take the chi ld� 
b .  n i - samba l e- n a  
GF/R-s laughter-he 
he s laughtered (him) (GF )  
c .  bo  n i - tompo- na 
and GF/R-chopped- he 
and chopped (him) up (GF )  
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d .  n i - paj ad i - na uta  n t i bo to n i - por i apu nu ngana p a i l u  pangane . 
GF/R-made-he meat rice RM GF/R-cook by child orphan earlier 
(and) made (him) (GF )  into the "main dis h "  with the rice which had been 
cooked by the orphan earlier. 
Successive foregrounded actions take G-Foc/REAL affixes in ( lOb) , ( lOc)  , and 
( lOd) , n i - s amba l e- n a  s laughtered , n i - tompo-na  chopped , n i - paj ad i -na  made into , 
as the actor is the giant throughout . No action is done by any other actor . 
This is a classic example o f  coreferentiality of actor in successive foreground 
actions as a basic determining factor in the selection of focus affixation in 
Da ' a  narratives . 
The above examples illustrate G-Foc on successive foreground events with the 
same actor . As further specified in our rule a SHIFT or change in actor on 
foreground events triggers the selection of A-Foc forms on transitive verbs . 
This shifting of action back and forth and subsequent frequent use of A-Foc 
lowers the correlation between foreground and G-Foc noted above . The following 
segment of narrative about the Giant and Orphan illustrates this use of A-Foc 
on successive foreground events with different actors . 
( 1 1 )  
FOREGROUND BACKGROUND 
a .  Dako na- rata  san tongo j a l a  
just R-arrive middle way 
(He ) had just arrived in the middle of the way 
b .  n i - k i ta-na  etu-mo 
GF/R-see-he that-PERF 
he saw (GF) there was 
c .  N i - kambu raka-na  ku t u .  
GF/R-scatter-he lice 
ko l omb i o  ne- raga . 
giant R-chasing 
the giant chasing. 
He scattered (GF )  the lice . 
d .  Na- l era nan- t i runaka ku tu  etu ko l omb i o ,  
R-stop AF/R-pick. up lice the giant 
The giant stopped3 picked up (AF ) the lice3 
e .  ngana etu  nom-pa s i mbuku no-ngowa . 
child the AF/R- try R-run 
the child tried (AF )  to run . 
f .  Naupa i ' a  no-ngowa 
though he R-run 
Even though he ran3 
g .  sampenj an i na-mu nj i 
suddenly R-close 
suddenly the giant was again c lose . 
h .  N i - poso-na  bobo nto i l a  
GF/R-burs t-he container lime 
He burst (GF )  the lime container 
i .  etu  na-j ad i ku l i mu nangga- l endu mata ko l om b i o  
that R-become clouds AF/R-cover eye giant 
that became clouds that covered (AF )  the giant 's 
j . sampe na- rata  r i sou Ba ramponguu . 
ti l l  R-arrive at house Baramponguu 
unti l he arrived at the house of Baramponguu. 
eyes 
k .  Na- r a t a  r i  s e t u  
R-arrive lc there 
Arriving there 
1 .  n i - pekut a na - n a , 
GF/R-ask-he 
he asked ( GF ) , 
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m .  " N i - k i t a-mu ngana pa i l u 7 "  
GF/R-see-you ohild orphan 
"Have you seen (GF )  the orphan? "  
This segment carries on the action after the orphan wakes up , gets his things 
together and leaves the home of the giant to run away . In ( llb) the orphan is  
still the actor and thus we get G-Foc/REAL n i -k i t a - n a  he saw (G-Foc/REAL ) . In 
( llc)  he is still actor and we get G-Foc/REAL n i -kambu raka - n a  he soattered (G­
Foc/REAL ) . In ( lld) the action shifts to the giant who stops ( INT/REAL) na­
l e r a ,  and picks up (A-Foc/REAL) , nan- t i runaka the lice , thus buying some time 
for the child to further his escape . In ( l le )  the child is the actor again as 
he tries to (A-Foc/REAL) nom- pa s i mbuku , run ( INT/REAL) , no- ngowa . In ( ll f )  he 
is still actor as he bursts (G-Foc/REAL) n i - poso-na the lime container .  In 
( l l i )  the lime became clouds that then function as actor to cover (A-Foc/REAL) 
nangga- l en d u  the giant ' s  eyes . Had the orphan been the actor we would have 
gotten n i - ka - l endu - n a  he oovered (G-Foc/REAL) . In ( l l j ) the giant is the actor 
again as he continues on till he arrives ( INT/REAL) n a - r a t a  at the house of 
Baramponguu . Arriving there ( 11k) he asked (G-Foc/REAL) , n i - peku t a n a - n a  Have 
you seen the orphan? 
Thus as the action shifts from the orphan to the giant and then back to the 
orphan , and then to the clouds and to the giant again , A-Foc/REAL on transitive 
verbs is used ( lld , e and i ) . When the actor of a succeeding foreground verb 
is the same as the previous one , G-Foc/REAL forms are used on transitive verbs 
( llb,  c ,  h ,  and 1 ) . 
Many Da ' a  narratives use dialogue extensively . In such texts the foreground 
verbs are often the dialogue introducers like ' said ' , ' asked ' , ' answered ' ,  
' replied ' and so on . Thus a text with a lot of dialogue between different 
actors has a high percentage of A-Foc/REAL on transitive verb forms as each 
shift in actor triggers A-Foc forms . This can be seen in the example below . 
FOREGROUND BACKGROUND 
( 12 ) a .  N a ng - u l  i -mo s i ng a  ka t awewe , 
AF/R-say-PERF lion to oat 
The lion said (AF )  to the oat, 
b .  "Ma - do t a  i ko mom- pagu ru aku 7 "  
IRR-want you AF/IRR-teaoh me 
"Do you want to teaoh me ? "  
c .  Ne- sono t awewe , 
R-answer oat 
The oat answered, 
d .  "Ma-do t a . "  
e .  N ang- u l i s i nga , 
AF /R-say lion 
IRR-want 
"I want to. " 
The lion said (AF ) , 
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f .  "Ane i ko ma-data aku na-damba mpu ' u .  
if you IRR-want I R-happy very 
"If you want to I am very happy . " 
But our rule regarding same actor on successive foreground events still holds as 
seen in ( 1 3 )  below . 
( 1 3 )  
FOREGROUND BACKGROUND 
a .  Sangga nangga- pone tawewe r i  1 0 1 0  nggayu , 
after AF/R-c limb cat to top tree 
When the cat had c limbed (AF) to the top of the tree3 
b .  mana na-nau- nau , 
no. more R-go . down-con 
(he ) no longer went down3 
c .  pade n i - u 1  i - na • . .  
and GF/R-say-he 
and he said (GF )  . . .  
3 . 1 . 2 . 3  Number of  major part i c i pants 
As we saw in the above discussion it is  of maj or importance in choosing focus 
affixes in Da ' a  narratives whether actors of successive foreground events are 
the SAME or DIFFERENT . Because of this the NUMBER of major actors in a narra­
tive will have s ignificant influence on focus selection as well .  I f  there is 
essentially one major participant there will be no shifting back and forth 
between different actors , which as we saw above would trigger A-Foc on transi­
tive verbs . Consequently we would expect a higher use of G-Foc on transitive 
verbs carrying the main event line forward . One thinks of such classic narra­
tives as The Old Man and the Sea which typify this kind of story involving 
only one major actor . 
In contrast to thi s  are texts with a number of major participants who initiate 
action . The action frequently shifts from one actor to another . Often there 
are several actors ' on stage ' at the same time . In Da ' a  such texts have a very 
different distribution of A-Foc and G-Foc affixes . They have a predominance of 
A-Foc verbs . 
Whereas with texts with only one major participant there tends to be a high 
correlation of G-Foc with foreground events and A-Foc with background as is  
predicted by the Transitivity Hypothesis ( Hopper and Thompson 1980) , texts with 
several major participants have a quite different correlation ; A-Foc frequently 
occurs on foregrounded events as the action shifts from actor to actor . So in 
Da ' a  we see that it is not merely being foreground or background material that 
influences focus . Other factors interact to determine focus selection . 
3 . 1 . 2 . 4  Spec i fi abi l i ty of actor 
Another major factor determining focus selection is when the actor is unspeci­
fiab1e , either because the actor is irrelevant to the action being described or 
is indefinite . This is like English someone , somebody , everybody ,  or actor1ess 
passive sentences like , "The road was repaired last week " . In such sentences it 
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is  not important to specify who the actor i s .  What is important is  that the 
action was done . In such situations where the actor is unspeci fiab1e , Da ' a  
uses , logically , G-Foc forms . This i s  seen in the selection below from a text 
telling o f  the founding of Maranata village and how it got its name . 
( 14 ) a .  Jad i  nom-pamu l a  ngga r i  eo etu  
s o  AF/R-begin from day that 
So beginning (AF)  from that day 
b .  sanga Maranata n i - pake-mo ane mo- tesa 
name Maranata GF/R-used-Perf if IRR-speak 
the name Maranata was used (GF )  if speaking 
c .  Sanga Maranata n i - t u l i s i -mo r i  ga rej a .  
name Maranata GF/R-write-PERF on church 
ka tau . 
to people 
to peop l e .  
Th e  name Maranata was written (GF )  o n  the church. 
d. N i - tu l  i s i -mo r i  me re s i ko l a .  
GF/R-write-PERF on sign schoo l 
(It ) was written (GF) on the school sign. 
e .  N i - pake-mo r i  potomu . . .  
GF/R-use-PERF in market 
(It) was used (GF )  in the market 
In ( 14b-e )  who did the writing or using is  irrelevant . The point is the name 
Maranata was used and came to be accepted by all as the village name . So we 
see G-Foc/REAL used where the actor is unspecifiab1e , or irrelevant in the sen­
tence . 
3 . 1 . 2 . 5  D i scourse boundari es  
Another factor that triggers A-Foc o n  transitive verbs is  major discourse bound­
aries . Even where successive events on the foreground have the same actor , A­
Foc forms are used when a major boundary intervenes .  Da ' a  frequently uses the 
deictic r i  setu  there with perfective -mo to mark major plot developments .  This 
triggers A-Foc at the beginning of the new section even when it is the same 
actor as in the last foregrounded event . We pick up the narrative in the 
following example after the giant and orphan have been introduced and the giant 
has asked twice i f  the orphan ' s  liver was big yet . The child has answered 
twice , "Not yet" . Then the giant says , 
FOREGROUND BACKGROUND 
( 15 ) a .  Nang - u l  i ko l omb i o ,  
AF/R-say giant 
The giant said3 
b .  "0 , 
a 
"03 
da ' apa na-bete . "  
not.  yet R-big 
i t 's not big yet. " 
c .  R I  S ETU-mo ko l omb i o  nom-pek i r i , 
lc THERE-PERF giant AF/R-think 
THERE the giant thought (AF ) , 
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d .  "Mana ma- saeka kumpu- kempe-ku na- bete . "  
no . more IRR- long ' little-pet ' -my R-big 
"Not much longer and my ' little pet ' wi l l  be big. " 
In ( 15c) , though the giant is still the only actor on the foreground we do not 
get G-Foc/REAL n i - pek i r i - na he thought , but nom-pek i r i he thought (A-Foc/REAL) . 
This is triggered by the marking of maj or plot juncture , as here the plot 
thickens and we find out why the giant ' s  great interest in the size of the 
orphan ' s  liver . Further on in this same text the giant orders the orphan to 
pound rice in the mortar and cook it for the evening meal . We pick up the nar­
rative there . 
FOREGROUND BACKGROUND 
( 16 ) a .  Ne- sono ngana pa i l u  etu  
R-answer child orphan the 
The orphan answered� 
b .  " I yo . "  
yes 
"Yes . " 
c .  R I  S ETU nom- pamu l a-mo ngana etu  nom- bayu . 
lc THERE AF/R-begin-PERF child the AF/R-pound. rice 
THERE the chi ld began to pound rice . 
( 16c) has the same actor as ( 16a) , the orphan . Both are foreground events .  
But ( 16c) has A-Foc/REAL nom-pamu l a-mo began , not the G-Foc/REAL form possible 
n i - pamu l a-mo , 5 which is what would be predicted by our same-actor rule above . 
Once again we see that this is because ( 16c) marks the beginning of a major 
development of the plot in which the orphan eventually succeeds in avoiding 
being eaten by changing clothes and blankets with the giant ' s  child . In the 
end the giant unknowingly slaughters his own child to eat while the orphan gets 
away . R i  setu  in ( 16c) tags this beginning of a new major plot development and 
subsequently A-Foc/REAL is used on the verb in that clause , nom- pamu l a-mo . 
3 . 1 . 2 . 6  I ntroducti on of props or mi nor part i c i pants 
A further discourse constraint triggers the use of A-Foc where we would expect 
G-Foc based on the same actor in successive foreground events rule . This is in 
introducing new props or minor participants in the middle of a narrative . In 
this respect we back up to Stage II type strategies using A-Foc affixes to sig­
nal the introduction of new elements . This can be seen in the following selec­
tion , again from the giant and orphan narrative . 
( 1 7 )  
FOREGROUND BACKGROUND 
a .  Sa ngga na- l a i - pa ko l omb i o  
after R-gO-SEQ giant 
After the giant had gone� 
b .  nem- bangu-mo ngana etu , 
R-ge t. up-PERF child the 
the child got up� 
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c.  ma-dota mom- pe l ea 
IRR-want AF/IRR-flee 
wanting to flee 
d .  ma - l a i  ngga r i  set u .  
IRR-go from there 
and go from there . 
e .  N i - pow i a-na  saongu aka l a ,  
GF/R-do-he one strategy 
He did (GF) one strategy3 
f .  i ' a nom- pas i romu kutu  sabanga , to i l a  saongu bobo 
he AF/R-gather. up lioe one . oooonut . she l l  lime one oontainer 
he gathered (AF )  up one oooonut she l l  of lioe3 and one oontainer of lime 
g .  pade na-ngga l i wo 
and R-depart 
and departed and 
na- l a i . 
R-go 
went. 
In ( 17b) the orphan wakes up after the giant has gone for a walk . He wants to 
run away from there . In ( 1 7e )  he is still the actor and we get , predictably , 
G-Foc/REAL n i - pow i a-na  saongu a ka l a  he made (G-Foc) a strategy . But then the 
next foreground clause ( 17f)  we get a shift in focus to A-Foc/REAL i a  nom­
pas i romu he gathered up , instead of the G-Foc n i - pa s i romu - n a .  This is because 
in ( 1 7 f )  two new props are brought into the narrative which will play a somewhat 
maj or role in helping the orphan escape from the giant . He gathers up one coco­
nut shell of lice , ku tu , and one shell full of lime , to i l a .  These are later 
used by the orphan to distract the giant , enabling the orphan to make good his 
escape even though he is chased by the giant . This introduction of new props 
triggers A-Foc/REAL where otherwise we would expect G-Foc , as the actor is the 
same as the previous foreground claus e .  
A similar use o f  A-Foc to introduce o r  bring new participants o r  props into a 
narrative i s  seen in the selection below from another narrative . We pick up 
this narrative near the end . Yule , born a snake , has married the seventh woman 
he proposed to . After he is  accepted he changes into a handsome young man . 
His new wife has been told to cook food to eat . Then comes a long series of 
G-Foc verbs advancing the action along the main event line . 
FOREGROUND 
( 18 ) a .  N i -wa i n tau pawu l u  manu 
GF/R-give person feather chioken 
Peop le gave (GF )  (her) chicken feather 
b. wu l una  n i - t unu 
feather GF/R-roast 
the feather was roasted ( GF)  
c .  n i - koto ronggoto 
GF/R-out two . pieces 
was out (GF )  in two pieoes 
d. .  n i - d i ka ranggu ra . 
GF/R-put in. pot 
was put ( GF )  in a pot . 
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e .  N i - po r i apu nj aneo 
GF/R-cook a l l .  day 
Was cooked (GF)  a l l  day� 
f .  n i - dungga pompor i apu . 
GF/R-open cooking 
was opened (GF )  the cooking. 
All the verbs on the foreground are G-Foc/REAL , n i -wa i given , n i - t unu roasted , 
n i - koto cut , n i - d i ka p laced , n i - por i apu cooked , n i -dungga opened. Then we pick 
up the narrative . 
( 19)  
FOREGROUND BACKGROUND 
a .  Na- ngongo-mo t i bo e tu  
R-done-PERF rice the 
(When ) the rice was done 
b .  n i - sondu nu i ra r i  l oya 
GF/R-spoon by them in bow l 
they spooned it (GF )  into a bow l 
c .  n i - ken i ranj apo . 
GF/R-take in. house 
took it (GF )  into the house.  
d .  Nang-gon i -mo i ra n ta l i mat u ' a .  
AF/R-eat-PERF they and in- laws 
They and their in- laws ate (GF ) . 
The food is done ( 19a) , it is spooned out (G-Foc/REAL) by them into a bowl , 
n i - sondu nu  i ra r i  l oya (19b)  , it is carried (G-Foc/REAL) into the house , n i ­
ken i ranj apo ( 19c) , and then they and Yule ' s  parents-in-law ,  ma tu ' a ,  eat it 
(A-Foc/REAL) , nang-gon i -mo ( 19d) . We do not get G-Foc/REAL *n i - kon i nu  i ra-mo 
eaten by them-mo in ( 19d) , as this would mean only Yule and his wife ate . With 
the introduction at this point of the in-laws , ma tu ' a ,  there is a shift back to 
A-Foc . The in-laws are not even given a full introduction. Rather they are 
just mentioned in this sentence . Yet the focus affix signals their arrival ' on 
stage ' • 
3 . 1 . 2 . 7  Themat i c  promi nence 
Grimes ( 1975 : 32 3 )  has noted that "every clause , sentence , paragraph , episode 
and discourse is organized around a particular element that is taken as its 
point of departure . "  He notes that all languages have various devices for mark­
ing theme , those points of departure mentioned above . He further notes that in 
some languages focus inflection functions to help mark theme . 
Jones ( 1 9 7 7 )  observes that as language is hierarchical with different levels of 
structure , so theme has different levels . There are low level themes that are 
in force over a small segment or unit of discourse . And there are also higher 
level , more global themes .  Thus in any given discourse there will be different 
levels of theme . There will be an overall discourse theme , and then subordinate 
to that overall global theme , there will be subsidiary themes encompassing 
smaller units of the discourse such as episode , paragraph , sentence or even 
clause . Languages have various means by which different levels of theme are 
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marked . Hearers need to be able to tell at what level the theme of any given 
unit is operating . This is in part how people know what is a major point or 
theme and what is a more minor , supporting point or theme . 
This i s  a complex topic , and a full treatment of how theme is marked in Da ' a  is  
beyond the scope o f  this current paper . But we need to recognise the basic 
facts outlined above as they bear on our discussion of focus in Da ' a .  Let us 
look briefly at how focus in Da ' a  plays a role in helping hearers keep track of 
theme in narratives . 
A basic function of focus in Da ' a  is to help mark local level theme s .  This can 
be seen at work in relative clauses . I f  the item modified by the relative 
clause is an actor , A-Foc is obligatorily used on the verb in the relative 
clause . This is seen in the examples below . 
( 2 0 )  No- l i u  r i  j a ' i nu be s i  to  nom- po rayu Yu l e .  
( 2 1 )  a .  
R-pass lc pZaoe o f  woman RM AF/R-refuse Yu Ze 
(They) passed by the p Zaoe of the woman who had refused (AF/R) YuZe . 
Nom- pamu l a  ngga r i  set u-mo 
AF/R-begin from lc there-PERF 
Beginning (AF ) from there the 
l owe n a-damba-mo rara-na . 
hawk R-gZad-PERF inside-his 
hawk was g Zad. 
b. Ma-mama l a-mo i ' a 
I RR-ab Ze-PERF he 
He oouZd now Zook 
before . 
mang-e l o  t angga s i to nomba- bag i u  i ' a  noko l u .  
AF/IRR- Zook . for tarsius RM AF/R-triok he before 
for ( IRR) the tarsius who had trioked (AF/R) him 
In ( 2 0 ) , the verb following the relative clause marker to is nom- porayu refused 
(AF/R) , NOT G-Foc n i - po rayu because what is being expanded by the relative 
clause is the woman , be s i .  In this story Yule ' S  mother had taken a marriage 
proposal to the woman . But that proposal ( in the form of betel nut) had been 
refused . Here the relative clause referring to that woman is A-Foc as she is 
actor , not obj ect . In ( 2 1 )  the relative clause again has A-Foc , nomba- bag i u  
trioked3 deoeived as the item being modi fied is the tarsius , tanggas i ,  who 
earlier in the story had tricked the hawk and pulled all his feathers out , pre­
tending he was picking out l ice . So actor modified in a relative clause pro­
duces A-Foc affixes because an actor is the local clause theme at that point . 
Where the item modified in a relative clause is a goal , G-Foc is predictably 
used , as goal is local theme . This is seen in the examples below . 
( 22 ) a .  R i  tempona ko l omb i o  nang-a l a  ngana e tu  ra-samba l e-na  
a t  time giant AF/R-take ohiZd the GF/IRR-s Zaughter-he 
At the time the giant took (AF )  the ohiZd to be s Zaughtered (GF) , 
b. da ' a  na-we l a  ngana pa i l u  to n i - samba l e-na , 
not R-hit ohi Zd orphan RM GF/R-s Zaughter-he 
it was not (did not hit) the orphan who was s Zaughtered (GF )  by him3 
c .  aga ana-na mboto .  
onZy ohiZd-his own 
onZy his own ohi Zd. 
( 2 3 ) ' N i - pakau i L i sa-mo Ku t u  no- rebu pu ' u  ba l o  ra-pangunj a bo l o  
GF/R-order pm Lisa-PERF Kutu R-pU Z Z . out base bamboo GF/IRR-bZook ho Ze 
wa tu  to n i pe- sua ko l omb i o .  
rook RM GF/R-enter giant 
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Lisa ordered (GF/R) Kutu to pu l l out bamboo to b lock (GF )  the cave which 
had been entered (GF)  by the giant. 
In ( 2 2 )  the relative clause is modifying the child , an obj ect . Hence G-Foc is 
used , n i - samba l e-na  he s laughtered (GF) , NOT A-Foc , i ' a  nan-j amba l e . Similarly 
in ( 2 3 )  n i pe- sua  entered (GF)  , is expanding , modifying the cave , bo l o  wa t u , and 
thus G-Foc is used on the verb , NOT A-Foc . 
Another place where we see this contrast in the use of Actor and Goal focus i s  
i n  recapitulated clauses on background material . One function of such linkage 
devices is to help maintain thematic continuity (Grimes 1975) . In these recap­
itulated clauses when the theme is obj ect , G-Foc is used , and when the theme 
which is  repeated is actor , A-Foc is used . This can be seen in the examples 
below . 
( 2 4 )  
FOREGROUND BACKGROUND 
a .  Na- rata  r i  bambaru  
R-arrive a t  hut 
When they arrived at the hut 
b .  n i - pakau L i sa-mo Ku t u  no- tunu  wawu . 
GF/R-order pm Lisa-PERF Kutu R-roas t pig 
Lisa ordered (GF )  Kutu to roast the pig. 
c .  Na-opu wawu n i - t unu 
R-finish pig GF/R-roas t 
After the pig was roasted ( GF )  
d .  n i - tapa nu i ra .  
GF/R-smoked by them 
it was smoked (GF )  by them. 
e .  Na-opu n i - tapa 
R-finish GF/R-smoke 
After it was smoked ( GF)  
f.  n i - kon i nu i ra san tongo . . .  
GF/R-eat by them one . half 
they ate (GF) one half . . .  
In the recapitulated clauses in (24c and e )  G-Foc is used as the pig i s  the 
theme throughout this section . Had A-Foc been used this would have s ignalled 
the actors as thematic , which is not at all the situation here . The pig is 
fronted in ( 24c)  , a further signal of its thematic position . 
When the thematic element is an actor , not goal , A-Foc is used on the recapitu­
lated verb , as in the example below . 
( 2 5 )  
FOREGROUND BACKGROUND 
a .  Na- rata  r i  j a ' i nu rongo- na 
R-arrive lc p lace o f  spouse-his 
When he arrived at his wife 's place 
b .  na-na ' u  ngga r i  bunggu j a ra 
R-ge t . down from back. of horse 
he got down from the back of the horse 
c .  n i - ta taka-na-mo 
GF/R- tie. up-he- PERF 
he tied up ( GF )  the 
j a ra . 
horse 
horse . 
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d .  Na-opu i ' a  nan - t a taka j a r a ,  
R-finish he AF/R-tie . up horse 
After he tied up (AF )  the horse, 
e. ne- pone-mo ranj apo nu rongo-na . 
R-climb-pERF in . house of wife-his 
he c limbed up into the house of his wife . 
The recapitulated clause in ( 2 5d) is A-Foc nan-ta taka j a ra tied up (AF ) the 
horse , although the foreground clause being repeated for discourse cohesion was 
G-Foc , n i - ta taka-na-mo j a r a .  This section of text is describing Yule ' s  actions 
upon arrival at his fiancee ' s  house on his wedding day . He is thematic and 
thus we get A-Foc on the recapitulated clause . Had G-Foc been used in ( 2 5d)  
Naopu n i - ta taka-na j a ra After h e  tied up (GF )  the horse , this would have sig­
nalled that the horse was somehow thematic.  
This principle applies beyond relative clauses and recapitulated phrases as wel l . 
In the following examples the theme of the interaction is an obj ect , betel nut , 
and G-Foc is used . This is a conversation between Yule and his mother regarding 
his marriage proposal taken to the parents of a young girl . 
( 2 6 )  "Na- bo l  i -mo sambu l u -ku? "  "0 , da ' a  n i po-kono nu be s i . " 
R- l eft-PERF be te l-my 0 not GF/R- like by woman 
"Was my bete l left (there ) ? "  "Oh, the woman did not like (GF/R) it. " 
The theme o f  this conversation is sambu l u -ku my bete l nut . Yule ' s  mother re­
plies referring to the betel nut , " It wasn ' t  liked by the woman . "  She did NOT 
say bes i  da ' a  nompo- kono e tu  the woman did not like i t  (AF/R) , because the 
object , betel nut , is the theme , triggering G-Foc . 
Further on in the same story Yule ' s  mother goe s to another house where the 
following exchange takes place . 
( 2 7 )  "Aku mang-gen i sambu l u  Yu l e .  
I AF/IRR-bring bete l Yule 
"I 'm bringing Yule 's bete l nut. 
Ba rapo-kono nggom i se ' i . "  
maybe GF/IRR-like you here 
Perhaps you here wou ld like it (GF ) . "  
Once again G-Foc is used , rapo- kono like (GF ) , because Yule ' s  mother is talking 
about the betel nut she brought . The theme is an obj ect and triggers G-Foc 
affixe s .  
These examples above illustrate a basic principle involved in the use of focus 
affixes , that is , helping mark local , lower level theme . While I have not yet 
identified all the possible uses of focus in marking theme in Da ' a , let me 
illustrate a bit further the use of this . In narratives where there is a shift 
in actors we have seen that the normal pattern is for A-Foc to be used . The 
use o f  G-Foc at tho se points where A-Foc is expected because of this shift in 
actors , signals that the obj ect being talked about is A HIGHER LEVEL THEME . 
This peliberate skewing o f  pattern serves to signal thematic information import­
ant to the hearer . This marks greater prominence on the object in the overall 
s"tory • 
This principle can be seen operating in the following illustrations . The first 
illustration is from a story about a family that had a baby that was born a 
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snake whom they called Yule ( u l e = snake in Da ' a ) . When Yule was grown he had 
his mother take betel nut (how marriage is proposed ) to the mothers of prospec­
tive wives . Six women in a row refused the proposal , stating how use less a 
husband Yule would be . He couldn ' t  work or provide for a fami ly . Finally the 
seventh woman ( seven is a recurring theme in Da ' a  folktales ) accepts the propo­
sal . 
( 2 8 )  
FOREGROUND BACKGROUND 
a .  Na-gana kapap i tuongu njou 
R-enough seventh house 
At the seventh house 
b .  pade n i - ta r i ma nu bes i  sambu l u  Yu l e .  
then GF/R-receive by woman bete l Yule 
then the woman received Yule 's betel nut . 
In the last foreground clause just before this sentence , the actor is Yule ' s  
mothe r .  I n  ( 28b) the actor is the woman i n  the seventh house vis ited by Yule ' s  
mother . According to our rule of same actor on successive foreground events 
( 2 8b) should be A-Foc , but it is not .  What triggers G-Foc i s  that the betel 
nut , sambu l u ,  is what is being talked about . For six times Yule ' s  mother has 
taken his betel nut to six di fferent women to propose marriage . All six refused . 
Now finally the seventh rece ived the bete l ,  n i - t a r i ma nu  bes i  sambu l u  Yu l e  the 
woman received (GF/R) Yule 's bete l nut. This marks a maj or deve lopment in the 
story . Up to now the betel nut has been in the spotlight as Yule ' s  mother takes 
it around trying to find someone who will accept her son ' s  marriage proposal . 
Now in ( 28b) it is finally accepted . The betel nut is the theme and the woman 
who receives it is left a shadowy , background character . The betel nut is 
higher level theme and G-Foc in ( 28b) , where A-Foc is expected because of a 
shi ft in actors , helps the reader know this . 6 
The example below further illustrates this principle . This is also from the 
Yule folktale . Yule asks his new bride for some chicken . She replies that they 
have none there . Yule then orders her to find some . 
( 2 9 )  
FOREGROUND BACKGROUND 
a .  " E l o  kamba wu l una r i t u . "  
find even. one feather there 
"Find even just one feather there . " 
b .  Terpaksa rongo-na nang-e l o  wu l u  manu 
forced wife-his AF/R-look. for feather chicken 
His wife had to look for (AF )  a chicken feather 
c .  da ' a  n i - ra t a-na , 
not GF/R-find-she 
(but she )  did not find any 
d .  l au nom- perap i wu l u  manu n tau ngga r i  w i w i  nu  sapo i ra .  
go AF/R-request feather 
(she ) went and asked for 
their house. 
chicken people 's from edge of house their 
a feather from the people near the edge of 
e .  Ha i .  
hey 
Hey . 
N i -wa i n tau pawu l u  manu 
GF/R-give people feather chicken 
The people gave (GF) a chicken feather 
f .  wu l una  n i - tunu 
feather GF/R-roasted 
the feather was roasted (GF )  
g .  n i - koto ronggoto 
GF/R-cut two. pieces 
was cut ( GF )  into two pieces 
h .  n i - d i ka rangg u ra 
GF/R-put into. pot 
was put ( GF )  into a pot 
i. n i - po r i apu nj aneo .  
GF/R-cook al l . day 
was cooked ( GF )  all day long. 
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In ( 2 9b ) the wife has to look for (AF) a chicken feather , but she does not find 
any ( GF )  ( 2 9 c ) . She goes and asks (AF) for a feather from the neighbours .  This 
bringing on stage of a new prop is signalled by A-Foc in ( 29d) although the 
actor is the same as in ( 29b) , the wife . The feather in the spotlight is a 
feather from the people who live near the house where Yule and his wife are . It 
is introduced with a rather full descriptive clause in ( 29d) and from that point 
on is the theme , what is being described , for the next eleven clauses . Thus in 
( 2 g e )  n i -wa i n tau people gave ( GF) , G-Foc is used , NOT A-Foc , although the 
action has shifted from Yule ' s  wife to the people who gave her a feather . In 
( 2 9 f )  the action shifts back to Yule ' s  wife , but again this shift in actor does 
NOT trigger A-Foc , as the feather , here the thematic prop , causes G-Foc to be 
selected . The acto r ,  Marna Yule , is not even mentioned in the sentence . One 
reason the feather is here thematic is that there is magic involved in the cook­
ing process . One feather is cooked and turns into a full pot of nice chicken . 
So the presence of a higher level theme at a given point in a discourse can 
affect focus choice . Where A-Foc is predicted by our rule of same actor on 
successive foreground events , but the thematically prominent element at that 
stage in the narrative is an obj ect , G-Foc is used . Da ' a  uses a deliberate skew­
ing of the normal focus selection pattern to mark higher level theme . 
3 . 1 . 3  Perfect i v e  -rno i n  narrati ve d i scourse 
In the overview o f  Da ' a  verbal affixation presented in section 2 we noted that 
the clitic - mo has several meanings or functions . We saw in example ( 1 )  that 
it can mean ' already ' when used with real is . With irrealis it indicates that an 
action is imminent . And with imperative mood it serves to mitigate commands , or 
to make them milder . We now want to examine in some detail a further discourse 
level use of -mo in narratives . 
- mo functions to mark those elements of a narrative considered by the speaker 
to be the key points of the story . It serves to highlight to the hearer those 
foreground events that are especially relevant in the speaker ' s  view . Those 
clauses with -mo tend to form a basic skeleton outline of the crucial elements 
of the story .
7 
The clause level uses of -mo are governed by the meaning being 
expres sed such as ' already ' or ' action about to happen ' .  But the use of -mo to 
m�rk those e lements cons idered by the speaker to be especially salient is not 
tightly prescribed by syntactically control led rules . There is room here for 
individual speaker variation as to what each feels are the salient points . In 
we ll known folktales that are more or less set we would expect to find most 
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speakers tagging the same basic elements with -mo . On the other hand , in narra­
tives or personal experiences not part of the general world of knowledge of the 
Da ' a ,  the use of -mo will depend on the narrator ' s  view of what he considers are 
the salient points . 
Foreground clauses marked with -mo are completed , successive events NOT simul­
taneous or overlapping events . Each must be completed before the next can 
occur . In the narrative about the Giant and the Orphan , the eleven foreground 
clauses marked with -mo ALL contain such punctual ,  non-overlapping verbs . Those 
eleven verbs are as follows : 
( 3 0 )  clause no . 
2 4 .  asked 
39 . began to pound rice 
41 . cooked rice 
4 7 .  fell as leep 
54 . ( certain action) was done 
59 . the giant arrived 
65 . the giant began to take and slaughter the child 
8 1 . the child got up 
103 . the giant asked 
1 1 5 .  he began to cut the giant ' s  teeth 
Each of the above verbs is a completed event that must be done before the next 
successive event can occur . 
In Da ' a  it is rare for -mo to occur on transitive verbs . A statistical count 
of eight narrative texts shows that of a total of 219 uses of -mo , only 27 are 
on transitive verbs . 13 of those are on G-Foc and 14 on A-Foc . 8 101 occurrences 
of -mo are on intransitive or stative verbs , while another 91 occurrences are on 
non-verbs such as the words ' again ' or ' there ' ( in marking major plot develop­
ments as seen in 3 . 1 . 2 . 5  above) . As a result of this distribution of -mo it is 
not possible to make correlations between the focus affixes and perfective -mo . 
These two features seem to work in a complementary manner in narrative dis­
course . 
One reason -mo rarely occurs on G-Foc transitive verbs is a constraint on the 
use of -mo on successive foreground actions by the same actor in the same sen­
tence . Normally the initial foreground clause in a sentence with several suc­
cessive actions is marked with -mo , and the others not . This is illustrated in 
the segment be low. 
( 3 1 )  a .  Nom- pamu l a-mo 
AF/R-begin-PERF 
The g�'ant began 
ko l omb i o  nang -a l a  
giant AF/R-take 
to take the chi ld3 
b .  n i - samba l e-na  
GF/R-s laughter-he 
he slaughtered (GF )  (him) 
c .  bo n i - tompo-na 
and GF/R-chopped-he 
and chopped (him) up (GF )  
ngana etu , 
child that 
d .  n i - paj a d i -na u t a  n t i bo to n i - por i apu nu ngana pa i l u  
GF/R-made-he meat rice RM GF/R-cooked by child orphan 
(and) made (him) into meat with the rice that had been 
orphan earlier. 
pangane . 
earlier 
cooked by the 
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In ( 31a) the verb nom- pamu l a  is marked with -mo . Then in ( 31b , c ,  and d) all 
successive foreground actions by the giant in the same sentence , -mo is NOT 
used . Thus those G-Foc verbs in ( 31b , c ,  and d) that move the story along the 
event line are not marked with -mo . This pattern occurs frequently in narrative 
texts and partly accounts for the low use of -mo on G-Foc transitive verbs . 
Another pattern in the use of -mo is its use in conjunction with recapitulated 
clauses used for discourse cohes ion . Another clitic , - pa is frequently used on 
the recapitulated clause introduced by sangga after. The next foreground event 
after the clause tagged with -pa  usually takes -mo . The examples below illus­
trate this paired use of -pa and -mo . 
( 3 2 )  
( 3 3 )  
( 34 )  
FOREGROUND BACKGROUND 
a .  Sangga na-gana-pa 
after R-enough-sEQ 
After the child had 
b.  n i - pekutana wo ' u-mo ko l omb i o ,  
GF/R-ask again-PERF giant 
the giant asked (GF )  again 3 
to l umpae ngana ne- to ' o  r i  j a ' i na ,  
three . years child R-stay lc with. him 
lived with him for three years3 
a .  Sangga na- l a i -pa ko l omb i o  
after R-gO-SEQ giant 
After the giant had gone 
b.  ne-mbangu-mo ngana etu . 
R-got. up-PERF child the 
the child got up. 
a .  Sangga 
after 
After 
b .  n i -pamu l a-na-mo . . .  
GF/R-begin-he-PERF 
he began (GF )  . . .  
na- taj a-pa , 
R-sharp-SEQ 
it was sharp 
3 . 1 . 3 . 1  Summary 
In narrative discourse the clitic -mo functions as a pragmatic device available 
to speakers to mark clauses as especially salient to the story . Its use on fore­
ground clauses helps mark the punctual , completed nature of those events that 
comprise the backbone , or main event line of the narrative . We shall see this 
use of -mo marking completed , successive events in Activity Procedural texts as 
well .  Let us now turn to examine that discourse genre . 
3 . 2  Act i v i ty genre 
Activity genre texts tell how to do something , for example , ' How to make a 
blowgun ' ,  or ' How to make a rice paddy ' .  What we are calling activity texts 
here following Reid (1970)  with some expansion , is different from a strict pro­
cedural discourse in that the procedural gives exact directions or instructions 
on how to do a certain thing . Procedural texts are often characterised by many 
imperatives in chronological order.  ' Do this first . Then do thi s .  Then do 
that ' , and so on . Activity texts on the other hand tell how something is 
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customarily done . ' How we make blowguns ' ,  ' How we make a house ' ,  and so on . 
They are linked chronologically focusing on time intervals rather than elapsed 
time . In Da ' a  these types of texts do not use imperatives .  They are not a 
recipe type text giving exact instructions on how to perform a certain task . 
This distinction between strict procedural as opposed to activity texts is rele­
vant to our discussion here of focus and mood , as a strict procedural would use 
imperatives while these Da ' a  activity texts make use of the irrealis actor and 
goal focus affixes . 
In Da ' a  it is further helpful to distinguish two types of activity text . TYPE 
I activity texts centre attention on an obj ect being made such as a drum , blow­
gun , or hous e .  These use G-Foc/IRR affixes on predicates . TYPE II activity 
texts tell how a person performs a particular activity such as how to make a 
rice paddy , or how a young man proposes marriage . These texts utilise A-Foc 
affixes on those foreground clauses that make up the backbone of the text tell­
ing what steps are to be undertaken . Background material uses G-Foc as we shall 
see . Both Type I and Type II activity texts have frequent use of recapitulation 
of foreground clause to link the discourse tightly together .  This serves to 
highlight the chronological steps that are undertaken which are one of the 
essential features of this kind of text . Activity texts follow the pattern 
below :  
FOREGROUND BACKGROUND 
( 3 5 )  a .  Do (A) . 
b .  FINISH (A) ( -mo) . 
c .  THEN do (B)  . 
d .  FINISH (B)  ( -mo) . 
e .  THEN do (C)  . 
There are minor variations to this but the pattern is consistently used to link 
activity discourses of both Type I and Type II tightly together . In these types 
of texts foreground material is the steps of the activity being carried out . 
Background material is the recapitulation for linkage , explanations or qualifi­
cations added to make the activity clearer . 
Let us now look at the role of focus and mood affixes in these two kinds of 
activity texts , and then further examine the role played by Perfective -mo . 
3 . 2 . 1  Mood se l ect i on i n  acti v i ty d i scourse 
In both types of activity discourse irrealis forms are used almost without 
exception . In the case of Type I texts the obj ect to be made is not yet made , 
not yet rea l .  Such texts are staged as hypothetical as opposed to factual 
accounts of the actual making of a specific obj ect in time and space . These 
type discourses typically begin , "Ane k i ta mo-w i a  . . . " "If we ( incl )  make ( IRR) 
" The subsequent text is NOT telling how a real event took place . It i s  
telling what the customary way o f  making something is . Thus irrea1is  forms are 
used . Similarly in Type II texts what is related is how a customary activity 
is carried out by someone . These texts typically begin with , "Ane k i ta . . •  " 
"If we ( incl )  DO X ( IRR) . . .  ". Thus these are not actual accounts of  how Joe 
Smith did X ,  but are treated as hypothetical situations , not yet real . These 
texts too utilise irrealis affixes . 
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The only exception to the almost exclusive use of irrealis in activity texts 
reveals an interesting aspect of the communication process and creative use of 
syntactic devices to mark thi s .  In relative c lauses referring back to actions 
that must occur prior to the step being described , realis forms are used , not 
irrealis as everywhere els e .  Even though this is still a hypothetical , not yet 
real event in the real referential world , realis marks an action as prior . It 
must be real before further steps can be performed . Da ' a  marks this prior 
necessary event or step with realis in contrast to irrealis elsewhere to show 
this relationship . The example below illustrates this use of realis in relative 
clauses . ( 36 )  is a fragment from a text on making a blowgun . First it describes 
how the bamboo for the inner layer is straightened by heating , and cut to size . 
Then : 
( 36 )  Pade ra- sua raka r i  umba t i nana to n i - patan i - ta 
then GF/IRR-insert where outer. case RM GF/R-aside-we 
Then it is inserted (IRR) into the outer casing (which 
(REAL) , which has been set aside (REAL) by US ( incl )  . 
na- bete  saked  i . 
R-big a. li tHe 
is ) a bit bigger 
In this step before the inner layer of bamboo can be inserted ( ra- sua raka ) into 
the outer casing ( t i na-na ) that outer casing must logically first have been 
prepared and set aside ( n i - pa tan i - ta ) . This necessary prior step is marked as 
prior by realis n i - instead of irrealis ra- as in all other verbs in this text . 
Similarly in ( 3 7 )  in describing making a drum , real is is used to mark an action 
which must be completed prior to the step being described . After getting the 
right kind of wood , a hole is made right through the middle . Then it i s  set 
aside to dry . Then : 
( 37 ) a . Ane ma-ngau-mo kayu e tu  
i f  IRR-dry-PERF wood the 
If the wood is dry 
b .  pade ra- a l a- ta  ku l i mba nu bando to na-ma te-na , 
the GF/IRR-get-we hide of dwarf. buffalo RM R-dead 
then we get (GF/IRR) the hide of a dwarf buffalo that is dead (R) 
c. ra- koyo nu  l ad i  mpakabe l o  
GF/IRR-slice by knife carefully 
be s liced (GF/IRR) with a knife carefully 
d .  ra-uku ru mpak i s i n toto a n te kayu to n i - bo l o e tu  panea . 
GF/IRR-measure make . even with wood RM GF/R-hole the earlier 
be measured (GF/IRR) to make even with the wood which was holed (GF/R) 
earlier. 
In ( 37b) logically the dwarf buffalo must be dead ( na-mate ) before its hide can 
be taken to be made into a drum head . And in ( 37d) it is measured and made an 
appropriate size for the hole in the wood . That hole has to be made before the 
skin can be measured and cut to the right size . Here again realis n i - bo l o  be 
ho led , marks an action that must logically occur prior to the action of measuring 
the hide to be made into the head of the drum . 9 
3 . 2 . 2  Focus se l ect ion  i n  acti v i ty texts 
We saw in Da ' a  narratives that SAME OR DIFFERENT actor in successive foreground 
events was a maj or factor influencing focus selection . There were further con­
straints that applied , but same or different actor was a crucial one . 
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Da ' a  typically stages activity texts as first person plural discourses , "If  we 
( inc1) do X . • .  " The actor throughout these texts , then , is k i ta we ( inc1 )  . 
Thus there will be only one main actor , essentially . The factor of same or dif­
ferent actor then is NOT the salient one in determining focus selection in 
activity texts as it is in narratives .  This illustrates why an adequate recog­
nition of different discourse genre is so crucial to understanding the Da ' a  
focus system. 
In the two types of activity texts described above , it is thematic factors that 
exercise the major influence on what focus is used . Other constraints affect 
focus , but this is the major one . As we noted above Type I activity texts tell­
ing how to make an obj ect like a drum , blowgun or house , logically utilise goal 
focus affixes , as what is important is the end product , the obj ect , not the 
actor doing the work . In Type II texts telling how a person carries out a cer­
tain task like making a rice paddy or proposing marriage , what is important is 
the actor ' s  activities to achieve a desired end . As such actor focus affixes 
are used . We will examine each type of activity text now and illustrate this 
focus selection process . 
3 . 2 . 2 . 1  Type I acti v i ty texts - OBJECT MADE 
Type I texts are those in which one describes the making of an obj ect that can 
be seen, felt or handled , such as a blowgun or drum . In these texts G-Foc/IRR 
affixes predominate , both in foreground and also in background material . In 
foreground the onl y place A-Foc affixes occur are at major divisions of the 
procedure or activity being described . In a text on Making a Blowgun , of 19 
foreground clauses 16 are G-Foc/IRR , and three are A-Foc/IRR . The three A-Foc 
forms al l occur in the phrase k i ta l au mang -a l a  . . . we ( inc1 )  go get (A-Foc/IRR) . 
Each of these phrases occurs at a point in the description where the makers 
must go get further material for making the blowgun . 
- We go get rattan binding to wrap the blowgun . 
- We go get bamboo (for making darts ) . 
- We go get cane for making end plugs for the darts . 
Each activity involves going off to gather materials ,  sometimes from quite a 
distance away . 
In a text about making a house ,  of 15 foreground clauses 13 are G-Foc/IRR , one 
is INT/IRR and one is A-Foc/IRR . The text describes the gathering of the various 
poles and beams needed to make a house . Then the process of actually making the 
house ,  the theme of the text , begins with : 
( 38 )  Pamu l ana mo-kae l owu . 
beginning AF/IRR-dig ho le 
At the beginning (we ) dig the holes . 
From here to the end of the text all foreground verbs are G-Foc/IRR .  
Here we see that major di scourse boundaries , which we saw can trigger A-Foc 
selection in narratives , have a similar effect in Type I activity texts . It i s  
the one main factor that can cause A-Foc selection in foreground material in the 
predominantly G-Foc pattern of Type I activity texts . 
A-Foc/IRR forms can occur in background material in dependent clauses of purpose . 
Example ( 39 )  is from a text on Making a Drum . After the wood is prepared , the 
skin of a dwarf buffalo is prepared for the drum head . Rattan binding is 
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obtained which is inserted into holes in the skin made with a knife , for the 
purpose of binding up the drum head and making it strong . This purpose clause 
' to make strong ' uses A-Foc/IRR affixes as illustrated below . 
( 39 )  ra- t u k i  nu l u i  rnorn- paka roso . 
GF/IRR-follow by binding AF/IRR-make . strong 
fol lowed by (rattan) binding TO MAKE IT STRONG. 
Thus we see that G-Foc predominates in Type I activity texts , with A-Foc being 
used at major discourse divisions as we saw in narratives , and in dependent 
clauses in background material . Let us now look at the patterns of focus used 
in Type II activity texts . 
3 . 2 . 2 . 2  Type I I  acti v i ty texts - ACT I V I TY PERFORMED 
Type II texts are those in which the actions of an actor to achieve a des ired 
end are described , such as M�ing a Rice Paddy , or Proposing Marriage . As these 
texts centre on those activities performed by an actor , A-Foc/IRR forms predom­
inate foreground material . This is in marked contrast to Type I activity texts 
described above , in which G-Foc/IRR forms predominate the foreground . The basic 
pattern common in Type II texts is that of A-Foc/IRR affixes used on foreground , 
then a tight linkage through recapitulation of the foregrounded verb with G-Foc/ 
IRR affixes . Perfective -rno frequently tags these background recapitulated 
c lauses and the sequential conjunction pade then , is frequently used on the 
following foreground clauses ,  moving the discourse along to the next step in the 
activity. This prototypical pattern is as follows : 
FOREGROUND BACKGROUND 
(40)  a .  Do (A) (AF/IRR) . 
b .  FINISH 
c .  THEN Do (B)  (AF/IRR) . 
d .  FINISH 
e .  THEN Do (C )  • 
f .  FINISH 
g .  THEN 
Do (A) (GF/IRR) -rno 
Do (B)  (GF/IRR) -rno 
Do (C)  (GF/IRR) -rno 
There are s light variations on the recapitulation in the above pattern where 
instead of FINISH (rna-opu ) , one gets ane rna-opu if finished , or ane VERB (GF/ 
IRR) -rno if VERB -rno , or ane rna-opu pu ra -rno if finish al l-mo . But the recapitu­
lation is very typical of activity texts and serves to tightly link each succes­
sive step to the one preceding . This is illustrated in the examples below , the 
beginning sentences in a text about making rice paddies . 
( 41 )  
FOREGROUND BACKGROUND 
a .  Oa 1 apa no-w i a  tana  rnpopae 
before R-make land rice 
Before making rice paddies 
b .  rnoko l u ru ru  k i ta l au rnang-a l a topanggen i aka agarna 
before first we go AF/IRR-get leader religion 
first we go get (AF/IRR) the religious leader to pray . 
rnorn-posarnbaya . 
AF/IRR-pray 
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c .  Ma-opu ra-posambaya 
IRR-finish GF/IRR-pray 
After praying (GF/IRR) 
d. pade mom- pamu l a-mo k i ta man- ta l u .  
then AF/IRR-begin-PERF we IRR-cut . brush 
then we begin (AF/IRR) to cut brush (INT) . 
e .  Ma-opu man- t a l u etu  
IRR-finish IRR-cut. brush the 
After cutting ( IRR) the brush 
f .  pade ra- k i t ana ka k i ra-k i ra n te ro-m i nggu weta  ru runa . 
then GF/IRR- let. lie about . . .  two-weeks that. way first 
then be let lie (GF/IRR) for about two weeks like that first .  
g .  K i ra-k i ra ma- l i u-mo ro-m i nggu , 
about IRR-paSS-PERF two-weeks 
(When) about two weeks have gone by (IRR) , 
h .  pade k i ta mom- pamu l a  man- tunj u t i na l u  etu . 
then we AF/IRR-begin AF/IRR-burn. off garden that 
then we begin (AF/IRR) to burn off that garden. 
i .  Ma-opu-mo ra- tunj u t i na l u  e tu , 
IRR-finish-PERF GF/IRR-burn garden that 
After the garden has been burned off (GF/IRR) , 
j .  pade k i t a mom- pamu l a  mo- tuj a j o l e .  
then we AF/IRR-begin IRR-p lant corn 
then we begin (AF/IRR) to plant corn ( IRR) . 
So we see that Type II activity texts typically use A-Foc/IRR on foreground and 
G-Foc/IRR on background recapitulated clauses working together to mark the 
sequential steps of the activity . 
When A-Foc/IRR occurs on the background , the exception to the normal use of 
G-Foc/IRR ,  it signals non-sequential action such as simultaneous action or a 
flashback to describe a step out of chronological orde r .  So the planned , marked 
use of focus affixes signals to the hearer that the systematic pattern of 
sequential steps typical of activity texts , is momentarily being disrupted by 
non-sequential material . This use of A-Foc/IRR is seen in the following excerpt 
from a text on making rice paddies . 
( 4 2 )  
FOREGROUND BACKGROUND 
a .  Ra-k i ta - ta  ma-opu pu ra-mo kawoko an te patua , 
GF/IRR-see-we IRR-finish all-PERF weeds and stumps 
(When) we see (GF/IRR) that all the weeds and stumps are 
gone, 
b. k i ta mom- popea kangau j o l e .  
we AF/IRR-wait. for dryness corn 
we wait for (AF/IRR) the corn 's dryness .  
c .  Mom- popea kangau j o l e  
AF/IRR-wait dryness corn 
(While) waiting for the corn 's dryness, 
d. k i ta mang- a l a kayu 
we AF/IRR-get wood 
we get (AF/IRR) wood 
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In ( 42b) A-Foc/IRR i s  used on foreground k i ta mom- popea kangau j o l e we wait for 
the corn 's dryness . Then in the background recapitulation in (42c )  we get NOT 
G-Foc as is the expected pattern , but A-Foc , mom- popea ka-ngau j o l e - ta e t u  . . .  
waiting for our corn 's dryness . . . . This use of A-Foc rather than G-Foc is 
because (42c )  and ( 42d) are simul taneous actions , not sequential . While waiting 
for the corn to get dry (which takes some time) we begin again to look for wood 
(to build a work hut) . Thus A-Foc on the recapitulated background , which is not 
the expected form , tags non-sequential actions . The illustration below further 
shows this use of A-Foc . 
( 43 )  
FOREGROUND BACKGROUND 
a .  Ane ma- r i a-mo pupu , 
if IRR-have-pERF fertiliser 
If have (IRR) ferti liser 
b .  k i ta mom- pamu l a  momba-nawu pupu etu . 
we AF/IRR-begin AF/IRR-fall fertiliser the 
we begin (AF/IRR) to app ly the ferti liser. 
c .  Da ' apa k i ta momba- nawu pupu etu  
before we AF/IRR-fall ferti liser that 
Before we apply (AF/IRR) the fertiliser 
d .  k i ta mom- p a resa  tomb i ka l awa ta  etu  
we AF/IRR-inspect room paddy that 
we inspect (AF/IRR) the paddy 
e .  ba ra rna- r i a  ma- bongg a .  
maybe IRR-be IRR-leak 
maybe there is ( IRR) a leak. 
The action in ( 43d) is out of sequence . The speaker backs up a step to insert 
a step that must occur before the fertiliser can be applied , that is , inspecting 
the paddy to see if there are any leaks . Otherwise the fertiliser would be 
wasted as it would only flow out of the paddy via the leak . The recapitulated 
verb in (43c)  is A-Foc , momba-nawu NOT G-Foc ra-nawu , as it is marking a non­
sequential action . All other recapitulated transitive verbs on the background 
of the entire text are G-Foc/IRR except for those noted in (42c )  and ( 43d) 
above .  This marked use o f  A-Foc on background in Type II activity texts s ignals 
a break in the strict sequential pattern for non-sequential steps to be des­
cribed . 
3 . 2 . 3  Perfecti ve -mo i n  acti v i ty texts 
As has been pointed out the prototypical pattern of Da ' a  activity texts is that 
of tight discourse linkage by means of repetition of the foreground clause 
introduced by a formulaic expression like FINISH or IF FINISHED . In a high per­
centage of such recapitulated phrases perfective -mo is also used . This clitic 
helps mark the sequential steps to be performed in an activity . The recapitu­
lated clause and -mo signals "when (X)  is completed -mo , then the next step can 
be performed" . Although the activity texts are staged in irrealis , the perfec­
tive clitic -mo marks what wil l  have to be completed for the next step in the 
activity to be performed . We have seen perfective -mo used in narratives on 
realis foreground events helping signal the completed , punctual nature of those 
events which make up the backbone of narratives . Now here we see irrealis forms 
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on background material tagged with the same perfective -mo . The common ground 
between these two uses of -rno is marking completed , sequential actions . Both 
narrative and activity texts have chronological sequence as an essential element 
of the discourse . Punctual ,  realis verbs on foreground mark these sequential 
events that form the backbone of narratives .  -rno further reinforces this in 
narratives .  Those sequential steps to be followed in an activity text make up 
the foreground material . -rno on background recapitulated clauses marks the 
necessary completion of those steps or events that move the activity discourse 
along . The frequent use of the phrase rna -opu PREDICATE -rno finish PREDICATE -rno 
highlights this perfectivity . A must occur before B can be done . Perfective 
-rno functions in both genre to mark this element of completedness . Those non­
sequential recapitulated clauses illustrated in examples (42 )  and ( 4 3 )  that 
used A-Foc rather than G-Foc , do NOT have perfective -mo . This is because to 
do so would be a contradiction of the basic function of -rno in these texts of 
marking those activitie s as completed . 
3 . 3  Expos i tory genre 
Expository discourse aims to inform . It comprises descriptions , explanations , 
evaluations , and comments . It is NOT time-oriented as are narrative and activity 
discourses .  Rather it i s  subject matter oriented . The backbone or foregrounded 
material of expository texts consists of topi cs rather than sequential events or 
steps in an activity . There is generally an overall topic identifiable at the 
beginning and then important points are noted and elaborated on as seems fitting 
to the purpose of the speaker . These topics are usually expressed in nominal 
phrases .  There are often hypothetical and/or factual examples and illustrations 
to support the points being made . Rather than chronological linkage , expository 
texts have logical linkage . Background material consists of reasons , conditions , 
comments and amplifications . with time not focal in expository texts , there is 
no specific tense orientation such as is found in narrative and activity texts . 
Rather , various tenses emerge depending on the nature of the subj ect matter being 
explained (Longacre 1972 , 1976) . 
3 . 3 . 1  Mood se lect i on i n  expos i tory d i scourse 
The choice of realis or irrealis in expository texts is not predetermined by 
discourse genre alone . The use of these forms depends rather on the content as 
we ll as the speaker ' s  choice of how to describe something . When a speaker refers 
to actual happenings in his exposition of a topic , these will , logically , be 
marked realis . Thus for example in a text explaining about the yearly govern­
ment grant to villages to help in development programs , the speaker uses realis 
to refer to the government ' s  actions . These references to real , actual events 
are predictably realis . The sentences below illustrate this . 
(44)  
(45 )  
Pornorenta  nornba-wa i petu l ung i - na 
government AF/R-give help-its 
The government gives (R) its he lp 
E t u  sabana  porno renta nornpe- rap i , 
that reason government AF/R-ask 
desa kana rnorn-pow i a  po l i bu .  
vi llage must AF/IRR-make meeting 
ka pu rapu ra ngata . 
to all vi llages 
to all villages . 
pade nan-j arurnaka purapura  kapa l a  
and AF/R-hopes all headmen 
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That 's the reason that the government requests (R) and hopes (R)  all 
village headmen wi ll hold a village discussion . . .  
(46)  Jad i pomo renta  nom ba-wa i pona ranga a l a  todea-todea r i  ngata-ngata  
so government AF/R-give exp lanation so  people-pl in  village-pl 
etu  da ' a  ma- sesa  gaga  
the not IRR-difficult too 
So the government gives (R) an exp lanation so that the people in those 
villages will not be in too difficult a situation . . .  
In the three sentences above , realis verbs are used on the main verbs , nomba­
wa i ,  nompe- rap i , nan - j a rumaka , and nomba-wa i ,  as these are things actually done 
by the government that are here being explained by the speaker . So real , actual 
happenings are marked realis . 
What a speaker considers to be real and factual is expressed by rea1is forms . 
This can be seen in the following illustration from a text describing the dwarf 
buffalo , an animal unique to Sulawesi . 
( 4 7 ) a .  Tandu-na nos i - sa l a  n te  tandu ru s a ,  bando . 
horns-it R/REc-different from horns deer buffalo 
Its horns are different (R) from the horns of deer� the dwarf buffalo . 
b .  Da ' a  r i a  no- rangg a ,  na-noa na- t aj a .  
not R-branched R-straight R-sharp 
They are not branched (R) � they are straight (R) � sharp (R) . 
c .  Ra nggayu r i  ba ' ana na- dea . 
in. forest lc above R-many 
In the forest above, there are many (R) . 
d .  Ana- na  na-ma l a n i - raga nu a s u . 
young-its R-can GF/R-chase by dog 
Its young can be (R) chased (R) by dogs . 
e .  Na-ma l a  wo 1 u  ku l i mba-na n i - a l a  n i po-g i mba . 
R-can too hide-its GF/R-take GF/R-be . made . drum 
Its hide can (R)  also be taken (R) and be made into a drum (R) . 
In this example all predicates are realis . This lets the hearer know that , 
according to the speaker , this is commonly accepted knowledge , or fact , even 
though in at least one case one might consider certain things not yet real . In 
the last clause , n i po-g i mba be made into a drum is certainly not referring to a 
definite , specific , real drum made from a particular dwarf buffalo hide . Yet 
the speaker sees this as common fact , general truth . In the Da ' a  area drum 
heads are made from dwarf buffalo hides . They are the best , and toughest , and 
they last the longest . So in his description the speaker uses realis forms . 
This says essentially , " I  the speaker consider this to be true , a fact " , or "We 
all know that this is true " . 
In support of  points being made in an expository discourse a speaker may cite 
factual examples referring to things that have actually occurred . As we noted 
in ( 44-47)  above , realis affixes mark those as real , actual . On the other hand 
the speaker may choose to illustrate his point with hypothetical illustrations . 
"If  such and such happens ,  this is the result" .  In using such a strategy the 
speaker is NOT referring to actual happenings that in fact produced a certain 
result . But use of hypothetical examples is an effective way of illustrating a 
point . Da ' a  commonly introduces such illustrations with "Ane . . . " "If . . .  " , 
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and marks the verbs with irrealis forms . One of the pragmatically powerful 
features of the realis/irrealis system is that it allows the speaker to indicate 
his view of the matter being described , whether he considers it to be fact , 
whether he considers it to be true or not . Even in the midst of a purely hypo­
thetical illustration a speaker can still signal that he considers something to 
be true , by us ing realis forms . 
This can be seen in the example below . In the text on the government grant to 
villages the writer describes a hypothetical situation to il lustrate the im­
portance of knowing the purpose for the village grant . He tells what could or 
might happen if the money were not properly invested , and was only used to buy 
a generator or chainsaw . If there is no one who knows how to fix these should 
something go wrong , the machines would seen be of no use . In the segment below 
the speaker is de finitely describing a hypothetical situation , introduced by 
ane rapana  if supposing. Yet he marks certain clauses or points he feels are 
TRUE , through the use of na- tan tu certainly . This is a pragmatic signal saying 
in effect , "I the speaker think this is an obvious truth " .  Realis forms help 
emphasise this opinion . 
(48 ) a . Ane rapana ma- r i a  mas i nana ma-ge ro nau aga saked i po i ndo e t u  
if suppose IRR-is machine IRR-broken even only little light the 
mana ma- j e l a .  
no. more IRR-shine 
If supposing the machine breaks (IRR) even just a little� the lights 
wi ll no longer shine ( IRR) . 
b .  Wa ' a  wo ' u  ga ragaj i ma s i na .  
that. way too saw machine 
That 's the way too with a chainsaw. 
c .  Ane ma-gero ma s i nana , na-tantu  
if IRR-broken machine R-certainly 
If its engine breaks (IRR) certainly 
to be used (IRR) . 
mana ma-ma l a  ra-pake . 
no . more IRR-can GF/R-use 
(R)  it wi ll no longer be 
d .  Na- tantu-mo etu  pu rapu ra kana ra-bo l  i aka r i  a ra  nj apo . 
R-certain-PERF that all must GF/IRR-kept inside house 
Certainly (R) that all must be stored (IRR) in the house . 
e .  Na-tantu  ma-ge ro wa ' a-mo . 
R-certainly IRR-broken like . that-PERF 
Certainly (R) i t  wi ll just be broken (IRR) like that . 
ab le ( IRR) 
f .  Do i bantua desa  etu  na-opu wa ' a-mo ,  da ' a  mana me -umba . 
money help vil lage the R-gone like . that-PERF no more IRR-arise 
The vil lage aid money is gone (R) like that� it wi ll no more appear. 
Realis forms on na- tantu  (48c , d and e )  and na-opu (48f) signal that those 
clauses are felt by the speaker to be true , not just speculation or hypothetical . 
He does NOT say the money will be gone ma-opu , but is gone (FACT) , na-opu . 
In PURPOSE CLAUSES introduced by a l a  so that or sometimes supaya ( Indonesian 
loan) so that , irrealis verbs are used exclusively . This can be seen below . 
(49)  Patu j u  nu pomorenta , petu l ung i -na  etu  mom-paka - sad i a  nga ta-ngata 
purpose of government he lp-its that AF/IRR-make-ready vil lages 
r i  I n done s i a  e '  i ,  a l a  ma-ma l a  me ka-nggore mboto r i  eo nggapu r i na .  
in Indonesia this so . that IRR-able . to IRR-stand. on own in day later 
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The purpose of the government is that its aid wiU prepare ( IRR) the 
viZZages in Indonesia so that they oan ( IRR) stand ( IRR) on their own 
in the future . 
( 50 )  E t u  pu ra-pu ra ma-ma l a  r apo- ba l u  a l a  ma- r i a  do i .  
that aZZ IRR-oan GF/IRR-se ZZ so . that IRR-be money 
That oan ( IRR) aZZ be soZd ( IRR) so that there wiZ Z  be ( IRR) money . 
Expos itory texts frequently use illustrations to support the points being made . 
A very common pattern is to use hypothetical illustrations based on a condition . 
" I f  this is the case . . .  this will be the result" . In Da ' a  these clauses intro­
duced by ane if take irrealis forms in the condition . 
( 5 1 )  Ane ma-oro ta l i na ,  l au mang -e l o  pow i a  ntau . 
( 5 2 )  
i f  IRR-hungry stomaoh go AF/IRR-Zook. for orops peopZe 
If he is hungry ( IRR) he goes to Zook for ( IRR) peopZe 's orops . 
Ane ma-uj a ma - romba , 
if IRR-rain IRR-hard 
If i t  rains hard ( IRR) 
mo-w i a  
IRR-make 
he makes 
j umu ramp i mp i . 
bed in. grass 
( IRR) a bed in the grass .  
The action following the condition may be irrealis a s  above , mang-e l o ,  mo-w i a  
or realis . The speaker can choose to mark a point being made as FACT according 
to his view by using realis , or keep it a hypothetical example of what might 
happen , by using irrealis . 
So we can see that choice of mood in expository discourse depends to a large 
degree on the content of what is being talked about and on the speaker ' s  deci­
s ions as to how to explain and illustrate the main points comprising the text . 
There is not as strict a discourse control exercised over mood selection in 
expository genre as we saw in narrative and activity genre . There is more 
opportunity for the speaker attutide to be expressed through choice of realis 
or irrealis forms . 
3 . 3 . 2  Focus sel ect i on i n  expos i tory d i scourse 
Expository discourse typically has a predominance of stative , equative and des­
criptive clauses . It is subject matter , not actor oriented and the discourse 
is carried forward by topics (themes) , not events . These features of expository 
texts influence the use of focus affixes . Expository texts in Da ' a  have a high 
percentage of intransitive or stative verbs . For example in one text with 104 
verbs , 6 1  are intransitive or stative , 15  are A-Foc and 28 are G-Foc . In an­
other more brief text describing wild pigs there are 2 5  verbs , of which 16 are 
intransitive/stative . Another short text describing a rose apple tree ( j ambu 
in Indonesian) has 34 verbs of which 30 are intransitive/stative . Two are 
reciprocal and only two are transitive . This is a common pattern . 
In expository texts the TOPIC of the text must be introduced relatively soon in 
the story so that the hearer knows what is being talked about . We saw in narra­
tives the three-stage pattern of narrative development from existential Stage I 
to Stage II initial actions of participants and finally to Stage III development 
of  the plot . Expository discourses introduce the topic in early sentences 
using existential clauses . The topic is usually a nominal phrase . Then the 
nature of the topic being described will govern what focus affixes are used . 
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The choice of  SUBJECT MATTER influences focus . One can describe or explain 
about an inanimate object like a fruit tree . That object , being inanimate , can­
not initiate actions . It cannot function as an actor . It can be acted upon by 
actors , but it cannot act .  If a speaker describes primarily the features and 
characteristics (colou r ,  s ize , shape , etc . )  hardly any transitive verbs will be 
used .  If he describes what people do to the object some transitive verbs will 
be used . This has a direct effect on the occurrence of focus affixes ; G-Foc is 
used . 
Texts describing animate objects , on the other hand , may have a higher occurrence 
of transitive verbs if the speaker chooses to describe ACTIONS characteristically 
done by the animal , person , or organisation (like governments which function like 
animate beings ) . This affects focus selection as we will see below . 
Some of the factors we saw governing focus selection in narratives function in 
expository texts as wel l .  If a speaker describes an animate object , like an 
animal , and his description includes characteristic actions by that one animal , 
the rule of same actor of successive foreground actions triggers G-Foc in expos­
itory texts , as we saw it do in narratives . This can be seen in the excerpt 
below, the beginning section in a text describing deer and their characteristic 
behaviour in the Da ' a  area . 
( 53 ) a . Rusa , i nggu-na ntora  na- s i mbayu 
deer character-it aZmost R-same 
Deer3 its characteristics are aZmost 
b. Nang-gon i 
AF/R-eat 
(It ) eats 
pow i a  n tau . 
crops peopZe 
(AF )  peopZe 's crops . 
c .  Kadue da ' a  r i a  n i - kon i - n a .  
taro not GF/R-eat-he 
Taro 3 it does not eat (GF) . 
d .  N tol oku aga t awana n i - kon i - na . 
sweet.  potato onZy Zeaves GF/R-eat-he 
i ngg u nu wawu . 
character of pig 
the same as (R) that of pigs . 
SWeet potat03 onZy its Zeaves it eats (GF ) . 
e .  Jo l e ,  
corn 
Corn3 
pae , n tora na- sas i mbayu 
rice aZmost R-same 
rice3 aZmost the same as 
nte  wawu . 
as pig 
(R) pigs . 
f .  Kas u b i , t awana n i - kon i - na . 
cassava Zeaves GF/R-eat-he 
Cassava3 its Zeaves it eats (GF) . 
g .  Da ' a  r i a  ma-dota mang-gon i i s i na 
not IRR-want AF/IRR-eat tuber 
It does not want (IRR) to eat (AF) the tuber 
h .  aga n i - re bu-na , n i -kuku-na  dewa j a ra .  
onZy GF/R-pu Z Z . out-he GF/R-eat. grass-he Zike horse 
(that) it onZy puZZs out (GF) it eats grass (GF )  Zike a horse . 
In ( 53a) , the initial sentence in this text , the topic is introduced , rusa  deer. 
The deer is being compared with wild pigs , the topic of the previous section in 
this series of mini discourses on forest animals . The deer are like pigs in 
that they eat peopl e ' s crops . The initial action described in ( 53b) nang-gon i 
eat , is actor focus , then in ( 53c , d and f )  G-Foc verbs are used , n i - kon i - na it 
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eats ( GF/R) , as the speaker describes successive actions of  the deer , what 
crops are eaten and what crops are not eaten . ( 53g) , mang -gon i eat (AF/IRR) is 
a dependent verb following ma-dota want ( IRR) , much like an infinitive , want to 
eat . And then ( 53h) is again G-Foc , n i - rebu-na  it pulls up (GF/R) , n i - kuku-na­
i t  eats grass (GF/R) . In these clauses the actor is the deer throughout . G-Foc 
verbs are used , as the actor of successive actions is the same . 
In narratives we saw if the actor is unspeci fi abl e ,  not relevant to the idea 
being expressed , G-Foc is used . This is true of expository texts as well and 
in fact is quite frequently found . As noted above expository texts are NOT 
actor oriented. Actors of transitive verbs are often NOT specified , as what is 
relevant are the various points being made regarding the theme or topic of the 
discourse . These verbs will be G-Foc , as actor is unspecified . The example 
below is from a text on government grants for village development . 
( 54 ) a .  Ane ko l a  bau bu l awa , todea mompo-w i a  ko l a  rapompa - tuwu bau bu l awa . 
as . for pond fish gold people AF/IRR-make pond GF/IRR-raise fish gold 
As for gold fish ponds, people make (AF/IRR) ponds for the purpose of 
raising gold fish. 
b. Ma- bete  bau e t u , pade rapo- ba l u  rna-ma l a  momba- rata  do i .  
IRR-big fish the then GF/IRR-se ll IRR-can AF/IRR-get money 
When the fish are big ( IRR) , and (they) are sold (GF/IRR) , (peop le ) can 
get (AF/IRR) money . 
c .  Ta p i  ne ' e  rapo- ba l u  pu ra .  
but don 't  GF/IRR-se l l  all 
But don ' t  sell them all .  
d .  Kana ra- bo l  i t i nana pade  ba ra sakuya mba ' a  t uamana ,  a l a  ane mo- ana , 
must GF/IRR-save female and several ncl male so if IRR-chi ld 
e t u  rapaka-bete ba l i wo ' u-mo .  
that GF/IRR-make . big again too-PERF 
The females and several males must be saved (GF/IRR) so that if/when 
they reproduce ( IRR) those can be made big again . 
In ( 54a) the local topic is introduced , ko l a  bau bu l awa gold fish pond. This 
is one of three main uses of the village grant money described by the writer of 
this text . The G-Foc in ( 54a) rapompa - tuwu for the purpose of raising , explains 
the purpose of the pond . In ( 5 4b) rapo- ba l u  be so ld (GF )  has no specific actor . 
The writer is simply saying "When the fish are big and then sold they can get 
money" .  Who sells them is irrelevant to the discussion at this point . What is 
important is they can be sold to get a return on the village grant money . In 
( 54c) , ne ' e  rapo- ba l u  don 't  se ll , is a prohibition , in Da ' a  obligatorily marked 
with G-Foc/IRR . And in ( 54d) kana ra- bo l  i must  be saved is an exhortation , also 
obligatorily marked G-Foc/IRR on transitive verbs . ( See section 3 . 4  for further 
discuss ion of this morphological constraint of Da t a . )  Then the final verb in 
( 54d) rapaka - bete  be made big (be raised till big) is G-Foc as the actor is 
again unspecified . So we see that specifiability of actor effects choice of 
focus in expository texts as it does in narratives .  
There are instances where actor IS specified but G-Foc forms are used . This 
occurs where the theme at that point in the text is obj ect , not actor . In such 
cases although there is an overt , specified actor , G-Foc is used because what is 
thematic , what is the focus of the point being made , is obj ect . In the example 
below this can be seen . This selection is the closing of the text about the 
government grants to villages . The writer here is explaining why he wrote the 
text . 
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( 5 5 ) a .  E ' i -mo saked i pantesa ewa batuana  do i to n i -u l i ka ( Petu l ung i 
this-PERF little talk about meaning money RM GF/R-say help 
Pomo renta ) . 
government 
This is a li ttle story about the meaning of the money called HELP TO 
VILLAGES (government he lp) . 
b .  Kam i  nan- t u l  i s i e ' i r i  a r a  bas a  Oa ' a ,  a l a  ma-ma l a  ra-nj an i 
we AF/R-write this lc in language Da 'a so IRR-can GF/IRR-understand 
t au pu rapu ra topobasa  Oa ' a  ne-to ' o  r i  bu l una . 
people all speakers Da 'a R- live in mountains 
We wrote (AF/R) this in the Da 'a language so that (it) can ( IRR) be 
understood (GF/IRR) by all the Da 'a speakers (who) live in the mountains . 
c .  Pe rap i doa a l a ma-ma l a  ra-nj an i i ra .  
request pray that IRR-can GF/IRR-understand they 
Hopefully (it) can be (IRR) understood (GF/IRR) by them. 
( 55a) reiterates the topic of the whole text , the money called ' Help to Villages ' .  
In ( 55b) ra- n j an i be understood (GF )  has a specified actor , tau pu rapu ra topo­
basa  Oa ' a  ne-to ' o  r i  bu l u na all the Da 'a speaking people (who) live in the moun­
tains . ( 55c)  also has a specified actor , i ra they , referring to the Da ' a  speak­
ing people in the mountains again . These two clauses are NOT A-Foc , but rather 
are G-Foc because the theme being talked about at this point in the text is the 
PURPOSE of the writing of this text . The writer hopes that the explanation he 
has given about the government grant to villages can be understood by all the 
Da ' a  speaking people who live in the mountains . He hopes it can be understood 
by them , because one day those grants will no longer be given . The actors , the 
Da ' a  folk in the mountains , are NOT the theme or the pivotal e lement of this 
sentence; the explanation that has been written is . This obj ect being the theme 
here triggers G-Foc , even though there is an overt , specified actor in the clause . 
For A-Foc to occur in expository texts , there must be a specified actor in the 
clause . And further , that actor ' s  actions must be what is being talked about , 
what is thematic ,  or the pivotal element of that portion of the discourse . This 
can be seen in the example below taken from the text on government grants to 
village s .  
( 56 )  Pomorenta nomba-wa i petu l u ng i -na ka pu rapu ra nga ta  r i  nj umaongu 
government AF/R-give he lp-its to all  vil lage lc all 
I ndones i a .  
Indonesia 
The government gives (AF/R) its help to all the vi llages in all Indo­
nesia . 
( 5 7 )  A n t e  i wetu  pomorenta  nan- j a rumaka petu l ung i -na  etu . 
with that government AF/R-hopes he lp-its that 
With that the government has high hopes (AF/R) for its he lp . 
( 58 )  E t u  sabana  pomorenta  nom- pe rap i pade nan- j a rumaka pu rapu ra kapa l a 
that reason government AF/R-asks and AF/R-hope all headmen 
desa  p ade ketua LKMO kana mompo-w i a  pol i bu ante  pu rapu ra  
vil lage and head LKMD must AF/IRR-make discussion with a l l  
todea r i  a ra ng a ta  etu . 
people lc in village that 
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That 's the reason the government asks (AF) and hopes that a Z Z  vi ZZage 
headmen and the chairmen of the LKMD ( Vi Z Zage Deve Zopment Counci Z s )  wi Z Z  
ho Zd discussions (AF) with a Z Z  the peop Ze in the vi Z Zage . 
In each of the above sentences the actor is overtly specified , in ( 56 )  pomo renta  
government , '  ( 5 7 )  pomo ren t a  government , ( 58 )  pomorenta  government , kapa l a  desa  
pade ketua L KMD vi Z Zage headmen and chairmen of the Vi Z Zage Deve Zopment Counci Z s .  
In each sentence the actions of those actors is what is pivotal to the sentence . 
This triggers A-Foc affixes on the transitive verbs used . 
So we see that focus selection in expository texts is governed by rules like 
some of those we saw at work in narrative texts . By nature expository texts are 
more descriptive , explanatory , and hence tend to have a high percentage of sta­
tive or intransitive verbs . On those transitive verbs which do occur G-Foc is 
used on successive actions of one actor . Unspecified actor similarly triggers 
G-Foc . A-Foc occurs where actor is specified and the actions of that actor are 
the theme or pivotal element of the sentence . When the theme of the passage is 
an object , not an actor ' s  actions , G-Foc forms are used . The subj ect matter 
being described has much to say about which focus is used . 
3 . 3 . 3  Perfecti ve -mo i n  expos i tory d i scourse 
In narrative and activity genre with chronological orientation , time is import­
ant and the completion of events or steps in an activity are essential elements 
in the progression of the discourse . Expository and hortatory texts are not 
time oriented . Progression is by logical linkage rather than chronological . 
Perfective -mo functions in narratives and activity texts to help mark those 
completed , accomplished events or steps which form the backbone of those texts . 
In expository discourse this use of -mo is predictably absent . The use of -mo 
in expository texts seems to be limited to those clause level uses such as 
' already ' , or ' imminent action ' .  A consistent , recognisable pattern of discourse 
level use of -mo in expository texts has yet to be found in Da ' a . 
3 . 4  Hortatory genre 
Hortatory discourse , sometimes called behavioural discourse (Peck 1984 ) , is  
aimed at changing behaviour , getting people to act in certain ways or NOT to act 
in certain ways . Hortatory texts aim to persuade the hearer to do certain 
things . Consequently , commands ,  exhortations ,  prohibitions , warnings and so on 
are common features of hortatory texts . 
The relative social position of speaker and hearer affects how a hortatory text 
is staged . If  the speaker is in a position of authority over the hearers , such 
as village headman , elder of the people , religious leader or government official , 
the discourse will likely have a more direct approach . A younger person exhort­
ing older people or people in a higher social position will very likely mitigate , 
or soften the tone of his exhortation through various means . Doty ( 1984) identi­
fies four such mitigating strategie s .  Words o r  particles can soften hortatory 
texts , like "please" in English , or perfective -mo in Da ' a .  Shifting from the 
predominantly second person orientation , as in "you do this " ,  to either first 
person , " let ' s  do this " ,  or third person "people should do this " ,  can also miti­
gate a command . Being less direct by saying what should be done , but not saying 
that it should be done by the hearer is another softer way to persuade . And 
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finally hidden imperatives that don ' t  even say what should be done , but have an 
implied imperative are the most mitigated form of hortatory texts . "I ' m  hungry" 
in the right context implies "Get me some food ! "  
The attitude of  the speaker affects mitigation as well . If  he is angry or up­
set , we can expect less mitigation than might otherwise be the case . A village 
headman , angry that more people did not show up for a community work proj ect , 
will have a less mitigated exhortation than one in which he is calm and trying 
to be his most persuasive . All these factors contribute to the actual final 
form of the hortatory discourse . 
Hortatory texts have logical , not chronological , linkage . They tend to be 
second person oriented in direct less mitigated forms , have a predominance of 
imperatives , exhortations , prohibitions , and hortatory clauses . These latter 
factors have a direct influence on the choice of mood and focus affixes in Da ' a  
as we will see . The exact form of the hortatory clause is influenced in part 
by the particular nature of Da ' a  imperatives ,  exhortations and prohibitions . 
Then the degree of mitigation will affect the final form of the hortatory clause 
as well . Let us examine the particular way in which Da ' a  uses mood , focus and 
perfective -mo in hortatory discourse . 
3 . 4 . 1  Mood sel ection i n  hortatory d i scourse 
As was noted above ,  hortatory texts aim to change behaviour , to persuade people 
to do or NOT to do certain actions . These forms of behaviour being exhorted are 
NOT YET REALISED , and thus quite logically are irreali s .  To fully understand 
mood selection in Oa ' a  hortatory texts , one must first distinguish three kinds 
of hortatory clauses : 1) direct imperatives , 2) exhortations ,  and 3) prohibi­
tions . Each of these three types of clauses has a different affixation strategy . 
In Da ' a ,  imperatives are marked with IMPERATIVE MOOD affixes . (See Appendix A 
for a summary of these forms . )  This mood is in complementary distribution with 
realis and irrealis .  So for direct imperatives , the imperative mood affixes are 
used and realis/ irrealis is not indicated . For exhortations and prohibitions , 
irrealis affixes are used . As it turns out direct imperatives are far less 
common in Da ' a  hortatory texts than exhortations and prohibitions . Thi s  affects 
not only the incidence of irrealis forms , but also the use of perfective -mo . 
Often in hortatory texts hypothetical situations are set up with exhortations 
as to how the hearer should act in such circumstances . These are ,  naturally , 
irrealis , as the behaviour is not yet real . This is seen in example ( 59 )  below . 
( 5 9 )  Ane be s i  ma- j u ' a ,  kana ra-ka tono mpakabe l o .  
if woman IRR-sick must GF/ IRR-guard carefu l ly 
If (your) wife is sick ( IRR) (she ) mus t be watched over ( IRR) carefully.  
While imperative and irrealis predominate in hortatory texts,  realis forms are 
used as wel l .  As we saw in expository discourse , a speaker can indicate he con­
siders something to be FACT , or TRUE by using realis forms , even in a basically 
not yet real situation . Realis says in effect , " I  consider this true or acknow­
ledged fact" . This use of realis occurs in hortatory texts too . 
(60)  Kana mu-potowe rongo-mu ewa i ko nom- po towe koro-mu . 
must you- love wife-your like you AF/R-love se lf-your 
You must love (GF )  your wife like you love (R)  yourse lf. 
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In (60)  mu- potowe you love is G-Foc , with no  mood marked . The action ' love ' is  
the important feature in this c lause , not who is doing it . The speaker is say­
ing "you must love ( IRR) your wife as you love (R) yourself " . The second use 
of ' love ' , nom- potowe is rea1is . This rea1is form rather than irrea1is mom­
potowe says , "I the speaker consider it fact that people ( including you the 
hearer) love themselves" . This is not hypothetical . It is true according to 
the speaker and his assessment of the world view shared by his hearer . So 
realis in hortatory texts can be used to tag those concepts which the speaker 
considers fact , or general truth . 
Prohibitions introduced by ne ' e  don ' t , all take irrealis forms . The two differ­
ent types , intransitive and transitive will be illustrated in the next section 
under focus selection . 
3 . 4 . 2  Focus sel ecti on i n  hortatory texts 
Whether G-Foc or A-Foc is selected in hortatory texts primarily depends on the 
sentence type used . As noted , direct imperatives have imperative prefixes which 
do not differentiate A-Foc and G-Foc . Exhortations in Da ' a  make use of focus 
affixation in two strategies : Intransitive verbs , as in "You must be diligent ! " ,  
use INT/IRR affixes , and Transitive verbs , as in "Love your wife ! " ,  take G-Foc 
forms . G-Foc can be marked by ra- or also by using the non-topic agent prefix 
mu- you ( sg) , which lacks information regarding realis/irrealis . 10 These two 
strategies in exhortations are illustrated in the examples below . 
(61 ) a . Kana  ma- t a ' u  mangga-w i a  sou r i  a ra panggaw i a .  
must IRR-o lever AF/IRR-make house lc in garden 
You must be ski l led ( INT) at making a house (AF/IRR) in the garden .  
b .  Kana ma- raj i mangga-w i a ,  a l a ne ' e  ma -orota ' i .  
must IRR-diUgent AF/ IRR-work so won ' t  IRR-hungry 
You must be di ligent ( INT/IRR) to work (AF/IRR) so you won 't be hungry 
( IRR) . 
c .  Kana i ko ma- t a ' u  r i  awu . 
must you IRR-o lever in kitohen 
You must be ski l led ( INT/IRR) in the kitohen. 
( 62 ) a .  Ane be s i  ma- j u ' a  kana ra- ka tono mpaka be l o .  
if woman IRR-siok must GF/ IRR-guard oarefu l ly 
If your wife is siok ( IRR) (she ) must be watohed over (GF/IRR) oarefully.  
b .  Kana  mu- potowe rongo-mu ewa i ko nom-potowe ko ro-mu . 
must you-love spouse-you like you AF/R-love se lf-you 
You must love (GF) your spouse like you love ( R) yourse lf. 
c .  Ane rongo-mu ma- j u ' a ,  kana mu- ka tono mpaka be l o .  
if spouse-you IRR-siok mus t you-guard oarefu l ly 
If your spouse is siok ( INT/IRR) she must be watohed over (GF/IRR) oare­
fuZ Zy .  
I n  ( 6 1 )  intransitive verbs are INT/IRR , (61a and c )  ma- t a ' u  ski l led and (61b) 
ma- raj i diligent . The dependent verb mangga-w i a  to work uses A-Foc/IRR affixes , 
l ike we saw in narrative texts . In (62 )  where transitive verbs are used G-Foc/ 
IRR prefixes are used as in (62a) ra-katono guard ( GF )  , or G-Foc marked by non­
topic agent prefix mu- you as in (62b) , mu- potowe you love or (62c)  mu-ka tono 
you guard. 
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Prohibitions exhort the hearer NOT to have certain characteristics or NOT to do 
certain actions . Da ' a  morphology again has two strategies based on transitivity 
for these as it has with exhortations . Prohibitions expressed with intransitive 
verbs use INT/IRR affixes as in Ne ' e  ma- l au !  Don ' t  go ! Prohibitions expressed 
with transitive verbs use G-Foc/ IRR forms as in Ne ' e  ra-kon i e tu ! Don ' t  eat (GF) 
that! Or the non-topic agent prefix mu- can be used . The following examples 
further illustrate these two types of prohibitions . 
( 63 ) a .  Ne ' e  i ko ma- s i na .  
don ' t  you IRR-stingy 
Don ' t  b e  stingy ( INT/IRR) . 
b .  Ne ' e  i ko mo- s i r i . 
don ' t  you IRR-covetous 
Don ' t  be covetous ( INT/IRR) . 
c .  Ne ' e  i ko ma- sanjayo . 
don ' t  you IRR-wander. around 
Don 't go wandering around ( INT/IRR) . 
In ( 63 )  the intransitive verbs are all INT/IRR ,  ma - s i na stingy , mo- s l r l cove­
tous , and ma- s anj ayo wander around. In (64 )  below transitive verbs are used . 
( 64 ) a .  Ne ' e  ra- pakasempa bes i . 
don ' t  GF/IRR-cause. to . be . clothingless woman 
Don ' t  make your wife be clothingless ( GF/IRR) . 
b .  Ane rongo-mu ma-j u ' a ,  kana mu-ka tono mpakabe l o ,  ne ' e  mu-pa l a s i . 
if spouse-you IRR-sick must you-guard carefully don ' t  you-leave 
If your spouse is sick ( INT/IRR) you must watch over ( GF )  him carefu l ly� 
don 't leave him (GF) . 
In (64 )  the transitive verbs in prohibitions are G-Foc/IRR ( 64a) ra-pakasempa 
cause to be c lothingless , or marked G-Foc via non-topic agent prefix mu- as in 
( 64b) mu-pa l as i  you leave (him) . 
So focus in hortatory texts is controlled by clause type , with varying strate­
gies depending on whether direct imperative s ,  exhortations or prohibitions are 
used .  And within those basic parameters , the transitivity of the verb also 
affects focus choice . 
3 . 4 . 3  Perfect i ve -mo i n  hortatory d i s course 
Perfective -mo is little used in hortatory discourse in Da ' a .  One of its func­
tions pointed out in Section 2 is to soften or mitigate direct imperatives .  
Thus a l a take i t  i s  more harsh than the more mitigated a l a-mo take i t .  However ,  
we noted that hortatory texts generally have a much greater incidence of exhort­
ations and prohibitions than direct imperatives . Exhortations and prohibitions 
cannot take perfective -mo .  Thus the following examples are unacceptable . 
(65 ) a .  *Ne ' e  me- sua-mo ! 
don ' t  IRR-enter-PERF 
*Don 't enter-mol 
b .  *Ne ' e  ra-kon i -mo etu ! 
don ' t  IRR-eat-PERF that 
*Don ' t  eat-mo that ! 
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These factors result in a very low occurrence of -mo in hortatory texts . One 
of the few places one finds -mo in hortatory texts is in formulaic closure 
phrases such as below , the closing sentence in a hortatory text on advice to a 
newly married couple . 
(66 )  Sudu  se ' i -mo tesa  pepa t uduk i ka tau l ako mon-j amboko bou . 
up. to here-PERF word teaohing to people just AF/IRR-pair new 
This is the end of the advioe to people just newly married ( lit . beoome 
a new ooup le ) . 
This formulaic way of  ending a discourse uses -mo ,  but in those hortatory clauses 
in hortatory discourse , -mo is rarely used . Its main function is to slightly 
mitigate direct imperative s .  
4 .  SUMMARY AND CONCLUS I ONS 
4 . 1 Summary of  mood cho ice  in  d i scourse 
In the above di scussion we noted the following major points concerning choice 
of mood in discourse. 
NARRATIVE TEXTS . Realis is used on foreground , marking those real , actual 
events that took place in actual elapsed time . Those more hypothetical , collat­
eral elements on the background of the discourse are characteristically marked 
irrealis as they are not part of the real world experience being related that 
happened . They are those elements that did not happen or will happen should 
certain conditions be fulfilled . 
ACTIVITY TEXTS . Activity texts are proj ected time , not accounts of actual 
activity in elapsed time . Therefore these are typically irrealis in Da ' a . 
They are staged as hypothetical situations , Ane k i ta mo-w i a  sopu . . .  If we ( incl )  
make a b lowgun . . . this is how we do  it . Though predominantly irrealis , realis 
forms are brought into use in relative clauses referring back to steps that must 
logically have occurred before the step being described can occur . 
EXPOSITORY TEXTS . Expository texts are less formally structured than narrative 
and activity texts in Da ' a .  There is thus less influence from the overall dis­
course structure itself , and more from the content and the speaker ' s  choice of 
how to talk about his topic . What a speaker considers FACT he can mark with 
realis .  Hypothetical situations described to make a point are logically 
irrealis . 
HORTATORY TEXTS . Hortatory texts aim to bring about behaviour not yet real or 
actualised .  As such , irrealis is the logical choice for these types of texts . 
Direct imperatives take imperative mood affixes rather than either realis or 
irrealis . Exhortations and prohibitions use irrealis G-Foc forms . Realis can 
be used to indicate those concepts which the speaker considers to be FACT or 
TRUE . 
4 . 2  Summary of focus cho i ce i n  d i scourse 
The following is  a summary of those major aspects affecting focus choice in 
various discourse genre .  
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NARRATIVE TEXTS . In narratives we saw the most variety of factors affecting 
focus selection . The general pattern of narrative development from existential 
Stage I to initial action in Stage II and on to developmental actions in Stage 
III exert some influence on focus choice in the different basic stages of the 
narrative . Initial stages tend to have more intransitive or stative verbs which 
do not have actor or goal focus marked . Later stages tend to have more transi­
tive verbs as the story is developed . These verb forms differentiate focus . 
Same actor on successive foreground events is an important factor triggering 
G-Foc selection . Shift of foreground action back and forth between two or more 
actors triggers A-Foc affixes . So the number of major actors affects the occur­
rence of actor vs . goal focus , as many actors initiating action on the foreground 
will trigger a much higher incidence of A-Foc forms . If an actor is unspecifi­
able G-Foc is logically used . At major discourse boundaries A-Foc occurs , even 
where G-Foc would be expected based on the same actor on successive foreground 
events rule . Further ,  the introduction of new props or minor participants in an 
ongoing discourse will be signalled by A-Foc . Finally , focus can be used to 
help indicate levels of theme in discourse . 
ACTIVITY TEXTS . We saw two types of  activity texts . Type I texts describe an 
obj ect being made and use G-Foc . Type II texts describe an actor ' s  actions to 
achieve a given end , and use A-Foc on foreground . In Type I texts , A-Foc occurs 
onl y at major divisions in the procedure or activity , while Type II texts use 
G-Foc on background recapitulation for discourse cohesion reiterating those 
ordered steps that make up the essence of the texts . 
EXPOSITORY TEXTS . In expository texts subject matter and speaker ' s  choice as 
to how to stage a text have the most effect on focus selection . There are fewer 
structural influences simply as a result of discourse genre on expository texts 
than on narrative and activity texts . Because descriptions , not actions of an 
actor predominate expository texts , the majority of clauses are intransitive or 
stative , and as such not marked for focus . What is being talked about , obj ect 
or actor , influences focus choice . 
HORTATORY TEXTS . The morphological constraints on hortatory clauses have the 
most effect on focus selection . Direct imperatives are unmarked for focus , 
while exhortations and prohibitions use G-Foc affixes . 
The following chart summarises major patterns in choice of mood and focus 
affixes .  
DISCOURSE 
TYPE 
NARRATIVE 
ACTIVITY 
TYPE I 
ACTIVITY 
TYPE I I  
EXPOSITORY 
HORTATORY 
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Focus and mood i n  Da ' a  di scourse - summary chart 
MOOD FOCUS 
DECLARATIVE IMPER . 
Rea1is Irrea1is A-FOC G-FOC 
BACKBONE Background -- Shift in Same Actor 
Actor on on 
BACKBONE BACKBONE 
-- BACKBONE - - -- BACKBONE 
- - BACKBONE -- BACKBONE Background 
Fact Hypothet- -- Actor is Obj ect is 
ical THEME THEME 
Fact , BACKBONE BACKBONE Dependent BACKBONE 
Truth Prohibi- Commands Clauses Prohibitions 
tions Exhortations 
4 . 3  Summary of use  of perfecti ve -mo i n  d i scourse 
NARRATIVE TEXTS . In narratives - mo is used to tag completed , accompli shed fore­
ground events considered by the speaker to be key to the story in the sense that 
without them the story would not make complete sense . Different narrators may 
tag dif ferent events with -mo depending on their view of what is considered to 
be central to the story . 
ACTIVITY TEXTS . Perfective -mo is recruited in irrealis activity texts on re­
capitulated c lauses to help mark what will have to be completed for the next 
step in the activity to be performed . The strong chronological orientation of 
activity texts influences this use o f  -mo , as it is precisely that chronological 
link age which - mo helps mark . 
EXPOSITORY TEXTS . The discourse level use of perfective -mo is largely absent 
from expo sitory texts . Local c lause level uses such as meaning ' already ' and 
so on are found , but higher level uses are very limited . Expos itory texts are 
subject matter ,  not time oriented and linked through logical connection of ideas 
rather than time . So the use of -mo seen in narratives and activity texts mark­
ing tho se completed (or to be completed , in the case of activity texts)  events 
or steps on the foreground is absent in expository genre . 
HORTATORY TEXTS . Perfective -mo is little used in hortatory texts which share 
the features of logical linkage and subject matter orientation of expository 
texts . It does serve to mitigate direct imperatives ,  but these hortatory forms 
are rare in Da ' a  hortatory texts as a whole . 
The chart below summarises these facts about the use of perfective -mo in Da ' a  
discourse . 
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Perfecti ve -rno i n  Da ' a  d i scourse - s ummary chart 
DI SCOURSE TYPE FUNCTION OF -mo 
NARRATIVE Key BACKBONE events 
ACTIVITY I Recapitulation of successive steps 
ACTIVITY I I  Recapitulation of succe ssive steps 
EXPOSITORY Rare 
HORTATORY Mitigates direct imperatives 
4 . 4  Concl u s i ons 
We began this paper asking the basic que stions , "What governs choice of focus 
and mood in Da ' a  discourse? " and , "What influence do different discourse genres 
have in those choices? " We noted Longacre ' s  comment that once a discourse type 
is chosen , many decis ions as to structure of very small parts of it are already 
made . We wanted to see the extent to which that is true of Da ' a .  
We have seen that choice o f  discourse genre does affect mood affixation . Narra­
tives logically use a preponderance of realis forms , while activity , expos itory 
and hortatory texts tend to prefer irrealis as a whole . The speaker ' s  choice 
and attitudes influence as we ll , as we saw that in predominantly irrealis texts 
a speaker can mark by realis forms what he views as fact or generally established 
truth . How a speaker chooses to stage his di scourse affects mood as we ll . He 
can for example choose to mitigate his hortatory di scourse through various 
strategies depending on his attitude and relative social status to his hearers . 
In looking at focus affixes we saw that discourse structure affected focus 
choice too . The various stages of narrative development have some influence on 
the occurrence of actor vs . goal focus . Major di scourse boundaries affect focus 
select ion in narratives and , to a lesser degree , in activity texts . Number of 
participants in a narrative influences the occurrence of actor or goal focus , as 
does introduction of props and minor participants . Thematic prominence in dis­
course can affect focus selection too . 
The basic notion of what is TOPIC or theme in the sense of ' what is being talked 
about ' affects focus . We saw that when obj ects are the things being talked about 
G-Foc often occurs , while A-Foc forms occur frequently when actors are being 
talked about . This is obvious , but still a basic factor in the choice of focus 
affixes . 
Speaker choice on how to stage a text influences focus choice too . This is 
constrained by the basic morpho logical patterns of the verbal system . For 
example we saw that in hortatory texts direct imperatives take imperative 
affixes , unmarked for focus , while exhortations and prohibitions use G-Foc . 
There are language- specific constraints on the choices a speaker makes in staging 
his discourse . Yet he still has choices . If he chooses to mitigate his horta­
tory discourse , focus choice is again affected as he might use less direct 
imperatives , exhortations or prohibitions and use a more hidden or opaque strat­
egy . 
Perfective -mo is a morphosyntactic tool in the hands of Da ' a  speakers to help 
the hearer zero in on what is being targeted in a discourse . In narrative and 
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hortatory discourse with strong chronological linkage i t  helps tag that import­
ant element of sequentiali t y  of events or activity so important to the flow of 
those types of discourses . With expository and hortatory texts this occurs much 
less , partly governed by the fact that they are NOT chronologically linked . 
In summary we can say there IS definite evidence in Da ' a  that choice of dis­
course genre partly determines choices o f  focus , mood and perfective -mo . We 
have seen that the degree o f  influence varies . Narrative and activity texts 
seem to have more definite general patterns than do expository and hortatory 
texts . 
Di scourse is ult imately not j ust mechanical , but is a dynamic process in which 
a speaker communicates ideas to hearers . The speaker ' s  choices are rich and 
varied as to how he communicate s those ideas . His attitude toward events , ideas , 
his hearers and himself affect what focus and mood affixes he will use . What 
he chooses to talk about and the relative priority or ranking he gives ideas , 
participants and obj ects in his communication will affect choices in verbal 
affixes too . 
Along with all this there are bas ic language- specific grammatical rules or con­
straints that affect focus and mood . How a prohibition is encoded in Da ' a  is a 
language specific feature that happens to involve matters such as transitivity 
of the verb . 
As Longacre has noted , the choice of a particular discourse type will have a 
significant effect on the actual shape of the c lauses in those discourses . But 
the Da ' a  speaker still has much freedom in how he communicates . Focus , mood and 
perfective - mo are three very productive and pragmatically important devices 
available to Da ' a  speakers as they express themselves . The speaker is ultim­
ately still king , but the constraints we have seen are the rules under which he 
reigns . 
APPENDI X A :  SUMMARY OF  FOCUS AND MOOD AFFI XATI ON 
Da ' a  has several stem-forming affixes which produce the following basic stem 
types . 
Stem formati on affi xes ll 
STEM- STEM-
FORMING FORMING RESULTING STEM 
PREFIXES ROOT SUFFIXES TYPE EXAMPLES 
ka- Affective Stative ka- be l o  
Stems 
pa- Transitive Stem pa- ro ' o  
pe- ( pa- also causa- pe-kon i 
po- tive ) po-ng i r i  
pa-ka- Causative Affec- pa-ka - be l o  
( pa- tive Stem 
causa-
tive on 
ka- stem) 
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Stem form affi xes ( cont ' d) 
- raka 
- s aka 
- taka 
- naka 
-aka 
po-pa-
po-pe-
po- po-
k i -
pe-k i -
Suffix Derived sua- raka 
Transitive Stem nawu-saka 
w i a- taka 
l i u- naka 
go l i - aka 
Causative stem po-pa-na ' u  
( po- on stems po-pe - nggo re 
formed by pa- , po-po-kon i 
pe- , po- ) 
Transitive Reques- k i -ken i 
tive Stem 
Bitransitive pe-k i - ken i 
Requestive Stem 
( pe- on stem 
formed by k i - )  
Roots alone , or the above derived stems can be inflected for focus , mood and 
aspect . Two focuses are marked : actor focus (A-Foe) and goal focus ( G-Foc ) . 
Two moods are also marked by verbal affixe s :  declarative , which is further 
divided into two categories realis , irrealis ; and imperative . Then several 
aspects can be marked : reciprocal and multiple actors ( s i ) ; non-volit ional 
( na t i - /mat i - ) ;  reflexive ( not i N -/mo t i N- ) ; pretense ( net i -/met i - ) ;  and purpose 
( n i po- / rapo- ) . Certain of the se can be combined to give a combination of fea­
tures all marked in the verbal affixation . These various affixes in combina­
tion with the basic stem types pictured above are illustrated in the chart 
below. 
Focus , mood and as pect aff i xa t i on i n  Oa ' a  - summary chartU 
FEATURE REALIS IRREALIS 
STATIVE na- ma-
INTRANSITIVE na-/ne-/no- ma-/me-/mo-
INTRANSITIVE neka- meka-
AFFECTIVE 
CAUSATIVE AFFECTIVE nompaka- mompaka-
A-Foe 
CAUSATIVE AFFECTIVE n i paka- rapaka-
G-Foc 
TRANSITIVE A-Foe naN-/neN-/noN-/  maN-/meN-/moN -/ 
(Prefix Derived nomba-/nompa-/ momba-/mompa-/ 
Stems) nompe-/nompo- mompe - /mompo-
TRANSITIVE G-Foc n i -/n i pa-/n i pe-/ ra-/rapa-/ rape-/ 
n i po- rapo-
-�------------------------------------
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Focus , mood and aspect affi xati on ( cont ' d) 
TRANSITIVE A-Foc 
( Suffix Derived 
Stems ) 
TRANSITIVE G-Foc 
( Suffix Derived 
Stems ) 
REQUESTIVE A-Foe 
REQUESTIVE G-Foc 
CAUSATIVE (Action) 
A-Foe 
CAUSATIVE (Action) 
G-Foc 
RECIPROCAL A-Foe 
RECIPROCAL G-Foc 
NON-VOLITIONAL 
REFLEXIVE 
PRETENSE 
PURPOSE 
RECIPROCAL AFFECTIVE 
A-Foe 
RECIPROCAL AFFECTIVE 
G-Foc 
RECIPROCAL TRANS . AF 
(Prefix Derived) 
RECIPROCAL TRANS . GF 
( Prefix Derived) 
RECIPROCAL TRANS . AF 
( Suffix Derived) 
RECIPROCAL TRANS . GF 
( Suffix Derived) 
RECIPROCAL CAUSATIVE 
na- - raka 
ne- - saka 
no- - t aka 
naN- -naka 
nomba- -aka 
n i - - raka 
- saka 
- ta ka 
- naka 
- aka 
nek i -/nompek i ­
n i pek i ­
nompopa -
nom pope­
nompopo-
n i popa-/n i pope-/ 
n i popo-
nos i - /nomros i -
n i pos i -
nat i -
not i N -
net i -
n i po-/n i pomba­
nos i paka-
n i pos i paka-
nompos i pa-/ 
nos i pe-/nos i po-
n i pos i pa - /  
n i pos i pe-
nos i - - raka 
- saka 
- taka 
- naka 
- aka 
n i pos i - - raka 
- saka 
- taka 
- naka 
-aka 
nos i popa­
nos i pope­
nos i popo-
RECIPROCAL REQUESTIVE nos i pek i -
ma- - raka 
me- - s aka 
mo- - taka 
maN- -na ka 
momba- -aka 
ra- - raka 
- saka 
- taka 
- naka 
- aka 
mek i -/mompek i ­
rapek i ­
mompopa-
mompope­
mompopo-
rapopa-/ rapope-/  
rapopo-
mos i -/mompos i ­
rapos i -
mat i -
mot i N -
met i -
rapo-/ rapomba­
mos i paka-
rapos i paka-
mompos i pa-/  
mos i pe-mos i po-
rapos i pa-/  
rapos i pe-
mos i - - raka 
- saka 
- taka 
- naka 
-aka 
rapos i - - raka 
- saka 
- taka 
-naka 
-aka 
mos i popa­
mos i pope­
mos i popo-
mos i pek i -
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STEM/ASPECT 
BASIC FORM 
DERIVED 
AFFECTIVE 
CAUSATIVE 
AFFECTIVE 
TRANSITIVE 
( Prefix ) 
TRANSITIVE 
( Suffix) 
REQUESTIVE 
CAUSATIVE 
RECIPROCAL 
PRETENSE 
RECIPROCAL 
AFFECTIVE 
RECIPROCAL 
TRANSITIVE 
(Prefix )  
RECIPROCAL 
TRANSITIVE 
(Suffix) 
RECIPROCAL 
CAUSATIVE 
RECIPROCAL 
REQUESTIVE 
Imperati ve affi xes 13 
PROHIBITIONS 
Intransitive Transitive 
cm1MANDS A-FOC/IRR G-FOC/IRR 
pa-/pe-/po- 0 ma-/me-/mo- ra-
paN -/peN-/poN -
peka- meka- raka-
paka- rapaka-
pa-/pe-/po- 14 rapa- / rape-/ 
r apo-
ROOT + - raka ra- - raka 
- s aka - saka 
- taka - taka 
-naka - naka 
-aka -aka 
pek i - mek i - rapek i -
popa-/pope-/ rapopa-/ rapope-
popo- rapopo-
pos i - mo s i - rapos i -
pet i - met i -
pos i paka- rapos i paka-
pos i pa - rapos i pa-
pos i pe- rapos i pe-
pos i po- rapos i po-
pos i - - raka mos i - - raka rapos i - - raka 
- saka - sa ka - saka 
- taka - ta ka - taka 
-naka -naka - naka 
-aka -aka - aka 
pos i popa- mos i popa-
pos i pope-
pos i popo-
pos i pek i - mos i pek i - rapos i pek i -
APPENDIX  B :  TEXTS CONSULTED 
TEXT 
NARRATIVE TEXTS 
The Giant and the 
Orphan 
Yule 
Lisa , Tuma and 
Kutu Go Hunting 
The Lion and the Cat 
The Horse ' s  Horns 
are Given to the 
Deer 
The Tarsius and the 
Hawk 
The Tarsius and the 
Monkey 
AUTHOR 
Timotius Lasipi 
Gidion Likenono 
Gidion Likenono 
Timotius Lasipi 
Gidion Likenono 
Timotius Lasipi 
Daniel Yulisia 
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ORAL/WRITTEN VILLAGE 
Written Wayu 
Oral Dombu 
Oral Dombu 
Written Wayu 
Written Dombu 
Written Wayu 
Written Dombu 
The Toad and the 
Prince 
Matius Kanangudj u  Written Dombu 
A Hi story o f  
Maranata Village 
ACTIVITY TEXTS 
How to Make a 
Blowgun 
How to Make a Drum 
How to Make a House 
How to Make a Rice 
Paddy 
How a Young Man 
Proposes Marriage 
An Example of How to 
Plant Cloves 
EXPOSITORY TEXTS 
Samue l Sayo 
Gidion Likenono 
Gidion Likenono 
Gidion Likenono 
Daniel Yulisia 
Gidion Likenono 
Timotius Lasipi 
Government Grant to Samuel Sayo 
Villages 
Animals of the Forest Gidion Likenono 
( collection of stor-
ies about 9 animals 
and 10 di fferent 
birds ) 
Jambu Trees Gidion Likenono 
written Maranata 
Oral Dombu 
Written Dombu 
Written Dombu 
Written Dombu 
Written Dombu 
Written Wayu 
Written Maranata 
written Dombu 
Written Dombu 
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coconut and Sago 
Palms 
Gidion Likenono 
Diseases of P lants Gidion Likenono 
Durian Gidion Likenono 
HORTATORY TEXT 
Advice to Newly 
Married Couples 
Samuel Sayo 
ABBRE V I AT I ONS USED 
AF 
A-Foc 
AN 
con 
GF 
G-Foc 
IMP 
INT 
IRR 
lc 
ncl 
nm 
o 
PERF 
pl 
pm 
R 
REAL 
REC 
RM 
S 
SEQ 
V 
NOTES 
Actor Focus ( in examples ) 
Actor Focus ( in text of paper) 
Austronesian 
Continuous (reduplicated) 
Goal Focus ( in examples ) 
Goal Focus ( in text) 
Imperative 
Intransitive 
Irrea1is Mood 
location particle r i  
numeral classifier 
nominaliser 
Object 
Perfective 
Plural (reduplicated) 
person marker 
Realis Mood ( in examples) 
Realis Mood ( in text) 
Reciprocal Aspect 
Relative Marker 
Subj ect 
Sequential Marker 
Verb 
Written 
Written 
Written 
Written 
Dombu 
Dombu 
Dombu 
Maranata 
I Da ' a  (Pakawa ) is one of at least seven dialects of Kaili , an Austronesian lan­
guage spoken in Central Sulawesi , Indonesia , by approximately 300 , 000 speakers 
(Wurnbu 1973 , Barr , Barr , Salombe 1979) . The Da ' a  dialect is spoken by approx­
imately 30 , 000 people living primarily in the Marawola and Biromaru Districts 
of Donggala Regency . Research for this paper was carried out under the aus­
pices of the Cooperative Program between Hasanuddin University and the Summer 
Institute of Linguistics .  Research was done primarily in Dombu village , 
Marawola District , and Maranata village , a resettlement village of Da ' a  people 
in Biromaru District from July 1979 to November 1981 and January 1983 to June 
1986 . I would like to thank Dr Charles Peck for his kind help in the prepara­
tion of this paper .  Thanks also to the following for their helpful comments 
and critique on an earlier draft of the paper : Michael Martens , Martha Martens , 
Bob Busenitz and Marilyn Busenitz . 
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The phonemes of Da ' a  are a s  follows : ( letters in parentheses represent how 
the phonemes are represented in the paper )  p , t ,  k ,  ? ( ' ) ,  b ,  d ,  g ,  j ,  v (w) , 
s ,  m , n ,  IJ ( ng ) , m["l ,  n t , mb , n d , IJg ( ngg ) , nj , 1 , r ,  y ,  i ,  e , a ,  0 ,  u .  
2 The different vowels a ,  e , 0 occur with separate verb classes and do not , to 
my present knowledge , serve to differentiate meaning . In the related Uma 
(Pipikoro) language there are affixes me- / pe- which have an attemptive sense 
of "trying to do X " . While isolated Da ' a  examples can be analysed as having 
such a meaning , there is no clear pattern to this . 
3 For a more detailed description of these features see Barr 198 3 , 1988 a ,  and 
1 988b . 
4 It is possible in Da ' a  to tell a story using irrealis forms in place of the 
more expected realis . This has a similar effect to English "historical 
present" and draws the hearer more deeply into the narrative as if it were 
occurring right then at the t ime of the narration . 
5 While in some senses ' begin ' seems intrans itive , in Da ' a  it is affixed with 
transitive affixes , e ither A-Foc mom- / nom- or G-Foc n i - / r a - . 
6 Lightbody ( 1984 )  in establishing rules for focus selection in Sangire of the 
southern Philippines states that "the more thematic item will be chosen for 
focus if more than one is possible . It may be a global thematic participant , 
prop or concept , or it may be a local thematic participant , prop or concept . "  
In related Sangihe , Maryott ( 19 7 7 )  notes there is usually a theme for each 
paragraph in the discourse . The speaker would try to keep that theme in focus 
throughout the paragraph . At other times he will select the item for focus 
because it is thematic to the entire discourse . 
7 Hopper ( 19 7 7 )  points out a similar use of the particle - l ah in old Malay . He 
cites a short but complete narrative in which the six clauses marked with - l ah 
"provide a synopsis of the dynamic line of the episode in the sense that with­
out them the story would be unintelligible . They are success ive events , each 
one dependent on the completion of the preceding one " (p . 1 7 ) . In Central 
Sulawe si the Uma (Pipikoro) language to the south of Da ' a  has a cognate clitic 
- m i  with variants -ma and - mo .  This clitic has corne to be recruited as a prag­
matically salient signal by which Uma speakers keep their hearers on track as 
to what is being TARGETED in the flow of ongoing discourse ( Gregerson and 
Martens 1986) . 
8 Interestingly , of tho�e 14 A-Foc uses of - mo ,  eight are on the verb ' begin ' . 
This verb is frequently used in texts with chronological orientation ( narra­
tives and activity procedural texts ) .  It seems to be used as a kind of 
" semantic punctuation" to highlight the initiating of successive events on 
the foreground of texts . 
9 A similar use of realis to mark a necessarily prior step has been reported in 
the Taa dialect of Bare ' e  (Pamona) in Central Sulawesi ( Rosengren 1986 ) . In 
ne ighbouring Sabah , East Malaysia , the Tatana language has a s imilar pattern 
as well . Non-completive verbs ( like Da ' a  irrealis) carry the backbone of the 
procedure while completive verbs ( like Da ' a  rea1is)  are used on flashbacks 
referring to events that happened prior to the step being described (Pekkanen 
1984) • 
10 In clo sely related Uma (Pipikoro) the onl y available strategy for indicating 
goal focus is by means of non-topic agent prefixes . Uma has all person and 
number while Da ' a  has only first and second person singular (Martens 1988) . 
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DA ' A  UMA 
sg.  sg . pl . 
1 ku- ku- ta- ( inc1 )  
k i - (exc 1 )  
2 mu- nu- n i -
3 na- ra-
II See Barr 1988b for full de scription of these affixes . 
U See Barr 1988b for fuller treatment of these affixe s with examples . 
U See Barr 1988b for fuller discussion of imperative s .  
� The se are homophonous with stem forming prefixes p a -/ pe- / po- , but function in 
a separate , distinct manner .  
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P H O N O LOGY O F  DA ' A J  C E N T R A L  S U LAW E S I 
Donald F. Barr and S haron G .  Barr 
1 .  I NTRODUCT I ON 
Da ' a  is one of the dialects of the Kaili language which is spoken by a total of 
±290 , 000 speakers in Central Sulawesi . Kaili speakers live in the main Palu 
River valley of western Central Sulawe si province , the mountains to the south , 
east and west of this valley , as wel l  as along the coast north of Palu and along 
the coast of Tomini Bay , east of Palu ( see map ) . Kaili has long been the major 
language of Central Sulawesi , in particular the Palu (Ledo ) dialect , which can 
be heard spoken in many government offices in Palu , the capital of Central 
Sulawesi . 
There are at least seven major dialects of Kaili , with numerous subdialects . 
These are listed by the Department of Education and Culture of Central Sulawesi 
(Wumbu 197 3 ,  Team Prasurvai Kebundayaan 1976) as follows : (population figures 
from Barr , Barr with Salombe 1979) . 
Palu ( Ledo) 
Banava ( Unde ) 
Pekava (Da ' a/Inde/Tado) 
Tawaili-Sindue ( Rai) 
Parigi (Tara) 
Sigi ( I j a) 
Kulawi (Morna) 
±128 , 000 
± 2 0 , 000 
±3 2 , 000 
±55 , 000 
±43 , 000 
±7 , 500 
± 5 , 500 
Kaili i s  classified as a member of the Austronesian Language Family , South-west 
Indonesian Group , West Toradj a  Subgroup ( Salzner 1960 ) . More recent publica­
t ions refer to the Toradj a Subgroup (West and East) as Kaili-Pamona , a term more 
acceptable to the local population (Wumbu 1973 , Barr , Barr with Sa10mbe 197 9 ) . 
The present study covers the Pekava (Da ' a ) dialect of Kaili and is based on a 
corpus of approximately 2 , 000 words . This data was gathered from September 1979 
to May 1980 , in the village of Dombu , Marawo la Subdistrict (Kecamatan) . While 
various people assi sted , Mr Gidion Likenono contributed a large share of the 
data for the present paper . l 
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T omini Bay 
Map : D i a l ects of Ka i l i  
2 .  SEGMENTALS 
2 . 1  Phoneme chart 
CONSONANTS 
.-i III 
• .-1 
� H 
Stops 
vd . b 
vl . P 
Prenasali sed Stops 
vd . mb 
vl . mp 
Spirants 
vd . v 
vl . 
Prenasalised Spirants 
vd . 
Nasals m 
Liquids 
Semivowel s  
VOWELS 
Front Central 
High 
Mid e 
Low a 
2 . 2  I nterpretat i on 
2 . 2 . 1  Consonant vs . vowel 
UI .-i III 
g, � 
• .-1 H 
+l � � 0 u H III Ii< t:Q 
d 9 
t k 
nd I;)g 
n t  
j 
5 
nj 
n I;) 
1 r 
y 
Back 
u 
0 
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.-i III +l +l 0 .-i l!J 
? 
The semivowel y is interpreted to function as a consonant , not a vowe l .  There 
are virtually no unambiguous three-vowel sequences . From a corpus of over 2 , 000 
words , only one example is found , and this is across a morpheme boundary : 
na+ue+mo ma t a+na his eyes watered. Thus in seque�ces of [V i V ] , [ i ) is inter­
preted as functioning as a consonant , y .  [ma ' nj a 1 o] is thus interpreted as 
[ma ' nj ayo] wi l l  wal k  around , and s imilarly [ ' da i o ]  is interpreted as [ ' dayo] 
grave. 
2 . 2 . 2  Sequence vs . uni t 
No unambiguous CC patterns exist in Da ' a .  Therefore all CC sequences (mb , mp , 
nd , n t , nj , and ng )  are interpreted as single phoneme units . 
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2 . 3  Descri pti on of consonant phonemes 
2 . 3 . 1 Rea l i sati on of consonant phonemes 
/b/ 
/p/ 
/d/ 
/ t /  
/g/ 
/k/ 
/ ? / 
NOTE : 
[ b ] voiced bi labial stop 
[ '  ba be ]  /babe/ machete 
[ t a '  boyo] / t a boyo/ squash 
[ p ] vo iceless unaspirated bilabial stop 
[ ' pone] /pone/ climb up 
[ ' apu ] /apu/ fire 
[ d ]  voiced alveolar stop 
[ ' dayo]  /dayo/ grave 
[ , 1 ad i ]  / l ad i /  knife 
[ t ]  voiceless unaspirated alveolar stop 
[ , t ana]  / t ana/ land3 earth 
[ ' mata ]  /mata/ eye 
[ g ]  voiced velar stop 
[ ' gaga]  /gaga/ invite 
[ , aga ]  /aga/ only 
[ k ]  vo iceless unaspirated velar stop 
[ ' kana ]  /kana/ must 
[ ' aka ] /aka/ Sunday 
[ ? ]  voiceless glottal stop 
[ ' d a ? a ]  I d a ?  a/ n03 not 
There is free variation between word initial 
[ ' i nu ]  '" [ ' ? i nu ]  / i nu/ drink 
/mb/ [mb] voiced prenasalised bilabial stop 
[ ' mboto] /mboto/ se lf 
[ ' sumba ] / sumba/ mouth 
/mp/ [mp] vo iceless prenasalised bilabial stop 
[ ' mpu ?u ]  /mpu ?u/  very 
[ sa ' mpu l u ] / sampu l u/ ten 
/nd/  [nd ]  voiced prenasali sed alveolar stop 
[ ' ndoro] /ndoro/ worm 
[ ' i ndo] / i n do/ mother 
IntI  [ n t ]  vo iceless prenasalised alveolar stop 
[ ' ntoto]  /ntoto/ very 
[ sa ' n t i pa ]  / sant i pa/ one week 
/�g/ [�g] voiced prenasali sed velar stop 
[ ' �ga ]  /�ga/ from 
[ pe ' ma�g i ]  /pema�g i /  hoe 
/nj / [ n j ] voiced prenasali sed alveolar affricate 
[ ' nj an i ]  /nj an i /  know 
[ sa ' njobu]  /sanjobu/ one thousand 
/v/ [v] voiced labio-dental fricative 
[ ' vuku ]  /vuku/ bone 
[ ' tava] / tava/ leaf 
( 7 ] and [ � ] , as in 
/5/  
/j / 
/m/ 
/n/ 
/TJ/ 
/ 1 /  
/ r/ 
/y/ 
[ 5 ]  voiceless alveolar fricative 
[ ' san i ]  /san i /  mosquito 
[ ' o se] josef rice (husked) 
[ j ]  voiced alveolar affricate 
[ I  jono] /j ono/ grass 
[ I  kaj a ]  / kaj a /  difficult 
[m]  voiced bilabial nasal 
[ I ma ta ]  /ma ta/ eye 
[ I kam i ]  /kam i /  we ( excl )  
[ n ] voiced 
[ na I r i a ] 
[ I pone ]  
alveolar nasal 
/na r i  a/ 
/pone/ 
[ TJ ]  voiced velar nasal 
[ I TJana]  /TJana/ 
[ ' OTJe]  /oTJe/ 
[ I ]  voiced alveolar lateral 
there is 
climb up 
child 
nose 
[ I  l omu ] / I omu/ fat ( n .  ) 
[ I U I i ] / u l  i / say 
[ r ] voiced apico-alveolar tri ll 
[ f ]  voiced apico-alveolar flap 
[ g ]  voiced velar fricative 
[ I rara]  � [ I rara]  � [ I §a§a]  / ra ra/ 
[ ' bara ] � [ ' bara ]  � [ I baga ]  / ba ra/ 
[ i ] voiced palatal semivowel 
inside 
perhaps 
[ I l ov i ]  /yov i /  
[ I na i a ]  /naya/ 
yesterday 
shy 
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MARGINAL PHONEMES . The phonemes /c/ and /nc/ , present in other Kail i  dialects , 
do not occur in Da t a . A few loans from Indonesian retain these sounds , as in 
/ bonc i s/ ( Indonesian ) + / bonc i /  (Da ' a ) . But the common pattern is for /c/ to 
become / 5/ ,  as in /cama t/  ( Indonesian) + /sama/ (Da t a) subdistrict officer , or 
/co l o/ ( Ledo) + / 50 1 0/ (Da t a ) matches . 
2 . 4  Consonant phonemes - contras ts 
/ b/ voiced labial stop 
/b/ vs . /p/ / bone/ sand / t a ba/ kind of tree 
/pone/ climb / tapa/ dry 
/b/ vs . /mb/ / ba/ perhaps / taba/ kind of tree 
/mba/ where / tamba/ chop in sma l l  pieces 
/b/ vs . /mp/ / bu ? u/ new banana bud /sabu/ soap 
/mpu ?u/  very / sampu/ sharpen 
/b/ vs . /v/ / bu l u/ mountain / t a ba/ kind of tree 
/vu l u/ hair3 fur / t ava/ leaf 
/ b/ vs . /m/ / ba t a/ s tem of p lant /s a ba/ problem 
/mata/  eye /sama/ bridle 
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/p/ voiceless labial stop 
see under /b/ above /p/ vs . /b/ 
/p/ vs . /mb/ /poto/ wood frame for hearth 
/mboto/ self 
/ tapa/ dry 
/ tamba/ chop in sma l l  pieces 
/p/ vs . /mp/ /pae/ rice (in fie ld) 
/mpae/ year 
/sopu/ blowgun 
/ sompu/ wrapped in grave clothes 
/p/ vs . /v/ /pua/ day before yesterday 
/vua/ betel nut 
/apu/ fire 
/avu/ ashes 
/p/ vs . /m/ / pone/ climb 
/mone/ hoarse 
/d/ voiced front lingual stop 
/ I opu/ fall (of rotten fruit )  
/ I omu/ fat ( n . ) 
/d/ v s .  /t/  /dumpa/ carved ornament on gable 
/tumpa/ frog 
/kada/ foot 
/kata/ scratch 
/d/ vs . /nd/ Ideal many 
/ndea/ young girl 
/d/ v s .  Inti  
/d/  vs . /nj/  
/d/  vs . /5/ 
/d/ vs . /j/  
/d/  vs . /n/ 
/d/  v s .  / 1 /  
/d/ vs . / r/ 
/d/ vs . /y/ 
/dan i /  a name 
/ntan i /  other 
/dan i /  a name 
/nj an i /  know 
/do i /  money 
/so i /  name of a river 
/do i /  money 
/jo i /  hones t 
/daya/ kind of grass 
/naya/ shy 
/dana/ a name 
/ I ana/ kerosene 
/dano/ kind of banana 
f rano/ lake 
/dana/ a name 
/yana/ a name 
/t/  voice less front l i ngual stop 
/t/  vs . /d/ see under /d/ above 
/ t/ vs . /nd/ / toro/ turn 
/ndo ro/ worm 
/t/  vs . Inti  / t i pa/ time 
/nt i pa/ week 
/t/  v s .  /nj / /tan i /  stay alone 
/njan i /  know 
/t/  vs . /5/ /tero/ diarrhoea 
/sero/ shove l 
/t/  vs . /j / 
/t/  vs . /n/ 
/tap i /  but, winnow 
/jap i /  cow 
/tana/ land 
/nana/ pus 
/pada/ kind of grass 
/panda/ reed (pandanus ) 
/ tudu/ measure river depth 
/ t untu/ history story 
/bada/ face powder 
/banja/ coconut bud 
/na rodo/ stiff in fear 
/na roso/ strong 
/kada/ foot 
/kaj a/ difficult 
/kada/ foot 
/kana/ must 
/sada/ small piece left 
/sa l a/ wrong 
/nadamba/ happy 
/na ramba/ beautiful 
/nada/ a name 
/naya/ shy 
/ i to/ pupil of eye 
/ i ndo/ mother 
/t i t i /  duck 
/ t i nt i /  hour 
/bata/ stem 
/banj a/ coconut bud 
/naboto/ crushed with teeth 
/naboso/ ful l  (stomach) 
/kata/ scratch 
/kaj a/ difficult 
fatal roof 
lanai child 
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/t/ vs . / 1 / / t ana/ land 
/ l ana/ kerosene 
/ t /  vs . / r/ / t a ra/ look at 
/ r a ra/ inside 
/ t /  v s .  /y/ / tana/ land 
/yana/ a name 
/ t /  vs . / ? /  /koto/ broken 
/ko?o/ hard 
/g/ voiced back lingual stop 
/g/ vs . /k/ / g a t a/ rubber band 
/kata/ scratch 
/ u t i /  penis 
/u l i / say 
fatal roof 
/ a ra/ in 
/doI;J a to/ kind of edib le plant 
/I;Jayo/ in front of 
/aga/ only 
/aka/ Sunday 
/g/ vs . /I;Jg/ /gana/ enough 
/I;Jgana/ right (side ) 
/ baga/ fight 
/ baI;Jga/ vil lage name 
/g/ vs . /I;J/ /gana/ enough 
/I;Jana/ child 
/g/ vs . / ? /  /gaga/ invite 
/ga?a/  divorce 
/k/ voiceless back l ingual stop 
/k/ vs . /g/ see under /g/ above 
/nagana/ be enough 
/ n a�a na/ be small 
/ k/ vs . /I;Jg/ / ka/ to� for /nakun i /  yel low 
/I;Jga/ from /naI;Jgu n i /  very yellow 
/k/ vs . /I;J/ /kana/ must 
/I;Jana/ child 
/na l a ka/ gap 
/na l aI;Ja/ taU 
/k/ vs . / ? /  /paka/ cause 
/pa?a/  chisel 
/?/ voice less glottal stop 
/ ? /  vs . /k/ 
/?/ vs . /g/ 
/ ? /  vs . /I;Jg/ 
/?/ vs . /I;J/ 
see under /k/ above 
see under /g/ above 
/ba?a/ above 
/ baI;Jg a/ vi llage name 
/ ba ? a/ above 
/ baI;Ja/ coconut shell  bowl 
/mb/ voiced prenasali sed labial stop 
/mb/ vs . / b/ 
/mb/ vs . /p/ 
see under /b/ above 
see under /p/ above 
/mb/ vs . /mp/ /mboto/ se lf 
/mpotove/ love 
/mb/ vs . /v/ /mbuku/ short 
/vuku/ bone 
/mb/ vs . /m/ /mbo to/ se lf 
/moto ro/ motorcycle 
/ s ambu l a/ a month 
/ s ampu l u/ ten 
/nambuku/ be short 
/ navuku/ have many bones 
/ s amba ?a/ one person 
/ s ama/ bridle 
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Impl vo iceless prenasalised labial stop 
Impl v s .  Ibl see under I bl above 
Impl vs . Ipl see under Ipl above 
Impl vs . Imbl see under Imbl above 
Imp I vs . Ivl Impu?ul very 
Ivo?ul again 
I t ump u 1 akal hit 
It uvunal his life 
Impl vs . Iml Impu?ul  very 
Imu ?ul shrew 
Isampa 1 a i l  a moment 
I samal bridle 
Indl voiced prenasa1ised front lingual stop 
Indl vs . Idl 
Indl v s .  It  I 
see under Idl above 
see under I t  I above 
Indl  vs . Inti Indo rol worm 
Into tol very 
Indl vs . Injl  Inda tel long 
Inj a n i l  know 
Indl vs . lsi Indo rol worm 
Iso rol s lide� move 
Indl vs . Ij l Indoel long 
Indl vs . Inl 
Indl vs . I I I  
Indl vs . I rl 
Indl vs . Iyl 
I j oel end 
Indo rol worm 
Ino rol straight 
Indo rol worm 
1 1 0mul fat ( n . ) 
Indo rol worm 
I ro rol broil� roast 
Indoel long 
Iyual name 
Imanda tel long ( irrealis) 
Ima n ta tel cut brush 
I t andokol a trap 
Inanj okol hold 
I tandal birth mark 
I t a sal ripe 
I tandal birth mark 
I t aj al sharp� to pul l  
I t andal birth mark 
I t a nal land 
l i n dol mother 
l i 1 01 loop in rope 
I t a ndal birth mark 
I t a ral look at 
l i ndol mother 
l i yol yes 
I n t i  vo iceless prenasa1ised front lingual stop 
Inti  vs . Idl 
Inti vs . I t  I 
Inti  vs.  Indl 
Inti  vs . Inj l 
Inti  vs . lsi 
I n t i  vs . I j l  
I n ti vs . Inl 
Inti vs . I I I  
see under Idl above 
see under It  I above 
see under Indl above 
In tan i l  other 
Inj an i l  know 
Intan i l  other 
Isan i l  mosquito 
Intap i l  ancestors 
I j a p i l  cow 
In to tol very 
Inotol knowledgeable 
Intap i l  ancestors 
1 1 ap i l  layer 
I tun tul history story 
I tu n j u l  burn 
Ivu ntul  end 
Ivusul dam 
I t u n t ul history story 
I tu j al plant 
Ituntul  history story 
I t u nul charcoal broi l 
I t i n t i l  hour 
I t i 1  i l  kinky hair 
I n t i  vs . I r l  
I n t i  v s .  Iyl 
Intap i l  ancestors 
I rap i l  twins 
Intu ?al grandparents 
Iyual a name 
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I t u n tul history story 
I t u rul s leep 
Inanta l ul make garden 
Inayal shy 
I�gl voiced prenasa1ised back lingual stop 
I�gl vs . Igl 
I�gl vs . Ikl 
I�gl vs . I�I 
I�gl vs . I ? I  
see under I g l  above 
see under Ikl above 
I�gal from 
I�anal child 
I ba�gal village name 
Iba�al coconut she l l  bowl 
see under I ? I  above 
Inj l voiced prenasalised front lingual spirant 
Inj l vs . Idl see under Idl above 
Ivl 
lsi  
Inj l vs . I t  I see under I t  I above 
Inj l vs . Indl see under Indl above 
Inj l vs . I n t i  see under I n t i  above 
Inj l vs . Ij l Inj an i l  know 
Ijan i l  overly punish 
Inj l vs . l s i  Inj an i l  know 
Isan i l  mosquito 
Inj l vs . Inl Inj an i l  know 
Inanal pus 
I banj al coconut bud 
I baj al knife edge 
Ibanj al coconut bud 
I basal language 
I banj al coconut bud 
I banal thread 
Inj l vs . I I I  Inj ayol walk around 
I l ayol black and white 
I banj al coconut bud 
I ba l al white spot on pig 's be lly 
Inj l vs . I r l  Injan i l  know 
I ra n i l  tender 
Inj l vs . Iyl I n j a n i l  know 
Iyan i l  a name 
voiced labial spirant 
Ivl vs . I bl see under Ibl above 
Ivl vs . Ipl see under Ipl above 
Ivl vs . Imbl see under Imbl above 
Ivl vs . Imp I see under Impl above 
Ivl vs . Iml Ivo l ol bamboo 
Imo l ol caterpi llar 
Ivl vs . lsi  Ivo l ol bamboo 
1 50 1 01 matches 
voiceless front lingual spirant 
lsi  vs . Idl see under Idl above 
lsi vs . I t  I see under I t  I above 
Ibanjal coconut bud 
I ba ral per;'.a:ps 
Inenanjal don 't want to eat 
Inayal shy 
I taval leaf 
I t amal end 
I taval leaf 
I t a  sal ripe 
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lsi vs . Indl see under Indl above 
l s i  vs . Inti  see under Inti  above 
l s i  vs . Injl  see under Inj l above 
lsi vs . Ij l Isual enter Ita sal ripe 
Ij ual a name I taj al puLl. 
lsi vs . Inl Isamal bridle I t a sal ripe 
Inamal a name I tanal land 
lsi vs . I I I  I se rol shovel Imesual enter 
I l e r ul waLl. Ime l ual vomit 
lsi vs . I rl Isa ral a name I ba s al language 
I r a ral inside I ba ral perhaps 
lsi vs . Iyl Isual enter Ina sal a name 
Iyual a name Inayal shy 
lsi vs . Ivl see under Ivl above 
Ij l voiced front lingual spirant 
I j I vs . Idl see under Idl above 
I j l  vs . It  I see under I t  I above 
I j l  vs . Indl see under Indl above 
Ij l vs . Inti  see under Inti  above 
Ij l vs . Inj l  see under Injl  above 
Ij l vs . lsi see under lsi above 
I j l  vs . Inl Ij ap i l  cow Itaj al puLl. 
Inap i l  a name Itanal land 
I j l  vs . I I I  I j a p i l  cow Inatajal  sharp 
I l ap i l  layer . /nata l al sank 
I j l  vs . I rl Ij aral  horse I t a j a l  puLl. 
I ra ral inside I t a ral look at 
Ijl  vs . Iyl I j a p i l  cow Inaj al a name 
Iyap i l  a name Inayal shy 
Iml voiced labial nasal 
Iml vs . I bl see under I bl above 
Iml vs . Ipl see under Ipl above 
Iml vs . Imbl see under Imbl above 
Iml vs . Impl see under Impl above 
Iml vs . Ivl see under Ivl above 
Iml vs . Inl Ima r i al wi ll have Isamal bridle 
Ina r i al has, had I s a nal happy 
Iml vs . IfJI Imanal no more Isamal bridle 
IfJanal child IsafJal name (n . )  
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Inl voiced front lingual nasal 
Inl v s .  Idl see under Idl above 
Inl vs . I t  I see under It  I above 
Inl vs . Indl see under Indl above 
Inl vs . Inti  see under Inti  above 
Inl vs . Inj l see under Inj l above 
Inl v s .  I j l  see under Ij l above 
Inl vs . lsi see under lsi above 
Inl vs . I I I  Ina l el a name I sanal happy 
I l a l e/ a fly I sa l al wrong 
Inl vs . I r l  Inoal straight I ba nal thread 
I roal friend I baral perhaps 
Inl vs . Iyl In anal pus Inanal pus 
Iyanal a name Inayal shy 
Inl vs . Iml see under Iml above 
Inl vs . IrJI Inanal pus I s a nal happy 
IrJanal ohild IsarJal name ( n . ) 
IrJI voiced back lingual nasal 
IrJI VS . Igl see under Igl above 
IrJI VS . Ikl see under Ikl above 
IrJI VS . IrJgI see under IrJgI above 
IrJI VS . Iml see under Iml above 
IrJI VS . Inl see under Inl above 
IrJI v s .  I?I see under I ? I  above 
I I I  voiced front lingual liquid 
I I I vs . Idl see under Idl above 
I I I  VS . I t  I see under I t  I above 
I I I  vs . Indl see under Indl above 
I I I VS . Inti  see under Inti  above 
I I I  vs . Inj l see under Inj l above 
I I I  VS . lsi see under lsi above 
I I I  vs . Ij l see under I j l  above 
I I I  VS . Inl see under Inl above 
I I I v s .  I rl I l a p i l  layer I bo l al baU 
I rap i l  twins I bo ral a name 
I I I  vs . Iyl I l ual vomit Ina l arJal taU 
Iyual a name Inayal shy 
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I rl voiced back l ingual l iquid 
I rl vs . Idl see under Idl above 
I rl vs . I t  I see under It  I above 
I rl vs . Indl see under Indl above 
I r l  vs . Inti  see under Inti above 
I rl vs . I n j l  see under I n j l  above 
I rl vs . lsi see under lsi above 
I r l  vs . Ij l see under Ij l above 
I r l  vs . Inl see under Inl above 
I rl vs . I I I  see under I I I above 
I rl vs . Iyl I rap i l  twins Ina raul angry 
Iyap i l  a name Inayal shy 
Iyl voiced back l ingual semivowel 
Iyl vs . Idl see under Idl above 
Iyl vs . I t  I see under I t  I above 
Iyl vs . Indl see under Indl above 
Iyl vs . Inti  see under Inti  above 
Iyl vs . Inj l see under Inj l above 
Iyl vs . lsi see under lsi above 
Iyl vs . Ij l see under Ijl  above 
Iyl vs . I I I  see under I I I  above 
Iyl vs . I rl see under I r l  above 
Iyl vs . I i i  Iyamol a name 
l i amol it 's he ! 
2 . 5  Consonant phonemes - d i stri but i on 
Any consonant may precede any vowel , with the exception of Iy/ . Iyl may not 
precede front vowels I i i  or lei , except in a few rare loanwords , such as Iy i sul 
'\, lye sui Jesus.  
There are n o  consonant clusters i n  Da ' a . 
2 . 6  Descri pti on of vowe l phonemes ( see chart p . 1 3 3 )  
2 . 6 . 1 Rea l i sati on of vowe l phonemes 
I i i  [ i ]  voiced 
[ ' i n i ] 
[ma ' nd i u ] 
[ I i a ]  
high front 
l i n i l  
Imand i u l 
l i al 
unrounded vowel 
sweat 
wiU bathe 
he� she 
lei 
lal 
101 
lui 
[e )  voiced mid front 
[ I epe] lepel 
[ ' ke n i ]  Iken i l  
[ I peo]  Ipeol 
unrounded vowel 
hear 
aarry 
doum be low 
[ a ]  voiced 
[ I apa ] 
[ I babe] 
[ na l noa ] 
low central 
lapal 
Ibabel 
Inanoal 
unrounded vowel 
beaause 
maahete 
straight 
[0 ]  voiced mid back 
[ l o se] Josef 
[ I  bone] I bonel 
rounded vowel 
riae (husked) 
sand 
[ I SOU ] I soul 
[ u ]  voiced 
[ I uma ] 
[ ka ' puna]  
[ me l  sua]  
high back 
lumal 
Ikapunal 
Imesual 
house 
rounded vowel 
father 
aroaodile 
wil l  enter 
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2 . 7  Vowe l phonemes - contrasts  
I i i  voiced high front unrounded vowel 
I i i  vs . lei 
I i i  vs . lal 
I i i  vs . 101 
I i i  vs . lui 
l i ral they I s u l  i l  expensive 
le ral brother/sister-in- law I su l el heart 
l i nul drink IQ i nal later 
lanul whatahaaallit IQanal ahild 
l i tol pupil of eye Itom i l  suak 
lotol oar I tomol heavy 
l i tal a name 
lu tal vegetables 
I t a ?  i I faaes 
I ta ? ul alever 
lei voiced mid front unrounded vowel 
lei vs . I i i  
lei vs . lal 
lei vs . 101 
lei vs . lui 
see under I i i  above 
leral brother/sister-in- law 
la ral in 
lekal fear 
loka l a name 
Iken i l  aarry 
Ikon i l  eat 
l anel if 
Ipuel Lord 
Ipual day before yesterday 
lepel hear 
lupel mite lanul whatahaaal lit 
lal voiced low central unrounded vowel 
lal vs . I i i  
lal vs . lei 
lal vs . 101 
lal vs . lui 
see under I i i  above 
see under lei above 
lakal sunday 
lokal a name 
latal  roof 
lu tal vegetable 
Idayal kind of grass 
Idayol grave 
I baQal aoaonut she l l  bowl 
I buQal flower 
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101 voiced mid back rounded vowel 
101 vs . I i i  see under I i i  above 
101 vs . lei see under lei above 
101 vs . lal see under lal above 
101 vs . lui 101  i I buy InaIJaol cat meows 
l u I  i I say InaIJaul dry 
lui voiced high back rounded vowel 
lui vs . I i i  see under I i i  above 
lui vs . lei see under lei above 
lui vs . lal see under lal above 
lui vs . ·101 see under 101 above 
2 . 8  Vowe l phonemes - d i stri but ion  
A s  mentioned i n  2 . 5  any vowel phoneme may co-occur with any consonant with the 
exception of Iyl , which is not followed by I i i  or lei . 
All vowels may occur in all possible positions with the following exceptions 
involving a sequence of two vowels : 
I i i  and lal do not occur in medial VV positions , and 
101 and lui occur in only one of the two positions in VV sequences . 
2 . 8 . 1 Sequences of  vowel s 
All vowels may occur with all other vowels in sequences of two vowels as illus­
trated in the examples below : 
I i  i l  Inap i i i narrow 
l i el I t i el a name 
l i al Inep i al when 
l i ol Ipak i ol call 
l i ul Imand i ul wi ll bathe 
le i l  Inde i l  young girl 
leel Iku l eIJeel chicken hawk 
leal I nadeal many 
leol leol day 
leul Iku reul kind of bird 
l a i l  Iva i l  give 
lael Impael year 
laal I t a raal pineapple 
laol Idaol cat 
laul I baul fish 
lo i l  Ido i l  money 
loel Indoel long 
loal I soal smell 
1001 I randool young unmarried girl 
lou I I s oul house 
lu i l  1 1 u i l  rope 
luel 
lual 
luol 
luul 
luel 
Ipual 
Ituobol 
I kuul 
water 
day before yesterday 
turn upside down 
small black biting insect 
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2 . 8 . 2  I ntervocal i c  g l ottal stops vs . sequence of vowel s 
There are a few contrasts involving glottal stop between two vowel s  of the same 
quality and a sequence of those two vowels . This is not extensive in Da ' a ,  and 
a number of the words contrast ing are borrowed words . 
l i ? i l  vs . I i i I I j j ?  i I try 
I j i i i demon 
le?el vs . leel Ine?el don 't 
I teel tea 
la?al vs . laal Ij a?al evil 
Ij aal hour 
lo?ol vs . 1001 I ko?ol hard 
I kool sound made to caU dog 
l u ? u l  vs . luul Iku?ul stiff with dirt 
Ikuul small black biting insect 
3 .  SUPRASEGMENTALS 
3 . 1  Stress 
Stress is NOT phonemic .  It occurs on the penultimate syllable of a word , except 
when the following suffixes are added : 
- ku I, me 
-mu you 
- na he, she, or definite 
- ta we ( incl )  
-mo already 
-pa stiU 
In such cases the stress remains on the penultimate syl lable of the word root . 
For example : 
' sapo 
' s apoku 
' ana 
' anamu 
' uma 
' umata 
I vavu 
I vavuna 
' peo 
' peona 
na ' r i a  
na ' r i amo 
house 
my house 
child 
your child 
father 
our ( incl )  father 
pig 
his, her pig 
below 
down below ( definite) 
have 
already have 
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3 . 2  Length 
Length is NOT phonemic .  What some have seen as vowel length in Kai 1 i  (Ledo 
dialect , Wurnbu 1975) ' corresponds to the situation in the Da ' a  dialect of Kai 1 i . 
There is not contrast of vowel length , but sequence of two vowels of the same 
quality . The contrast is between V in unstressed syllable and a vowe l in stres­
sed syl lable followed by a vowel of the same quality in an unstressed syllable . 
For example : 
' nas i 
ku ' 1 elJe 
, ta ra 
' nap i 
a name 
tired (used of pig after a chase) 
look at 
a name 
na ' s i i 
ku l e ' lJee 
t a ' raa 
na ' p i i 
wet 
chicken hawk 
pineapple 
narrow 
A further note of some interest is that a sequence of two vowels of the same 
quality is often a mark of a loanword in which a final consonant has been drop­
ped . Thus the Indonesian word seng zinc roofing � /see/ in Da ' a i teh tea � 
/ t ee/ ; j umaa t Friday � / j umaa/ ; and j i n demon � / j i i / o  
4 .  SYLLABL E PATTERNS 
Two basic syllable patterns exist in Da ' a :  
V 
cv 
' a . ku 
, bo 
I3 me 
and 
These two patterns combine to allow words of the following syllable patterns , 
ranging in length from one to a maximum observed word of seven syllables . Exam­
ples are as fol lows : 
NUMBER OF SYLLABLES 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
cv 
v . v  
v . cv 
cv . cv 
cv . v  
v . v . cv 
v . cv . cv 
cv . cv . cv 
cv . cv . v  
cv . v . cv 
v . cv . cv . cv 
cv . cv. cv . cv 
cv . cv . cv . v  
cv . cv . v . cv 
cv . v . cv . cv 
cv . cv . v . v  
cv . v . v . cv 
v . cv . cv . cv . cv 
v . v . cv . cv . cv 
v . cv . cv . cv . v  
cv . cv . cv . cv . cv 
cv . cv . cv . cv . V 
/ bo/ 
/e . o/ 
/a . ku/ 
/ma . ta/  
/pu . e/ 
/a . o . no/ 
/a . na . na/ 
/na . ra . t a/ 
/mo . t u . a/ 
/pu . e . na/ 
/ u . su . lJge . d i /  
/mo . mba . d i  . ka/  
/ ka . t u . vu . a/ 
/ ka . sa . e . na/ 
/n i . o . me . na/ 
/po . mpa . e . o/ 
/na . u . e . mo/ 
/u . j a . lJg a . l a . ?a/  
/u . e · lJg a . l u . ku /  
/u . j a . lJg a . l e .  i /  
/ ku . l i . mu . lJga . pu/ 
/ s a . mp i  . no . ra . a/ 
and 
day 
I3 me 
eye 
lord 
six 
his child 
arrived 
descend 
owner 
last rib 
put 
Ufe 
long time 
was swallowed (by him) 
morning star 
cried (tears) 
d:r>izz le 
coconut water 
sun shower 
fog3 mist 
rainbow 
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CV. CV . CV .  V . CV Isa . mpa . l a . i . pa l  in a moment 
cv . cv .  v . cv . cv Iko . re . o . va . l al canary 
cv . v . cv . cv . cv Ipu . a . �ga . ve . � i l  night before last 
6 cv . cv . cv . cv . cv . cv Imo . m ba . na . vu . sa . kal to drop 
cv . cv . cv . cv . cv .  V Ima . s i  . na . mpo . j a . ul sewing machine 
cv . cv . cv . cv . v . cv Ima . n ta . bu . n i . a . kal hide (something) 
cv . cv . cv . v . cv . cv lmo . m ba . bo . a . ra . ka l  open eyes (s lowly) 
cv . cv . v . cv . cv . cv Ina . n t a . i .  l u . sa . kal spit out 
cv . cv . cv . v . cv . v  I sa . �g a . sa . e . sa . el forever 
cv . cv . v . cv . v . cv Ika . sa . e . sa . e . nal forever 
7 cv . cv . cv . cv . cv . cv . cv Imo . m ba . vu . ne . �ge . sa . kal shake out 
cv . cv . cv . cv . cv .  v . cv I ra . po . s i  . go . l i . a . ka l  wil l  each rol l  up (some-
thing) 
CV . cv . cv . cv .  v . cv . cv I ra . po . s i  . su . a . ra . kal wi ll each insert 
cv . cv . cv . v . cv . v . cv Isa . �ga . sa . e . sa . e . nal forever 
Any syllable type may occur with any other type . Phonological words of more 
than two syllables having the v . v  pattern are rare . l a . o . nol six is an example 
but few others exist . lu . e . nga . l u . kul coconut water is a further rare example 
of v . v  pattern in words o f  more than two syllables . 
A few basic constraints exist governing the syl lable patterns possible in Da ' a .  
In general verb roots tend to be two syllable , most commonly CV . CV ,  with a few 
examp les of cv . v .  Words larger than five syllables are all verbs taking pre­
fixes and suffixes .  Very few words in the total lexicon begin with a vowe l .  
5 .  TENTATIVE  ORTHOGRAPHY FOR DA ' A  
Based on the above analysis , the following tentative orthography is suggested 
for Da ' a . The orthography suggested for Kaili ( Ledo dialect , which differs 
slightly from Da ' a) by the PDK (Wumbu 197 5 )  is also shown , followed by a brief 
discuss ion o f  the minor differences between the two sugge sted orthographies . 
PHONEMES TENTATIVE ORTHOGRAPHY PDK ORTHOGRAPHY 
I bl b b 
Ipl p p 
Idl d d 
I t  I t t 
Igl 9 9 
Ikl k k 
I ? I  
Imbl mb mb 
Impl mp mp 
Indl nd  n d  
I n t I  n t  n t  
Inj l nj nj 
I�gl ngg ngg 
Ivl w v 
l s I  s s 
Ij l j j 
Iml m m 
Inl n n 
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IrJI 
I I I 
I rl 
Iyl 
I i i  
lei 
lal 
101 
lui 
ng 
1 
r 
y 
e 
a 
o 
u 
ng 
1 
r 
y 
e 
a 
o 
u 
In addition to the above phonemes of Da ' a , the Ledo dialect has several other 
phonemes .  These are listed below with comments .  
Icl In Da ' a  this occurs in only a few loanwords from Indonesian . Most 
borrowings with Icl are changed to lsi when borrowed into Da ' a .  Thus 
Icamatl  � Isamal subdistriot government offioer. Ledo Icl � Da ' a  lsi  
a s  i n  Ledo Ico 1 01 � 150 1 01 matohes .  We propose the use o f  e in 
instances where loanwords are borrowed retaining the Ic/ . 
Ihl Ledo has a n  Ihl phoneme . Da ' a  alters loans with Ihl t o  I ? I , a s  i n  
Indonesian Ipahatl � Ipa?al ohise Z .  
IrJkl Present in Ledo , not in Da ' a . Ledo loans with IrJkl become Da ' a  Ing/ , 
as in IcarJko rel � Isanggorel peanuts . Other Kaili dialects have IrJkl 
where Da ' a  has IrJg/ , for example Morna ImarJkon i l  and Da ' a  ImarJgon i l  
eat . 
Incl In Da ' a  only a few rare Indonesian loans have retained Incl as in 
I bonc i sl � Ibonc i l  red beans . We suggest writing this as n e , as is 
suggested by PDK nvumbu 197 5 ) . 
Inyl This is not found in Da ' a . 
DI SCUSSION . As mentioned in section 3 . 2 ,  the present analysis differs s lightly 
in the treatment of long vowels . The PDK orthography lists phonemes of long 
vowe ls . In terms of the actual writing the analysis of long vowel vs . sequence 
of two similar vowels makes no difference . In either case these may be written 
as two vowels , as in ku 1 engee ohioken hawk . 
The present work suggests the use of w for the phoneme Ivl in Da ' a ,  while PDK 
suggests v for Kaili . The authors feel for the fol lowing practical reasons that 
Ivl is best symbo lised by W :  1 )  There is no contrast between Ivl and Iwl in Da ' a .  
2 )  Literate Da ' a  speakers already know the symbol w and when writing Da ' a  they 
spontaneously use w for the phoneme Iv/ . 3 )  v is NOT used in the Indonesian 
orthography . Hence to symbolise Ivl with v puts an unnecessary added load on 
the Da ' a  reader , who must transfer his reading knowledge of Da ' a  to Indonesian 
or vice ve rs a .  From a pure linguis tic view , v is perfectly acceptable . From a 
sociolinguistic viewpoint , we fee l w is more suitable . 
One phoneme is not represented in the proposed orthography of Da ' a ,  I ? I ,  while 
PDK includes this for Kai1i , us ing the symbol ' .  I ?I  does not have a high func­
tional load in Da ' a . Tests were made with people literate in Bahasa Indonesia 
to determine whether I? I needed to be symbo lised in Da ' a  or not . Texts using , 
for I?I and others without any symbolisation of I?I  were tested with a number of 
Da ' a  literate s .  Both texts were equally readable . From a practical point of 
view , therefore ,  we suggest not symbolis ing I ?I in the Da ' a  orthography . Tests 
show it is not needed . While ' is used in a few Indone sian words borrowed from 
Arabic , such as j uma ' at Friday , this symbo l is often omitted , as in j umaat 
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Friday . B y  not symboli sing / ?/ i n  Da ' a  orthography , new readers have one less 
symbol to learn . 
6 .  SAMPLE  TEXT I N  DA ' A  
The following text is given in phonetic and phonemic transcription as wel l  as 
in the proposed orthography . A free English translation follows . 
[ na ' � u l i 
/na�u l i 
Nangu I i  
' vavu ' �gga 
vavu �ga 
[ ' a su ' bo ' vavu ' �ga  ' kayu] 
/asu  bo vavu �ga kayu/ 
Asu bo wawu ngga kayu 
' kayu , ' da?a  ma ' ma l a  ra l raga 
kayu , da?a  mama l a  ra raga 
wawu ngga kayu , daa mama l a  ra raga nu  asu . 
nu  
nu 
ma ' ma l a ] [ n  i I U I i na ' da?a  ma ' ma l a  ka ra ' raga]  [ na ' �u l  i 
mama l a/ /n i u l  i na da?a  mama l a  ka ra raga/ /na� u l  i 
mama l a .  N i u l  i na daa mama l a  ka ra raga . Nang u l  i 
' as u ]  [ na ' �u l  i ' a su  
asu/ /na�u l  i a su 
Nang u l  i a su 
' a su ma ' ma l a ] [ I da ? a  
asu  mama l a/ /da?a  
asu mama l a .  Daa 
ma ' ma l a  ' aku mu ' raga ]  [ ma ' ma l a  ku ' raga ]  [ ' ane ' da?a  ' i ko ku ' raga ra ' gese 
mama l a  aku mu raga/ /mama l a  kuraga/ lane da?a  i ko kuraga ragese 
mama l a  aku muraga . Mama l a kuraga . Ane daa i ko ku raga ragese 
' mompe ' ve ? i ]  [ ' asu n i ' d i kana r i  o�e na ' mompe ] [ ' vavu n i ' d i kana ? i  ' I e l ona]  
mompe ve? i /  /asu  n i d i kana r i  o�e namompe/ /vavu n i d i kana r i  l e l ona/ 
mompe we i .  Asu n i d i kana r i  onge namompe .  Wawu n i d i kana r i  l e l ona . 
[ no s i ' e l o  nos i ' e l o  nos i ' e l o  nos i ' nj apu ]  
/nos i e l o  nos i e l o  nos i e l o  nos i nj apu/ 
Nos i e l o  nos i e l o  nos i e l o  nos i nj apu . 
[ ' vavu na ' �e l o  ' asu  ' da?a  n i ' ratana]  
/vavu na�e l o  asu da?a  n i ratana/ 
Wawu nange l o  asu  daa n i ratana . 
[ ' da ? a  n i  ' e�ana ' soana] 
/da ? a n i e�ana soana/ 
Daa n i engana soana . 
[ ' a su na ' �e l o  ' vavu n i ' ratana]  
/asu  na�e l o  vavu n i ratana/ 
Asu nange l o  wawu n i ratana . 
[ n  i ' ratana ' vavu 
/ n i ra tana vavu 
N i ratana wawu 
n i ' raga ' raga ' raga n i ' raga ' sampe na ' ma l a ]  [ ' et umo I ve? i ' da?a  ma ' ma l a  
n i raga raga raga n i raga sampe nama l a/ /etumo ve ? i  da?a  mama l a  
n i raga raga raga n i raga sampe nama l a .  E t umo we i daa mama l a  i ko 
ku ' raga ]  [ ,  venu na ' ma l amo] [ na ' ma l a ka ' a supa n i ' baga nu ' a sumo ' i a ]  
ku raga/ /venu nama l amo/ /nama l a ka asupa n i baga nu  asumo i a/ 
ku raga . Wenu nama l amo? Nama l a  ka asupa n i baga nu asumo i a .  
' i ko 
i ko 
[ n i  ' soko nu ' a sumo , n i ' dag i nu ' a sumo ' vavu]  
/n i soko nu asumo , n i dag i nu  asumo vavu/ 
N i soko nu a s umo ,  n i dag i nu  asumo wawu . 
[ ' et u  ' vavu �ga ' kayu ' sampe 
/etu  vavu �ga kayu sampe 
E tu  wawu ngga kayu sampe 
na ' ma l a  ka ' asu ]  
nama l a  ka asu/ 
nama l a  ka a su . 
The Dog and the Wi ld Boar 
The wild boar said he oouldn ' t  be ohased by the dog. The dog said he oould 
ohase the pig. He (the pig) said he oouldn 't be ohased, and the dog said he 
oould (ohas'e the pig) . "You oan ' t  ohase me " (said the pig) . "I oan too " (said 
the dog) . "If (you claim) I oan ' t  oatoh you (let 's)  rub this medioine like 
this . " The dog put the medioine on the pig 's nose . The pig put some on the 
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dog 's tai l.  They looked and looked and looked for each other. The pig looked 
for the dog but couldn 't find him. He couldn 't smell  the dog 's odour. The dog 
looked for the pig and found him. He found the pig and chased and chased after 
him unti l he caught him. "You said I couldn 't chase you . How come I got you ? "  
The dog was able to fight the pig. He grabbed the pig and defeated him. And 
that 's how the wild boar was caught by the dog. 
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1 .  SEGMENTAL PHONEMES 
1 . 1  Chart 
P H O N O LO GY OF UMA 
Michael Mar tens 
The following is a chart of the segmental phonemes of Uma , l along with some 
notes and obs ervations . 
LINGUAL LABIAL LARYNGEAL 
Alv . Pal . Vel . 
nt nc IJk mp nas 
t k p , vl -CONT 
d j 9 b vd 
r 
n fi IJ m nas 
5 h vl +CONT 
I e vd -SYLLABIC 
i u high +CONT 
e 0 
a low +SYLLABIC 
The prenasali sed series of stops is problematic . These phonemes primarily 
occur : a)  in initial position , where they are the result of a verbal prefix 
IN-I  (e . g .  IlJkon i ' I  to eat , from IN-I + Ikon i ' l  to eat ; and Inca rumakal to hope , 
from IN-I  + I s a rumakal hope ) ; b) as the result of morphophonemic proces ses , such 
as that between a numeral and classifier ( e . g .  I roffipepa ' i two sheets of, from 
I ro-I two + Ipepa ' i to be wide ) . There are , however , unambiguous occurrences 
of these prenasalised stops , i . e .  ones that cannot be reanalysed : Idanc i l  bird , 
lon t i  ' I  ant , I l alJkol to be tall , I l ompe ' l  good. 
Papers in Western Austronesian lingui stics No . 4 ,  1 5 3-165 . 
Pacifi c Lingui stics , A- 79 , 1988 . 
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Note that the phoneme I rl is a separate line on the chart . While it would be 
' neater ' to place I rl in alveolar position with the +CONT ( and move I I I  to 
palatal position) , yet in matters of phonetic and morphophonemic rules , the I rl 
acts like a non-continuant . Thus the irregularity of the chart . 
The phoneme Ihl functions like a nasal in some respects . It is nasa1ised and 
causes the nasalisation o f  following non-front vowel s  (cf . 5 . 1 ) . 
The phoneme I I I  is retroflexed contiguous to non-front vowels . This retro­
flexed qual ity is dropping out of the speech of younger speakers .  
1 .  2 Examp 1 es 
I n  the l i st below, each phoneme is described , and two examples are given , one 
showing the phoneme in initial position , one showing it medially . 
Ipl voice less bilabial stop 
Ipuna ' i  to put in 
Inapal what 
It  I voiceless alveolar stop 
I t i l ua ' i  to vomit 
leatul rock 
Ikl vo iceless velar stop 
Ikanal must 
leukul bone 
1 ' 1  glottal stop 
Ibl 
Idl 
*neutrali sed word- initially 
I t u ' al to be old 
voiced bilabial stop 
I ba tual slave 
l i bo ' l  monkey 
vo iced alveolar stop 
Idool companion 
I l ad i  ' I  knife 
Igl voiced velar stop 
Igas i l  to be fast 
I rege ' l  mud 
Impl prenasali sed bilabial stop 
Impugal sago leaves 
I l ompe ' l  to be good 
In ti prenasali sed alveolar stop 
In t a l okul sweet potato 
lon t i ' l ant 
I� kl prenasalised velar stop 
I� koj ol vegetables 
I l a� ka ' i  sleeping platform 
Ij l voiced alveopalatal affricate 
Ij a ra ' i  horse 
laj el chin 
Incl prenasalised a1veopalatal affricate 
Inc i monou ' l  evening 
Idan c i l  bird 
lei voiced bilabial fricative 
leoo ' l  head 
I tueu ' l  to live 
lsi  voiceless alveolar sibilant 
I s i ol nine 
Ig a s i l  to be fast 
Ihl voiceless laryngeal fricative 
IhalJa ' l  name 
lmo ' ahul to hunt 
Iml voiced bilabial nasal 
Imat al eye 
Ikamal to be big 
Inl voiced alveolar nasal 
Inahol pandanus leaf 
Ikanal to have to 
Inl voiced palatal nasal 
Inanoal in front of 
Ih i na i  ' I  careless ly 
IIJI voiced velar nasal 
IlJonel earlier 
IlJalJal mouth 
Irl  voiced alveolar flap 
I r i al to be 
I t a raal toad 
I I I  voiced alveolar lateral 
I I  i ol face 
Imo l a l al spicy (mo ! a ! a )  
lal low central unrounded vocoid 
l a be ' l  sarong 
Ihaea ' i  command 
lei mid front unrounded vocoid 
lema ' I friend 
I be reeel lC/1JJn 
I i i  high front unrounded vocoid 
l i l a ' i  floor 
I t i n i ' l  to circumcise 
101 mid back rounded vocoid 
10 1 i l  to buy 
1 1 0 1 01 on top of 
lui high back rounded vocoid 
lu l el snake, worm 
I t u ku ' l  to fo l low 
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1 . 3  Contrast 
The following examples show the contrast of phonemes that are phonetically 
s imi lar . 
Ipl vs . I bl vs . Impl 
I bl vs . lei 
I t  I vs . Idl vs . In ti  
Ik l  vs . Ig l  vs . IQkl 
Ikl vs . I I I  
I I I  vs . its absence 
Inl vs . Inl vs . IQI 
I I I vs . I rl 
vowels : 
1 . 4  D i stri but i on 
l i pa l l  cockroach 
l i bo l l  monkey 
l i mpo l l  untorn� intact 
leeQ i l  to be dark 
leeQ i l  yesterday 
Ita  1 i I headband 
Ida 1 i I earring 
In t a l  i l  reZationship 
laokol pair 
I bagol to work 
laoQkol uphill 
laokol pair 
lao l ol aZso 
I tetua i l  to be poured out 
I tu l a i l  younger sib Zing 
Iha l al bark-pounding tabZe 
Ihaa l l  fork in stream 
IQ ka l i l ancel to Zean against 
laj el chin 
Imanu l l  chicken 
Imomanul to pound in a mortar 
ImonaQul to swim 
I I i al  very much 
I r i al to be 
I i I  i I I  to turn and Zook 
le I i I to be adorab Ze 
10 1 i I to buy 
l a l  i I I mat 
lu 1 i I I to say 
Segmental phonemes occur freely within the syllable and word patterns of Uma . 
The only exception is glottal stop , which exhibits the following peculiarities : 
( a )  Glottal stop is not contrastive word initially , that is , there is loss o f  
contrast between glottal stop and i t s  absence word initial ( c f . 3 . 2 ) . 
(b) The sequence #V I and I V I  do not occur . This includes the final glottal of 
glottalised word s .  Thus I k i  l ou l l  pine tree is an acceptable word type , but 
* / k i  l O l l ,  */k i o l U I I  and */ i l oul are not . 
( c )  Glottal stop may occur word final . cf . 3 . 3  for discussion . 
2 .  SYLLABL E 
2 . 1  Descr ipt ion  
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There are two type s o f  syllable s :  V and CV . Since there are n o  c losed syllables , 
there are no consonant c lusters and no final consonants . Affricates and pre­
nasalised stops are interpreted here as single segments , i . e .  /mp/ , In t i , /�k/ , 
/nc/ , and /j / ,  not /mp/ , In ti , etc . 
In keeping with the syllable pattern stated above , phonetically long vowels are 
interpreted as sequences of two or more syllables of the same vowe l ,  e . g .  
/mos i i ' / to be wet i s  three syl lables (CV . CV . V) . Vowel gl ides are here inter­
preted as sequences of two or more syllable s :  / re i / here , not */ re i / . This 
interpretation is consistent with the rule of penultimate s tress on the word 
base ( c f . 3 . 1 . 1 ) . 
Note the stre ss placement in the fol lowing example s .  From here on , stress will 
be marked in the examples . 
( l ) a .  /h i l o/ to see (CV . CV) 
b. / h i 1 6u/ to go (CV . CV . V) 
( 2 ) a .  /nc i�u ' /  to sprinkle (CV . CV) 
b .  /� kat i �uu/ dragonj1y (CV . CV . CV . V )  
I n  example ( 1 ) , the vowe l / i / is stres sed i n  / h f l o/ ,  since this is the penul­
timate syllable . But in the word / h i 1 6u/ , the vowel /0/ is the stressed one , 
because the /u/ is a separate syllable . Likewise in example ( 2 ) , the long /uu/ 
of /�ka t i �uu/  i s  two syl lables , and so the stress fal ls in the first lui . 
2 . 2  D i stri but i on 
Within a word base , the two syllable types may freely occur with the fol lowing 
exceptions : 
( a )  A sequence of three or more V syl lables never occurs , except in the case of 
loanwords or grammatically derived stems . 
(b) Word bases of four or more syllables (which , for the most part , are either 
loanwords or derived stems ) never begin with a V syllable . 2 
3 .  WORD BASE AND PHONOLOG I CAL PHRASE 
3 . 1 Penu l ti mate stress on  word base 
3 . 1 . 1  A word base is defined as a phonological/ lexical unit of two o r  more 
syllables , either simple or derived . Word bases include both content words 
(nouns , verbs and adverbs) and grammatical function words (prefix clusters , 
mUltisyl labic enc litics ) . In a word base , stres s  is always penultimate . 
SIMPLE NOUNS 
( 3 ) a .  /uda/ rain 
b .  /goa ' /  corn 
c .  fuel water 
d .  / t uaka/ older sibling 
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DERIVED NOUNS 
( 4 ) a .  /po- n i u- a ' /  bathing place ( from root /n i u ' /  to bathe ) 
b .  /p- i n-o�o/ bete lnut ( from root /po�o/ to chew) 
SIMPLE VERBS ( INCLUDING ADJECTIVE S )  
( 5 ) a .  /h i l o/ to see 
b. / tu l u� i /  to help 
c. / t u ' a/ to be old 
DERIVED VERBS 
( 6 ) a .  /h i l o i /  to look at ( from root /h i l o/ to see ) 
b .  /udaa/ to rain ( from root /uda/ rain) 
ADVERBS , DEMONSTRATIVES ,  ETC . 
( 7 ) a .  / retu/ there (near you) 
b. /mpu ' u/ very 
c .  I- dual class ifier for humans 
PREFIXES 
( 8 ) a .  /mpoka-/ causative change of state 
b. /mome-/  intransitive reciprocal 
ENCLITICS 
( 9 ) a .  /- p i d i /  still3 continuing to present time 
b .  /- ead i /  just3 mere ly 
c .  /- t aeo/ sudden realisation 
3 . 1 . 2  There are also grammatical particles in Uma of one syllable in length , 
whi ch have no autonomous stres s .  For examp le : 
( 10) a .  /-a/ I sg .  absolutive 
b .  I- i f  3 sg .  absolutive 
c .  /-ku/ Isg .  po ssessive 
d .  I-m i l  completive aspect 
e .  /mo-/ intransitive verb-ad j ective prefix 
f .  / to-/ relative pronoun 
g .  /h i -/ in3 t03 at 
3 . 1 . 3  In a noun phrase or verb phrase , the word bases and particles combine to 
form a unit with the following phonological characteristics : 
( a )  The word base that forms the nucleus of the phrase receives primary stress . 
This is of course the main content word . The stresses of all other word 
bases preceding it are reduced slightly . The stresses of all word bases 
fol lowing it are reduced greatly . 
(b) If the phrase ends in a two-syl lable enclitic or in two or more partic les , 
the final syl lable receives a minor stress . 
( 1 1 )  /h i - l o l o  eatu/ on top of the rock 
( 1 2 ) /h i - 1 6 l o-na/ on top of it 
(13)  /mome- poka- I ah i  1 /  to love each other 
( 1 4 )  /ha-dGa eadl / just one person 
( 1 5 )  / ra- tudG i l -m i - ta- ka/ it was taught to us 
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Notice in examples ( 1 1 ) - ( 1 5 )  the nucleus of the phrase (underlined) receives 
the main stress ( � ) , while those to the left rece ive a minor stress ( ' ) .  In 
( 1 5 ) , the final syllable of the phrase also receives a minor stress ,  according 
to rule (b) above . Note that in ( 1 1 )  and ( 1 2 )  the root / 1 0 1 0/ can be either 
marginal or nuclear , depending on the context . 
Two or more of the one- syllable particles occurring in a row are treated as a 
word base in matters of stres s :  
( 1 6 )  /to- h i - 1 6du/ the people in Lodu 
( 1 7 )  /hl - to- hamika l /  on the one half 
In ( 1 6 )  the two particles /to-/ ' relative marker ' and /h i -/ in, at combine to 
receive a penultimate stress on the I to- I . In example ( 1 7 )  the same two par­
ticles , occurring in reverse order , receive stress on the /h i -/ .  In both cases , 
this stress is a reduced one , s ince these particles are not and can never be the 
nucleus o f  the phrase . 
3 . 1 . 4  At first , stres s  may seem unpredictable in Uma because of the abundance 
of enclitic suffixes . There are such minimal stress pairs as : 
( 18 ) a .  [ ken i a ]  carry me ! 
b .  [ ke n ia ]  baggage (carried things ) 
( 1 9 ) a .  [ l Gnana]  its (the axe 's)  handle ho le 
b .  [ l unana]  a type of tree 
However ,  on further analysi s ,  these and other forms do have predictable penul­
timate stress on the word base . Derivational suffixes , such as the /-a/  noun­
forming suffix in ( 18b) , form a new grammatical stern . Thus a derivational suf­
fix become s part of the word base , and stress is placed accordingly .  
I n  contrast to this , enclitic suffixes , inflectional or aspectual in function , 
are not part of the word base . 3 In ( 18a) , the enclitic /-a/ ' l sg . absolutive ' 
does not affect the penultimate stress on the word base /ken i /  to carry . Like­
wise in ( 19a) , the / -na/ ' 3 sg . possessive ' is an enclitic and / l una/ handle hole 
is the word base . Thus : 
( 2 0 ) a .  /ken i a/ carry me ( from ( 18a» 
b. /keni-a/ baggage ( from ( 18b» 
( 2 l ) a .  / l Gna na/ its handle hole ( from ( 19a» 
b. / l unana/ a type of tree ( from ( 19b» 
( 2 2 ) a .  /na- h i l o  i /  he sees him 
b .  /h i 1 6- i /  to take a look at 
c .  /na-peh i 1 6- i a/ he takes a look at me 
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In ( 2 2a) , the enc litic I - i l  ' 3 sg. abso1utive ' does not affect the stress of the 
word base Ih i l ol to see . But in ( 2 2b) , the derivational suffix I- i f  ' locational ' 
forms a new stem , Ih i l o i l  to take a Look at , and causes the stress to move to 
the r ight . This new stem is used in a sentence in ( 2 2c ) . 
3 . 1 . 5  When two vowe ls occur in a row , the second of which is phonetically 
higher than the first , they act as a unit in stress placement . 
( 2 3 )  Ipa i eal feeding trough 
( 2 4 )  Ipae-al there is rice (/-al  is a verbalising suffix) 
( 2 5 )  Idaeo ' l  grave 
In ( 2 3 ) - ( 2 5 ) , the stress is actually (phonet ically ) on the antepenultimate 
vowel , although astute native speakers will still select the penultimate syl­
lable as the stressed one . This is an anomaly caused by the phonetic process 
of gliding to a higher vowe l .  
3 . 2  Vowel i n i ti a l  words 
Esser ( 1964 : 4 ) states that all vowel-initial words in Uma are glottal-initial . 
In our analysis , it has seemed better to conclude that there is neutralisation 
of contrast between glottal and its absence word- initial ly . Whether or not 
there is really a glottal stop at the beginning is a moot point . Historical and 
morphophonemic evidence are not conclusive . 4 In this paper , no word- initial 
glottal stops will be written . 
When a vowel-initial word base occurs as the nucleus of a phrase , an initial 
glottal stop is added . This acts as a transitional sound between the nucleus 
and the preceding word . Note how a glottal is added to the words lana ' i  and 
lonol in ( 2 6 )  and ( 2 7 ) . 
( 2 6 ) a .  lana ' i  chiLd 
b .  lmo ' ana ' i  to give birth 
( 2 7 ) a .  lonol six 
b .  Ika ' onol the sixth 
In contrast , partic les and words other than in nuclear pos ition do not receive 
this transitional glottal . In ( 2 8 )  there is no glottal before the I- i m i l  ( / - i l  
' 3 sg . absolutive , I-m i l  ' completive aspect ' ) . 
( 28 ) a .  I r atal to arrive 
b .  Irata  i m1 1  he arrived 
( 2 9 ) a .  lome i ' I  to swaL Low 
b .  Ina-po- i - ' ome i ' I  he swaLLowed it aLong with (something e Lse) 
Similarly in ( 2 9 ) , the I i -I ' concomitant prefix ' is not separated from the pre­
ceding Ipo-I ' transitive ' ,  but is separated from the main word base lome i ' I  to 
swaL Low. 5 
3 . 3  Word-fi nal g l ottal s 
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3 . 3 . 1  Esser ( 1964 : 2 ) was the first to note that Uma is not a " truly vocali c "  
language , by which h e  meant that not all words end i n  a vowe l .  A large per­
centage of content words end with a glottal stop . 6 Note the following pairs of 
words : 
( 30 ) a .  / uma/ no 
b .  /uma ' /  uncle 
( 3 1 ) a .  /mo- tomo/ to be heavy 
b .  /mo- tomo ' /  to be de licious 
( 32 ) a . /me-on t i /  to be sweethearts 
b. /on t i ' / ant 
( 3 3 ) a .  /aku/ a line of weaving 
b .  /aku ' /  I3 me 
This word- final glottal stop is an important phonological distinctive o f  Uma , 
and the minimal pairs above are just a small example of many . 
Words with final glottal stop have the following properties : 
( a )  Voiced and voiceless stops (but not prenasalised stop s )  medial in glottal 
final words tend to be preglottalised . This is more marked in speech of 
younger people (below about 12 years of age ) . Thus / hopo ' /  to s lap and 
/ l ad i  , /  knife are often pronounced [ ho ' po ' ]  and [ l a ' d i  ' ] .  
(b)  Derivational suffixes occur before this final glottal stop . Note the 
' movement ' of the final glottal in the following examples . 
( 34 ) a .  /ana ' /  child 
b. /mo- ' ana- i , /  to have chi ldren 
( 3 5 ) a .  / ra- tuj a ' /  planted ( said of seeds) 
b. / ra-tu j a- i , /  planted ( said o f  field) 
( 3 6 ) a .  /mo- n lu ' /  to bathe 
b .  /po- n i u-a ' /  bathing place 
When the I- i f  locative suffix is added to the roots /ana ' /  and / t uj a ' /  in ( 3 3 )  
and ( 3 4 ) , the final glottal stop o f  these roots occurs after the suffix . The 
same is true in ( 3 5 )  with the circurnfix /po--a/ the place of (Note also 
in all three examples the stres s  shifts with the addition of these affixes , 
since they are derivational ( cf . 3 . 1 . 4 ) . )  
This contrasts with the enc litic particles , which occur after this final glottal 
and do not affect the stress of the word base : 
( 3 7 )  /mo- ' ana ' i /  she gave birth ( cntr . ( 3 4b »  
( 38 )  /mo- nl u ' a/ I take a bath ( cntr . ( 3 6b» 
The addition o f  the enclitics I- i f  and /-a/ ( 3sg . and I sg . )  does not affect the 
position of the final glottal of the word base in ( 3 7 )  and ( 38 ) . 
3 . 3 . 2  This final glottal phenomenon is open to at least two interpretations . 
It can be viewed as a true consonant , or as a prosodic feature on the word base . 
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The latter is the interpretation followed in this paper . To view word-final 
glottals as consonants would violate the otherwise cons istent pattern of no 
clo sed syllables in Uma . It would also require the derivational suffixes men­
tioned above to be viewed as infixe s .  True , infixes are common in Philippine 
and Indonesian languages ,  but they are usually at the beginning of words , not at 
the end . The prosodic analysis does require the added complexity of positing 
two word type s (glottalised and non-glottalised) , but it explains the prosodic 
effect of this glottal on previous stops in the word ( 3 . 3 . l ( a» . 7 
4 .  I NTONATION AND H I GHER PHONOLOGI CAL L EVELS 
4 . 1  General character i s t i cs 
In general , Uma exhibits the fol lowing characteristics in its intonation : 
stres sed syllables tend to receive higher pitch , and pitch tends to drop at the 
end of an utterance . 
In connected speech , one or more phonological phrases (cf . 3 . 1 . 3 ) group together 
to form a pause group , which is defined by the following features :  the final 
phonological phrase of a pause group receives heavy stress ( If ) on its nuclear 
word and a higher pitch that remains level till the end of the pause group 
( �  ) .  It is followed by a short pause ( I ) .  
Pause groups in turn are grouped into a larger phonological unit , cal led here a 
phonological clause . A phonological clause is composed of one or two pause 
groups . There is a ris ing pitch fol lowing the major stress of the final phrase 
( �  ) ,  followed by a longer pause ( // ) .  
If 
The next-higher level of the phonological hierarchy is a sentence . The nucleus 
of the main predicate of the sentence receives a heavy stress and higher pitch ; 
fol lowing this there is a progres sive drop in pitch to the end of the sentence 
( � ) . 
� � � � ( 39)  k f ra k l ral 
a:pprox. 
haIJked i ' -damol I 
just a little 
napo- rae ' -m i l  tapo-mpuha- i bO ' oll 
a:ppropriate we make another marker 
-:-__ ---Jr---" pa i '  t a- l  una- i ' I 
and an edge 
j 
tape-n to ' o- i -m i l  
we stop 
___ -.J,.---" 
tom6 1 e-na 
side 
to i ll 
this 
--Jr--------------__ _ --.r::-----' t a ba- beh i bo ' o- m i  
we make also 
b6 ' 0-m i 
also 
l l.lna- nal 
an edge 
po_mpuha-nal 
a marker 
hi to-ha-mrka ' il pa r '  t aba- beh i 
on the (other) ha lf and we make 
After a whi le� when it is a:ppropriate to make another marker and edge� we 
stop this side and we make a marker on the other side and we make an edge 
and fold it.  
Thi s  example above is one sentence , composed of five phonological clauses (each 
ending with a long pause symbol) , in turn composed of 11 pause groups (each 
ending with a short or long pause symbo l ) , in turn composed of 21 phonological 
phrases .  ( In this example , enc litics are all j oined to their base word by 
hyphen s , so that a word is defined by space . )  
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Note that after the main predicate (underlined) the downward drift of the sen­
tence intonation ' overrides ' and suppresses the normal high pitch of the fol low­
ing lower units , e . g .  stress does not rise on I l una-nal or I t a- l up i  ' m il as one 
would expect if these words were in the beginning or middle of a sentence . 
4 . 2 Vari ant sentence types 
Besides the normal declarative type of sentence described above , there are sev­
eral variant types . In calling to someone or answering at a distance or in 
urging , the accent is shifted from the penultimate syllable of the final word 
base to the ultimate syl lable . 
( 40 ) /� �  No, it  was his older brother! 
( 4 1 )  Iba l� k i ta h i l ou h i - to�1 Friends, let 's go to my house!  
The normal stress o n  the underlined words above would b e  I tuaka nal his older 
brother and Ih i - t6m i kul to my house. But the stress is shifted in these exam­
ples because of the nature of the utterance . 
When correcting an inaccurate statement or when emphas ising , the sentence ends 
in a sudden rise of pitch instead of the normal falling pitch . The enclitic 
I- d i l  ' assertive ' ,  is often used in such cases . Note the following two examples . 
.-' 
( 42 )  I t u ru i d1 I He 's lying down, in fact (not sit as you suggested) 
( 43 )  IT ina  L i�  T f na L i n  d i ha�ol 
---' 
Lis 's mother. (No, I mean) Lin 's mother. 
( 44 )  I tom i d i -hana- l el It was real ly a house after all ! !  
When stres sing the importance o f  what is being talked about , the entire sentence 
takes on a more sonorous quality . Note this modification in the second part o f  
( 45 )  below. 
( 45 )  Ima radi ka 
[marad T ka i  
marad1 ka mpu 1 ul He was a nob leman. A nobleman indeed! 
5 .  PHONOLOGI CAL PROCESSES 
In connected speech , the fol lowing processes modify the basic pronunciation . 
5 . 1  Nasa l i sat i on 
Within a word base functioning as the nucleus of a phrase , non-front vowels 
following the nasals Im/ , In/ , Inl and I�I and the phoneme Ihl are nasalised . 
This process continues until another consonant is encountered . Front vowels 
and vowels in word bases that are not nuclear do not become markedly nasal when 
in s imilar environments . Note the phonetic transcription of the following three 
example s .  
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(46)  IhalJa ' nal 
(47)  Imo- ' ahul  
(48)  Ima i kol 
[ h alJa ' na ]  his name J J  J 
[mo ' ahu ] to hunt with a dog J J  
[ma i ko ] come here ! J 
5 . 2  De l et i on of g l otta l 
A glottal stop which is pronounced between two identical vowels in careful 
speech is dropped out or reduced to a laryngeal quality of the vowel in fast 
speech . Again note the phonetics of these examples : 
(49)  I t u ' u  i -m i l  [ t uu i m i ]  put it! 
, 
( 50 )  I l iu  �o ' o  i -m i l  [ l iU eoo i m i ]  He went by again 
., 
APPEND I X :  PROPOSED ORTHOGRAPHY 
The fol lowing orthographic symbols are suggested to represent the segmental 
phonemes of Uma . These are the symbols currently used by the few Uma speakers 
who attempt to write their own language . 
PHONEME SPELLING PHONEME SPELLING 
Ipl p lsi 5 
I t  I t Ihl h 
Ikl k Iml m 
1 ' 1  Inl n 
Ibl b Inl ny 
Idl d IIJI ng 
Igl 9 I I I  1 
Impl mp I rl r 
In ti  n t  lal a 
IlJkl ngk lei e 
I j l  j I i i  i 
Incl nc 101 0 
I�I w lui u 
This orthography is the same as that uti lised by Esser ( 1964 ) , except that for 
the phonemes Ij / ,  Inc/ , Inl and l u i ,  E s ser uses the symbols dj , n t j , nj and oe . 
Here these have been changed to conform to modern Indones ian spelling . 
Stres s  is not written , since it is predictable on the penultimate syllable of 
the word base . True , the stress placement is sometimes obscured , because 
enc litic suffixes are connected to the words they modify . But a native speaker 
wi l l  instinctively read tom i na as I tom i nal his house , and not as the meaning­
less * / tom i na/ . 
NOTES 
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l Uma (Pipikoro) is an Austronesian language , West Toraj an Family , located in 
western Central Sulawe s i , Indonesia . The author ' s  fieldwork was done in the 
central dialect , the vil lage of Kantewu 1 ° 4 5 ' S 1 19 ° 55 ' E ) . 
Research for this paper was carried out under the auspices of the Cooperative 
Program between Hasanuddin University and the Summer Institute of Linguistic s . 
2 If one takes the interpretation that all vowel- initial words are actually 
glottal- initial , then V syllables never occur word-initial . c f .  3 . 2  for dis­
cussion . Historically , V syllables in Uma have developed from consonant 
deletion : Ipael unhul led rice ( c f . Indonesian pa d i ) ,  I k i  ' i i i left side ( c f . 
Indonesian ke k i r i ) .  
3 Historically these enclitic suffixes were probably independent words and are 
now in the process of being ' drawn in ' to the word . 
4 In some cases , vowe l- initial words result from the loss of an initial consonant , 
e . g .  lah i ' I  to love ( c f .  Indonesian k a s i h ) and lana ' i  child ( c f . Indone sian 
kanak) . In other cases , there is no known consonant lost , e . g .  l a p u l  fire 
( Indonesian a p i ) .  
In the matter of morphophonemic s ,  ' vowel-initial ' words behave the same as 
the class of nasals and liquids ( i . e .  truly vowel- initial ) ,  and not as the 
class of stops , flaps and spirants . On the other hand , the restricted sequences 
#V ' and ' V '  ( discussed in 1 . 4b )  are both manifestations of the same phenomenon 
if one holds that vowel-initial words are really glottal-initial . 
s I f  one takes the interpretation that vowel-initial words are really glottal­
initial , then there is no need to pos it a transitional glottal . Particles , 
however ,  must be considered as vowe l- initial in either analysis . 
6 In general , proto- forms with final Ikl or Ihl are realised in Uma with final 
glottals :  I t a na ' i ground ( Ind . t a n a h ) , l a n a ' i child ( Ind . a n a k ) . PAN roots 
with final nasals are realised in Uma as non-glottal final : I ta n a l  bury ( Ind . 
t a nam) , IGdal rain ( Ind . h u j a n ) . 
7Esser ( 1964 : 2 ) says that this final glottal is "not really a consonant , but a 
certain way to end a vowe l " . He also notes that the related languages of 
Bada ' , Besoa and Rampi also have final glottals . In Uma , he notes that 
emphas ised speech tends to receive final glottals ( loanwords , independent 
pronouns , last word of exclamatory sentence ) .  
The prosodic analysis i s  also supported by native reaction . Although Uma 
writers take care to write word-medial glotta1s , which are true consonants , 
they are quite forgetful when it comes to writing word-final glottals ,  which 
are a mani festation of laryngeal tension of the entire word . 
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N O T E S  O N  U MA V E R B S  
Michael Martens 
1 . 0  I NTRODUCTI ON 
Uma is an Austronesian language spoken by about 1 5 , 000- 2 0 , 000 people , most of 
whom live in the southern part of Kulawi subdistrict , Donggala district , in the 
Indonesian province of Central Sulawesi . Salombe , Barr and Barr ( 1979 : 4 , 2 3 - 2 7 )  
classify Uma a s  a member of the Kaili-Pamona subgroup of languages ,  a term they 
coined to refer to the subgroup of closely-related language s found in the west­
ern part of Central Sulawesi . They coined this term to avoid the use of the 
term Toraj a languages , a broad term that has been used of languages in Central 
and South Sulawesi since Dutch colonial days . Es ser ( 1964) ass igned Uma to the 
Western Toraj a languages . Within Indonesia the term Toraj a is now used strictly 
to refer to the language group in the area around Rantepao and Makale , South 
Sulawesi . 
Fol lowing the prevailing custom , the name Uma is derived from the word for no , 
uma . P ipikoro , another name sometimes given the Uma language , is actually the 
name of the Uma homeland; it means "banks of the Koro ( Lariang) River " ,  which 
runs through the mountains where most of the Umas live . The Umas themselves 
never refer to their language as P ipikoro . The name Tobau is used by a small 
enclave o f  about 100 Umas who originated from the Kantewu about 70 years ago but 
who now live in the Seko language area of South Sulawesi . 
Nearly every Uma vil lage has its own linguistic peculiarities , but broadly 
speaking Uma can be divided into five dialects . 1) Winatu is the northern 
dialect , spoken in the village of Winatu and surrounding villages . Of all the 
Uma dialects it is the one closest geographically and linguistically to the Morna 
language spoken in Kulawi . 2 )  Tobaku ,  the western dialect , consists of the 
villages of Towulu ' , Siwongi and smaller vil lages in their vicinity . 3 )  Tolee ' ,  
the eastern dialect , is spoken in many small villages , including Onu ' , Koj a ,  
Morui , Porae lea , Lonebasa ,  and Kilo . 4 )  The Kantewu dialect i s  spoken in the 
prestigious village of Kantewu and also in several areas outside of the Uma 
homeland where Umas have settled , such as the city of Palu , the Gimpu and Palolo 
valleys , and the Seko area of South Sulawesi . 5 )  The Southern dialect ( some­
times cal led Banasu , Banahu or Aria) is spoken in the villages of Peana , Banasu , 
Mapahi ' ,  and other vil lages in the ir vicinity . Lingui stical ly , the Southern 
dialect is very close to the Kantewu dialect , but sociologically the Umas see 
the two as distinct . The data from this paper are from the Kantewu dialect . 
There are also some languages found in the province of South Sulawes i  in the 
Mamuju area due west of the Uma home land that are very similar to Uma . These 
include Sarudu ' ,  Topoiyo , and Towoni .  Uma speakers of Central Sulawesi fami liar 
with Sarudu ' cons ider it to be the same language as Uma . C learly these languages 
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are part o f  the Kaili-Pamona subgroup , and Sarudu ' for one is most l ikely an 
Uma dialect , but the exact status of this l anguage area is sti ll pending further 
investigation . 
1 . 1 Overv i ew of Uma 
Phono logically Uma has a typical 5-vowel system ( a , e ,  i ,  0 ,  u )  and a simple 
set of 21 consonants ( p ,  t ,  k ,  I (glottal ) ,  b ,  d ,  g ,  m ,  n ,  ny , ng , mp , n t , nc 
(prenasalised affricate) , ngk ,  j ,  1 ( sometime s retroflexed) , r ,  5 ,  w (bilabial 
fricative ) and h ) . Words are accented on the penultimate syllable of the stem. 
Like the other Kaili-Pamona languages ,  Uma has no consonant c lusters or word­
final consonants . It does , however ,  have a word- final glotta1isation phenomenon 
that occurs quite frequently . About half of the lexical roots ( not including 
functors ) in Uma have final glottal s ,  often forming minimal pairs with their 
non-glottal ised counterparts . For example : 
( l ) a .  uma no 
b .  uma ' uncle 
( 2 ) a .  mo tomo heavy 
b .  motomo ' delicious 
Vowel sequences are common in Uma , with each vowel acting as a separate syllable . 
In the following examples the accented syllable is in ALL CAPS . 
( 3 )  mosl i  I wet 
( 4 )  beAu I candlenut 
( 5 )  ka l oAa empty 
Examples ( 3 )  and ( 4 )  are three-syllable words , and ( 5 )  is a four- syllable word . 
In each case the accent fal ls on the penultimate syllable , that is , the penul­
timate vowel . In written Uma , some enclitics are attached to the word that they 
fol low , thereby obscuring the placement of accent on the base word for those not 
knowing the language . In the examples in this paper , most one- syllab le clitics 
will be connected to the previous word by hyphens and longer clitics will be 
written as separate words . 
In morphology Uma is a typical Austronesian language in that it has a focus 
system. Uma ' s  focus system is not a full-fledged Philippine type system , but a 
simple binary actor- or goal-focus system (with locative focus operating as a 
subsystem , see section 5 . 1 ) . Uma differs from the neighbouring Kai1i and Pamona 
language s in that it does not have any indication of realis/irrealis marked on 
the verbs . Perhaps as a partial compensation for this , Uma has an impres sive 
array of post-verbal clitics and particles . Because of its alignment of topic 
and non-topic pronouns , Uma has the appearance of an ergative language ( see 
Martens ,  M . P . , pp . 2 63- 2 7 7  in this volume ) . 
2 . 0  PRONOUNS 
The Uma verb system can best be understood if one begins with an understanding 
of the pronoun system .  The chart below shows the four sets of pronouns used in 
Uma . The first and second sets are affixes used on verbs : the clitic (or topic ) 
pronouns and non-topic actor pronouns .  The third set is po ssessive suffixes 
used on nouns . The fourth set is independent pronouns .  1 
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Chart 1 :  Uma pronouns 
singular 
1 
2 
3 
plural 
1 
2 
3 
1+2 
- --------
l .  
Clitic 
- a  
-ko 
- i 
- ka i * * 
- ko i * *  
- ra 
- t a  
--------
2 .  
Non-topic 
actor 
ku-
nu-
na-
k i -
n i -
ra-
ta-
--- --------
3 .  4 .  
Possessive Independent 
- ku aku ' 
- nu* i ko 
- na  h i ' a 
- ka i * * ka i ' * * 
- n i *  ko i ' * * 
- ra h i  ra ' 
- ta k i ta '  
- - ---- ---- - - -------------
*The possessives - nu and -n i are -mu and -m i in the 
Tobaku , Tolee ' and Winatu dialects . 
* *The c litic and pos sessive forms - ka i  and -ko i  are -kam i  
and - kom i , and the independent forms ka i '  and ko i '  are 
kam i ' and kom i ' in the Tolee ' and Winatu dialects . 
2 . 1  Cl i ti c  pronouns ( column 1 )  
C l itic pronouns occur after the predicate . They correspond to what i s  normally 
called topic pronouns in Phil ippine l inguistics , but this name is a bit mis lead­
ing .  They function like ' neutral ' pronouns , that is , they are the unmarked set 
and do not necessarily highlight anything . From a discourse perspective , the 
clitic pronouns mark old information . In syntax , they normally mark either the 
subj ect of an intransitive verb or the object of a transitive verb . (The pro­
nouns being i l lustrated in the examples below are in ALL CAPS in Uma and under­
l ined in the translation . )  
( 6 )  mo- ke no-A 
INT-run-I 
I run . 
( 7 )  nu-we ba ' -A 
you-hit-me 
You hit me. 
Note in ( 6 )  that the c litic - a  is the subj ect (actor ) I, and in ( 7 )  it is the 
obj ect ( goal ) me in the English gloss . 2 
2 . 2  Non-top i c  actor pronouns (column 2 )  
The non-topic actor pronouns are prefixes on verbs that mark the actor o f  a 
transitive verb when that actor is non-topic , that is , when the c lause is goal­
focus (G- foc ) . These non-topic pronouns are obligatory with G-foc verb forms . 3 
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( 8 )  KU- kon i '  
I (GF ) -eat 
I ate (it) . 
( 9 )  K I - po-ka- ' eka ' - ko 
we ( GF ) -TD-AFF-fear-you 
We are afraid of you. 
There is no overt marker of G-foc on Uma verbs . Rather it is the very presence 
of the non-topic actor pronoun that marks a verb as G-foc . 4 In ( 8 ) , for 
instance , the ku- prefix not only tells us that the actor is 1s , but also that 
the verb is G-foc , focusing on some aforementioned edible thing . 
The c1itic ( topic) and non-topic pronoun sets create in effect an ERGATIVE 
system. The c1itic pronouns are the absolutive , that is , the subj ect/actor of 
intrans itive verbs and the object of transitive verbs . The non-topic pronouns 
mark the ergative , that is , the subj ect/ actor of transitive verb s .  But the 
ergative pronoun set occurs only with the G-foc form of the verb and never with 
A-foc verb s ,  since by definition the ergative pronouns of Uma are non-topic . It 
should also be noted that the ergative pronouns mark not only agents , but any 
type of transit ive sub j ects . In example ( 9 ) , for example , the subj ect is not 
an agent but an experiencer - We fear you . 
2 . 3  Pos sess i ve pronouns ( column 3 )  
The pos sessive pronoun suffixes are technically clitics in that they do not 
affect the penultimate placement of stress on the root word . In the following 
examples note how the accented syl lable ( in ALL CAPS) remains the same when the 
possessive pronoun is added . 
( 1 0 ) a .  HAnga ' name 
b .  HAnga ' -NA his name 
( l l ) a .  TOm i house 
b .  TOm i - KU my house 
As Chart 1 reveal s ,  these possessive suffixes are virtually identical in spelling 
to the non-topic actor prefixes . The only difference is in the 1p ( k i - vs . ka i ) .  
The reason for this simi larity is that the non-topic actor pronouns historically 
developed from the po ssessive suffixes . In most languages of the Phil ippines 
and northern Sulawesi , as we ll as in many languages in Sulawesi , non-topic actors 
are marked by suffixes or post-verbal clitics that are identical with those used 
for possessive suffixes . Compare the Uma clause in ( 12a) with its equivalent 
in Kai l i  (Da t a  dialect ) : 
( 1 2 ) a .  Uma :  ku- ' o l  i once tetu  
I (GF ) -buy rice that 
I bought that rice . 
b .  Da t a : n i -o l i - ku ose 
GF/REALIS-buy-I rice 
I bought that rice . 
etu  
that 
Da t a  represents the more common non-actor focus pattern found in Phil ippine 
languages and most Central Sulawesi languages :  prefix ( e s )  indicating tense/aspect 
and focus (the n i - of Da t a  being portmanteau for G-foc and real is ) , and the 
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non-focused actor a s  a posses sive suffix ( -ku ) . Uma is different i n  that the 
non-topic actor has become a prefix , and probably as part of the same historical 
process , the G-foc prefix has been deleted . s 
2 . 4  I ndependent pronouns ( column 4 )  
Unlike the first three sets o f  pronouns ,  the independent pronoun set consists 
of self- standing isolable words . They are not as commonly used as the other 
pronoun sets . They have the following uses : 
1 .  To mark emphasis or highlighting : 
( 1 3 )  Hema to ma- dag i ,  HI ' A  to n- to ro ' . 
who REL INT- lose he REL AF-spin 
Whoever loses, HE 's the one that spins (his top) . 
( 14 )  Wae , pomporataa -ku AKU ' 
thus opinion-my I 
So, in MY opinion . . .  
2 .  To mark sentence theme : 
( 1 5 )  Ane HI ' A  we ' i  t u , hangaa na- ronu ' - ronu ' pue ' nga t a .  
if he earlier - simply he (GF ) - hack-hack owner vil lage 
As for HIM, he just went hacking away at the villagers . 
3 .  To highl ight a contrast between one character or group and another : 
( 16 )  T i na- na ng- kawah i up i ' ,  HI ' A  ntora h i  raha . 
mother-his AF-weed taro he remain in hut 
His mother weeded the taro, (but) HE just stayed in the hut . 
( 1 7 )  IKO h i  re i h i  kowo ' to bang i ,  AKU ' h i l ou h i  kowo ' to mo- rudu ' .  
you at here at grass REL dry I go at grass REL INT-fertile 
YOU stay here with the dry grass, I 'LL go to the green grass .  
4 .  This marking o f  contrast also functions to show a shift in the story l ine 
from a s ide point back to the main character ( see example ( 1 5 )  above ) : 
( 1 8 )  HI ' A  hana we ' i ,  ntora l ou m-po-ngoa ' - ngoa ' u ne ' pongko . 
he AS . 3s earlier remain go AF-TR-stare-stare under tower 
[The thieves were busy opening the door to the corral, } but HE all the 
whi le was staring up at the bottom of the tower. 
5 .  To identify a group or to state a name : 
( 1 9 )  Mepu l o  ngone , mo-hawa ' ma- ka i ,  KAI ' hancamoko 
morning earlier INT-plan PFT-we we coup le 
This morning we had a p lan, WE as a couple . . .  
( 20 )  R i a  to mo- ba l e ,  HIRA ' ko rao ' pa i '  bengka . 
is REL INT-friend they heron and buffalo 
There once were friends, THEY were the heron and the water buffalo.  
( 2 1 )  AKU ' to i -m i - l e  to ra-hanga ' Ka rampua . 
I this-PFT-tag REL 3p (GF) -name Karampua 
I am the one that is named Karampua . 
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6 .  As the obj ect of simple prepos itions : 6 
( 2 2 )  Ku- paka tu h i  IKO .  
I (GF) -send to you 
I send it to YOU. 
( 2 3 )  S u ra t o i  ngka i AKU ' . 
letter this from me 
This letter is from ME. 
3 . 0  TRANS I T I V I TY AND FOCUS 
As a general rule o f  thumb , verb prefixes that have the consonant p indicate 
transitive verbs , and verb prefixes that begin with a nasal consonant but lack­
ing p indicate intransitive verbs . In this section we will examine some of the 
overall characteristics of trans itivity in Uma . 
3 . 1  I ntrans i ti ve verbs 
There is no morphological distinction in Uma between adj ectives and intransitive 
verbs . Adjectives are morphologically the same as intransitive verbs . Intrans­
itive verbs are typically prefixed with mo- or one of its alternate forms , ma­
or me- . There is also a small class of common intransitive verbs that take no 
verbal prefix at all and a small c lass that takes the prefix N - . Examples of 
intransitive verbs are : 
( 2 4 )  mo- bago to work ( 2 7 )  geo ' to weep 
( 2 5 )  mo- l e i  red ( 28 )  bu l a  white 
( 26 )  mo- keno to �n ( 29 )  t u ru to lie down 
( 30 )  m- pongo to chew bete lnut 
( 3 1 )  n- t i  i '  to nurse (of a baby ) 
( 3 2 )  ng-o i to chew sugarcane 
( 3 3 )  me- ' eka ' to be afraid 
( 3 4 )  rna- s u I  i ' to be expensive 
Verbs prefixed by mo- (examples ( 24 ) - (26 »  can be either actions ( run , work) or 
states (red) . Verbs lacking any prefixes ( 27 ) - ( 29 )  can similarly be either 
actions (weep) or states (white ) . Verb roots that form their intransitive with 
a N - prefix ( 30 ) - ( 3 2 )  are typically actions with implied goals . The prefixes 
ma- and me- « 33 )  and ( 34 »  will be discus sed in section 4 . 1 .  
3 . 2  Trans i ti ve actor-focus  
There are two forms of trans itive verbs in Uma : actor-focus (A- foc)  and goal­
focus ( G- foc ) . A-foc verbs are typically prefixed with mpo- . This mpo- prefix 
is actually compo sed of two morpheme s :  N - , which acts as a ' verbaliser ' or 
actor-focus marker ( labe lled AF ) , and po- , signifying transitivity (TR) . 7 
- - -- - _  . .  _ -- - - - - -- - - -- --------------------------------, 
( 3 5 )  m-po- l i nea 
AF-TR-know 
to know 
( 36 )  m- po-weba ' 
AF-TR-hit 
to hit 
( 3 7 )  m- po- pa l  i I 
AF-TR-hunt 
to hunt for/search 
( 38 )  m-po- h i l o 
AF-TR-see 
to see 
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This mpo- prefix cluster is deleted i n  the G-foc form and replaced with one o f  
the non-topic actor pronouns . Even in A-foc , the po- part of the prefix i s  
deleted in certain circumstances , leaving only the N- . For instance , examples 
( 3 5 ) , ( 3 7 )  and ( 38 )  above appear also as ng - i nca , m- pa l i i ,  and n -c i l o . 8 The 
form in example ( 3 6 )  cannot be shortened to *N -weba ' ,  since consonant clusters 
are impossible in Uma .  It is possible that this particular po- prefix developed 
in Uma as a ' spacer ' to separate the N - from the verb root and thus avoid con­
sonant c lusters . 
A-foc verbs cannot be inflected for actor ( subj ect) . 9 The actor must be 
expressed by a noun phrase or independent pronoun or inferred from a context . 
A-foc verbs can be marked for goal by using c1itic pronouns (Chart 1 ,  column 1 ) . 
( 39 )  H i ra i  hante ana l boko ' M-PO-KEN I tuj aa ' , 
they with child behind AF-TR-carry seeds 
They along with the children who came later CARRIED the seeds . 
( 4 0 )  Aku ' to M- PO-KON I ' - i  u l u .  
I REL AF-TR-eat-him first 
I will EAT him first.  
( 4 1 )  Uma-a  do ta M_PO- ' U BA ' _ ko . 
not-I want AF-TR-carry-you 
I don ' t  want TO CARRY you. 
( 4 2 )  Tuma i - a-ma M-PO-PAL I I - i .  
come-I-PFT AF-TR-search-him 
I have come SEARCHING FOR him. 
In each of the above examples , the actor of the A-foc verb can be found in the 
context : they and the chi ldren in ( 39 ) , aku ' I in ( 4 0 )  and - a  I in ( 4 1 )  and ( 42 ) . 
The A-foc verb form is uSed in a variety of circumstances .  Primarily it is used 
when the actor or the activity of the actor is the topic of the sentence or when 
the actor is being contrasted or highlighted . For instance in example ( 3 9 )  the 
speaker is contrasting his own activity (I went on ahead and cleared the fields ) 
with that of the latecomers (They came later carrying the seeds ) . Example ( 4 0 )  
is a l s o  A-foc because of the emphatic , contrastive aku ' - I wi l l  eat him (not 
he me) ! 
Because the A-foc is not marked for person and number of the actor , it is used 
in circumstance s when , for syntactic reasons , the actor of the verb is assumed 
and not marked ; for instance : when embedded in a relative clause ( see example 
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( 4 0 » , when the verb is modified by an auxiliary verb ( see ( 4 1 ) , want TO CARRY) , 
or when several verbs occur in a series (example ( 4 2 ) , I have come SEARCHING FOR 
him) . 
Uma uses A-foc forms in many of the places where the English translation uses 
non- finite verb forms ( for examp le ,  the verbs ' to carry ' and ' searching for ' in 
the above examples) . 
3 . 3  Trans i t i ve goa l - focus 
In G-foc transitive verbs the mpo- prefix is deleted and in its place the verb 
stem is obligatorily prefixed by a non-topic actor pronoun (Chart 1 ,  column 2 )  • 
The goal of the verb is optional ly marked by a clitic pronoun j ust as with A-foc 
verbs . Compare the verbs in parts (a)  and (b) of the following examples . 
( 43 ) a .  H i  l a  to m- po-weba ' -a . 
he REL AF-TR-hit-me 
He 's the one who hit me . 
b .  Na-weba ' - a .  
he (GF) -hit-me 
He hit me. 
( 44 ) a .  Aku ' to m- po-we ba ' - ko . 
I REL AF-TR-hit-you 
I 'm the one who hit you. 
b .  Ku-weba ' - ko .  
I (GF) -hit-you 
I hit you. 
( 45 ) a .  H i ra i  to m- po-weba ' - ka i . 
they REL AF-TR-hit-us. 
They 're the ones who hit us . 
b .  Ra-weba ' -ka i . 
they ( GF) -hit-us 
They hit us . 
Examples ( 43 ) - ( 45a)  give examples of A-foc verbs , and ( 43 ) - ( 45b) give the 
corre sponding G-foc forms . � For example , in ( 43b) the prefix na- indicates 
that the subj ect/actor is 3s (he or she ) . Also the very presence of this pre­
fix indicates that the verb is G-foc , because na- is a non-topic pronoun ( see 
Note 4 ) . Thus na- is glossed he (GF) . Note carefully : this does not mean that 
na- is the goal . Na- means a 3s ACTOR , he/she ; but its FORM indicates that the 
construction is GOAL-focus . 
3 . 4  Chart of bas i c  verb types 
Chart 2 :  Bas i c  verb types 
Verba1iser/ Transi-
A-foc marker tivity 
INTRANSITIVE mo- # 
TRANS A-FOC N - ( po- ) 
TRANS G-FOC # non-topic 
pronoun 
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Clitic 
pronoun 
S -Actor 
T 
-Goal 
E 
M 
-Goal 
As Chart 2 shows , intransitive verbs and transitive A-foc verbs have something 
in common . Both typically begin with a nasal prefix (mo- or N - ) . This prefix 
functions as a verbali ser or a marker of A-foc ( intransitive verbs being A-foc 
by default , one might say) . G- foc verbs , on the other hand , dif fer from the 
first two types in that they do not have a verbalising prefix or the transitive 
po- of A-foc verbs . Instead G-foc verbs are obligatorily prefixed with a non­
topic actor pronoun . This fills the same s lot as the po- doe s in A-foc , because 
it too marks the verb as transitive . How , one might ask , does a pronoun mark 
transitivity? Because it is a non-topic pronoun marking G-foc . In Hopper and 
Thompson ' s  ( 1980 ) terms , G-foc clauses have more features of transitivity . G-foc 
verbs typically have definite and/or aforementioned goals/objects , are more often 
perfective in aspect , and are more often used on the event line of a narrative . 
All of this is true of G-foc verbs in Uma . 
3 . 5  Degrees of trans i ti v i ty 
Uma verbs do not seem to fit we ll into the s imple dichotomy of transitive vs . 
intransitive . Many clauses seem to belong to a " slushy middle ground" . Take 
the verb root kon i ' to eat for example . Eating is a transitive concept - when 
one eats there is always an obj ect eaten . But compare the following clauses : 
( 46 )  Ng-kon i ' - a .  
AF-eat-I 
I am eating. 
( 47 )  Ng-kon i ' l oka ' - a .  
AF-eat banana-I 
I am eating bananas .  
( 4 8 )  Ane doko ' - i  p i d i  m-po-kon i ' - ta , aku ' to m- po- kon i ' - i  u l u .  
if want-he sti l l  AF-TR-eat-us I REL AF-TR-eat-him first 
If he still wants to eat us� I wil l  eat him first !  
( 49 ) a .  H i apa l oka ' - ku ?  
where banana-my 
Where are my bananas ? 
b .  Ku- kon i ' -m i . 
I (GF) -eat-PFT 
I already ate (them) . 
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Example (46)  is an intransitive clause . No goal is expressed , the verb is pre­
fixed with the N- verbali ser/A-foc marker with no transitive po- , and the sub j ect 
is marked with the c 1itic pronoun -a I, the pronoun form that marks the subj ects 
o f  intransitive verbs . This clause focuses on the activity of eating ; it i s  a 
good reply to the query , "What are you doing? " 
In example ( 4 7 )  the clause has a stated direct obj ect (bananas ) but otherwise 
the syntax is identical to that in (46) . Is ( 4 7 )  a transitive clause? No , not 
really . The obj ect has been incorporated into the verb phrase , so the sentence 
can accurately be translated I am banana-eating . It is the activity that is 
being highlighted , just as in (46) . Example ( 4 7 )  is also a good reply to "What 
are you doing ? "  or to the query "What are you eating ? "  The obj ect is neither 
definite nor aforementioned . Constructions like ( 4 7 )  are called obj ect incorp­
orations and are quite common in Uma . Other examples are : 
( 5 0 )  Mo- t a p i o n ce- a . 
INT-winnow rice-I 
I am winnowing rice . 
( 5 1 )  M- pa l j l  po t u ru a - ku - a . 
AF-search bed-my-I 
I am s earching for a s Zeeping-pZace for me . 
Note the intransi tive prefix mo- in example ( 5 0 )  - intrans itive morphology pure 
and s imple , yet with a direct object ! Object incorporation is used when the 
obj ect is inde finite . No specific bananas are being discussed in ( 4 7 ) , no 
particular rice in ( 50 ) . According to Hopper and Thompson ( 1980 ) , clauses with 
non-definite ob j ects are less transitive than those with definite obj ects . And 
this is certainly the case with ob ject incorporation constructions in Uma . 
In contrast with ( 46 )  and ( 4 7 ) , examples ( 48 )  and (49)  are clearly transitive . 
The verb root kon j l to eat occurs twice in ( 48 ) , both times with the m-po­
transitive A-foc prefix cluster . The clitic pronouns attached to the verbs 
( - ta us and - j  him) are the direct obj ects ( goals)  of the verbs . The se obj ects 
are definite and aforementioned , being main characters in the narrative . 
Example (49)  is a dialogue between two people . In ( 49b) there is no goal men­
t ioned , but it is assumed because the verb is G- foc . Frequent ly Uma uses G-foc 
verbs where English uses an anaphoric pronoun for the direct object : k u - ko n j I 
(I ( GF ) -eat) = I ate [itJ . In other words , G-foc signals an aforementioned , 
definite obj ect . 
The above examples show that the mere presence of a direct object in the clause 
is not the only factor in determining if a verb is transitive or not . Example 
( 4 7 ) , with a stated obj ect is hardly transitive at all ;  but ( 49b) , with no 
stated obj ect at all , is actually the most highly transitive clause type . The 
definiteness of the direct obj ect and the focus of the verb are important in 
determining what verbal prefixes and what pronoun set to use . 
3 . 6  Ant i pass i ve 
In ergative languages the subj ect of a transitive verb , or ERGATIVE , is marked 
di fferently from the subject of an intransitive verb and obj ect of a transitive 
verb , together called ABSOLUTIVE . But in some ergative languages there is a 
kind of construction in which a transitive subj ect is marked as an absolutive . 
This demotion of the ergative to absolutive status is cal led an ANTIPASSIVE 
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construction . Since Uma has the appearance of a n  ergative language i n  the way 
its pronoun sets pattern , it also has a construction comparable to the anti­
passive construction . 
( 5 2 )  M-po- h i l o- i  romeha ' sakaea . 
AF-TR-See-he two boat 
He saw two boats . 
The verb in ( 5 2 )  is transitive A-foc , as shown by the m-po- prefix cluster . 
And the c lause has an explicit direct obj ect , two boats . The odd thing is that 
the subj ect/actor of this transitive clause ( the normal ly ergative category) is 
marked by the c1itic pronoun - i  he , which is supposed to be used for abso1utive . 
This is like an antipas sive . 
Antipassives indicate reduced transitivity in the clause ( Hopper and Thompson 
1 980 : 2 5 7- 2 58 , 2 68 ) , and this is the case here . The obj ect in ( 5 2 )  is referential 
but not aforementioned ; that is , the narrator has two speci fic boats in mind , 
but has not mentioned them before . In the story from which it is taken , this 
clause is introducing the boats into the story . This is precisely the type of 
situation where antipassives usually occur in Uma , in the setting of a story to 
introduce some person or thing . 
If the object/goal of a clause is definite , one usually expects a G-foc verb 
form , with the transitive subject ' properly ' marked as ergative , as in ( 53 )  and 
( 54 )  below . 
( 5 3 )  Na-h i l o romeha ' sakaea . 
he (GF) -see two boat 
He saw the two boats . 
Na- h i l o romeha ' sakaea toe . 
he (GF ) -see two boat that 
He saw the/those two boats . 
Both ( 5 3 )  and ( 54 )  are similar to ( 52 ) , except that the sub j ect is now marked 
by the non-topic actor pronoun na- he and the verb is thus G-foc . In a clause 
like ( 5 3 ) , the object is interpreted as definite and as sumed by the speaker and 
hearer , though this may be its first mention in the story . In ( 5 4 ) , the addi­
tion of the demonstrative toe that/those indicates that the object is afore­
mentioned as wel l .  
4 . 0  WORD- AND STEM- FORMI NG VERBAL PREFI XES 
Chart 3 displays the most common affixe s used to form verb stems in Uma . The 
chart does not indicate the co-occurrence restrictions that apply to the use of 
the various affixes . Note that columns 1 and 2 of Chart 3 are partitioned off 
with a heavy line . This is to mark the distinction between the affixes in 
columns 1 and 2 and those in columns 3 through 1 1 . Columns 3 through 1 1  show 
the makeup of the verb stem , while the prefixes in columns 1 and 2 are added to 
this stem to make a finite verb word . Intransitive verb words ( top third of 
Chart 3) are prefixed with mo- , me- , ma- , N- or �- . A-foc transitive verbs 
(middle third of chart) are prefixed with N- and sometimes po- . G-foc transi­
tive verbs (bottom third of chart) are prefixed with one of the non-topic actor 
pronouns , or else the te- non-volitional prefix . Note that a verb stem can be 
made into either a transitive or intransitive verb word , depending on the 
--- ---_._------
Column: 
INTR . 
A-FOC : 
TRANS . 
G-FOC : 
1 2 
mo- ,  me- , ma-
N- , �-
( INT) 
N- po-
(AF) (TR) 
ku- k i -
nu- n i -
na- ra-
ta-
(non-topic pn . )  
te- (NV) 
� (J 
§ 
Cha rt 3 :  Urna verb 5 tern and word � 
3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 
po- me- N- ka- 1 i - R - a  (VF) 
po- pe- pe- (RECIP ) (AG) (AFF) (REFL) 0 
( CAUS ) (ATT) pa- 0 - i (LOC) 
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prefixation added to it . Even stems formed with causative or transitive deriva­
t ional prefixes ( columns 3 and 4) can be made into intrans itive verb words by 
being prefixed with an intransitive prefix . 
( 5 5 )  R i a  kuasa-na to me - pa-ka- ' u r i  I .  
is power-his that INT-TD-AFF-get wel l  
He has power that heals . 
The root of the verb in example ( 5 5 )  is ' u r i  I to get we l l/to recover. From this 
root is derived a trans itive stem po- ka- ' u r i I to cause to get well/to heal by 
adding a transitive derivational pa- and affected ka- , and this stem in turn is 
made into an intransitive verb word with the intransitive prefix me- . 
It is also possible to analyse Uma verbs without reference to any verb word ; 
that is , to remove columns 1 and 2 from Chart 3 and insert them in Chart 4 
(p . 200) between columns 3 and 4 .  Such an analysis would make the word-forming 
prefixes constituents of the verb phrase ,  and also would make the verb stem a 
direct constituent of the verb phrase with no intermediary level . 
Before examining these affixes in detail , here are some examples of verb stems . 
The number above each morpheme refers to its column on the chart . 
( 56 )  1 2 1 0  
m- po- tok i 
AF-TR-ahop 
to chop 
( 5 7 )  1 10 
ku- tok i 
I (GF ) -chop 
I chop (it) (G- foc) 
( 5 8 )  1 3 5 1 0  1 1  
ra - po-po-h i 1 0- i 
3p (GF ) -CAUS-TD-see-LOC 
They showed it/It was shown. 
( 5 9 )  1 6 8 10 11 
mo-me- ka- l ompe- i I 
INT-RECIP-AFF-good-LOC 
to get along with each other 
(G-foc) 
4 . 1 I ntrans i ti ve mo- , me- and ma- ( column 1 )  
As mentioned in section 3 . 1 ,  mo st intransitive verbs begin with the prefix mo- , 
ma- or me- . There is no difference in meaning between mo- and ma - ;  both s ig­
nify simple intransitive verbs , with mo- being by far the most common form . 
Only a smal l  number of verb roots take ma- as the intransitive prefix , and most 
of these roots have a nasal consonant ( m , n , ny , or ng ) or h as the first con­
sonant . 11 Some verbs fluctuate between mo- and ma- depending on the speaker , 
such as examples ( 60f) and ( 60g) below . Here are a few common intransitive 
verbs that use ma- . 
(60) a .  ma-na ' u  to go downhi l l  
b .  ma - nake ' to go uphil l  
c .  ma- ngemo l to hunt for gold 
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d .  ma- ' anu ' to be swept away by water 
e .  ma- tantu  to be oertain (possibly borrowed from Indonesian ten tu  oertain) 
f .  ma- nawu ' /mo- nawu ' to fa ll 
g. ma- nangu/mo-nangu to swim 
In its recent past , Uma has apparently had the tendency to reinterpret many 
central vowels as o ' s ,  and so it is likely that mo- and ma- are variations of 
what was once a single prefix . 12 
The intransitive prefix me- has some functions different from mo- and ma- . Me ­
is attached to noun roots to make verbs with the meaning to searoh for/gather 
suoh-and-such : 
( 61 ) a .  ME-kaj u to gather firewood ( from kaj u wood) 
b .  ME-pae to harvest rioe ( from pae rioe ) 
c .  ME- bau ' to hunt for meat/go fishing ( from bau ' meat� fish) 
Another usage o f  me- is to detransitivise roots that are normal ly transitive . 
( 6 2 )  ME- ' ongko ' - ra-mo . 
INT- left-theY-PFT 
They left.  
( 6 3 )  H i  l ou - ra-mo h i  ra l a  wana ' ME-pal  i ' .  
go-theY-PFT to inside jungle INT-searoh 
They went into the jungle searohing. 
(64)  H i apa 
where 
Where 
ha r i mau to doko ' 
tiger REL want 
is the tiger that 
ME-kon i ' ?  
INT-eat 
wants to eat ? 
In ( 6 2 )  the root ' ongko ' means to lift� piok up as a transitive verb . When pre­
fixed with me- it becomes an intransitive verb with the meaning to leave� depart 
- to pick oneself up , so to speak . (This is exactly parallel to the Indonesian 
d i -angkat and be r-angka t . )  Me- has a ' middle voice ' function here , showing that 
the subj ect/actor is involved in the action . In example ( 6 3 )  the normally 
transitive verb pa l  i '  to searoh for , is made intransitive by me - . This high­
lights the activity of searching , not the obj ect being searched for , although 
the obj ect is quite clear in the context of the story from which this example 
was taken . Likewise in example (64)  the detransitivised form me- kon i '  means to 
go around eating or to be a oarnivore . 
4 . 2  Non-vol i t i onal te- ( column 1- 2 )  
Most o f  the prefixes that occur i n  slot 1 and 2 o f  Chart 3 ,  namely , the N ­
verba1iser , the po- transitive prefix and the non-topic actor pronouns ,  have 
already been described in sections 2 and 3 .  One final prefix remains ,  non­
volitional te- . G-foc verb forms must be prefixed with one of the seven non­
topic actor pronouns or else with the non-volitional prefix te- (NV) , which is 
pronounced t i - by some Umas . This te- prefix creates a G-foc verb with no 
expre ssed actor - in effect a passive participle that emphasises resultant state . 
It is s imilar to the ter- prefix in Indones ian . 
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(65)  ane ra-h i l o poj u-na  TE-wun i . . .  
if 3p (GF) -see gal l  bladder-its NV-hide 
If it is seen that its gal l  bladder is HIDDEN 
(66)  mo- ko re- i -m i  h i  ncor i 
INT-stand-he-pFT at side 
He stood beside the water 
bengka ng-ka- kamu p i ho '  to 
buffalo AF-AFF-hold sword REL 
buffalo holding an UNSHEATHED 
TE-wute ' -m i  
NV-unsheath-pFT 
sword. 
The verb form te-wun i in example ( 6 5 )  indicates that the gall bladder was hid­
den , with emphasis on the state , not the agent or the event . Similarly in 
example ( 6 6 ) , the sword was in an unsheathed state . 
The 3p non-topic pronoun ra- can also be used in a general or passive sense : 
they (non- specific ) did it/it was done , as in ( 6 5 ) , if they see/if it is seen. 
This usage of ra- and the non-volitional te- are similar in that neither mention 
the agent of the action . Ra- however emphasises the event , while te- emphasises 
the resultant state . The fol lowing pair of clauses , differing only in ra- and 
te- , illustrates the difference . 
( 67 ) a .  RA- ' unca- m i  wobo ' . 
3p (GF) -close-PFT door 
They closed the door/The door was closed (by somebody ) . 
b .  TE- ' u nca-m i wobo ' . 
NV-close-pFT door 
The door was closed (not open) . 
4 . 3  Causati ve po- ( column 3 )  
One prefix that has been reconstructed for Proto-Austronesian i s  the causative 
prefix *pa- . In Uma *pa- appears to have diversified and become several pre­
fixes . This has created several homophonous prefixes as wel l  as a bit of con­
fusion . After trying various analyse s ,  it seems best to me to posit three 
dif ferent verbal prefixes in Uma with the shape po- , as wel l  as one prefix pa- . 
The first type of po- is the transitive po- already discussed in section 3 . 2 .  
This is the po- found on Chart 3 column 2 ,  the one often prefixed to A-foe 
transitive verbs but always deleted in the G-foc forms ( see examples ( 3 5 ) - ( 4 5 » . 
Under discussion now is a second po- prefix , the causative derivational po­
(CAUS ) . It is prefixed to verb roots to form stems with causative meaning s .  
( 68 )  S a l  i '  tohe ' e  ra-PO - t uwu ' duu ' mo- baj a .  
enemy that 3p (GF) -CAUS- live unti l INT-light 
They kept that enemy alive unti l it was light. 
( 6 9 )  Wo r i ' tauna to kana ta- PO-kon i ' .  
many person REL must we (GF) -CAUs-eat 
(There are) many people that we must feed ( lit . cause to eat ) . 
The root t uwu ' to live become s po- tuwu ' to cause to live� let live as in example 
( 6 8 ) . In ( 6 9 )  the root kon i ' to eat becomes po-kon i '  to cause to eat� to feed. 13 
4 . 31 Some verbs use the po- causative derivational prefix in conjunction with 
the trans itive derivational prefixes pO- , pa- or pe- ( column 5 of Chart 3 )  to 
form their causative stems . There is no difference in meaning between popo- , 
popa- or pope- ; it is merely a matter of arbitrary verb c lasses . 
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( 70 )  Lad i ' tetu  kana nu- PO-PO- ncu l i '  h i  pue ' - na . 
knife that must YOU (GF) -CAUS-TD-return to owner-its 
You must return ( l i t .  cause to return) that knife to its owner. 
( 7 1 )  To-peda ' ra-PO-PA-na ' u  ngka i r a l a kapa l . 
person-sick 3p (GF) -CAUS-TD-descend from inside aeroplane 
They took the sick person down ( l it . caused to descend) out of the aero­
plane. 
( 7 2 )  Tauna toe r i a  na-PO-PE- n to ' o  
people those there he (GF) -CAUS-TD-stop 
The chief made those peop le over there 
kapa 1 a '  • 
chief 
stop (working) .  
Examples (70) , ( 71 )  and ( 7 2 )  all contain examples of verb roots that are basic­
al ly intransitive ( ncu l i '  to return/go home , na ' u  to descend and n to ' o  to stop) 
to which have been added the causative derivational po- and a transitive deriv­
ational prefix pO- , pa- or pe- . The resultant stems mean : po- po- ncu l i '  to take 
(something) back/cause (something) to be returned , po-pa-na ' u  to cause (some­
thing) to descend , and po- pe-nto ' o  to cause (somebody ) to stop . 
4 . 32 When prefixed to nouns , the causative derivational po- has the particular 
function of making verb stems with the meaning to use as such-and-such. This 
is comparable to what is called purposive aspect in Da ' a .  
( 7 3 )  Rau tetu  ra-PO- ' u ta . 
leaf that 3p (GF) -cAus-vegetable 
Those leaves are used for vegetab les . 
( 74 )  Ane r i a ana ' marad i ka ,  ku-PO- tob i ne .  
if is child nobleman I (GF) -CAUS-woman 
If there is a nobleman 's daughter� I wi ll marry her. 
The noun u ta means a cooked vegetable dish . ��en causative po- is added , the 
resultant verb stem po- ' u ta means to use as a vegetable dish , as seen in example 
( 74 ) . Similarly tob i ne woman/wife in ( 7 4 )  become s po- tob i ne use as a woman/ 
wife , that is , to marry or have sexual relations with . 
For other uses of the po- causative derivational prefix , see sections 4 . 52 (used 
with transitive derivational pa- ) , 4 . 6  (used with me- reciprocal ) and 4 . 82 (used 
with the affected prefix ka- ) . 
4 . 4  Attempti ve pe- ( column 4 )  
The attemptive pe- prefix (ATT) has the basic meaning o f  intention o r  deliberate­
ness or attempt . � It has the fol lowing uses : 
4 . 41 It is used to form transitive verb stems with the meaning to test out� 
de liberately try to do such-and-such. Compare the verbs in parts ( a )  and ( b )  
o f  the examples below: 
( 75 ) a .  na- ' i nu 
he (GF) -drink 
He drank (it) . 
b .  na-PE- ' i n u  
he (GF) -ATT-drink 
He took a drink (of it) . 
( 7 6 ) a .  na- kon i '  
he (GF) -eat 
He ate (it) . 
b .  na- PE-kon i '  
he (GF) -ATT-eat 
He took a taste (of it) . 
( 77 ) a . na-kamu 
he (GF)  -hold 
He held (it) . 
b .  na- PE-kamu 
he (GF ) -ATT-ho ld 
He (experimentally )  took hold (of it) . 
( 78 ) a .  na- tad i 
he (GF) -discard 
He discarded (it) . 
b .  na- PE-tad  i 
he ( GF) -ATT-discard 
He (forcibly) threw (it) out.  
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The above examples are all G-foc verbs with 3 s  actors . The first of each pair 
is the s imple verb ( for instance , ' i nu to drink in ( 7 5a » , and the second is the 
v
-
erb stem derived with attemptive pe- ( pe- ' i nu  to take a drink/to experimentaUy 
drink a li ttle of something) . In each case the idea of testing or deliberate­
ness is added by the prefix pe- . 
Attemptive pe- is used similarly with language and dialect names . The speakers 
of one Uma dialect , the Tolee ' dialect , are called To- t o l ee ' Tolee ' people . 
Adding the attemptive pe- prefix to this word creates a transitive verb stem 
pe- to- to l ee '  that means to imitate a Tolee ' person 's accent . Again the idea of 
deliberateness or attempting is involved . 
4 . 42 Another use of attemptive pe- is to indicate that the role filling the 
direct obj ect o f  the clause is different from the one that verb normally takes . 
Compare the verbs in parts ( a )  and (b)  of the examples below . 
( 79 ) a .  Na- saku wawu toe . 
he (GF) -hurl pig that 
He speared the pig. 
b. Na-PE- saku wa l o  toe . 
he (GF) -ATT-hurl bamboo that 
He hurled away the piece of bamboo . 
( 80 ) a .  Neo ' ra-wa i ' .  
don ' t  3p (GF) -give 
Don 't give (him anything) . 
b .  Neo ' ra-PE-wa i ' .  
don 't 3p (GF ) -ATT-give 
Don 't give (it to anyone) .  
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( 8l ) a .  Ku- h u bu i s u ro-ku h i l ou .  
I (GF) -order messenger-my go 
I ordered my messenger to go. 
b .  Ku- PE- hubu i m- po- pateh i tuaka-na . 
I (GF) -ATT-order AF-TR-kiZZ  brother-his 
I ordered (someone) to kiZZ his oZder brother. 
In examples ( 79 ) - ( 8la) we see the direct obj ect normally expected with each 
verb : He speared THE PIG (goal ) , Don 't give [it) to HIM (recipient ) , and I 
ordered my MESSENGER (goal ) . But in ( 79 ) - ( 8lb) , the addition of attemptive pe­
alerts us to the fact that a different role is now filling the direct obj ect 
s lot of the clause : He hurZed THE BAMBOO (patient or instrument ) ,  Don ' t  give IT 
(patient ) , and I ordered TO KILL ( content ) . The attemptive/manipulative meaning 
of pe- promotes to direct object the obj ect being manipulated or moved . 
4 . 43 When combined with the locative suffix - i  ( see section 5 . 1 ) , attemptive 
pe- forms stems that mean to de Ziberate Zy do such-and-such or to work around at 
doing such-and-such. Again compare parts ( a )  and (b) in the examples below . 
( 82 ) a .  Na- h i l o . 
he (GF) -see 
He saw (it) . 
b .  Na-PE-h i l o- i .  
he (GF) -ATT-see-LOc 
He Zooked at/went to see (it) . 
( 83 ) a .  Na- ' epe . 
he ( GF) -hear 
He heard (it) . 
b .  Na-PE- ' epe- i .  
he (GF) -ATT-hear-LOc 
He Zistened to (it) . 
( 84 ) a .  ru i 
thorn 
b .  N a- P E - ru i - i .  
he (GF) -ATT-thorn-LOC 
He dethorned (it) . 
4 . 44 Attemptive pe- can be combined with the causative derivational prefix po­
( section 4 . 3 ) to form a prefix cluster pope- with the meaning to request such­
and-such to be done to onese lf/to try and have someone e lse do such-and-such 
for onese Zf. 1s Again there is an attemptive/manipulative notion in such stems . 
While stems formed with pope- are formally transitive , the resulting verbs are 
almo st always used in A-foc and often in an antipass ive construction ( see 
section 3 . 5 ) , such as examples ( 86 )  and ( 8 7 )  below . The prefix cluster pope­
i s  glossed as REQ , requestive . 
( 8 5 )  Apa ' u l e- ku m- POPE- ken i wo ' o- i -m i  h i l ou .  
because worm-my AF-REQ-carry also-he-pFT go 
Because my worm has again asked to be carried somewhere . 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
( 86 )  M-POPE- t u l ung i - i h i  g u r u - n a .  
AF-REQ-help-he to teacher-his 
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He asked his teacher for help ( li t .  requested to be he lped to his teacher) . 
(87 )  Tuma i - ra-mo m- POPE-pa-ka- ' u ru ' h i  Yesus . 
come-theY-PFT AF-REQ-TD-AFF-We l l  to Jesus 
They came and asked Jesus to heal them. 
The prefix cluster pope- is always attached to transitive roots or stems , such 
as ken i  carry in ( 85 ) , and t u l ung i help in (86 ) . The verb root in (87 )  is ' u r i  I 
to get we l l/to recover ,  an intransitive root . So before the requestive pope­
can be added , a transitive stem must be derived using transitive derivational 
pa- and affected ka- ( section 4 . 82 ) . Thus ' u r i  I to get wel l  becomes pa-ka- ' u r i  I 
to cause to get well and then pope-pa-ka- ' u r i  I to request to be caused to get 
wel l ,  that i s ,  to request healing. 
4 . 5  Tran s i t i ve der i vat i ona l pO- , pa- , pe- ( column 5 )  
To continue the discussion started i n  section 4 . 3 ,  the third type o f  po- prefix 
found in Uma is the transitive derivational prefix ( abbreviated TD) . It is one 
of a set of suppletive prefixes ,  po- , pa- , and pe- . In general the difference 
between these three prefixes is merely one of verb classes . Some verbs take one 
prefix to form a transitive stem , some take another .  Often roots that take me­
in the intransitive take pe- in the transitive , and roots that take ma- in the 
intransitive take pa- in the transitive . In some cases each prefix does have 
its own special functions . 
4 . 51 Transitive derivational po- is attached to certain roots to make transi­
tive stems . 
( 88 )  Ku- PO - kono- i kuna 
I (GF) -TD-like-her AS . 1s 
I like her! 
(89)  Uma- a-pa m i ng k i  I n i - PO- doo . 
not-I-INC necessary YOU (GF) -TD-companion 
You don ' t  have to accompany me any longer. 
The root kono in example (88 )  is used as an intransitive verb ma- kono to be 
true, correct. In (88)  it has been made into a transitive stem by the addition 
of po- , and the resultant meaning has shifted to to like, prefer, be fond of. 
In (89)  the noun root doc companion is made into a transitive verb stem po- doo 
to act as companion/to accompany . 
For other examples of transitive derivational po- , see sections 4 . 31 (used with 
causative po- ) and 4 . 81 (used with affected ka- ) . 
4 . 52 The transitive derivational prefix pa- often forms transitive stems with 
a causative meaning . 
(90 )  Na- rumpu i newu- na na-PA-ha-ntuda . 
he (GF) -gather flock-his he (GF) -TD-one-group 
He gathered his flock, he made it into one group . 
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( 9 1 )  Neo ' - ta na- PA- r i  ' un e '  rewa dun i a ' . 
don 't-us 3s (GF ) -TD-under goods world 
Let 's not al low ourse lves to be controlled by worldly goods . 
Both examples (90)  and ( 9 1 )  show pa- used in a causative sense . In (90) , ha­
n t uda one group , is made into a derived stem pa-han tuda to cause to be one group . 
In ( 9 1 )  the root is r i  ' une ' , an archaic form of the locational under. 16 From 
this is derived the transitive stem pa- r i ' u ne ' to cause to be under or in a 
figurative sense to control, influence . 
Transitive derivational pa- is also used to derive stems with extended or fig­
urative senses . Compare the verbs in parts ( a )  and (b) of the examples below . 
( 9 2 ) a .  Napa to nu-nawu ' .  
what REL you (GF) -fall 
What did you drop ? 
b .  Hema to nu-PA-nawu ' ?  
who REL you (GF) -TD-fall 
Who did you trick (cause to fall) ? 
( 9 3 ) a .  Na- ' a J a '  u J e- na na- ken i h i J ou .  
he (GF ) - take worm-his he (GF ) -carry go 
He took his worm and carried it off. 
b .  Na- rua ' tau J e ru pa i ' - ka i na-PA-ke n i  h i J ou .  
he (GF) -find e lf and-us he (GF) -TD-carry go 
An e lf found us and escorted us away ( l it . caused us to be carried 
going) . 
The root nawu ' is used in its normal transitive sense to drop, let fall in (92a) , 
but in ( 92b) the addition of transitive derivational pa- signals a figurative 
sens e :  to trick, cause the downfall of. The same is true of ( 9 3a) and (93b ) , 
where the root ken i  means to carry and the derived stem pa-ken i means to escort, 
take (a person) someplace . 
With many Uma verbs , however ,  pa- has no clear-cut meaning . There is an arbi­
trary class of verbs that take pa- to form their transitive stem . Many but not 
all of these verbs use ma- as the ir intransitive prefix . Some examples : 
Intransitive : 
( 9 4 ) a .  ma- j ad i ' to become 
( 9 5 ) a .  ma- ngaku ' to admit 
Transitive : 
b .  PA- j a d i '  to create (something) 
b .  PA- ngaku ' to admit (something) 
There are still other verbs that require both transitive derivational pa- and 
causative po- to form a transitive stem : 
( 96 ) a .  ma- na ' u  to descend 
b .  PO-PA- na ' u  to cause to descend 
( 97 ) a .  ma- J a i  to leave 
b .  PO- PA- J a i  to make leave, chase away 
Some transitive verbs occur with or without pa- with almost no difference in 
meaning . 
( 98 ) a .  Kana  nu- to l i .  
must YOu (GF) -moVe 
You must move it. 
b. Kana nu-PA- to l  i .  
must YOU (GF) -TD-move 
You must move it.  
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Some Uma speakers prefer to use the derived stem pa-to l  i ( 98b) for moving some­
thing in a containe r ,  such as to move water from a bamboo container into a 
bucket ; whereas the s impler to l  i ( 98a)  they use for moving anything else , such 
as moving a book off a table . But there is not a clear distinction and speak­
ers di sagree about this . 
F inally , transitive derivational pa- occurs as an alternate of causative po-
in some verb forms . For instance , the intransitive mo- ' u r i  I to become weZZ,  to 
recover ,  can form its transitive stem either as po- ka- ' u r i  I (CAUS-AFF-We Z Z )  or 
pa- ka- ' u r i  I (TD-AFF-We Z Z ) , both meaning to heaZ, cause to become we Z Z .  Even 
members of the same family di sagree about which is ' correct ' .  
4 . 53 The third transitive derivational prefix , pe- , is used to form the transi­
tive stem of another class of verb roots . By and large , verbs of this class use 
me- to form their intransitive stem . The fol lowing examples all use Is actors : 
( 99 ) a .  Me- rap i I - a .  
INT-request-I 
I make a request .  
b . Ku  - P E - rap  i I . 
I (GF ) -TD-request 
I request (it) . 
( l OO ) a .  Me- t i bo ' -a .  
INT-flee-I 
I fZee . 
b .  Ku- PE- t i bo- i I . 
I (GF ) -TD-fZee-LOC 
I fZee from (it ) .  
( lOl ) a .  Ma- ' a h i  I -a .  
INT- Zove-I 
I am Zoving. 
b .  Ku- P E- ' ah i  I .  
I (GF) -TD-Zove 
I Zove (him) . 
A few verbs have pe- as an inseparable part of the stem , whether transitive or 
intransitive . These are probably frozen forms . It is interesting to note that 
these verbs have meanings that are compatible with the attemptive/deliberate 
meaning of the attemptive pe- ( see section 4 . 4  and note 1 4 ) . Note how the roots 
of the following verbs begin with pe . 
( 102 ) a .  me- P Ekune ' - a 
INT-ask-I 
I ask. 
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b .  ku-PEkune ' 
I (GF) -ask 
I ask (about it) . 
( 103 ) a . me- PEnau ' - a 
INT- learn-I 
( 104 ) 
(105 )  
I learn3 imitate 
b .  ku- P E nau ' 
I (GF ) -'learn 
I learn (it) . 
ku-PE rao 
I (GF) -try 
I try/test (it) out. 
ku- PEsoba 
I (GF) -try 
I attempt/try (it) . 17 
When words such as the ones in examples (102 ) - ( 105 )  are reduplicated , it is the 
root minus the initial pe- that is reduplicated . For example : Ra-pekune ' - kune ' 
(they-ask-ask) They asked and asked, or Ku-perao- rao (I-try-try ) I ' l l  give it a 
try . This is evidence that the pe- was not originally part of the root . 
4 . 6  Reci procal me- (column 6)  
The prefix m e - (RECIP ) is used to derive stems with the idea of reciprocity . I t  
is always used i n  conjunction with the intransitive prefix mo- ( column 1 of Chart 
3 )  or the causative po- prefix (column 3 ) . 
( 106 ) 
(107 )  
( 108) 
K i ta mo-ME - ka ' i .  
lets INT-REcIP-delouse 
Let 's delouse each other! 
Mo-ME-weba ' - ra-mo . 
INT-RECIP-hit-they-PFT 
They hit each other. 
Woto ha rao to na-po-ME-hume l a ' . 
body harao REL he (GF) -CAUS-RECIP-cross 
It was the trunks of harao trees that he criss-crossed. 
Examples ( 106) and ( 107 ) show reciprocal me- used in intransitive verbs . In 
both cases the intransitive mo- is present . Note in ( 107 )  that although we ba ' 
hit is a transit ive notion , the rec iprocal patterns as an intransitive , with 
the intransitive prefix mo- and the actor marked by a cl itic pronoun - ra they , 
indicating that it is the subj ect of an intransi tive verb . ( 108) is an example 
of reciprocal me- used in a transitive verb : He caused the two tree trunks to 
cross over each other. 
Another reciprocal prefix , s i - ,  is found in a few words in Uma , for instance : 
mo - s i - s a l a  ( INT-RECIP-wrong) to be different from each other/to disagree with 
each other. In the Kai li language , this s i - is the normal form of the recipro­
cal prefix . 
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4 . 7  Agent marker N- (column 7 )  
Some Uma verb forms have a medial nasal ligature N - . For lack o f  a better label , 
and to conform to the terminology used for Da ' a ,  I call this N- the agent-marking 
prefix (abbreviated AG) . The purpose of this prefix seems to be to highlight 
the agent or his activity rather than any obj ect or resultant state . Both 
phonologically and semantically , this is similar to the verbaliser or A-foc 
marker N- , and historically the two affixes are probably related . The two most 
normal usages of the agent marker N- are with affected ka- ( section 4 . 8 ) , and 
with locative - i  plus transitive po- ( section 5 . 12 ) ; and the reader is referred 
there for examples . 
One minimal grammatical pair has been found using this agent marking N - , and it 
involves the verb root por i to wipe.  
(109)  
( 110 )  
( 111 ) 
N t i napu oa ' to m- po-po r i  ta ' i  ana ' - ra . 
Ntinapu aLways REL AF-TR-wipe excrement chi Ld-their 
It was aLways Ntinapu that wiped up their chiLd 's excrement .  
Na- ' a l a '  n tehea na-po-po-po r i ta ' i .  
he (GF) -take rags he (GF ) -CAUS-TD-wipe excrement 
He took rags and used them to wipe up the excrement .  
Neo ' - a nu- po- po-M- por i ta ' i .  
don 't-me YOU (GF) -CAUS-TD-AG-wipe excrement 
Don 't  you make me wipe up excrement !  
Example ( 109)  shows the root po r i  i n  its simple transitive sense . Both ( 110 )  
and ( 111 )  have a derived causative stem based o n  this same root . The verb stem 
in ( 110 )  and ( 111 )  are identical except that ( 111 )  also has the agent marking 
N- . The difference is in the meaning : to use (as an instrument ) to wipe with 
(no N- ) vs . to make (somebody) do the wiping (with N- ) . 
4 . 8  Affected ka- (column 8) . 
The ka- prefix in Uma has a wide variety of uses with both nouns and verbs . 
The main ones dealing with verbs are covered here . The basic meaning of ka- is 
' affected ' (AFF) , that i s ,  it indicates that a patient has been affected by the 
action or state o f  the verb . This function is clear in some cases and obscure 
in others . Ka - usually occurs in combination with other affixe s .  The simplest 
example of ka- is the contrast between the intransitive verbs mo- l i bu '  ( INT­
utter) to utter/speak and mo- KA- l i bu '  ( INT-AFF-utter) to babbLe/to taLk insane Ly . 
Another interesting example is mo-KA-nganga ( INT-AFF-mouth) , based on the word 
nganga mouth , which means to stand with mouth agape. 
4 . 81 Poka-
When transitive derivational po- (column 5 of Chart 3 )  and affected ka- are 
prefixed to an intransitive stem that takes experiencer as subject , the result­
ing transitive stem also takes experiencer as subject . 
( 112 ) Ku- po-KA- ' ah i  ' - ko . 
I (GF) -TD-AFF-Love-you 
I Love you. 
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( 1 13 )  Ng - KA- l i moko danc i m-po - KA- ' eka ' teko ' . 
( 114 )  
AF-AFF-fly bird AF-TD-AFF-afraid trap 
The bird flew away J fearing the trap . 
Ana ' - ra to r a - po- KA- roe 
child-their REL they (GF) -TD-AFF-angry 
(If there are) children that they are 
upon them. 
ra-j ua - h  i . 
they (GF) -sick-LOC 
angry withJ they bring sickness 
Each of the three examples above uses a verb root in which the actor is an 
experiencer ( ah i ' love , eka ' afraid , and roe angry ) . These roots have been made 
into transitive affected stems by the addition of poka- . 
4 . 82 Poka- and paka-
The combination of causative po- ( column 3 of Chart 3) and affected ka- , when 
added to a verb root with a stative meaning , creates a causative affected stem . 
The meaning of such a stem is to cause to acquire such-and-such a state . Some 
Uma speakers use the transitive derivational pa- ( column 5 of Chart 3 )  instead 
of the causative po- in this construction , as mentioned in section 4 . 52 .  The 
choice between poka - or paka- is a matter of speaker preference . 1B 
( 1 1 5 )  
( 116 )  
Lapangan k a n a  ra- PO- KA- l anga . 
airstrip must 3p (GF) -CAUS-AFF- long 
The airstrip must be lengthened/be made long . 
Wo r i ' to-peda ' to n a- PA- KA- ' u r i ' .  
many people-sick REL he (GF) -TD-AFF-We ll 
He healed (caused to become wel l) many sick people. 
Mo- l anga  to be long and mo- ' u r i ' to get we llJ  to recover are stative verbs . 
The addition o f  poka- /paka- has derived causative affected stems , to cause to 
become long {er) and to cause to become we ll .  The verb in example ( 1 1 5 )  can 
alternately be pronounced ra- PA-ka- l ang a ,  and the verb in ( 116)  can alternately 
be pronounced ra-PO-ka- ' u r i ' .  
4 . 83 Mengka-
The prefix cluster mengka- or ngka- added to verb roots creates stems with the 
meaning to (de liberate ly ) perform an action on oneself. This prefix cluster is 
composed of intransitive me- (which is optionally deletable ) ,  agent marking N - ,  
and affected ka- . Mengka- i s  often used with the reflexive prefix 1 i - (REFL , 
column 9 of Chart 3 )  or one of its several allomorphs ( see section 4 . 9 ) . 
( 1 17 )  
( 118)  
( 119 )  
M E - N G - KA- ronto- i - m i  tau l eru . 
INT-AG-AFF- lose-he-PFT elf 
The elf vanished. 
ME - N G - KA-wun i - ra h i  r a l a jono ' . 
INT-AG-AFF-hide-they at in weeds 
They hid themse lves in the weeds . 
M E - N G - KA- l a- tad i -mo-ko ngka i 
INT-AG-AFF-REFL-discard-PFT-YOU from 
Throw yourself down from here ! 
re i . 
here 
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In example ( 119)  the root tad i discard is basically a transitive verb ( for 
example : ku- tad i I discard [it} ) . The addition of mengka- and reflexive I i ­
(here represented by the allomorph l a- )  derives a stem with the meaning to throw 
onese lf off (from a high p lace ) .  The basic meaning of ron to in ( 1 17 )  i s  to be 
lost, disappear. The addition of meng ka- thus means to have oneself disappear, 
make onese lf vanish. 
The prefix cluster meng ka- also has a transitive form peng ka- illustrated in 
( 120 )  and ( 121 )  below . Pengka- is composed of transitive derivational pe- , 
agent marking N- and affected ka- . In ( 120)  both the intransitive and transitive 
forms of the same verb are used , the former with (me ) ngka - , the latter with 
pengka- . 
( 120 )  
( 1 2 1 )  
T o  N G - KA- I a- t ad i , m- P E - NG - KA- I a- t ad i - i  ampa . 
REL AG-AFF-REFL-discard AF-TD-AG-AFF-REFL-discard-LOc stakes 
Those that flung themse lves off (the wal l ) ,  flung themselves on to 
sharpened stakes.  
Toe pa i '  n a - pe-ng-ka- ba ' i - i  wae wad i  ana l - na . 
that why she (GF ) -TD-AG-AFF-shut . Up-LOC thus just chi ld-her 
That 's why she just stopped talking to her child like that. 
The second verb in example ( 120 ) , m-pengka- I a- t ad i - i ,  is formed from A-foc N - , 
the prefix cluster pengka - , the reflexive 1 i - (here the form is l a- )  and the 
locative suffix - i  ( indicating that the goal of the verb is a location) on the 
root tad i to discard. The resultant meaning is to throw oneself off onto some­
thing , in this case sharpened stakes - not a very smart thing to do in spite of 
the elegant morphology involved .  Example ( 1 2 1 )  has a verb based on the root 
ba ' i to shut up/cease talking. The intransitive form based on this root i s  
(me ) ngka- ba ' i .  Example ( 1 21 )  shows the transitive form , which uses pengka- - i .  
Some verbs always are used with the prefix cluster (me ) ngka- . They have no 
s impler morphological form . These verbs are usually activities that an agent 
does to himsel f ,  for example : 
( 1 2 2 )  ngka- I i moko to fly 
( 1 23 )  meng ka-hu nca ' to commit suicide 
( 124 )  (me) ngka - ba ' i  to shut up 
4 . 84 Ka- - ;  
Affected ka- plus the locative suffix - i  forms a few stems that have the meaning 
to perform some activity in relationship to something. 
( 1 25 )  Napa to n i - KA- h i  l ou - I ?  
what REL YOU ( GF ) -AFF-go-LOC 
What are you going there for?/What [place) are you going to ? 
( 126)  Neo ' n u - KA- b i  bo-I-e I !  
don ' t  you (GF ) -AFF-naughty-LOC-TAG 
Don 't you mess around with that, do you hear! 
In example ( 1 25 )  the affected prefix ka- and locative suffix - i  are added to the 
verb root h i l ou to go , to form a stem meaning to go to/to go for some purpose . 
In ( 126 ) , the addition of ka- - i  to the verb root b i bo to be naughty/to act up, 
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makes a stem meaning to be naughty in regards to something/to mess around with 
something. 
When this ka- - i  combination is used with certain stative roots , the resultant 
transitive verb stems mean to be in such-and-such a state because of something. 
Such stems are always prefixed with the 3s pronoun na- i this na- does not refer 
to any partic ipant in the clause , but is similar to the vague meteorological it 
of the English it rained. 
( 12 7 )  Apa '  uda-a ngo n e ,  toe pa i '  n a - KA - beng i - I-a . 
because rain-VF earlier that why 3s-AFF-dark-LOc-I 
Because it rained earlier, that 's why I was caught in the dark/it got 
dark on me. 
The root beng i to be dark in example ( 12 7 )  is used as the base of the stem ka­
beng i - i  to be caught in the dark because of something. Because of the rain , the 
speaker had to pause on his journey , and as a result says , • . .  it got dark on 
me . 
4 . 9  Refl exi ve  l i - (column 9 )  
A s  mentioned i n  4 . 83 ,  the reflexive prefix l i - ( REFL) is almost always used in 
conjunction with the prefix cluster mengka- or pengka- , where it reinforces the 
reflexiveness of the action . While 1 i - is the most commonly occurring form of 
this prefix , the forms l a- ,  ra- , and t i - also occur . (The form of the reflexive 
prefix found in Da ' a  is t i N - ) . These allomorphs are partly created by euphony , 
but they could also be remnants of extinct affixes . The examples below are 
intransitive verb stems formed with reflexive 1 i - (or one of its allomorphs ) and 
(me) ngka- (INT-AG-AFF) .  
( 128) 
( 129 )  
( 130)  
( 1 3 1 )  
( 1 3 2 )  
meng ka- LA- tad i to throw onese lf off (root tad i discard) 
mengka- LA- ' u ra to retreat, pull oneself back (root u ra withdraw, go 
back) 
mengka- RA- ' u ba ' to put onese lf on another 's back (root u ba ' carry on 
the back) 
mengka-TI-wa l i to turn oneself into (something) /to change into (some­
thing) (root wa l i to become ) 
ngke- LE- beh i '  to flip oneself into the air (e . g. of a flea) ( from root 
beh i ' to snap ones fingers ) 
In all the examples above the reflexive meaning of 1 i - is evident in the gloss . 
Of particular interest is the vowel harmony in ( 132 ) . The vowels of both 
affected ka- and reflexive 1 i - have become e to agree with the first syllable 
of the root . Similarly , (129)  can be pronounced mengk i - l  i - ' u ra . 19 
5 . 0  DERI VATIONAL SUFFI XES 
In contrast to the fair number of derivational prefixes in Uma , there are only 
two derivational suffixes used on verbs : locative - i  ( LOC) and verb forming - a  
( VF ) . These two are true suffixes , not enclitics , because they become part of 
the stem , thus affecting the placement of penultimate accent on the stem. Also , 
when these suffixes are attached to roots with final glottals ,  the final glottal 
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occurs after the suffix . 20 Compare the following examples o f  3 s  clitic pronoun 
- i  ( ( 133a) , ( 134a» with the locative suffix - i  ( ( 133b) and ( 134b» . The syl­
lable receiving the main phrase stre ss is in ALL CAPS . 
( 1 3 3 )  a .  M-pa 1 i ' kuLUku- i . 
AF-search coconut-he 
He is searching for coconuts . 
b .  Bau ' toe ra-ku l uKU- i .  
meat that 3p (GF) -coconut-Loc 
That meat has been cooked with coconut. 
( 13 4 ) a .  Mo- ' Ana ' - i .  
INT-chUd-she 
She gave birth. 
b. Uma- ra mo- ' aNA- i ' .  
not-they INT-child-LOC 
They have/possess no chi ldren . 
Note that the c litic pronoun - i  he/she does not affect the accent on the root 
in ( 133a)  and ( 134a) . The locative - i  in ( 133b) and ( 1 34b) , on the other hand , 
does affect the stress . Also note that the final glottal of ana ' child occurs 
AFTER the locative - i  in ( 1 34b) ; whereas this stem-final glottal does not shift 
position when the enclitic pronoun - i  is added in ( 134a) . 
5 . 1 Locati ve - i (column 1 1 )  
The locative suffix - i  is found i n  many Austronesian languages ,  and n o  doubt 
developed from a locative preposition early on in the development and spread of 
the Austronesian languages . In Uma the form - h i  is used with some roots ( see 
section 5 . 14 below) ; while this form - h i  seems to function the same as the loca­
tive - i  it may have developed from another source . The Kaili languages , for 
instance , have a - s i  suffix that often corresponds to Uma - h i  (compare Kaili 
mate die , pates i kill with Uma mate die and pateh i ki l l .  
The primary purpose of the locative - j  i s  to indicate that one of the partici­
pants in the verb phrase is the LOCATION of the action of the verb , rather than , 
say , the patient . With intransitive verbs , it is the sub j ect that is so marked; 
with transitive verbs it is the object/goal (note again the ergative categor­
isation) . It is not accurate to say that - j  marks a third type of focus in 
addition to the A-foc and G-foc . Rather , the locative-focus function o f  - j  
works within the over-arching system of A-foc and G-foc . In the following 
examples note the contrast between verbs not using - i  (part a) and verbs using 
- j  (part b) . The locative - j  is in ALL CAPS . 
( 1 35 ) a .  Pae p u l u '  to ta- t uj a ' .  
rice sticky REL we (GF ) -p lant 
It was sticky rice that we planted. 
b .  Bonea kapa l a '  to ta- tuj a - I ' .  
fie ld chief REL we (GF ) -p lant-LOc 
(It was ) the chief 's field that we planted in . 
( 1 36 ) a. Na-po- po- ko re wat u  toe . 
he (GF ) -CAUS-TD-stand rock that 
He stood the rock up/made the rock stand. 
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b .  Na-po-ko re- I wa tu toe . 
he (GF ) -TD-stand-LOc rock that 
He stood on that rock. 
( 13 7 ) a .  Loka ' taha ' na-po- ' opa . 
bananas ripe he (GF) -CAUs-bait 
He used ripe bananas for bait . 
b .  Doa peka- na  na- ' opa- I .  
pole fishing-his he (GF) -bait-Loc 
He put bait on his fishing pole . 
In example ( 135 )  rice is planted ( t u j a ' ) , but fields are planted-IN ( tu ja-I ' ) . 
In ( 136 ) , a rock can be made-to-stand ( popoko re ) or used as a location to stand­
ON ( poko re- I ) . In ( 13 7 ) , bananas are used-as-bait ( po ' opa)  but poles are used 
to put-bait-ON (opa- I ) . This is the primary use of locative - i  in Uma , and it 
is quite similar to the - i  suffix of Indonesian (compare the Indonesian sen­
tence : Rumah i tu d i l empa r-I  ba tu  The house was thrown-AT with rocks ) . Locative 
- i can also be used with several different prefixe s .  
5 . 1 1  Mo- - ;  
The intransitive prefix mo- ( column 1 o f  Chart 3 )  plus locative - i  means to have 
or possess such-and-such. 
( 138 )  
( 139)  
(140)  
mo-w i t i - I '  to have legs (e . g. of a chair) ( from w i t i '  leg) 
mo- tob i n e-I to have a wife, be married. ( from tob i ne woman) 
mo- baj u-I  to have a shirt on ( from baj u shirt ) 
In such examples the LOCATIVE concept of - i  is used to encode relationships 
such as body-part (example ( 138»  or kinship ( 139) . 
5 . 1 2  Po- - ; and poN- - ;  
The transitive derivational po- plus locative - i  means to use as a place for 
doing such-and-such. The agent-marker N- is also used if the verb root i s  
transitive . 
( 141 )  
( 142 ) 
A l  i '  naho b i a sa ra-PO- tu ru-I  ba ra-PO-M-pu ' a i - I .  
mat pandanus usually 3p (GF) -TD- lie . down-Loc or 3p (GF) -TD-AG-dry-LOC 
A pandanus mat is usually used-as-a-p lace-to-s leep-on or used-as-a­
place-to-dry- (rice ) -on. 
Ra - po- po-ma i an i tu ra-PO -M- pekune-I '  
they (GF) -CAUS-TD-come spirit they (GF ) -TD-AG-ask-LOc 
m- paha ' a  bo l a ' . 
AF-carry lumber 
ba hema to 
who REL 
They summoned the spirits and asked them who had carried off the lumber. 
Example ( 141 )  has two 
intransitive root turu  
dry (something) in the 
uses agent marker N- . 
more figurative usage . 
examples o f  locative - i  with po- , the first with the 
lie down , the second with the transitive root pu ' a i  to 
sun. Note that this second verb , being transitive , also 
Example ( 142 )  shows the same po-N- - i  construction in a 
Normally the transitive verb ra- pekune ' (they-ask) takes 
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as its goal/object the statement asked: they asked [something} . But the po-N­
- i  construction with pekune ' indicates that the goal of the verb is the person 
asked , the source inquired o f .  So ra-po-m- pekune- i '  can be translated , they 
inquired of [someone} .  
5 . 1 3 Verbs that take experiencer as actor often form causatives using - i , in 
which the experiencer is then the goal . Such an encoding of experiencer as a 
locative is a phenomenon common in many languages .  
( 1 43 ) a . ku- h i l o  
I (GF) -see 
I see (it) . 
b .  ku- po-po- h i l o- I  
I (GF ) -CAUS-TD-see-LOC 
I show (him) /cause (him) to see . 
( 144) a .  ku- ' i nca 
I (GF) -know 
I know (it) . 
b .  ku- po-po- ' i nca- I 
I (GF) -CAUS-TD-know-LOC 
I cause (him) to know/I inform (him) . 
Note in the two above examples that the verb form in par� \a)  has an experiencer 
for actor : I see� I know. The corresponding verb in part (b) , a derived causa­
tive verb using the locative suffix - i ,  has an experiencer for goal : I cause 
HIM to see� I cause HIM to know. 
5 . 14 The locative - i  has the form - h i  with certain verbs . 
( 14 5 )  Iko-m i to m-po- t i me-HI  ohea pue ' . 
YOU-PFT REL AF-TD-cut-LOC road Lord 
You will be the one to clear/cut the Lord 's road. 
( 146)  Na- j ua-HI  mpu ' u-m i seta ana ' - ku . 
he (GF) -sick-LOC reallY-PFT demon child-my 
The demon made my child really sick. 
Example ( 1 4 5 )  uses the verb root t i me to cut/chop . Trees , brush and such can be 
ra- t i me chopped , but a road is ra- t i me- H I ,  the location that is chopped out. In 
example ( 146)  the nearly obsolete root j ua to be sick is made transitive with 
the addition o f  the suffix - h i : as in the examples in section 5 . 13 ,  the goal o f  
the verb i n  ( 146)  is experiencer : na- j ua-HI  he causes (someone ) to be  sick. 
5 . 1 5 A certain class of transitive verbs are suffixed with locative - i  when 
they are negated . Most of the verbs in this c lass have to do with sense exper­
ience or human ability . This use o f  - i  does not have any locative or other 
semantic function , but is a syntactic peculiarity of these verbs . 21 Compare 
the positive and negative forms of the verbs below , all Is G-foc . 
( 147 ) a .  ku- ' epe 
I hear (it) . 
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b .  uma ku- ' epe- i 
I don 't hear (it) . 
( 148 ) a . ku- ' i nca 
I know (it) . 
b .  uma ku- ' i n ca- i 
I don 't know (it) . 
( 149 ) a . ku- rata 
I obtain (it ) .  
b .  uma ku- rata- i 
I don 't obtain (it) . 
( 1 50 ) a .  ku-ku l e '  
I am able. 
b. uma ku-ku 1 e- i ' 
I am not able (to do it) . 
5 . 2  Verb formi ng -a 
The verb forming suffix - a  (VF) derives verb stems with a qualitative or exis­
tential meaning . When suffixed to nouns , the resultant intransitive verb means 
to be characterised by the presence of or for such-and-such to be present. 
( 1 51 )  
( 1 5 2 )  
( 153 )  
Neo ' ra-kon i ' ,  on t i - A ' . 
don 't 3p (GF) -eat ant-VF 
Don 't eat it� it 's anty ! 
Rege-A ' ohea- t a .  
mud-VF road-our 
Our road is muddy . 
Me- ' eka ' - a h i l ou apa ' tau-A.  
INT-afraid-I go because headhunter-VF 
I 'm afraid to go because there are headhunters . 
Examples ( 151 ) - ( 1 5 3 )  each contain a verb formed from a noun stem (ont i '  ant , 
r ege ' mud and tau headhunter) . Verb forming -a  derives intransitive verbs from 
these nouns that are often translatable into English using adverbs with a - y  
suffix (anty� muddy) . 
When suffixed to a verb root , -a  forms new verb stems with meanings different 
from but related to the meaning of the original root . Compare the verbs in 
parts (a) and (b) below : 
( 1 54) a .  ku- ' u l i '  
I ( GF) -say 
I said. 
b. ku- ' u l i -A '  
I (GF) -say-VF 
I guess/reckon. (or in some dialects : I sing) 
( 1 5 5 ) a .  na- k i wo i  
he (GF) -remember 
He remembered (it) . 
b .  k i wo i -A- i 
remember-VF-he 
He is conscious . 
6 . 0  OTHER VERB STEM AFF I XES 
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There are other affixes used to derive verb stems that are not included on Chart 
3 .  These affixes rarely occur , and they are not included because they seem to 
function independently of the affix ordering shown on the chart . I illustrate 
some of these affixes here . (The affixes in question are glossed merely with 
an asterisk . )  
6 . 1 Mpaki -/mpat i-
The prefix cluster mpak i - ( alternately pronounced mpat i - )  forms a transitive 
verb stem , always A-foc in my data , with the meaning to accuse of such-and-such. 
It is used with only a few root s . 
( 156 )  MPAT I - boa ' 
*- lie 
to cal l  (someone ) a liar3 accuse of lying 
( 157 )  MPAT I -j ampa 
*-greedy 
to accuse of being greedy 
6 . 2  Mpara- ( - a )  
The prefix cluster mpa ra- , often accompanied by the suffix - a ,  creates an 
intransitive verb with the diffuse meaning all sort of (things/people) doing 
such-and-such or such-and-such happening all over the place . 
( 158 )  
( 159 )  
MPARA- nangko-A doo-na h i  u e .  
*-float- * friend-his in water 
His friends were floating all over in the water. 
Na- h i l o tauna MPARA- bungku ' MPARA- bungku ' , 1 i ma- ra . 
he (GF) -see people *-stoop *-stoop five-they 
He saw people (going by ) all stooped over3 five of them. 
The root nangko means to float . In example ( 158 ) it is used with mpa ra- - a  to 
mean a bunch of things floating all over. Similarly in ( 159 ) , from the simple 
root bungku ' to be stooped over is derived mpa ra- bungku ' a bunch of (people) 
all stooped over. 
6 . 3  Ka- + col umn 1 + ROOT ( REDUP + LENGTH ) + -a  
A preclitic ka- (not the same a s  affected ka- ) and the suffix - a  can be added 
to a root , the first syllable of which has been reduplicated and the vowel 
doubled , to produce a stem that means more and more/increasingly such-and-such. 
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Prefixes from column 1 of Chart 3 that occur with the root are also retained in 
this construction . 
(160)  KA-mo- l aa- l angko-A 
*-INT-REDUP+LENGTH-tal l-VF 
become taller and tal ler 
In ( 160) the simple intransitive verb mo- l angko to be long has had the first 
syllable of its root reduplicated and lengthened , and the affixes ka- and - a  
added . The following example shows the same construction with the intransitive 
roots bohe to be big and pante  to be smart . 
( 16 1 )  KA- boo-bohe-A , KA- paa-pante-A .  
*-REDUP+LENGTH-big-VF *-REDUP+LENGTH-smart-VF 
The bigger he got, the smarter he got.  
6 . 4  Pot i - + ROOT ( REDUP + LENGTH ) 
The prefix cluster po t i - on a root with a reduplicated lengthened first syllable 
produces a transitive verb stern (always G-foc in my data) meaning to do such-and­
such over and over. 
( 16 2 )  
( 1 6 3 )  
Ra- POT I - SAA-sampe i pokowa ' - ra .  
they (GF) - *-REDUP+LENGTH-exchange pole-their 
They exchanged their carrying poles over and over. 
Na- POT I - PEE-pe- h i l o- i .  
he (GF ) - *-REDUP+LENGTH-ATT-see-LOC 
He went again and again to see (it) . 
The simple forms o f  the verbs in ( 16 2 )  and ( 16 3 )  without the pot i - REDUP+LENGTH 
are ra- sampe i they exchanged and na-pe-h i l o- i he went to see . In ( 16 3 )  the stern 
pe-h i l o- i (ATT-see-LOC) is first formed from the root h i l o to see , and this in 
turn becomes the base to which the pot i - REDUP+LENGTH construction is applied . 
6 . 5  Po- i - - i jpo-hi - - i  
Transitive derivational po- plus the embedded preposition i o r  h i  at , along 
with the locative - i  creates a root meaning to do such-and-such to something 
along with something e lse. 
( 164)  Uma muntu ' kutu to na- t i l o ' , hante woto rone na-PO-I- ' ome- I ' . 
not only louse REL he (GF ) -peck with body wren he (GF ) -TD-at-swal low-LOC 
It wasn 't just the louse that he pecked up, but he SWALLOWED the body 
of the wren ALONG WITH it! 
( 165 ) a . Na- ' a l a '  mpuga to uma t e - l u l u ,  
he (GF) - take fibers REL not NV-ro ll 
b .  na-putu ' - k i  wo to- na pa i ' na- PO- HI- tomo- I '  
he (GF ) -wrap-BEN . 3s body-his and he (GF) -TD-at-bind-LOc 
c .  hante  to te- l u l u .  
with REL NV-roll 
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(a)  He took the paLm fibers that were not roLLed up, (b) he wrapped 
them around his body, and BOUND IT UP TOGETHER ( c )  with what was aLready 
ro LLed up. 
In example ( 164) the transitive verb na- ' ome ' he swaLLOkled (it) , has po- i - - i 
added to it to make na- po- i - ' ome - i '  he swaLLowed (it) together with (something 
e Lse) . Similarly in ( 165 ) , na- tomo ' he bound (it) up plus po- h i - - i  give the 
form na-po- h i - tomo- i '  he bound (it) up together with (something e Lse) . 
7 . 0  THE VERB PHRASE 
All o f  the affixes discussed so far are attached to a root to form the verb stem 
and verb word , as displayed in Chart 3 .  The verb word in turn is the central 
unit of the verb phrase . 
Chart 4 displays the various elements that make up the Uma verb phrase . This 
chart is meant to be an aid to the reader , not a precise linguistic formula . 
As with Chart 3 ,  no co-occurrence restrictions are shown . Also , the negative 
and auxiliary verbs technically do not belong in the verb phrase formula , for , 
as will be seen in section 7 . 5 , the negative and auxiliaries are actually verbs 
imbedded within the verb phrase . But for ease of description , the negative and 
auxiliary are shown in Chart 4 so the reader can see how they fit into the l inear 
order of things . 
7 . 1  Before plunging into an abstract description of each part of the verb 
phrase , let us look at a few typical Uma verb phrases .  In the following exam­
ples , the number above each morpheme refers to the column in Chart 4 in which 
that part belongs . 
( 166) 
( 167 )  
( 168 )  
( 169)  
4 6 7 13 
Ane rata- i - p i  mpa i ' 
if arrive-he-coNT Later 
When he arrives 
4 7-8 10 11 13 
Tuma i me- nunu ' wada ka-ka i wo ngone . 
come INT-tree. bark just we-As . 1p earLier 
We just came here to gather tree bark earLier. 
1 4 5 6 
Bate rede ' oa ' - i . 
certainLy short unchangingLy-he 
It remained short. 
4 6 7 8 12  
Sepa- i -m i - d i - l e ! 
kick-him-PFT-CTR-tag 
Go ahead and kick him! 
Let us now make a few general comments about Chart 4 and these example s .  
Column: 1 2 3 4 5 
Preverbal 
adverb VERB PHRASE NUCLEUS 
Negative Auxiliary VERB I Postverbal 
bate verb STEM adverb 
certainly 
ntara (clitic ra�s�ng ( from mpu 1 u  
continuaZZy rule) Chart reaZZy 
3 )  oa ' 
anyway 
etc. 
Chart 4: Uma verb phrase 
6 7 8 9 
Clitic pn. Aspectual Clitics 
- m i  -d i 
(PFT) (CTR) 
- k i  
- a  I - p i  -wa (BEN) 
- i  s/he (CONT) 
- ra they 
- ta we (in) p i d i  stiZZ 
wad i merely 
damo just 
10 11 
Emotive 
Clitic pn. clitics 
-ko you ( s )  hawo (CM) 
-ka i we ( ex) hana (AS) 
-ko i YOU (p) tano ( SPEC) 
t awo ( INS) 
12 
Tags 
I e  
-e 
-e ' 
I e ' 
pe ' 
13 
Temporal 
adverbs 
mpa i  I 
later 
we i i 
earlier 
etc . 
N o o 
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7 . 1 1 Suppletive morphemes that belong to the same class are put in one column . 
For instance , perfective - m i  and continuative - p i  are both in column 7 ;  they 
cannot co-occur s ince their meanings are incompatible . Also note that columns 
6 and 10 are joined at the bottom . A c1itic pronoun from column 6 cannot co­
occur with a clitic pronoun from column 10 ; both of these columns of pronouns 
are really only one morpheme clas s ,  but certain of the pronouns occur before the 
clitics in columns 7-9 ( for example : t u r u- a-ma (lie-I-PFT) I am lying down) while 
certain other pronouns occur after these clitics ( t u ru-ma - ka i (lie-PFT-we ) We 
are lying down) . 
7 . 1 2 Each verb phrase has a main phonological accent , louder than the accent 
on the individual words within it . This phrase accent falls on the penultimate 
syllable of column 5 ,  the postverbal adverb , or , i f  there is no postverbal 
adverb , on the penultimate syllable of the verb stem itself in column 4 .  For 
instance , in example ( 168)  the verb phrase accent falls on the adverb oa l .  If 
this adverb were not present , the phrase accent would fall on the verb rede ' •  
7 . 13 Note that in general I hyphenate one-syllable c litics , but two-syllables 
I write as separate words . This i s  not to indicate any formal distinction , but 
to help break up some otherwise lengthy strings of clitics . Nor is my system 
of hyphenation in this paper intended to reflect Uma orthography . The question 
of how to write these clitics orthographically has long plagued me and Umas who 
have attempted to write their language . Examples ( 166) - ( 169)  written ortho­
graphically by my current rules are : 
( 166) a .  Ane rata- i p i  mpa i I 
( 16 7 ) a .  Tuma i menunu l wada ka-ka i wo ngone . 
( 168) a .  Bate rede ' oa ' - i . 
( 1 69 ) a .  Sepa- i m i  d i l e !  
7 . 2  Adverbs 
There are two c lasses of general adverbs in Uma : preverbal adverbs (column 1 )  
and postverbal adverbs (column 5 ) . Chart 5 lists the more common adverbs found 
in each set , with approximate glosse s .  
Chart 5 :  Adverbs 
preverbal 
bate oertainly� nonetheless 
ntora  oontinually 
neo l almost (temporal)  
l ako ' just (temporal)  
j au often 
soh i I quiokly 
b i l a '  already 
Postverbal 
mpu l u  real ly� indeed 
oa l still�  anyway 
rah i so� very 
mote indeed 
l au simply� just 
ten a again� further 
WO I O also� again 
am i I from the first 
I i a  exoeedingly 
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The preverbal adverb may be separated from the verb by a negative or auxiliary 
verb , but the postverba1 adverb always follows immediately after the verb . The 
verb and the postverba1 adverb together form the VERB PHRASE NUCLEUS , which 
receives the main phonological stress of the phrase . The postverba1 adverb is 
in a sense incorporated into the verb in much the same way as obj ect incorpor­
ation ( section 3 . 5 ) . Contrast the following two clauses ( syllable receiving 
phrase stress in ALL CAPS )  : 
( 170) a .  H i LOu- i -m i . 
go-he-PFT 
He went. 
b. H i  l ou WO I 0- i -m i . 
go also-he-pFT 
He went again. 
In ( 1 70a) the main stress of the phrase falls on the verb h i l ou go ; but in ( 1 70b) 
the adverb wo ' o  again is added , and the main stress thus falls on it . 
7 . 21 Besides the general adverbs listed on Chart 5 ,  there is also a host of 
specialised postverba1 adverbs . Most of these can be used with only one or two 
verbs , and they are used to create colourful or idiomatic expressions . Like the 
general adverbs , they are two-syllable morphemes and take the main accent of the 
verb phrase . Some examples are given below . The idiomatic English glosses 
given for each phrase below reflect only the meaning of the phrase as a whole , 
not the exact lexical content of the adverbs .  
( 1 7 1 )  
( 1 7 2 )  
( 17 3 )  
( 17 4 )  
bu l a  ngea ' 
white very 
very white/snow white 
ponu ' jongke ' 
full very 
brim full 
mo- ruhu ' ngehu ' 
INT-skinny very 
skinny as a rail 
mom i ' j i j u '  
sweet very 
very sweet 
7 . 22 Besides the two-syllable adverb morphemes noted so far , it is also possible 
to embed entire phrases or clauses into the postverba1 adverb slot . These are 
usually idiomatic in nature . In the examples below , the phrase embedded in the 
postverba1 adverb slot is in ALL CAPS . 
( 17 5 )  
( 17 6 )  
Mo- ro l i '  MPO-NTOLU MANU ' -m i  nono-na . 
INT-clean like-egg chicken-PFT heart-his 
His heart is as clean as an egg/He is sincere . 
Ra- doa H I  RAU ME- ' IMPO ' - i -m i . 
they (GF) -we lcome on leaf INT-intact-him-PFT 
They welcomed him on an untorn leaf (i. e .  gave him the red carpet 
treatment ) . 
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In example (175)  the phrase mpo- n to l u  manu l like a ahiaken egg is functioning as  
an adverb to modify the main verb mo ro l i I smooth3 alean. This phrase is embedded 
in the postverbal adverb slot , and so it i s  part of the verb phrase nucleus ; note 
that the clitic -m i is placed after this phrase . The main accent of the verb 
phrase falls on the word manu l .  The same pattern i s  seen in ( 176 ) , where the 
prepositional phrase h i  rau me l i mpo ' on an intaat leaf is filling the postverbal 
adverb s lot. 
7 . 3  Postverba l c l i ti cs 
A number of clitics follow the verb phrase nucleus . These can be divided into 
four categories : clitic pronouns ( column 6 and 10) , aspectual clitics (columns 
7 ,  8 ,  9 ) , emotive clitics (column 1 1 )  and tag clitics (column 1 2 ) . � 
The c1itic pronouns react morphophonemically with the aspectual c litics , causing 
vowel harmony and ordering changes . Given in Chart 6 are the forms for the 
clitics -m i perfective , -p i continuative , - d i contrastive , and - k i  benefactive 
with the seven different clitic pronouns . 23 
Chart 6 :  Morphophonemi cs of aspectua l c l i ti cs and c l i ti c  pronouns  
Perfective -MI 
Singular : 1 t uma -a-ma I aame 
2 t uma -mo-ko* You aa:me 
3 t uma - i -m i  S/He aame 
Plural : 1 t uma -ma- ka i *  We (ex) aame 
2 tuma -mo-ko i *  You (p) aame 
3 t uma - ra-mo They aame 
1+2 tuma - ta-mo We ( in)  aame 
continuative - P I  
Singular : 1 ane tuma i - a-pa If I aome 
2 ane tuma i - po- ko* If you aome 
3 ane t uma i - i - p .i If a/he aomes 
Plural:  1 ane t uma i - pa-ka i *  If we (ex) aome 
2 ane t uma i -po-ko i *  If you (p) aome 
3 ane t uma i - ra-pa**  If they aome 
1+2 ane t uma i - ta- pa** If we ( in)  aome 
Contrastive -DI*  
Singular : 1 t uma i - a- da In faat I aame ! 
2 t uma i - da-ko In faat you aame ! 
3 tuma i - i - d i  In faat s/he aame ! 
Plural : 1 t uma i - da-ka i In faat we (ex) aame ! 
2 t uma i - da-ko i  In faat you (p) aame ! 
3 t uma i - ra-da  In faat they aame! 
1+2 t uma i - ta- da In faat we ( in) aame ! 
Benefactive - KI 
Singular : 1 na-wa i ' - ka He gave [it} to me . 
2 na-wa i I - ko-ko He gave [it} to you. 
3 na-wa i ' - k i  He gave [it} to him/her. 
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Chart 6 (cont ' d) 
P lural : 1 
2 
3 
1+2 
na-wa i ' - ka-ka i 
na-wa i ' - ko-ko i 
na-wa i ' - ra-ka 
na-wa i ' - ta-ka 
He gave [it] to us (ex) . 
He gave [it] to you (p) . 
He gave [it] to them. 
He gave [it] to uS ( in) . 
*In some people ' s  speech , the vowel of the aspectual clitic 
remains i in the 2s , 1p and 2p forms of -m i and - p i  and in 
all forms of - d i .  Also , in the Tolee ' and Winatu dialects 
the pronoun forms - ka i  and - ko i  are - kam i and - kom i . 
* *For the 3p and 1+2 forms of - p i , some speakers say - rapo 
and - tapo instead of - rapa and - tapa , imitating the pattern 
of the -m i conjugation . 
Let us take the most cornmon aspectual clitic perfective -m i as an example . The 
base form in modern Uma is -m i , since this is the form found in most simple 
utterances with no clitic pronouns ( for instance , ot i -m i  (gone-PFT) aZZ  gone ) . 
But the form -m i occurs in the paradigm only in the 3 s . In all other cases the 
variants - mo or -rna occur . The -ma/-mo variants are the result of vowel har­
mony , the vowel of -m i changing to agree with the first vowel of the pronoun . 
But the changes are not regular . The 3p and 1+2 are not *- rama and * - tama as 
one would expect from simple vowel harmony , but - ramo and - tamo . From such 
irregularities and from comparison with the other Kaili-Pamona languages ,  it is 
obvious that *-mo used to be the base form and that only recently did the base 
form become -m i in Uma , probably by coalescence with the 3s pronoun . 
The asterisked forms on Chart 6 are those forms in which the vowel of the 
aspectual clitic does not change morphophonemically in the speech of some Uma 
speakers , for example : t u ru-MI-ko vs . tu ru-MO-ko ( Zie-PFT-yoU) (You) Zie down 
( imperative) !  The fact that this variation is present in present-day Uma is 
an indication that Uma is in the process of change . To me the most probable 
explanation of this variation is that the clitic pronouns in Uma are in process 
of drifting away the verb and becoming independent words . The three pronouns 
- ko you ( s) , - ko i  you (p) , and -ka i we , have for some reason drifted farther than 
the others , with the result that they now occur after the aspectual clitics 
rather than before . And for some Uma speakers at least , these three pronouns 
have drifted so far away that they no longer cause the vowel of the aspectual 
clitics to harmonise . 24 
7 . 31 Perfect i v e  -mi (column 7 )  
Many languages i n  Sulawesi have a perfective suffix o r  enclitic with the shape 
-m i or -mo . In Uma the base form of the perfective clitic is -m i , but the forms 
-mo and -rna also occur . 
( 1 7 7 )  
( 178)  
H i \ ou- ra-MO . 
go-theY-PFT 
They aZready Zeft . 
Bohu- a-MA mpa i ' .  
fuZZ-I-PFT 
I ' Z Z be fuZZ.  
( 179)  Bohe- i -MI . 
big-it-PFT 
It has become big. 
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The basic meaning of -m i is completed action . In all the above examples , -m i 
adds an element of finality or completeness of action . In examples ( 176)  and 
( 1 7 7 )  it i s  translated as already . In ( 1 7 8 )  the perfectiveness can only be 
brought out by an awkward translation like I wi l l  then be ALREADY ful l .  In 
( 1 79)  the addition of perfectivity to a stative verb bohe big indicates a change 
of state:  It has become big. 
The c 1itic -m i can also optionally be affixed to imperatives to strengthen the 
command . This is optional with transitive imperatives ,  but almost obligatory 
with intransitives and cohortatives . 
( 180)  A l a ' -m i ! 
take-pFT 
Take it ! 
( 181)  H i l ou - m i - ko i  h i  Peana ! 
gO-PFT-you to Peana 
Go to Peana! 
( 1 8 2 )  H i  I ou- ta-mo h i  Peana ! 
go-we-PFT to Peana 
Let 's go to Peana ! 
Example ( 1 80 )  illustrates transitive imperatives .  Transitive imperatives are 
always G-foc and the non-topic actor pronoun ( nu- you ( s )  or n i - you (p» is 
deleted . Example ( 18 1 )  illustrates an intransitive imperative . Example ( 182 ) 
is a cohortative . The use o f  the perfective c 1 itic on commands is similar to 
the colloquial Engli sh Take it already ! or Let 's go already ! 
The functions of perfective -m i can only be adequately explained by reference 
to discourse structure ( see Gregerson 1986) . - M i  is used within a discourse 
to distinguish FIGURE from GROUND . That is , it causes a foregrounded event to 
stand out from the background . Consider the following excerpt from a narrative 
( - m i  is in ALL CAPS) . 
( 1 83 ) a .  Na- ' ona ' -MI w i t i ' - na . 
he (GF) -extend-PFT foot-his 
b .  Ra- huka ' pokowa ' - ra , rede ' .  
they (GF ) -measure pole-their short 
c .  Ra- sampe i wo ' o-MI bona m-po-huka ' ka l anga- na . 
they (GF) -exchange again-PFT so AF-TR-measure length-its 
d .  Bu l a- ra l ou m- po- ' a l a '  to mo- l anga , na-kohu wo ' o-MI w i t i ' - na 
while-they go AF-TR-get REL INT- long he (GF) -curl again-PFT foot-his 
ncu l i i i .  
return 
e .  Tuma i ra-huka ' , mo- l anga rah i pokowa ' .  
come they (GF) -measure INT- long very pole 
f .  Mo- l o l  i ta- ra-MO k i u  . . .  
INT-say-they-PFT ghost 
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(a)  He STRETCHED out his feet. (b)  When they measured their carrying 
poles, they were short. ( c )  They EXCHANGED them for long ones . 
(d) Whi le they were going to get long ones, he CURLED his feet back up . 
( e )  When they came to measure him, their poles were way too long. 
( f )  The ghosts SAID . . .  
Verbs that have a perfective -m i in Uma are written in ALL CAPS in the English 
translation . Notice how the verbs that have - m i  form the event line of the 
story . This is one function of perfective -m i in discourse . 
7 . 32 Cont i nuat i v e  -pi  (column 7 )  
The c litic - p i  (CONT) has a continuative o r  additive meaning . I t  i s  the oppos ite 
or complement of perfective -m i . Unlike other languages the Kaili-Pamona sub­
group , Uma lacks a verbal prefix marking realis and irrealis . To some extent , 
the c litic - p i  has assumed some of the functions of the irrealis mood . 
The basic meaning of - p i  can be seen most clearly when contrasted with some 
other clitics . Example (184)  below contrasts perfective -m i ,  continuative - p i  
and the adverbial clitic p i d i . 
( 1 84 ) a .  R i a -HI kon i ' .  
is-PFT rice 
There is already rice. 
b. R i a  PIDI kon i ' .  
is still rice 
There is still  some rice. 
c .  R i a-PI  kon i ' .  
is-CONT rice 
There is more rice . 
All three o f  the above clauses can describe the same situation . In ( 184a) , the 
perfective -m i  emphasises that there is already some rice (though you may have 
thought there wasn ' t  any yet) . The p i d i  in ( 184b) says there is still some rice 
(but implies that there may be imminent danger of it running out ) . The - p i of 
( 184c) more optimistically asserts that the rice has not run out , there is more . 
The usages o f  continuative - p i  can be subdivided into five kinds : 1 )  continu­
ative , 2 )  with negatives ,  3 )  with conditionals ,  4 )  in comparisons , and 5 )  in 
procedural discourse . 
7 . 32 . 1  The basic continuative meaning of - p i  has already been illustrated in 
example ( 184) . The clitic - p i  in Uma is similar to the Indonesian adverb l ag i  
yet, more. 
7 . 32 . 2  When - p i  combines with a negative word ( uma not , be l a  not (negates 
nouns) ,  neo ' don 't) , the resultant meaning is not any more, no longer. 
( 18 5 )  Uma-PI  r i a  kon i ' .  
not-CONT is rice 
There isn 't ANY MORE rice . 
( 186)  
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Ngka i ree , uma- ra-PA daho ' m-po-mohu- i '  a l o ' . 
from there not-they-coNT dare AF-TR-near-LOC hornbil l  
From then on� they did not dare approach a hornbi l l  ANY LONGER. 
Example ( 1 8 5 )  parallels ( 184a-c ) earlier ; it is the negative of ( 184c ) . In 
(186)  a wel l-meaning hornbil1 tried to peck a louse off of his small friend the 
wren , but ended up swallowing the wren as wel l !  That ' s  why wrens will no longer 
( uma . . .  -pal  come close to hornbills . 
7 . 32 . 3  In Uma most conditional clauses are formed with the conjunction ane if� 
when . The predicate in such a conditional clause may or may not be modified by 
- p i .  Consider this excerpt from a folk tale ( - p i ' s in all caps in Uma and verbs 
with - p i ' s are in ALL CAPS in the translation) . 
( 18 7 ) a .  Goe ' l au - ra-mo tuaka- na , 
glad just-theY-PFT sibling-his 
b .  apa ' ra- ' u l i '  a ne h i l ou- i dohe- ra 
because they (GF) -say if go-he with-them 
c .  ane ncu l i i  ' - ra- PA mpa i ' 
if return-they-coNT later 
d .  ra-pa l ah i i - i -m i  ra l a  wana ' ,  bona mate 
they (GF) - leave-him-PFT in jungle so die 
e .  ane puha- i - P I .  
if lost-he-coNT 
(a)  His older brothers were actual ly glad , (b) because they thought 
if he goes with them� ( c )  when they RETURN home later (d )  they could 
leave him in the jungle� so that he would die ( e )  when he GOT LOST. 
Of the three conditional clauses in example ( 18 7 )  ( b ,  c ,  e ) , - p i  is used in two 
of them (c , e ) . There apparently is only a shade of difference in meaning 
between the presence and absence of - p i  in such conditional clauses . perhaps 
the - p i  has an irrealis function , signifying the futurity of the event . Con­
sider the four following clauses , all of which mean basically If/when he comes , 
but each is modified by a different clitic (no clitic in ( a ) , - p i  in (b) , -m i 
in ( c ) , and damo in (d» . The translations approximate the distinctions among 
these clauses and give possible continuations to the sentences .  
( 188) a .  ane t uma i - i  
if come-he 
If he comes (hypothetical) (he wil l  be the first Finn we have seen) . 
b .  ane t uma i - i - PI  
if come-he-CONT 
When he comes ( future) (our bamboo band wil l  greet him) 
c .  ane t uma i - i -MI  
if come-he-PFT 
When he has come (assumed fulfilment) (then the women wi l l  begin to 
make coffee ) 
d .  ane t uma i - i  DAMO 
if come-he thus 
When he has indeed arrived (as I said he would) (then we ' l l  have a 
party ) 
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7 . 32 . 4  A fourth usage of - p i  is to encode comparisons . 
( 189 )  
( 190 )  
Ba ru to  l ahe ' - P I  to  l ompe ' .  
palm. wine REL cold-caNT REL good 
cold ( i . e .  aged) palm wine is better (than new) . 
Mo- roho- PI  konore ngka i k i  I OU I •  
INT-strong-coNT konore from spruce 
Konore wood is stronger than spruce wood. 
There is a semantic link between the continuative meaning of -p i and this com­
parative function . New palm wine is good , but the goodness of the old wine 
CONTINUES ON BEYOND that of the new. Likewise , both kono re (a type of hardwood)  
and spruce are strong , but the strength of kono re GOES BEYOND that of spruce . 
(Note also that the normally locative preposition ng ka i from is used to mean 
than in example ( 190) . )  
7 . 32 . 5  In procedural discourse , - p i  is frequently used to mark verbs in tail­
head linkages . By this I mean the modified repetition of a previous clause 
before moving on to new information . The clauses written in all caps in the 
translation are the ones containing a - p i . 
( 19l ) a .  Lomo ' - l omo ' - na ta- tok i . 
first-first-its we (GF) -chop 
b .  O t i -PI  ta- tok i , ta- pe-ho l u- i  
done-CaNT we (GF) -chop we (GF) -TD-slice-LOC 
c .  O t i - P I  toe , ta- buhu ' - buhu ' .  
done-CaNT that we (GF) -section-section 
rau-na . 
leaf-its 
d . O t i - p i  ta- buhu ' ,  ta- paha ' a  tuma i h i  tom i . 
done-caNT we (GF ) -section we (GF) -carry come to house 
e .  Rata- ra-PO h i  tom i , ta- sehe-m i . 
arrive-they-coNT at house we (GF) -flatten-PFT 
(a )  First we chop them (the bamboo) down . (b)  AFTER WE CHOP THEM DOWN� 
we slice off the leaves . ( c )  AFTER THAT� we cut them into sections . 
(d)  AFTER WE CUT THEM INTO SECTIONS� we carry them here to the house.  
( e )  WREN THEY ARRIVE AT THE HOUSE� we flatten them. 
In this procedural discourse on how to make a bamboo wall , the speaker is 
viewing the procedure as hypothetical . Thus the - p i  is used somewhat like an 
irrealis or a subjunctive : this is what we can/will/might do. 25 
7 . 33 Contrast i v e  -di 
The clitic - d i (CTR) has a pinpointing or contrasting effect on the predicate . 
Clauses with verb phrases containing -d i usually end with a rising intonation 
instead of the normal falling intonation . - D i  functions in two basic ways : 
contra-expectation and to state alternatives . 
7 . 33 . 1 The contra-expectation meaning of - d i is used in a variety of situations . 
In conversation , - d i  is used to correct someone ' s  mistake or error and to assert 
the truth . It can be translated in fact/actually/but rather. 
( 192 ) a .  Sa mo- hura- i re tu ?  
perhaps INT-sit-he there 
Is he going to sit there ? 
b .  Uma , t u ru- i - D I .  
no Ue-he-CTR 
No IN FACT he 's going to lie down. 
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In example ( 192a) one person asks if so-and-so is going to sit in a certain 
place ; this assumes that so-and-so is indeed going to s it . In ( 1 92b) , another 
person corrects this wrong assumption , using -d i and rising intonation . - D i  
can also be used in combination with the particle hawo ( section 7 . 37 )  to correct 
a slip of the tongue , for example : 
( 193 ) a . Hema to m- po- ' o l  i toe-e?  
who RE L  AF-TR-buy that-tag 
b .  T i na L i n  . . .  T i na L i i - DI HAWO 
Mother Lin . . .  Mother Lii-CTR CM . 3s 
(a)  'Who bought that3 huh ? ' (b) 'Lin 's mother . . .  (OOPS3 aotually I 
mean) Lii 's mother. ' 
Note in ( 193b) , the speaker corrects his original s lip-of-the-tongue with the 
two clitics - d i  hawo . 
In connected narrative , - d i  is used to highlight a striking statement , usually 
one that points out an error in thinking or an unexpected happening . 
( 194 ) a .  Taha ' -m i  kon i ' ra-ko l a ' -m i . 
oooked-PFT rioe they (GF) -soOOp-PFT 
b .  Uma- DI ka l  i l  i u  ng-kon i '  
not-CTR immediately AF-eat 
c .  ra-ko l a '  do l e .  
they (GF) -SOOOp idle 
we ' i ,  
earUer 
(a)  When the rioe was done3 they soooped it up (into their p lates ) .  
(b) (But) THEY DIDN 'T (oontrary to expeotation) eat it immediatelY3 
( c )  they simply soooped it up and left it there . 
One would normally expect people to eat their rice as soon as it had been spooned 
on to their plates . But IN FACT ( - d i ) the people in the story from which example 
( 194 ) was taken did not do so . Thus - d i  in ( 194)  marks something contrary to 
the expectations of the listeners . In example ( 1 9 5 )  below it is not the lis­
tener but the main character himself who is mistaken . 
( 195 ) a .  Goe ' -m i  marad i ka apa ' na- ' u l i '  
glad-PFT nob leman for he ( GF) -say 
b .  ka m-po- rodo once posusaa ' mpu ' u- ra-mo .  
that AF-TD-prepare rioe party really-theY-PFT 
c .  N t aa ' ma- l a i - ra-mo- D I !  
but INT-leave-they-PFT-CTR 
(a)  The nob leman was hapPY3 for he thought (b) that they (his s laves) 
were preparing rioe for the party . (c)  But IN FACT they had run away ! 
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In this example - d i is used to highlight the irony of the s ituation . The noble­
man assumes his slaves are busy at work . But IN FACT ( n taa ' . . .  - d i )  they have 
run away . - O i  is often used to reinforce the conjunctions ntaa ' but/rather and 
ap i ' in fact/actually .  
Another specific contra-expectationa1 usage of -d i is with the temporal adverb 
l ako ' just� only . The - d i intensifies the unexpectedness of the time element , 
with the resultant meaning only after this time did such-and-such happen. 
( 196) P i tu meng i p i tu eo , l ako ' poro ' -Or  apu . 
seven night seven day just die-CTR fire 
After seven days and nights� ONLY THEN did the fire die. 
In example ( 196) the - d i emphasises how unexpectedly long the fire burned before 
going out . 
In questions the clitic - d i adds an element of surprise/unexpectedness , which 
the English translations below try to capture . 
( 19 7 )  
( 198)  
r bo ' , ba l eta ' - OA- ko kona ! 
monkey perhaps sleep-cTR-you AS . 2s 
Monkey ! could you ACTUALLY be asleep ! ?  
Napa- Dr kona pa i ' ng- a l a ' - ko k i u  nu-po- tob i ne-e ! ?  
what-cTR AS . 2s reason AF- take-you corpse YOU (GF) -TD-woman-tag 
Why IN THE WORLD did you take a corpse and marry it ! ?  
7 . 33 . 2  In all o f  the usages above the clitic - d i  carries the idea of contra­
expectation or surprise . A different usage of - d i is to show ' deliberation ' or 
to mark alternative choices . 
( 199) 
( 200)  
To ' uma to ra- pokono : 
which REL they (GF) - like 
Which WOULD they prefer : 
t uwu ' I i u- l  i u-OI  ba mate-Dr?  
live on-on-CTR or die-CTR 
to live on� or to die ? 
To ' uma to ku- ' a l a ' : to bo ' u -or  atau  to hae? 
which REL I ( GF ) - take REL neW-CTR or REL old 
Which one SHOULD I take : the new one or the old one ? 
- O i  can be used to mark both possible choices ,  as in example ( 199) , or just one 
of the two , as in ( 200) . This meaning of - d i  is perhaps best translated as a 
subjunctive , such as would and should in the translations above . 
7 . 34 Benefacti ve - k i  (column 9)  
The postverbal c1itic - k i  (BEN) is labelled ' benefactive ' since its primary 
function is to encode benefactives ;  but it sometimes encodes oblique case roles 
other than benefactive . In the Kaili language there is a particle ka used to 
mark benefactive s ;  in Uma the base form has become - k i  due to a coalescence 
with the 3s pronoun . Furthermore the - k i  of Uma is much more firmly attached 
to the verb than is the ka of Kaili , which at times acts like a preposition . 26 
Note that the - k i  paradigm (Chart 6) is not quite like that of -m i ,  - p i  or - d i 
in that the 1s and 3s pronouns have coalesced with - k i  to form a single syllable . 
The clitic - k i  is in ALL CAPS in the following examples . 
( 201 )  
( 202 )  
H i apa buku to  nu-wa i ' - ra - KA? 
where book REL you (GF) -give-them-BEN 
Where is the book that you gave TO THEM? 
Na- ' u l i '  t i na- na m- po- ' u l i ' - KI . . .  
he (GF) -say mother-his AF-TR-say-BEN . 3s 
His mother said TO HIM . . .  
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The c1itic - k i  is most frequently used t o  mark simple benefactives ,  such as 
recipients of gifts ( example ( 201 »  or the addressee of speech acts (example 
( 20 2 » . - K i  is also used with verbs of motion or locational relationship . 
Thi s  might be loosely called ' concomitant ' .  
( 203 )  
(204)  
( 205 )  
H i l ou jap i  m- po-h i rua ' - KI kebe ' . 
go oow AF-TR-meet-BEN . 3s goat 
The oow went to meet WITH the goat. 
Na-po-gaa ' -m i - ra-KA .  
he (GF) -TD-separate-PFT-them-BEN 
He departed FROM them. 
H i l ou- i h i  to Yahud i to 
go-he to people Jew REL 
He is going to the Jews that 
mo- s i -ga l o- ra-KA to Yunan i .  
INT-RECIP-mix-them-BEN people Greek 
are mixed in WITH the Greeks . 
Whether one is moving toward someone to meet with them , as in example ( 203 ) , or 
moving away to depart from them , as in ( 204) , or in a motionless state mixed in 
with them , as in ( 205 ) , - k i  is used to mark the locational relationship . 
The benefactive clitic - k i  i s  also used with ' outer benefactives ' ,  that is , to 
mark the participant for the benefit (or detriment) of whom a certain event has 
happened . In the sentence ' Please give the book to John for me ' ,  ' to John ' is 
the inner benefactive , and ' for me ' is the outer benefactive . 
(206)  
( 207 )  
Mo- ronto wo ' o-m i - KI sapatu ' - na . 
INT- lost also-PFT-BEN . 3s shoe-his 
His shoes got lost. 
Ra- ' a l a ' -ma- KA pue ' - ku . 
they (GF) -take-PFT-BEN . 1s master-my 
They have taken my master away . 
The force o f  the - k i  i s  not always translatable into English . In example ( 206) , 
the shoes were lost TO HIM, or in more colloquial English ,  got lost ON HIM .  
Likewise in ( 20 7 ) , the - ka ( - k i  coalesced with the clitic pronoun -a  me ) ex­
pressed the personal effect of the action on the speaker . It does not mean 
they took him from me but rather they took him away on me/to my detriment. 
In some cases when a clause focuses on some nominal that is in an oblique class 
re lation to the verb , - k i  i s  used . 
( 2 08 )  
(209)  
Na-wu te ' p i ho ' - na na- t i me- KI hadua batua . 
he (GF) -draw sword-his he (GF ) -out-BEN . 3s one s lave 
He drew his sword and out a slave WITH IT. 
Ngka i hawe ' ea pobago-ku tohe ' e ,  to ' uma to doko ' n i -pateh i - KA? 
from all deed-my that whioh REL want you (GF) -kill-BEN . 1s 
Of al l my deeds, whioh do you want to ki ll BECAUSE OF? 
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In example (208) the sword mentioned in the first clause becomes the focus of 
the second clause . Since it is the instrument of the verb time to aut , the 
benefactive - k i  marks the oblique case relation : aut WITH IT. In ( 209) , some 
deed of the speaker is the cause or basis of others wanting to kill him. The 
- k i  (or in this case the ls form -ka)  has the force of whiah do you want to ki ll 
me FOR/BECAUSE OF? 
7 . 35 In addition to the four primary aspectual clitics covered so far (per­
fective -m i ,  continuative -p i ,  contrastive -d i and benefactive -k i ) ,  there are 
also three postverbal clitics that occur in the same position within the affix 
order (columns 7 and 8 ) . These are p i d i  still , wad i just and damo thus . These 
three cannot co-occur with perfective - m i , continuative - p i  or contrastive - d i . V 
It is possible that these three two- syllable c litics are historically derived 
from combinations of two one-syllable clitics ( p i d i  from - p i  and - d i ,  wad i from 
-wa and - d i ;  and darno from - d i and -m i ) .  
7 . 35 . 1  The first of these two-syllable c litics , p i d i , has the primary meaning 
of sti l l ,  that is , an event or state that continues UP TO THE PRESENT . This 
contrasts slightly with the simple continuative - p i  which describes an event or 
state continuing ON PAST THE PRESENT ( see example ( 184» . 
The development of p i d i  from two separate particles is evident from a comparison 
of Da ' a  (Kaili) and various Uma dialects . 
( 2 10 ) a .  Da ' a: DA na- r i a-PA 
durative realis-is-CONT 
b .  Tobaku (Uma) : r i a  DAPA 
is still 
c. Winatu (Uma) : r i a  DIPI 
is still 
d. Kantewu (Uma) : r i a  PIDI 
is still  
There is  still some . 
Ignoring the na- realis prefix of the Da ' a , these four variants all contain the 
same morphemes in different arrangements . In Da ' a ,  the particle da is preverbal 
and pa is postverbal .  In Uma these two particles are both postverbal and have 
joined together to form one two-syllable cliti c .  Even in the Kantewu dialec t ,  
the vowels are not stable , for in the speech o f  some people , p i d i  becomes pad  a 
contiguous to certain clitic pronouns (before the three k- initial pronouns , and 
sometimes also after the 1 s ,  1p , and 3p) . For example : 
( 2 1 1 )  Mo- l o l i ta PADA ka i .  
INT-talk still we 
We are stil l talking. 
7 . 35 . 2  The next two-syllable clitic , wad i means just, only . In the speech of 
some people it has the allomorph wada in the same environment noted for the 
p i d i /pada variation above . Examples ( 2 1 2 )  and ( 2 1 3 )  illustrate both allomorphs 
of wad i .  
( 2 1 2 )  
( 2 13 )  
Tuma i ncu l i ' - a WADI mo- ' ahu . 
come return-I just INT-hunt 
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I was just coming to hunt and was going right back. 
Ane hewa tetu  WADA- ko i ,  uma-ko i hangkuj a-na . 
if like that just-you not-you how. many-its 
If you are only like thatJ there aren 't very many of you . 
7 . 35 . 3  The third two- syllable clitic , damo , has several loosely related func­
tions . First , it is used in statements calling for agreement , making an offer , 
or suggesting a course of action . 
( 2 14)  
( 2 1 5 )  
Aku ' DAMO t o  m- po- tok i .  
I just REL AF-TR-chop 
I ' l l  chop it. /Let me chop it. 
Ta-dapa ' - ra DAMO h i  papada . 
we (GF ) - chase-them just in field 
We ' l l  chase them in the fie lds . 
In example ( 214 )  the speaker is offering to do the chopping ; hence the dame has 
the force of JUST LET me do it. In ( 2 15 )  the speaker is making a suggestion ; 
the dame has the force of HOW ABOUT IF we chase them in the fields . 
When dame is used with predicates consisting of nouns or numbers , the meaning 
is only thus-and-so is left.  
( 2 16 )  
( 2 17 )  
Ono  l ap i -m i , ha- l ap i  DAMO . 
six layer-PFT one- layer just 
six layers already (had col lapsed) J JUST one layer (WAS LEFT) .  
Ra- ra ta rawo ngata- ra , l u nu-na DAMO . 
they (GF) -find CM. 3s vi llage-their powder-its just 
(When) they found their vil lageJ ONLY ashes (WERE LEFT) . 
A third use of damo is to express a mild exclamation . 
( 2 18 )  Mo- honga DAMO wu nga toe ! 
INT-sme l l  just flower that 
MY HOW those flowers sme l led! 
( 219 )  Taha ' -m i  pae , mperenene DAMO ra-h i l o .  
ripe-PFT rice golden just 3p (GF) -see 
The rice was ripeJ it looked JUST golden. 
The nearest English translation for dame in such cases is the vague just as in 
example ( 219 ) , or the poetic MY how . . . as in ( 2 18 ) . 
A fourth meaning o f  dame is found in dependent clauses ( such as conditionals or 
temporals) , where it can be translated thus . 
( 220 )  
( 2 2 1 )  
Ng- kon i ' - ko u l u .  O t i ng-kon i '  DAMO-ko mpa i ' ,  pa i '  h i l ou .  
AF-eat-you first finish AF-eat thus-you later and go 
Eat first.  After you have THUS eatenJ then (you can) go . 
Ane te- ' unca DAMO , r i a- a-ma h i  ra l a-na . 
if NV-close thus is-I-PFT at inside-its 
If (the entrance ) is THUS closedJ I am there on the inside . 
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This use of damo signals old or shared information . For instance , the meaning 
in example ( 220 )  is [I have just offered to feed you, so} after you have THUS 
eaten . . . .  Similarly , example ( 2 2 1 )  can be expanded , If the cave entrance is 
THUS closed [as I suggested earlier it might be} . . . .  
7 . 36 -wa 
One last clitic is found in columns 7-8 on Chart 4 ,  the clitic -wa . Little is 
known about this c litic since it occurs infrequently . When it does occur , it 
is usually used with negated predicates or in yes/no questions . 
( 2 2 2 )  
( 2 2 3 )  
Ane ra - h i l o uma-WA r i a  kaba l  i '  pobunca- ra ,  ra- tepu ' u -m i 
if they (GF) -see not-* is change planting-their they (GF ) -begin-PFT 
n- tah i 
AF-s lash 
If they see that there has not been any change AFTER ALL/AT ALL in the 
position of where they planted (the magic omen) ,  they begin to slash 
(the new fie ld) . 
Ha nco l a- i -WA su l ao ' -e?  
yes/no handsome-he-* sulao '- tag 
Is the Sulao ' bird handsome BY THE WAY?/Is the Sulao ' bird AT ALL 
handsome ? 
In example ( 2 2 2 )  the -wa is described by Uma speakers as having a comforting 
effect . The farmers were apprehensive that there might be some change in the 
magic omen , but there wasn ' t  any change AFTER ALL . The function of the -wa in 
( 2 23 )  is not c lear ; perhaps it is to make the question sound innocent or less 
threatening : Does this Sulao ' bird HAPPEN to be handsome, BY THE WAY? 
7 . 37 Emot ive  c l i ti cs (column 11 )  
After the aspectual clitics and clitic pronouns comes another type of clitic in 
the Uma verb phrase , called the emotive c litics . There are two cornrnonly­
occurring clitics in this slot , hawo and hana ;  and there are two that occur only 
rarely ,  tano and tawo . 28 The first two are noteworthy in that they are conju­
gated to agree with the person and number of some participant in the clause . 
Their conjugation is given on Chart 7 .  
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Chart 7 :  Conj ugat i on of hawo and hana 
Conuniserative HAWO Assertive HANA 
Is kuwo kuna 
2 s  kowo kona 
3s hawo hana 
Ip ka i wo* ka i na* 
2p ko i wo* ko i na* 
3p rawo rana 
1+2 tawo tana 
*The forms ka i wo and ko i wo are kam i wo and 
kom i wo in the Tolee dialect , and pre­
sumably in the Winatu dialect as well . 
The forms ka i na and ko i na are presumably 
kam i na and kom i na in these dialects , but 
no data is yet available to confirm this . 
7 . 37 . 1  Hana 
The two clitics hawo and hana are complementary in meaning . The first tends to 
soften a statement , the second tends to make a statement harsh or bold . I have 
labelled these two clitics ' assertive ' hana (AS) , and ' conuniserative ' hawo (CM) . 
We will examine assertive hana first . 
( 2 2 4 )  
( 22 5 )  
( 2 2 6 )  
Bohe HANA 
big AS . 3s 
This fie ld 
papada to i . 
fie ld this 
is big ! 
Wu l ehu ' me- ' eka ' -m i , tete ' HANA 
mouse INT-afraid-PFT frog AS . 3 s 
The mouse became afraid� (but) the 
goe ' mo to . 
glad indeed 
frog was glad. 
Aku ' l e , eo m i ngku ' ba eo 
I tag day Sunday or day 
As for me� Sunday and other 
ntan i ' - na , h i ba l  i a  wad i 
other-its same just 
days are just the same ! 
KUNA ! 
AS . ls 
Example ( 2 2 4 )  shows han a used to change a simple declarative clause into an 
assertion. Engl ish uses exaggerated intonation and stress to convey this same 
meaning: This field is big! In ( 22 5 )  the assertive hana is used to emphatically 
shift the focus of the story from one partic ipant (the mouse ) to another ( the 
frog) . English uses a contrastive conjunction and stress for this : BUT the 
frog� HOWEVER . . . . Example ( 22 6 )  is another example of an assertion , this time 
with the Is form kun a ;  it serves to heighten the frankness of the statement . 
7 . 37 . 2  Hawo 
The conuniserative clitic hawo is often described by native speakers as softening 
or refining a statement . It is called ' conuniserative ' because it frequently is 
used to mark out a person as a ' poor fellow ' , that i s ,  someone in a lowly , 
pitiable state . 
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( 2 2 7 )  Mama , I na ' , bo n i - po-ka- huku ' - a ,  uma-a KUWO re i .  
daddy mummy since YOU (GF) -TD-AFF-hate-me not-I CM . ls here 
Daddy, mummy , since you hate me, I (POOR ME) will not stay here . 
( 2 28)  Uma KUWO ku- ' i nca- i ka r i a-na  ko i ' pue ' - na . 
not CM . ls I (GF ) -know-LoC that is- 3s you owner-its 
(PLEASE) , I didn 't know that you, the owners, were here . 
( 229)  Ma i - ko KOWO mo- hu ra h i  parawa . 
come-you CM . 2 s INT-sit on porch 
Come here (POOR YOU) and sit on the porch. 
( 230 )  Tuma i me- nunu ' -wada ka- KAIWO ngone . 
come INT-tree . bark-just we-CM. lp earlier 
We just came here to gather tree bark (POOR US) . 
Uma speakers often describe the ls and lp forms kuwo and ka i wo as showing 
humility or politeness . These forms are often loosely translatable as p lease , 
as in example ( 2 28) above , or poor me/us/you , as in examples ( 2 2 7 ) , ( 2 29 )  and 
( 2 30) . The kuwo in ( 2 2 7 )  indicates that the speaker is not angry or trying to 
be impolite , but is making her declaration with all humility . In ( 229 ) , the 2s 
form kowo indicates that the speaker is making a polite offer , not a command; 
he feels sorry for the person . 
Hawo has a special function when used in conjunction with the adverb wo ' o  again, 
also . 
( 2 3 l ) a .  Ra- h i 1 0  
they (GF ) -see 
They saw the 
wo ' o-m i be tue ' toe . 
again-PFT star that 
star again (WO ' O ) . 
b .  Ra- h i l 0  wo ' o-m i RAWO bet ue ' toe .  
( 2 3 2 )  
they (GF) -see also-PFT CM . 3p star that 
They also (WO ' O  HAWO ) saw the star. 
Mo- beng i -m i , tu ru-m i hawe ' ea tauna , t u ru wo ' o- ra-mo RAWO to 
INT-dark-PFT sleep-PFT all people s leep also-theY-PFT CM . 3p REL 
ncamoko toe- ra . 
coup le that-they 
When it was dark, al l the people lay down, (and) this couple lay down 
ALSO (WO ' O  HAWO ) . 
Examples ( 2 3la) and ( 2 3lb) are identical except that part (b)  contains the 3p 
form rawo . In ( 2 3la) the adverb wo ' o  indicates a repeated event , to see it 
AGAIN .  In ( 2 3lb) , however ,  the addition of rawo , 3p of hawo , changes the mean­
ing of the adverb to added participant , they ALSO (in addition to someone e lse) 
saw it. Similarly in ( 23 2 )  the rawo indicates that the adverb is not to be 
interpreted as they lay down again but as they ALSO (in addition to someone 
else) lay down. 
The clitic hawo has some special uses in narrative discourse , two of which are 
exemplified below . 
( 2 3 3 )  RA-h i l o RAWO h i  ra l a  ku ra , ponu ' on t i ' ngkata . 
they (GF) -see CM . 3p at in po t full ant itchy 
They saw ( RAWO ) that the inside of the cooking pot was full of itchy­
ants . 
( 234 )  
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Apa ' r i a  HAWO pongko- ra , kon i I pa i I bau ' na- t u ' u  1 0 1 0  pongko . 
sinoe is CM. 3s tower-their rioe and meat he (GF) -put top tower 
Beoause they had a watohtower ( HAWO ) , he put the rioe and meat up in 
the watohtower. 
Example ( 2 33 )  exemplifies what I call hawo used to highlight a ' twist in the 
plot ' . Often when a main participant in the narrative is confronted with some­
thing new or unexpected - such as the folks in this example finding their pot 
full of itchy-ants - hawo is used to highlight this event . The expression in 
( 2 33 )  ra-h i 1 0 RAWO can be translated What should they see but . . . or They saw 
(double take ! )  . . . .  
Example ( 234 )  exemplifies hawo used to make a side-comment , to slip a new bit of 
new information into a narrative . In the middle of the story , the storyteller 
makes the explanatory statement r i a  HAWO pongko ra they had (BY THE WAY) a watoh­
tower in their rice paddy . The hawo is here used to ' soften ' the statement , as 
if the author were saying ' Pardon me for slipping this in here , but you need to 
know it ' .  
7 . 37 . 3  Tano and tawo 
The two other emotive c1itics , tano and t awo , do not occur as frequently as 
assertive hana and commiserative hawo . Unlike hana and hawo , tano and tawo are 
not conjugated . I label these two c litics ' speculative ' t ano ( SPEC) and ' in­
sight ' tawo ( INS ) . Both c litics have glottalised variants , t ano ' and tawo ' , in 
the speech of some Umas . Here are some example sentences using these two 
clitics . 
( 2 3 5 )  
( 2 36 )  
Aa , na-kon i I mpu ' u  TANO doo-ku-e . 
oh he (GF ) - eat rea lly SPEC friend-my-tag 
Oh, perhaps he really did eat my friend! 
Tukang kayu- i TAWO tuama-nu . 
oarpenter-he INS father-your 
Why, your father must be a oarpenter! 
Both t a no and tawo are used in circumstances where the speaker suddenly becomes 
aware of something . Tawo shows a flash of insight , as example ( 236 )  illustrates .  
Upon seeing his friend ' s  father planing a board , the speaker deduces , Why, your 
father must be a oarpenter! Tano also is used in cases of sudden awarenes s ,  but 
when the speaker uses tano , it means he is still a bit uncertain . In example 
( 2 35 )  the speaker (a tiger) did not at first believe that the goat had really 
eaten his fellow-tiger . But when he saw blood on the goat ' s  beard , he began to 
wonder ,  perhaps the goat had indeed eaten him .  
7 . 38 Tag c l i ti c s  ( column 1 2 )  
The final set o f  enclitics are the tag clitics . They are called ' tag ' clitics 
because some o f  their functions are s imilar to tag questions . Martha Martens 
( 1986) calls them conversational particles . These tag c1itics are difficult to 
describe , because their presence merely gives an intrans1atable nuance to a 
sentence . They are used extensively in spoken Uma , but native authors delete 
most of them when writing Uma . Chart 8 and the examples below attempt to sum­
marise the findings of Martha Martens ' 1986 study on the tag clitics o f  Uma . 
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Chart 8 :  Tag cl i ti cs of Uma 
TAG LABEL APPROXIMATE TRANSLATION 
e resumptive . . . " you know. 
I e  mild emphaticl . . .  ! 
agreement All  right� . . . . 
e '  attentive . . . " you hear! ? 
pe ' assi stive Please help . . . " wi ll you ? 
I e '  deliberative We ll now, . . .  / 
H�, I wonder . . . 
7 . 38 . 1 The tag l e  
Of the five tag c litics , the first two in the list , -e and I e  are the most 
frequently used in spoken Uma �9 Le is mildly emphatic or calls for agreement . 
( 2 3 7 )  H i  ' a- m i  L E  to ku- ' u l i ' - e weng i . 
he-PFT tag that I (GF) -say-tag yesterday 
He 's the one ( L E )  that I mentioned yesterday ! 
( 238 ) a .  Doko ' h i l ou -a  kuwo I na ' . 
want go-I CM . ls � 
I want to go, Mummy.  
b .  H i l ou -mo-ko L E .  
gO-PFT-you tag 
All  right then, go ( LE ) . 
In example ( 2 37 ) , I e  is used as a mild emphatic . In example (238 ) , it indicates 
that the speaker (the mother) is agreeing with her child ' s  request . 
7 . 38 . 2  The tag -e 
The clitic - e  is used with aforementioned or assumed information , with nouns as 
well as verbs . 
( 2 39)  N t aa ' ka l eta ' - na mpu ' u -d i hana i bo ' - E .  
in. fact DP sleep-his really-cTR AS . 3s monkey-tag 
In fact the monkey real ly was as leep . 
Example ( 239 )  is a good illustration of -e . - E  is usually linked with the topic 
of the sentence . It marks the topic of the sentence , the monkey , almost as an 
afterthought : In fact he really was asleep after all - the monkey, THAT IS. 
It is pos sible that -e developed as a shorthand form of the demonstrative toe 
that , which is often used with aforementioned noun phrases .  But whatever the 
origin , - e  and I e  are often used in the same sentence , the - I e  marking the 
predicate or new information (the first part of the sentence ) ,  and the -e  mark­
ing the topic or old information (the second half of the sentence ) .  For example , 
example ( 2 37 )  above : He 's the one ( L E )  that I mentioned earlier ( - E ) ! The 
symbol II in the examples below divides the I e  and -e  halves of the sentence . 
( 240 )  R i a  p i d i  hana L E  II toro omp i ' - ku- E . 
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is still  AS . 3s tag remnant re lative-my-tag 
There still  exists ( L E )  a remnant of my re latives ( - E ) . 
(241 ) Ma te mpu ' u- ko LE  II ane ku- t i me-ko- E .  
die really-you tag if I (GF) -cut-you-tag 
You wi ll real ly die ( L E )  if I cut you ( - E )  (as you suggested earlier) . 
7 . 38 . 3  The tag -e ' 
The remaining tag c1itics , -e ' ,  I e '  and pe ' ,  occur less frequently than do -e 
and I e . The tag c1itic - e '  is called ' attentive ' because its function is to 
get the listener ' s  attention . 
( 242 ) 
( 243 ) 
(244)  
Neo '  mpu ' u- E ' nu- ' a l a '  ta i pa-ku ! 
don 't really-tag you (GF ) -take mango-my 
Don 't you dare take my mangoes ! 
Uma- a- E '  
not-I-tag 
I did not 
I eta ' , 
sleep 
either 
H i l ou-ma-ka i - E '  ! 
gO-PFT-we-tag 
Say� we 're going 
ba l e ! 
friend 
faZZ as leep� friend! 
now! 
- E ' is often used with negative commands ,  to which it adds a sense of  sharpnes s .  
The construction neo ' . . .  -e ' in ( 2 42 )  can b e  translated a s  Hey ! don ' t !  or 
Don 't do that, you hear! ? - E ' can also be used to call attention to an utter­
ance ; it can be as mild as the friendly attention-getting -e ' of ( 244)  (SAY, 
we 're going now! ) ,  or it can be rather harsh , as in ( 243 ) (I did not either 
s leep, YOU HEAR! ? ) . 
7 . 38 . 4  The tag pe ' 
Pe ' is usually used with positive imperative s .  I t  is usually used among equals ;  
Umas describe it as making an imperative more ' friendly ' ,  and they usually 
translate it with the Indones ian word coba , which literally means try but in 
imperatives is used as a sort of please . The phrase ken i pe ' in ( 245 )  below is 
translatable as Try and carry or He lp me carry or perhaps by the more colloquial 
English translation given below. 
( 245 )  Ken i PE ' tuma i ba  hangkuj a ma ' a  u r u !  
carry tag here several animal fish 
(Say, give me a hand and) carry a few fish over here ! 
7 . 38 . 5  The tag l e '  
The final tag clitic , I e ' , is used only when one is talking out loud to onesel f ,  
questioning or wondering about something . The I e ' follows the question word and 
is balanced by an - e  at the end of the sentence : 
( 246 )  H i apa L E '  ku- tu ' u -e  we ' i ? 
where tag I ( GF) -put-tag earlier 
RMM, where, I WONDER, did I put [that thing] earlier? 
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7 . 4  Tempora l adverbs ( column 13  of Chart 4 )  
A certain class of  temporal adverbs occurs as  the final element in  the Uma verb 
phrase . This class includes mpa i ' Later , mpeno in the future , we ' i  earLier 
(within a few hours) , ngone earLier (over a few hours but Less than a day ago) , 
and u l u  first .  3D Unlike the postverbal clitics (columns 6-12 of Chart 4 ) , these 
temporal adverbs are self-standing words with penultimate accents . But like the 
clitics , they follow the verb they modify without any pause . They also obey the 
clitic-raising rule ( see section 7 . 5 ) . Of the many temporal words in Uma , only 
the five listed above occur in this temporal adverb slot . Other words , such as 
mepu l o  morning, tomorrow , weng i yesterday , ow i Long ago , etc . , are attached more 
loosely in the sentence margin rather than in a fixed position within the verb 
phrase . 
( 247 )  
( 248 ) 
(249)  
Tuma i mpa i ' ba l e-ku . 
come Later friend-my 
My friend is coming Later. 
Mepu l o  mpa i ' ,  t uma i ba l e-ku . 
morning Later come frier�-my 
Tomorrow, my friend is coming. 
Tuma i mpa i ' ba l e- ku ,  mepu l o .  
come Later friend-my morning 
MY friend is coming Later, tomorrow. 
Example ( 247 )  shows the temporal adverb mpa i ' in its postverbal position within 
the verb phrase . In contrast , a word like mepu l o  morning, tomorrow in examples 
(248)  and (249)  can occur either at the beginning or end of the sentence , sep­
arated from the rest of the sentence by a pause . (Mepu l o  itself is modified by 
mpa i ' in ( 248) , a common clarification used in Uma , since mepu l o  by itself can 
mean (earLier) this morning or (tomorrow) morning. ) 
7 . 5  Negat i on ( column 2 of Chart 4 )  
There are four negative words in  Uma : uma no , ko ' i a  not yet , 31 be l a  not (negates 
nouns ) ,  and neo ' don ' t  (prohibition) .  Each is illustrated below in a simple 
sentence . 
( 2 50 )  
( 251 )  
( 252 )  
( 2 53 )  
UMA ku- h i l o- i .  
not I (GF) -see-LOC 
I do not see (it) . 
KO ' lA rata  ba l e-ku . 
not .  yet arrive friend-my 
MY friend has not yet arrived. 
BELA kebe ' tetu . 
not goat that 
That is not a goat. 
NEO ' geo ' ! 
don ' t  cry 
Don 't  cry ! 
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Chart 4 shows negation in  column 2 of  the verb phrase formula . But negation is 
more than just another unit in the string of units that make up the verb phrase . 
The presence of a negative causes some reordering of other units . This i s  
called the CLITIC-RAISING RULE . When a negative word is used i n  a verb phrase ,  
clitics that normally are attached to the verb stern are shunted forward and 
attached to the negative . 32 This affects all postverbal clitics : clitic pro­
nouns ( columns 6 and 10) , aspectual clitics ( columns 7-9) , emotive c1itics 
( column 11) and tag clitics ( column 1 2 ) ; and it also affects temporal adverbs 
( column 1 3 ) . Note the clitic pronoun -a I/me in the two examples below . 
( 2 54 )  
( 255 )  
Uma-A l e ta ' . 
not-I sleep 
I am not sleeping. 
Uma-A n i - po- doo . 
not-me YOU (GF) -TD-companion 
You don ' t  accompany me . 
Note in ( 254 )  that the ls clitic pronoun -a  I/me does not follow the verb but 
follows the negative uma . This clitic-raising rule applies to clitic pronouns 
whether they are the subj ect of an intransitive verb , as in example ( 254 ) , or 
goal of a transitive verb , as in ( 2 55 ) . One could say the clitic-raising rule 
is an ergative rule since only the absolutive pronoun is affected;  or that it 
is a focus-sensitive rule since it is the topic pronoun that is affected.  
This same process that shunts forward the clitic pronouns in  ( 2 54 )  and ( 2 5 5 )  
also affects other clitics and temporal adverbs a s  well . Note the morphemes 
in ALL CAPS in the following three example s .  
( 2 56 )  
( 2 5 7 )  
( 258)  
Uma-PI MPAI ' ta- ' i nca- i .  
not-CONT later we (GF ) -know-LOC 
We won 't know any longer. 
Neo ' -A ULU  nu -kon i ' . 
don ' t-me first YOu (GF) -eat 
Don 't eat me right away ! 
Ko ' i a-A KUNA n i - tompo i ' .  
not . yet-me AS . 1s you (GF) -ansWer 
You haven 't answered me yet. 
In examples ( 2 56 ) - ( 2 58) , clitics and adverbs that normally follow the verb are 
following the negative instead : -p i and mpa i ' in ( 2 56 ) , -a aTl0 u l u  in ( 2 5 7 ) , 
and -a  and kuna in ( 258 ) . 
It should be noted that postverbal adverbs ( column 5 of Chart 4 )  are NOT affec-
ted by the c litic-raising rule . 
But negatives , being predicates 
in their own right . Notice the 
in the following two examples . 
They do not move up to postnegative position . 
of a sort , can be modified by postverbal adverbs 
placement of the postverbal adverb mpu ' u  really 
( 2 59 )  
( 260) 
Uma- a  na-h i l o- i MPU ' U  
not-me he (GF ) -see-LOC really 
He didn 't REALLY see me (- he only got a glimpse ) .  
Uma MPU ' U- a  na-h i l o- i .  
not really-me he (GF) -see-LOC 
He didn 't see me AT ALL . 
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Thus the postverbal adverb mpu ' u  real ly can modify the main verb as in example 
( 2 59 ) , really see , or can modify the negative as in (260) , not real ly , with a 
definite difference in meaning . 
7 . 6  Auxi l i ary verbs ( column 3 of Chart 4 )  
Negatives are one specialised case of the class of auxiliary verbs that accom­
pany and modify other verbs in Uma . Concepts such as want to, have to, be ab le 
to , etc . are handled in Uma by auxiliary verbs . In the linear sequence of the 
verb phrase , auxiliaries always come after the negative ( i f  any) and before the 
main verb . There are two classes of auxiliary verbs : intransitive and transi­
tive . 
7 . 6 1 Intransitive auxiliary verbs are auxiliaries that mark their subj ect with 
a clitic pronoun (as do all intransitive verbs in Uma) . They are dota want to , 
doko ' want to/desire , ma ' a l a  can/may , b i sa can , and kana have to/must .  33 When 
the main verb which they modify is intransitive also , or is A-foc transitive , 
the subject of  the auxiliary and the main verb is the same , and the clitic pro­
noun may be attached to either : 
( 26l ) a .  DOKO ' h i l ou- i .  
want go-he 
He wants to go. 
b .  DO KO ' - i h i  l ou .  
want-he go 
He wants to go. 
Example ( 2 6la) and (26lb) both use the intransitive auxiliary doko ' want to 
and are identical in form except for the placement of the clitic pronoun - i  he . 
There is a slight difference in meaning . ( 26la) signifies that GOING is the 
new information or is being emphasised : [He doesn 't  want to sit around any 
more, ) he wants to GO. In contrast , ( 2 6lb) treats going as old information and 
emphasises the WANTING : [You may not want him to go, but} he WANTS to go . 
( 262 )  
( 263 )  
MA ' ALA ka i m- po- rata  pongkon i ' .  
can we AF-TR-find food 
We can find food. 
DOTA- i p i d i  m-po- kon i  I - t a o  
want-he still AF-TR-eat-us 
He sti ll wants to eat us . 
Examples (262 ) and ( 263 )  show intransitive auxiliaries , ma ' a l a  can/may and dota 
want to , with A-foc transitive verbs . In both cases , the subj ect is marked by 
a clitic pronoun on the auxiliary .  (Note that an auxiliary can be modified by 
aspectual clitics , such as the p i d i  sti ll in ( 263 ) . )  It is possible for the 
subject of the verb phrase to be marked by a clitic after the A-foc main verb 
if the obj ect is either deleted or is expressed by a noun phrase . 
(264)  Doko ' m-po- kon i ' bau ' j ap i -a .  
want AF-TR-eat meat cow-I 
I want to eat beef. 
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Example ( 264) is  an object- incorporation construction ( see section 3 . 5 ) . The 
auxiliary doko ' want to modifies the A-foc verb mpokon i '  eat .  The obj ect of 
mpokon i '  is a non-definite noun phrase . The subj ect is marked by the clitic -a 
I at the very end . As with ( 26la) , this construction presents the obj ect as new 
or emphasised information : I want to eat BEEF (not vegetables) . 
When intransitive auxiliaries modify G-foc transitive verbs , the situation i s  a 
bit more complex . G-foc verbs are obligatorily marked for actor with a non­
topic pronoun prefix. So if the G- foc verb and the auxiliary have the same 
subj ect , the auxiliary is not marked for subj ect . If the two verbs have dif­
ferent subj ects - that i s ,  if the subject of  the auxiliary �s the obj ect of the 
main G-foc verb - then the auxiliary will be marked for its subj ect . Some 
examples will make this clearer.  
( 26 5 )  
( 266)  
DOKO ' na-kon i ' -a kuna ha r i mau  toe- i r i a .  
want he (GF) -eat-me AS . ls tiger that-he there 
That tiger over there wants to eat me ! 
DOKO ' - a nu- pateh i .  
want-I you (GF) -ki l l  
I want you t o  ki l l  me. 
Both examples ( 265 )  and ( 266)  use the auxiliary verb doko ' want to . In example 
( 265 )  the same participant (the tiger) is  the subj ect of  both the WANTING and 
the EATING , and this subj ect is encoded with the na- he on the G-foc verb . In 
example ( 266) , the subject of  the wanting is the object of the killing . So the 
- a  I/me clitic must appear on the auxiliary doko ' want to and is deleted after 
the main verb nu-pa teh i ( -a ) you ki l l  (me) . 
When a negative occurs with an auxiliary verb , the clitic-raising rule causes 
the clitics that would have been attached to the auxiliary to move up to the 
negative . Notice in the following examples all begin with NEGATIVE - CLITIC ( S )  
AUXILIARY VERB . 
( 267 )  
( 2 68 )  
( 269) 
( 270 )  
UMA-I MA ' ALA m- po- naa doo . 
not-she may AF-TR-stare companion 
She is not pe�itted to stare at her companions . 
UMA-A- PA MA ' ALA nu- tag i .  
not-I-CONT may you (GF) -res train 
You cannot restrain me any longer/I can no longer be restrained by you . 
UMA-A DOTA m- po- bahaka- ko . 
not-I want AF-TR-re lease-you 
I don ' t  want to release you. 
UMA- KO DOTA me- t i bo ' . 
not-you want INT-flee 
You don 't  want to flee.  
In examples ( 2 67 ) - ( 27 0 )  the clitic pronoun that marks the subj ect of the sen­
tence is attached to the negative uma , not to the auxiliary (ma ' a l a  in ( 2 67 ) ­
( 2 68 ) , dota in ( 269) - ( 2 70»  . 
7 . 62 Transitive auxiliary verbs are ones in which the subj ect of  the auxiliary 
is usually marked by a non-topic pronoun prefix . While these verbs can be A-foc 
(and thus take the prefix cluster m-po- ) they are almost always G-foc and almost 
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always used with negatives . The three most common transitive auxiliaries are 
ku l e '  to be aapabZe of, dada h i  to be abZe to endure , and pokono to Zike, prefer. 
The reason that these auxiliaries are typically G-foc is that they focus on the 
activity of the main verb . (Notice in examples ( 2 71 )  and ( 272 )  below that when 
pokono and ku l e '  are negated , they obligatorily take the locative - i  suffix , as 
explained in section 5 . 15 . )  
( 2 7 1 )  
( 2 7 2 )  
( 2 7 3 )  
Uma ku- PO- KONO- i ng-kon i '  
not I (GF) -TO- Zike-LOC AF-eat 
I don ' t  LIKE eating grass that 
kowo ' to 
grass REL 
is dry . 
Uma k i - KULE- i '  m-po- baya r i . 
not we (GF) -abZe-LOC AF-TR-pay 
We are not ABLE to pay it.  
Uma- p i  na- DADAHI ra- k i r i . 
not-coNT he (GF) -endure 3p (GF) -tiakZe 
bang i . 
dry 
He was no Zanger ABLE TO ENDURE being tiakZed. 
He was no Zanger ABLE TO ENDURE their tiakZing 
OR 
him. 
I f  the subject of the main verb is the same as that of the auxiliary , as i s  
usually the case , the main verb is A-foc and thus unmarked for subject « 2 7 1 )  
and ( 2 7 2 ) ) .  If  the subject of the main verb should be different from that of 
the auxiliary ,  then the main verb is G-foc and marked for its subject with a 
non-topic actor pronoun . This is the case in example ( 2 73 ) , where the subject 
of  the auxiliary is na- he , and the subj ect of the main verb is the passive-like 
ra- they. 
8 . 0  DEPENDENT VERB FORMS 
A discussion of Uma verbs is not complete without mentioning the principle 
dependent verb form ka- . . . - possessive pronoun . By dependent verbs , I do not 
mean nominalisations , 34 but forms corresponding to dependent clauses or what 
might be called participles or gerunds in Indo-European terminology . 
In form , the dependent verb form mentioned above consists of the proclitic ka­
(glossed OP for ' dependent verb marke r ' ) preceding the verb word and a posses­
sive pronoun immediately following the verb stem . This possessive pronoun 
replaces and agrees in person and number with whatever clitic pronoun would 
normally occur in the postverb stem position ( see Chart 1 for a list of pronoun 
forms) • 
There is also an alternative form of  the dependent verb , po- . • .  possessive 
pronoun , used with intransitive verbs beginning with mo- (or me- or ma- ) . In 
this construction , an intransitive verb is made dependent by having its in­
transitive prefix mo- (or me- or ma- )  replaced by po- (or pe- or pa- , all 
glossed as OP) , and the clitic pronoun after the verb replaced with a possessive 
pronoun . This po- . . .  - possessive pronoun construction may be thought of as an 
alternative form of ka- . . . possessive pronoun used specifically with mo- , me­
and ma - initial verbs . In the following examples the ka- or po-/pe-/pa­
dependent marker and the possessive pronoun will be capitalised . The four 
examples below show a normal verb in part (a )  and its dependent counterpart in 
part (b) . 
( 27 4 ) a .  goe ' - i -m i  
cry-he-PFT 
He cried. 
b .  KA-geo ' -NA-m i 
DP-cry-his-PFT 
He having cried/his crying 
( 2 7 5 )  a .  ra-h  i 1 0  
they (GF) -see 
They saw (it) . 
b .  KA- ra-h i l o- NA 
DP-they (GF) -see-3s 
They having seen (it) . 
( 2 76 ) a . mo- keno-ma- ka i 
INT-run-PFT-we 
We ran. 
b .  PO-keno-KAI-m i 
DP-run-we-PFT 
Our having run/our running 
( 2 7 7 ) a .  ma- l a i - ra-mo 
INT- Zeave-they-PFT 
They Zeft . 
b .  PA- l a i - RA- m i  
DP- Zeave-their-PFT 
Their having Zeft/upon their departure . . .  
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I n  the first two examples above the normal finite verb forms are i n  part (a ) , 
and their corresponding ka- . . .  possessive pronoun form in part (b) . Note that 
the clitic pronoun - i  he in ( 274a) has been replaced with the possessive -na  
his in  ( 274b) . Note in  ( 274b)  that the 3s  possessive - na does not correspond 
to any referent in the clause . The 3s  -na  is used merely to fulfil the gram­
matical requirement of having a possessive pronoun on the stem form without 
referring to any specific participant . 
In the next two examples above , the normal intransitive verbs with mo- and ma­
prefixes appears in part (a) , and their corresponding po- . . . possessive pronoun 
forms in part (b) . Although the clitic pronouns in these examples , - ra they 
and - ka i we , are identical in form to their corresponding possessive forms (also 
- ra and - ka i , see Chart 1 ) , nevertheless it is obvious that it i s  the possessive 
pronoun that is used in the dependent verb forms and not the clitic pronoun . 
Note that the -ka i in example ( 276b)  occurs before rather than after the per­
fective -m i « 276a) : -ma- ka i and ( 2 76b) : - ka i -m i ) ,  and note that the - ra in 
example ( 277b) does not cause the following perfective -m i  to become -mo , as is 
obligatory with the clitic pronoun - ra « 2 77a) : - ra-mo and ( 277b) : - ra-m i )  ( see 
section 7 . 3  and Chart 6 ) . 
8 . 1  Dependent verb forms have several uses in Uma sentence and discourse 
structure . Dependent forms with ka- are used as complements of verbs of knowing , 
seeing ,  deciding , saying , etc . 
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( 278 )  Ku- ' i nca-m i KA- nu-pakawa ' - KU .  
I (GF) -know-PFT DP-you (GF) -trick-my 
I know that you tricked me ! OR 
I know about your tricking of me . OR 
I know about my being tricked by you . 
( 2 79 ) Ra- ' epe omp i ' - na KA- na- doa-NA hana pekama ro 
( 280 )  
they (GF ) - hear relative-her DP-she (GF) -accept-.3s AS . 3s engagement. gift 
kebe ' . 
goat 
Her relatives heard that she had accepted the engagement gift from the 
goat. 
Ana ' - ra to kahudu to me- l  i u  KA- ra-po-ka- ' ah i ' -NA .  
chi ld- their RE L  last REL INT-pass DP-they (GF) -TD-AFF- love-3s 
Their youngest child was the one they loved the most. ( lit .  the one 
surpassing in his being loved by them) 
In example ( 278 )  the dependent verb form KA- nu-pakawa ' -KU my being tricked by 
you is the complement of  the verb to know . Note the various English transla­
tions suggested above to represent this Uma syntactic structure . In example 
( 279 )  the dependent verb KA- na-doa-NA her having accepted [it] is the complement 
of to hear . The 3s possessive -na on the verb could refer to pekama ro engage­
ment gift , but more likely it merely fulfils the grammatical function of  making 
a dependent verb and does not refer to any participant . In example (280)  the 
verb me- l  i u  to pass, surpass is used to form a superlative , with a ka- . . .  -
possessive pronoun verb form as its complement : surpassing in his being loved 
by them. 
8 . 2  Because ka- . . .  possessive pronoun verb forms are used as complements of 
verbs of speech , they are often used with reported speech . 
( 281 )  
( 282 ) 
( 283 )  
R i a  tompo i ' - ra , ra- ' u l  i '  KA- h i  ra l a  wana ' - RA . 
is answer-their they (GF) -say DP-at in forest-their 
There was a rep ly, saying that they were in the forest.  ( lit .  they 
said their [being] in the forest) 
Na- l o l  i ta-m i KA- ra-ka - bos i - i  ' -NA wu l ehu ' - ra , KA- ' uma- NA 
he (GF) -told-PFT DP-they (GF) -AFF-stingy-LOc-3s mouse-their DP-not-3s  
ra-wa i ' - i  no ' o .  
they (GF) -give-him machete 
He told about their being stingy toward him with their mice, (and about) 
their not giving him a machete . . .  
Ra- l o l  i ta-m i rawo KA- ra-pa l ah i i - RA totu ' a- ra ,  
they (GF) -te l l-PFT CM . 3p DP-they (GF) -forsake-their parents-their 
PO-mako ' - RA m- po- ru a '  h i pa ' . 
Dp-walk-their AF-TR-find snail 
They told of their being forsaken by their parents, (and) their walking 
along to find a snai l.  
In each of  the above three examples , one or more dependent verb forms follow a 
verb of speech , showing that what follows is indirect or reported speech . The 
ka- . . . -possessive pronoun construction affects not only verbs , but any predicate , 
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even if i t  is a prepositional phrase , a s  i n  ( 281 ) : (that they were ) in the 
forest. When a negative predicate is made dependent , it is the negative that 
undergoes the ka - . . . possessive pronoun construction , as the second dependent 
verb in example ( 282 )  illustrates , KA-uma -NA ra-wa i ' - i  no ' o ,  literally , it 's 
not they give him a maohete or that they didn 't give him a maohete . As example 
( 283 )  shows , the po- • • •  possessive pronoun construction can also be used in 
indirect speech . 
8 . 3  Dependent verb forms are also used with various conjunctions and preposi­
tions . 
( 284 )  
( 285 )  
Ap i '  KA- ' uma- NA na- h i l o- i -d i , apa ' we ro- i !  
in. faot DP-not-3s  he (GF) -see-LOc-CTR for blind-he 
(He said that it was dark3 ) but in faot (it was )  that he oould not see3 
for he was blind! 
Be i wa - m i  kona KA- h i  l a i n tongo ' - NU-e?  
hOW-PFT AS . 2s DP-in middle-your-tag 
Just how (is it) that you wi ll be in the middle ? ( lit . how your (being) 
in the middle) 
In example (284)  the conjunction ap i '  but in faot is followed by a dependent 
verb form. It can be translated into English as a ' that ' clause : in faot [it 
was] that he did not see . Or it can be translated as a gerund : in faot it was 
his not seeing. In (285 )  the question word be i wa how is followed by a dependent 
verb form - although again note that the ' verb ' in question is actually a prepo­
sitional phrase that fills the predicate s lot : How is it that you wil l  be in the 
middle ? or How will your being in the middle (oome to be ) ?  
8 . 4  Dependent verbs also function within a sentence as a dependent clause , 
showing time or circumstance . 
(286)  
(287)  
( 288) 
KA- ra- b i n i  ' - NA tohe ' e ,  ra-h i l o rawo nunu ' n t i na ' me-wa l i 
DP-they (GF) -open-3s that they (GF ) -see CM . 3p banyan main INT-beoome 
tom i . 
house 
When they opened their eyes/Upon their opening their eyes3 they saw 
that the big banyan tree had beoome a house.  
Na- ' epe ra- ' am i -m i  KA- ' o t i - RA ng-kon i ' .  
he (GF) -hear they (GF) -amen-PFT DP-done-their AF-eat 
He heard them say the amen after they finished eating. 
R i a- i  p i d i  we ' i  h i  pong ko KA-mo-keno- KU tuma i . 
is-he still earlier at tower DP-INT-run-my here 
He was still there earlier at the tower when I ran here . 
In example (286)  the dependent c lause KA- ra- b i n i  ' -NA tohe ' e  gives the time/ 
c ircumstances for the main event of the sentence : Upon their opening of their 
eyes In example ( 287)  the dependent c lause KA- ' ot i - RA ng-kon i ' states the 
time of the action : . .  , as/after they finished eating/upon their finishing eat­
ing. Similarly in example ( 288) the dependent clause introduced by ka - sets the 
time : when I ran here/upon my running here . 
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8 . 5  Finally these dependent verb forms are used within the discourse structure 
of Uma narratives to mark heightened action . This heightening-of-action func­
tion is always marked by the presence of the perfective -m i c1itic on the 
dependent form . Although in form these verbs are dependent , the context shows 
that they are not subordinate or marginal , but are in fact encoding main events , 
and often climactic or exciting events at that . The purpose of the dependent 
form in such cases is to accentuate the immediacy of the action . Dependent 
verbs functioning in this role usually occur immediately following the climax 
of a story . Note the dependent verb forms in the following examples that are 
translated in ALL CAPS . 
( 289)  
( 290) 
KA-na- ' epe- NA bengka h i  ' a -m i to ra-kon i I KA-geo ' -NA-m i 
DP-he (GF) -hear-his buffaZo he-PFT REL 3p (GF) -eat DP-cry-his-PFT 
When the buffaZo heard that he was the one to be eaten3 HE CRIED. 
Lako '  hore ha-m i be ' - ra -d i ,  ha ruu wobo ' na-bea pue l tom i . 
just each one-bit- their-CTR boom door he (GF) -open owner house 
KA-mpa ra- dongko- RA-m i me- t i bo ' . 
Dp-*-jump-their-PFT INT-fZee 
They had each had just a bit when boom (went) the door (as) the owner 
of the house opened it. THEY JUMPED HELTER-SKELTER making their 
escape ! 
In the above examples , verbs with the form ka- . . . possessive pronoun and perfec­
tive -m i highlight the action . Rather than being just dependent clauses within 
a sentence , these verb forms encode backbone events of the narrative . For 
instance in example ( 289) , at the denouement of the story , when the buffalo 
finds out that he is to be eaten , KA-geo ' -NA-m i  he cried. The reason that the 
dependent form is used here instead of the regular finite geo ' - i -m i  (cry-he-PFT) 
he cried , is to show how immediately the event follows the preceding event both 
temporally and logically . (Note also , by the way , that the first clause of 
( 289)  contains a dependent verb form as well , showing the time/circumstance of 
the buffalo ' s  crying . )  In example ( 290)  the verb KA-mpa ra -dongko-RA-m i they 
jumped he Zter-ske Zter shows the excitement or the immediate subsequent action 
of the mice in making their escape . Often dependent verb forms thus marking 
heightened action can be translated And so . . .  , such as example ( 290 ) : And so 
they jumped heZter-ske Zter making their escape . 
Examples of dependent verbs functioning to heighten the action in a narrative 
are often found at the climax or �enouement of a story . 
( 29 1 )  
( 29 2 )  
KA- ra-dampa-NA-m i pa i ' - ra me- t i bo ' -m i . 
DP-they (GF) -drop-his-PFT and-they INT-fZee-PFT 
(So ) they dropped him and they !Zed. 
KA- soho ' -NA-m i nono- ra , apa l ma te-m i manu ' ra .  
DP-sorry-3s-PFT heart-their for dead-PFT chicken-their 
(So) they were sorrY3 for their chicken was dead. 
The above two examples illustrate the use of dependent verbs at the denouement 
of a story . In example ( 291 )  the ghosts , having been suddenly frightened by 
something , drop the man they are carrying and flee . This is the most exciting 
part of the story , immediately following the climax . It is encoded by a depen­
dent verb form plus the perfective -m i c1iti c .  The dependent verb here i s  
obviously not used t o  make a subordinate clause . Rather its function is to 
accentuate how immediately this event follows the previous one - as if the events 
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come tumbling one after the other as the story hastens to a close . Likewise in 
( 29 2 ) , a man and his wi fe kill  their chicken that had laid a golden egg . They 
did not find any gold inside like they had hoped , KA- soho ' - NA-m i nono- ra AND SO 
they were sad. Again , this significant action in the story , following immedi­
ately after the c limax , is encoded with a dependent verb form plus -m i ,  marking 
the IMMEDIACY of the event . 
Dependent verbs that heighten action are also often used immediately following 
a quote or a conversation . Perhaps the function of the dependent form in such 
situations is again to indicate that the action immediately follows or results 
from the conversation . 
( 29 3 ) a .  Na- ' u l  i ' ,  "Ncu l i i ' - a -ma kuna ra l a  ponu l u . "  
he (GF) -say return-I-PFT AS . ls in jungle 
He said3 "I am going baok to the jungle ! "  
( 294 )  
b .  KA-mo-gaa ' - RA-m i . 
DP-INT-separate-their-PFT 
(So) they parted oompany . 
Na- ' u l i '  tomane-na , " K i ta  h i l ou mo-n i u '  h i  ha l u ' . "  KA- h i l ou-RA-m i .  
he (GF) -say husband-her lets go INT-bathe in stream DP-go-their-PFT 
Her husband said3 "Let 's  go bathe in the stream. " (AND SO) they went . 
The above two examples both start out with a quote (part (a »  followed by an 
action encoded with a dependent verb form with a perfective -m i attached (part 
(b» . Note in example ( 293 ) , for instance , that after the mouse ' s  speech , in 
which he insi sts on going back home , they part oompany . The form of the verb is 
not mo-gaa ' - ra-mo ( INT-separate-they-PFT) they parted oompany , but KA-mo-gaa ' ­
RA- m i  (DP-INT-separate-their-PFT) their having parted oompany . Because of  the 
close relation this dependent verb form has with the quote , it is probably best 
translated AND SO they parted oompany . 
Dependent verb forms using po- . . . possessive pronoun can also be used to show 
heightened action . 
( 295 ) a .  Na- ' u l i '  tuama- na , " Iko mpu ' u -m i de i ' ? " 
he (GF ) - say father-her you reallY-PFT girl 
Her father said3 "Is it real ly you3 gir l ? "  
b .  Na- tompo i ' ,  "Aku ' -m i  mama . "  
she (GF) -answer I-PFT daddy 
She answered3 "It 's me3 daddy . " 
c .  PO-me- hoko ' - RA-m i h i ra '  tau to l u .  
DP-REcIP-hug-their-PFT they person three 
(AND SO) the three of them hugged eaoh other. 
( 296 ) a .  KA- ra- bahaka-NA-m i ba ru- ra , 
DP-they (GF) -release-3s-PFT palm. wine-their 
(AND SO) they abandoned their palm wine3 
b .  PO- keno- RA-m i h i l ou h i  tom i . 
DP-run-they-PFT go to house 
and ran baok to the house .  
Notice in example ( 29 5 )  that immediately following the conversational exchange , 
the verb form is not the normal finite mo-me-hoko ' - ra-mo (INT-REcIP-hug-they-PFT) 
they hugged eaoh other , but PO-me-hoko ' -RA-m i (DP-RECIP-hug-their-PFT) their 
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hugging each other - translatable as , AND SO they hugged each other. Example 
( 296)  occurs at the climax of a story . Once again , to show heightened action , 
both verbs are dependent in form, the first one with ka- ,  the second with po- . 
L I ST OF  ABBREV I AT IONS 
A-foc 
AF 
AFF 
AG 
AS 
ATT 
BEN 
CAUS 
CH 
CONT 
CTR 
OP 
ex 
G- foc 
GF 
in 
INS 
INT 
NOTES 
subject focus 
subj ect focus prefix 
affected prefix 
Agent-marking prefix 
assertive c1itic 
attemptive prefix 
benefactive c1itic 
causative prefix 
commiserative c1itic 
continuative c1itic 
contrastive c1itic 
dependent verb form marker 
exclusive 
goal focus 
goal focus form 
inclusive 
insight c1itic 
intransitive prefix 
LOC 
NV 
P 
PFT 
RECIP 
REOUP 
REFL 
REL 
REQ 
s 
SPEC 
TO 
TR 
VF 
1 
2 
3 
1+2 
locative suffix 
non-volitional prefix 
plural 
perfective c1itic 
reciprocal c1itic 
reduplication 
reflexive prefix 
relative clause marker 
requestive prefix cluster 
singular 
speculative c 1itic 
transitive derivational prefix 
transitive inflectional prefix 
verb-forming suffix 
first person 
second person 
third person 
first + second person 
1 See Esser 1964 : 36 for a chart similar to Chart 1 .  
2 Throughout this paper I will use the term ' subj ect ' to indicate just what I 
have shown in examples ( 6 )  and ( 7 ) . The subject of a transitive verb is the 
ACTOR . This is contrary to the view argued so well in Bell 1976 for Philip­
pine languages , that the topic is the subject . For those who insist that 
topic is subject , ' subject ' and ' obj ect ' of transitive verbs should be inter­
preted as ' actor'  and ' goal ' . 
3 The only exception is that G- foc verbs can also be prefixed with the non­
volitional te- ( see section 4 . 2 ) . 
4 This same phenomenon is found also in Philippine languages . Abrams ( 1970)  
mentions that in Bi1aan there is no overt s ignal of A-foc or G-foc for certain 
derived verb stems . The focus- signalling unit is the topic or non-topic 
pronoun . 
5 The mechanism by which non-topic actor pronouns became prefixes in Uma probably 
is re lated to the pervasive use of auxiliary verbs in Proto-Austronesian that 
Starosta et a1 . 1982 reconstruct . According to their reconstruction , these 
auxiliaries attracted c1itics ( including the non-topic actor pronoun c1itics )  
to  a position before the main verb . Perhaps in  the immediate proto-language 
from which Uma developed , these non-topic actor c1itics were in preverbal 
position so much that they just settled down and stayed put right there . 
When the G-foc prefixes were deleted (perhaps because they were partially 
redundant) the non-topic actor c1itics became prefixes ( see section 7 . 5  and 
note 32 ) . 
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6 Simple prepositions are ones such as h i  at/to , ngka i from , hante  with , and 
hewa like . Compound prepositions do not take independent pronouns , but rather 
use possessive c1itics ; for instance : h i  ra l a-NA (at inside-its) inside it , 
h i  nyanyoa-NU (at front-your) in front of you . 
7 It should be noted that there are several other po- prefixes on Uma verbs ; for 
instance the po- causative and the po- transitive derivational prefixes ( see 
sections 4 . 3  and 4 . 51 ) . This is a confusing area of Uma morphology , and it 
is often difficult to tell which po- is being used . The po- under discussion 
here is not a derivational affix and is always deleted in the G-foc . 
6 When N- i s  prefixed to a stem beginning 
a prenasalised alveopalatal affricate . 
historically derived from s .  
with either 5 or h ,  the result is nc , 
This is because many h ' s  in Uma are 
9 This is true except in the case of antipassives ( see section 3 . 6 ) . 
la The A-foc forms used in these examples all use the relative conjunction to 
(He 's  THE ONE WH03 I 'm THE ONE WHO , etc . ) .  The purpose of this i s  to make the 
examples natural Uma . A sentence such as H i  ' a  m-po-weba ' -a (he AF-TR-hit-me) 
He hit me (example ( 43a) with the relative to removed) would be understandable 
Uma , but awkward . 
ll The consonant h in Uma is nasalised , which explains its patterning with the 
nasal consonants . 
U Uma words cognate with Indonesian tend to have 0 where Indonesian has a or e 
( schwa) ; for instance : pon u ' full ( Indonesian penuh ) , tonu ' horn3 antler 
( Indonesian tanduk ) . Present-day Uma pronunciation when speaking Indonesian 
also shows this same tendency to use 0 ;  for instance : Indones ian ternan friend 
is pronounced toman by many Umas ; and Indonesian be rd i r i to stand as bo rd i r i . 
U Because there is more than one prefix po- , some verb forms are ambiguous .  
For instance , m- po- kon i '  can be the A-foc form o f  to eat ( N - plus transitive 
po- and kon i ' to eat) . Or it can be an A-foc form for to cause to eat/to 
feed ( N- plus causative derivational po- and kon i  ' ) .  This second meaning can 
also be expressed by the fuller form m-po-po-kon i " using both the transitive 
po- and the causative po- . In G-foc , there is not any ambiguity : na -kon i '  
(he (GF) -eat) he eats vs . na- po- kon i '  (he (GF) -cAus-eat)  he feeds (someone ) .  
� It i s  possible to interpret the attemptive pe- and the transitive derivational 
pe- as merely different functions of one and the same morpheme . Such an 
analysis would combine columns 4 and 5 of Chart 3 .  I have tentatively posi­
ted two separate pe- morphemes on the basis of  some elicited ( and therefore 
questionable) forms such as : 
Wa l o  toe ku- P E - pe-ng-ka- l a- d i o- i  ' .  
bamboo that I (GF ) -ATT-TD-AG-AFF-REFL-dangle-LOC 
I tried dangling myse lf from the bamboo (to see if it was strong enough 
to hold my weight) . 
From the verb root d i o '  dangle one can build the intransitive verb word 
me- ng- ka- l a- d i o ' ( INT-AG-AFF-REFL-dangle ) to dangle oneself and the transitive 
verb word ku- pe- ng-ka- l a- d i o- i ' (I (GF ) -TD-AG-AFF-REFL-dangle-LOC) I dangle 
myself from (it) . The form in the above example , however , has an extra pe- , 
the attemptive pe- (ALL CAPS) , which adds the meaning of trying/testing out .  
� Elkins ( 1970 : 62 )  mentions a prefix pek i - in Western Bukidnon Manobo ( a  
Philippine language located on Mindanao) with the same meaning a s  this pope­
in Uma . He also notes that this prefix is only used in A-foc , just l ike its 
Uma counterpart . 
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16 In modern Uma under is h i  une l . This more archaic form r i  une l is more s imi­
lar to the Kaili form. 
v Intransitive forms for examples ( 100) and ( 10 1 )  do not occur in my data . Note 
that the root in example ( 101b) , pesoba is probably a loanword from Indonesian 
coba to try, attempt , evidence that the pe- was at one time probably separ­
able from the root.  
� Out of  context the prefix cluster poka- is ambiguous .  It can either be transi­
tive derivational po- plus affected ka- ( section 4 . 81 ) , or causative po- plus 
affected ka- ( section 4 . 82 ) . For instance , the stem po-ka-goe ' ( from the 
root goe l to be gZad) can either mean to be gZad about ( if the po- is transi­
tive derivational)  or to gZadden, cause to be gZad ( if the po- is causative 
derivational) . Of course , there are ways to avoid this ambiguity , and the 
context usually clarifies which is meant . 
19 Esser ( 1964 : 1 )  mentions the propensity that Uma has of harmonising vowels in 
words over three-syllables long . 
20 This is not to say that - i  and -a are infixes . The word-final glottal of Uma 
is not a true consonant , but a suprasegmental that is always manifested at the 
end of the stem. Since - i  and - a  become part of the stem , the final glottal 
is ' shoved along ' so as to remain at the end . 
� Starosta et a1 . 1982 show that the suffix - i  in Manobo is used whenever there 
is an auxiliary word ( such as a negative) that attracts a clitic pronoun . 
Their suggestion is that this reflects a dependent inflected verb form . 
� The phenomenon of a cluster of verbal clitics may be quite widespread in 
philippine languages .  Elkins ( 1970 : 18ff) , for example , describes the "adjunct 
cluster" of one Manobo language as "a substring of clause level constituents 
which occur in a fixed order relative to each other and which are permuted as 
a unit" . This is similar to Uma verb clitics , which occur in a fixed relative 
order and , as will be seen in section 7 . 5 ,  permute as a unit to preverbal 
position . Moreover , the inventory of functions covered by the Manobo adjunct 
cluster roughly matches the functions of the Uma postverbal clitics ( for 
instance : completive , incomp1etive , emphatic , ' only ' ) ,  though one is hard 
pressed to find cognates between these Manobo and Uma clitics . 
� Esser ( 1964 : 38 )  contains charts virtually identical to Chart 6 .  
� It i s  also possible to interpret the data in the opposite way , that Uma i s  in 
the process of pulling postverbal pronouns closer to the verb . But since 
enclitic pronouns very similar to those found in Uma are extensively used in 
Philippine languages ,  the more plausible explanation is that Uma has retained 
these enclitic pronouns and is only now beginning to lose them . 
� uma procedural discourses can also be viewed as narration of past events , thus 
us ing the perfective -m i clitic . The discourse can be cast in 1+2 (we ( in)  do 
this and that) , as in the example , or 2s (you do this and that) or 3p (they do 
this and that/this and that is done) .  
� It is possible that the - k i  of Uma and ka of Kaili are related historically 
to the oblique pronoun sets found in Philippine languages like Manobo ( see 
Elkins 1970 , Harmon 1979) . These oblique pronouns ,  used for indirect obj ect , 
non-topic obj ects and referents , etc . are all prefixed with kan- or ken- or 
ka- , depending on the language . Perhaps in Uma this same kan- is attached to 
the end of the verb rather than to the pronoun following the verb . 
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V ane utterance i n  my data uses both continuative - p i and damo together : Ha­
l ap i - p i  damo (one- layer-caNT thus) Only one more layer to go . But some Umas 
report that this sentence is awkward . It should be noted that the three two­
syllable clitics ( p i d i , wad i ,  damo) are presumed to be able to co-occur with 
benefactive - k i , but no unelicited examples have been noted . 
28 See Martens 1986 for a detailed analysis of the emotive clitics . 
� These two tags sometimes occur together as e l e .  
30 The meaning of these temporal adverbs varies markedly from dialect to dialect . 
In Tolee ' ,  for instance , we ' i  is used for any time in the past , and ngone is 
not used . 
31 In the Tobaku dialect , ko I i a is ompa . 
� This phenomenon of postverbal clitics or particles being shunted to preverbal 
position is not unique to Uma . It is quite common in Philippine languages .  
In Tagalog , for instance , enclitic pronouns normally following the verb are 
pulled away and attached to the clause-initial negative h i nd i , as well as 
other clause-initial auxiliaries (Dr Charles Peck , personal communication) . 
Abrams ( 1970 : 39 5 )  notes that in Bilaan (a  minority language of the Phil ip­
pines )  if there is an adverb before the verb , pronouns that normally follow 
the verb are pulled forward and follow the adverb instead . Shetler ( 1976 : 93 ,  
148)  shows examples o f  Balangao which almost exactly parallel Uma : a negative 
word before the verb causes clitic pronouns on the verb to be pulled forward 
and attach to the negative . Starosta et al . ( 1982 ) believe that this phenom­
enon is explained by positing that Proto-Austronesian had a set of auxiliary 
verbs which , because they were the grammatical head of the sentence ,  power­
fully attracted clitics from the ' main ' verbs that they governed . Although 
the form and functions of these proto-auxiliaries have changed over the 
centuries ,  this process of pulling clitics off of the main verb and attaching 
them to some preverbal element remains in force in many languages of the 
Philippine s ,  and in Uma . Other languages of Sulawesi and Indonesia in general 
probably also exhibit this pattern . 
33 Of these auxiliaries , only ka na cannot be followed by a clitic pronoun . Thus 
*kana- i h i l ou (must-he go) *He must go is unacceptable , but kana h i l ou - i (must 
go-he) He must go i s  acceptable . 
34 Nominalisations of verbs in Uma are accomplished by several different con­
structions :  
( a )  Ka- - a  creates abstract nouns , such a s  ka-noa-a '  truth, certainly from 
the same root as the intransitive verb mo- noa ' to be straight, certain. 
(b)  Po- - a  creates place nouns , such as po- t u ru - a  sleeping place, bed from 
t u ru lie down, s leep . 
( c )  The infix - i n - creates factitive nouns , that i s ,  nouns that result from 
the action of  the verb . For example : p- i n-o l i l  i boiled food, from the transi­
tive verb root pol i l  i to cook by boi ling. 
(d)  -A creates nouns that mean the raw material for doing such-and-such , such 
as t u j a- a '  seeds to be planted from the transitive verb t uj a '  to plant . 
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APPEND I X : A bri ef compari son of Da ' a  and Uma verbs 
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If  one compares Da ' a  and Uma verbs affix for affix , the following salient points 
emerge (the following discussion generally follows the order presented in Barr ' s  
Da ' a  verb morphology paper (Barr 1986» : 
DERIVATIONAL AFFIXES 
( 1 )  Both Uma and Da ' a  have a ka- affected prefix with basically the same func­
tions . 
( 2 )  Both Da ' a  and Uma use pa- , pe- , and po- to form derived transitive stems . 
In both languages ,  there seems to be no distinction in meaning among these three 
prefixes ,  except that pa- tends to have a causative meaning . In Uma , pe- has 
more usages , being used for the requestive affix , and also being used with an 
attemptive/deliberative sense . 
( 3 )  Uma does not use the transitive suffixes - raka , - saka , - taka , - naka and -aka . 
There are a few verb forms in Uma in which such a suffix appears to have become 
a fixed part of the root ; for example , sa rumaka to hope for ,  todohaka to suffer , 
and tumo l aka to shove (probably cognate with Indonesian to l ak ) . Only one verb 
in Uma is derived with such a suffix : the root sapu to deny has the transitive 
and/or intensive form sapuaka to repudiate, deny (something) . 
( 4 )  Both Da ' a  and Uma have a po- causative prefix in addition to the pa-/pe-/po­
transitive derivational prefixe s .  
( 5 )  Both Da ' a  and Uma have a requestive prefix . In Da ' a  it i s  k i - and in Uma 
it is pe- (or more specifically , the cluster pope- ) .  
( 6 )  Da ' a  lacks the - i  locative suffix that is so productive in Uma . 
INFLECTIONAL AFFIXES 
( 1 )  Both Da ' a  and Uma use a nasal consonant to mark actor-focus . The form is 
different , since Da ' a  also specifies realis or irrealis with the same affix . 
Da ' a  uses na-/ma- with intransitives ;  Uma uses mo-/ma-/me- with most intransitive 
verbs , N- with some , and no prefix at all with some others . In Uma N - po- or 
just N- is used for transitive actor-focus verbs . This is a po- prefix not 
found in Da ' a ,  though the mba- prefix found with many transitive actor-focus 
verbs in Da ' a  may be somehow related . The nasal of the Uma actor-focus forms 
probably corresponds to the N - that marks agency/transitivity in Da ' a  verbs . 
Thus the Da ' a  form na-N-kon i ( realis)  or ma -N-kon i ( irreali s )  to eat corresponds 
to the Uma forms N - kon i '  or N-po- kon i '  to eat in the following way : 
Da ' a :  na- /ma- N - # kon i 
Uma : # N- po- kon i ' 
( 2 )  Uma lacks overt affixation to mark goal-focus . Da ' a  uses n i - (realis)  and 
ra- ( irrealis) . 
( 3 )  Uma verbs lack the realis/irrealis distinction which is so pervasive in 
Da ' a . 
( 4 )  Imperatives are formed in much the same way in both languages . Intransitive 
imperatives usually use the perfective -me (Da ' a) or -m i  (Uma) . Transitive 
impe;atives are usually goal-focus , but the second person pronoun is usually 
omitted . Negative imperatives ,  if transitive , are usually goal-focus , such as 
the Uma : Neo ' ra-kon i '  (don 't 3p (GF ) -eat) Don 't eat itt/Don 't let it be eaten ! 
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( 5 )  Both languages have a reciprocal aspect .  In Da ' a  the affix is s i - .  In Uma 
s i - is also used , but the more common affix is me- . In Da ' a  this reciprocal 
affix also can mark multiple actors ,  but this usage is rare or non-existent in 
Uma . 
( 6 )  Both languages have a non-volitional aspect , marked with te- or t i - .  
( 7 )  Both languages have a benefactive . In Da ' a  the form is ka . In Uma the 
base form is - k i . In Uma - k i  is an enclitic form ; it is attached to the verb 
and reacts morphophonemica11y with the enclitic topic pronouns . The ka of Da ' a  
seems to be more loosely attached to the verb than the - k i  of Uma . 
(8 )  Both languages have a pretense aspect . In Da ' a  the form is met i - ,  in Uma 
pe- . Uma does , however , have a prefix met i - /mek i - meaning to accuse someone of 
something ; this could be related to the Da ' a  met i - .  
( 9 )  Both Da ' a  and Uma use an affix po- for purposive functions . In Da ' a  this 
is treated as a separate aspect , whereas in Uma it is treated as a special usage 
of the transitive derivational prefix po- . 
( 10 )  Both languages use reduplication to show repetition or continuousness . 
PRONOUNS 
( 1 )  Da ' a  uses independent pronouns extensively , whereas in Uma they are com­
paratively rare . 
( 2 )  Non-topic agent proc1itic pronouns are rare in Da ' a , and only in two persons 
( l s  ku- and 2s mu - ) . In Uma non-topic agent proc1itics are not only the norm, 
they are the only way to form goal- focus verbs . All seven distinctions of per­
son and number are made : ku- I, nu- you , na- he , k i - we , n i - you {p) , ra- they , 
and ta- we { in) . 
( 3 )  Non-topic agent enclitics are not used in Uma . Since Da ' a  has prefixes for 
rea1is and irrea1is , it must put the non-topic agent after the root : n i - kon i -ku 
(GF/rea1is-eat-I) It was eaten by me/I ate it.  Uma , lacking the real is and 
irrea1is prefixes , puts the agent pronouns up front : ku-kon i I (I {GF) -eat) I ate 
it.  It would be interesting to find out how this came about historically and 
if there were any in-between stages in the process . For instance : did Uma lose 
the real is and irrea1is prefixes first , then pull the non-topic actor pronouns 
up to the front of the verb? Or did Uma start pulling the non-topic actor 
pronouns to the front , thus displacing the prefixes marking rea1is and irrea1is? 
(4)  Uma has a complete set of enclitic topic pronouns : -a  I, - ko you , - i  he , 
- ka i we , -ko i  you {p) , - ra they , and - ta we ( in) . This is the primary pronoun 
form used in Uma , but it is entirely lacking in Da ' a . 
MODALS 
( 1 )  Da ' a  has a proc1itic da meaning durative action . Uma does not have this 
proc1itic . But it does have a two-syllable enclitic form p i d i  that means sti t t ;  
this enclitic was formed i n  Uma when the proc1itic da  was displaced t o  post­
verbal position and coalesced with the enclitic continuative - p i  ( see example 
( 2 10 » . 
( 2 )  Da ' a  does not have the contrastive -d i enclitic found in Uma . 
( 3 )  Both Uma and Da ' a  have a perfective c1itic : in Da ' a  it always has the form 
-mo .  In Uma the base form is -m i with a11omorphs -mo and -rna . In both lan­
guages , this is a true c1itic , not affecting the placement of stress on the 
root word . This contrasts with the Ledo dialect of Kai1i , where the perfective 
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-mo is a suffix , causing the stress of the root word to which i t  is suffixed to 
shift one syllable to the right . 
( 4 )  Both Da ' a  and Uma have a continuative clitic . It i s  - pa in Da ' a; in Uma it 
is - p i  with allomorphs - pa and sometimes - po .  
( 5 )  Da ' a  lacks most o f  the two-syllable clitics that are s o  common in Uma ; for 
instance the emotives ( hawo , hana , etc . )  and the tag clitics ( I e ,  - e ,  etc . ) . 
The Uma adverb-like clitics wad i just and damo thus may have analogous adverbial 
forms in Da ' a .  
( 6 )  The Uma clitic raising rule that pulls clitics to preverbal position in 
negated verb phrases may be operative in Da ' a ,  but this needs further investiga­
tion . 
SUMMARY 
In summary , it can be said that Da ' a  verbs are 
especially in verb prefixes ;  whereas Uma verbs 
structure , especially in the use of enclitics . 
contrast in three major ways : 
more complex in morphology , 
are more complex in verb phrase 
Morphologically , Da ' a  and Uma 
( 1 ) Realis/Irrealis : Da ' a  marks this distinction with verbal prefixes . Uma does 
not have this distinction . 
( 2 )  Goal-focus markers and the use of non-topic agent pronouns :  Da ' a  uses overt 
goal-focus prefixes and usually marks non-topic agents as enclitics . Uma has 
no overt goal-focus prefixes and non-topic agents are always prefixes . 
( 3 )  Enc litic topic pronouns : Uma has a complete set of enclitic topic pronouns . 
These pronouns are used extensively in Uma . Da ' a  lacks this pronoun set . 
It is my opinion that the parent language from which Da ' a  and Uma sprang more 
closely resembled Da ' a  in points ( 1 )  and ( 2 )  above ,  but more c losely resembled 
Uma in point ( 3 ) . 
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F O C U S  AND D I S C O U R S E  I N  U MA 
Michae l Martens 
1 .  I NTRODUCTI ON 
In their paper ' Transitivity in grammar and discourse ' ,  Hopper and Thompson 
( 1980) postulate that transitivity is not a dichotomy (transitive or intransi­
tive) , but a continuum . Transitivity in traditional terms is the carrying over 
or transfer of action from one participant to another .  Several features of the 
clause control how effectively this transfer is accomplished . Hopper and 
Thompson broaden the term transitivity and specify ten features that correlate 
with degree of transitivity (high vs . low) . These features are : 1 
( 1 )  HIGH LOW 
1 .  PARTICIPANTS 2 or more 1 participant 
2 .  KINESIS action non-action 
3 .  ASPECT te1ic/perfective ate1ic/non-perfective 
4 .  PUNCTUALITY punctual non-punctual 
5 .  VOLITIONALITY volitional non-volitional 
6 .  AFFIRMATION affirmation negative 
7 .  MODE rea1is irrea1is 
8 .  AGENCY A high in potency A low in potency 
9 .  AFFECTEDNESS OF 0 o totally affected 0 not affected 
1 0 .  INDIVIDUATION OF 0 0 highly individuated 0 non-individuated 
Simply stated , Hopper and Thompson ' s  ' transitivity hypothesis ' states that high 
transitivity features tend to co-occur , as do those of low transitivity . For 
instance , negative clauses and clauses with indefinite O ' s  ( features low in 
transitivity) are both marked as less transitive in many languages .  e1ause 
types that encode one of the high transitivity features (e . g .  definite obj ect) 
often encode other high transitivity features as well ( e . g .  perfective aspect) . 
The second main point of Hopper and Thompson ' s  ( 1980)  paper is that the same 
features that correlate with high transitivi ty also correlate with foregrounding 
( i . e .  event line) in narrative discourse . They note that in Tagalog , clauses 
with OBJECT FOCUS verbs (more transitive by their criteria) , tend to convey 
FOREGROUNDED EVENTS . Conversely , transitive verbs in the BACKGROUND are seldom 
OBJECT FOCUS (p . 289) . 
Uma2 has a simple two-way focus system: OBJECT FOCUS (O-FOC) and ACTOR FOCUS 
(A-FOC) . This paper will describe the transitivity features employed in these 
two focus forms , and show how the focus system functions in Uma narrative dis­
course . To accomplish this , attention must first be paid to matters of pronom­
inal reference and verb morphology . I turn now to these basic facts of Uma 
structure . 
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2 .  VERB MORPHOLOGY 
2 . 1 Pronominal  affi xat i on 
Uma has two sets of pronominal affixes that occur on verbs . The first is the 
ERGATIVE PERSON PREFIXES , which mark the SUBJECT of a TRANSITIVE verb . The 
forms are shown below . 
( 2 )  SG . PL . 
1st ku- ta- ( inc1 . )  
k i  - (excl . )  
2nd nu- n i -
3rd na- ra-
These prefixes are exemplified below with the verb we ba ' hit . 
( 3 )  ku-weba ' I hit (someone ) 
nu-we ba ' You hit (someone ) 
na-we ba ' He hit (someone ) 
ta-we ba ' We ( inc1 . ) hit (someone) 
k i -we ba ' We (exc1 . )  hit (someone) 
n i -weba ' You (pl . )  hit (someone ) 
ra-we ba ' They hit (someone) 
The second set of pronominal affixes is the ABSOLUTIVE PERSON ENCLITICS . These 
enclitics are used to mark the SUBJECT of an INTRANSITIVE verb . The forms are : 
( 4 )  SG . PL . 
1st - a  - ta ( incl . ) 
- ka i  (excl . )  
2nd - ko - ko i  
3rd - i - ra 
The ABSOLUTIVE enclitics are illustrated with the intransitive verb modungka to 
faU down. 
( 5 )  modungka-a  I fall  down 
modungka- ko You fal l  down 
modungka- i He falls down 
modungka- ta We ( inc1 . )  fall  down 
modungka-ka i We (exc1 . )  fall  down 
modungka-ko i You (pl . )  fall  down 
modungka- ra They fall  down 
Another use of the ABSOLUTIVE PERSON ENCLITICS , as expected , is to mark the 
OBJECT of a TRANSITIVE verb . The forms are identical to those used for the 
subj ect of an intransitive verb , as shown below , again with the verb weba ' to 
hit. 
(6 )  na-weba ' - a He hits me 
na-weba ' - ko He hits you 
na-weba ' - i  He hits him 
na-weba ' - ta  He hits uS ( inc1 . ) 
na-weba ' - ka i He hits us (exc1 . )  
na-weba ' - ko i He hits you (pl . )  
na -weba ' - ra He hits them 
As reflected in the pronominal facts above , Uma is to some extent an ERGATIVE 
language . The situation may be demonstrated as follows : 
( 7 )  
ACTOR--­
ku-
nu-
etc . 
0---- -
VERBintr I ---SUBJECT 
VERB tran 
I - a  - ko 
etc . 
I ---OBJECT I 
I -a  
I - ko 
I etc . 1- - - - - - - -
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The subject of the intransitive verb and the obj ect of the transitive verb are 
classed together via the ABSOLUTIVE PERSON ENCLITICS ( - a , - ko ,  etc . ) . The sub­
j ect of the transitive verb , on the other hand , is marked as distinct through 
the ERGATIVE PERSON PREFIXES ( ku- , nu- , etc . ) . 
It should be noted in passing that the ABSOLUTIVE PERSON ENCLITICS are not true 
suffixes , but , as their name indicates , enclitics . This is evident , first of 
all ,  in the fact that they do not alter the stress of the root word to which 
they are attached , as true suffixes do in Uma . Second , they are not attached 
exclusively to the verb proper , but can occur attached to conjunctions or nega­
tives before the verb , or to adverbials or nominals after the verb , as the sample 
sentences below illustrate ( enclitics IN CAPS ) . 
(8 )  h i  l ou mpu I u- i 
go reaUy-HE 
HE reaUy went. 
(9) m- pa l i I potu rua-ku wo ' o-a  
AF-search bed-my also-I 
I 'm hunting for a bed too. 
( 10 )  pa i ' - ra me- t i bo ' -m i  k i u  
and-THEY VBLSR-SCram-PERF ghost 
and the ghosts scrammed. 
In (8 )  and (9 )  the enclitic subject of the clause ( - i and - a  respectively) is  
not attached to the verb word , but is at the very end of the clause after the 
adverbial (mpu ' u  really and wo ' o also) . In ( 10 )  the enclitic - ra they is before 
the verb , attached to the conj unction pa i I and. 
2 . 2  Structure of the verb 
The pronominal facts discussed so far may be placed next in the larger setting 
of the relevant verb morphology , as summarised below : 
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( 1 1 )  
ERGATIVE 
PERSON 
PREFIX 
1 .  INTR 91 
2 .  TRANS 91 
(A-FOC) 
3 .  TRANS ku-
(a-Foe ) nu-
etc . 
ABSOLUTIVE 
VERBAL- TRANSI- PERSON 
ISER TIVISER STEM ENCLITIC 
mo- 91 INTR to mark subj ect 
(or 91 )  STEM 
N- ( pO- ) TRANS to mark object 
STEM (normally) 
91 91 TRANS to mark object 
STEM 
The intransitive verb , Row 1 ,  cannot take an ERGATIVE PERSON PREFIX ( i . e .  91 ) . 
The typical intransitive verb begins with the verbaliser (VBLSR) mo- . 3 A few 
common intransitive verbs , however , have no prefixation at all . Finally , the 
subject of the intransitive verb as detailed at the outset of the paper , is  
indicated by an ABSOLUTIVE PERSON ENCLITIC . The following sentences are illus­
trative . 
( 1 2 )  l ako ' rata-ka i weng i . 
just arrive-we (excl . )  yesterday 
We just arrived yesterday . 
( 1 3 )  mo- ko re- i - d i  
VBLSR-stand-he-ASSERT 
He 's actually standing! 
( 1 2 )  is an example of an intransitive verb with no prefixation ( rata arrive ) ,  
and ( 1 3 )  has the prefix mo- (mo-kore to stand) . In both examples the subject 
is marked by an ABSOLUTIVE PERSON ENCLITIC after the verb ( -ka i and - i  respec­
tively) . 
Transitive verbs in Urna are either ACTOR FOCUS (A-FOC) or OBJECT FOCUS (a-Foe) . 
In Row 2 of ( 1 1 ) , the ERGATIVE PERSON PREFIX is obligatorily ABSENT from an 
A-Foe verb form . A-FOC verbs ALWAYS begin with the prefix N- , which , while 
corresponding to the mo- verbaliser prefix for intransitive verbs , may safely 
be labelled an A-FOC marker , and thus is glossed as AF in examples . The N ­
prefix occurs only and always on A-FOC verbs . The usual morphophonemic variant 
of N- is m- , since it so commonly occurs before the po- transitivising prefix or 
before one of the several derivational prefixes in Uma , most of which begin with 
p .  
Most A-FOC verb forms have a po- transitivising prefix , though for certain verbs 
and in certain circumstances it may be deleted . The most common form for a verb 
in A-FOC is the form m- po-STEM , for example : 
( 14 )  m- po-ken i ,  from the stern ken i carry 
m- po-weba ' ,  from the stern weba ' hit 
m- po-h i l o ,  from the stern h i l o see 
In Row 3 of ( 1 1 )  above , an O-FOC verb form obligatorily takes an ERGATIVE PERSON 
PREFIX , and obligatorily DELETES both the A-FOC prefix N- and the transitivising 
prefix po- . Compare the corresponding A-FOC and O-FOC verb forms below : 
( 1 5 )  A-FOC 
a .  m-po-ken i carry 
b .  m- po-we ba ' hit 
c .  ng-kon i '  eat 
d .  m- pateh i kill 
O-FOC 
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na- ken i he carried (it) 
na-weba ' he hit (it) 
na-kon i '  he ate (it) 
na-pateh i he ki lled (it) 
c f .  the A-FOC forms in the 1efthand column , ( lSa) and (b)  have the prefixation 
m- po- , and ( l Sc )  and (d)  have the prefixation N- ( i . e .  minus the po- ) . The 
O-FOC forms in the righthand column , however ,  have none of these prefixes , but 
instead have the na- 3sg .  ERGATIVE PERSON PREFIX marking the Actor . 
In O-FOC , the postposed ABSOLUTIVE PERSON ENCLITICS encode the obj ect of the 
verb , as the following sentences illustrate ( enclitics IN CAPS) : 
( 16 )  ku-pateh i - i  
I (OF) -kil l-HIM 
I ki lled HIM. 
( 1 7 )  doko ' na-kon i ' - a 
want he (OF) -eat-ME 
He wants to eat ME. 
2 . 3  O- FOe as  a more h i gh ly  tran s i t i ve constructi on 
As was noted earlier , Uma is morphologically ERGATIVE in regard to pronominal 
affixation on the verb . What must be noted , however , is that onl y in the a-FOe 
form i s  the transitive subj ect marked by the ERGATIVE PERSON PREFIX . For the 
A-FOC form , no ERGATIVE PERSON PREFIX occurs ; the subj ect is not marked in the 
verb , but rather is indicated either by an independent NP or is implicit from 
the context . The following two sentences - a ' minimal pair ' in terms of focus 
- illustrate this nicely : 
( 18 )  N t i napu m- po-wangu tom i - na h i  Bu l u ' . 
Ntinapu AF-T-bui ld house-his at Bulu ' 
Ntinapu bui lt his house at Bulu ' .  
( 1 9 )  na-wangu ( N t i napu ) tom i -na  h i  Bu l u ' . 
he (OF) -build (Ntinapu) house-his at Bulu ' 
Ntinapu built his house at Bulu ' .  
In ( 18 )  the A-FOC form m- po-wangu build occurs . By definition , the Actor is 
not marked in this verb , but is indicated by the noun N t i napu (the name of a 
folk hero ) . In ( 19 ) , however , na-wangu he built , is O-FOC , and the Actor is 
marked in the verb by the prefix na- , a 3sg . ERGATIVE PERSON PREFIX . This na­
is obligatory , but the Actor can be further marked by an optional NP immediately 
after the verb , as indicated in ( 19 )  by the parenthetically marked ( N t i napu) . 
All of  this accords with Hopper and Thompson ' s  ( 1980) transitivity theory , 
according to which : 
1 .  Constructions that mark transi tive subjects as ERGATIVE are 
higher in TRANSITIVITY than those that do not (p . 268) ; and 
2 .  In languages with focus , the O-FOC forms are higher in 
TRANSITIVITY than A-FOC forms (pp . 292-294) . 
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Since the Uma O-FOC verb form is also ERGATIVE , it doubly qualifies as a HIGH 
TRANSITIVITY construction . The transitivity hypothesis predicts that O-FOC will 
encode certain other positive transitivity features ,  too . Thi s  is indeed what 
happens in Uma , as I will describe throughout the next section of the paper . 
3 .  FOCUS AND D I SCOURSE 
In the previous section I have dealt with the basic morphological facts about 
Uma focus . Although we can learn much about how focus works by comparing vari­
ous clauses and sentences , yet such a ' clause-level ' approach can only yield 
ins ights that are symptomatic of the larger patterns of DISCOURSE , in terms of 
which a full discussion of FOCUS must be given . I outline this next . 
3 . 1 NEW and OLD i nformati on 
The communication process involves a fundamental task of continuous monitoring 
by the speaker of the knowledge that is (or is believed to be) shared between 
him and his hearer ( s ) . Thus OLD ( shared) INFORMATION must be linguistically 
distinguished from NEW INFORMATION . For NARRATIVE DISCOURSE , the ' grand design ' 
for introduction of NEW INFORMATION while maintaining memory of OLD INFORMATION 
may be diagrammed as follows : 
( 2 0 )  STAGES NEW INFORMATION FOCUS 
1 .  Existential S --- V Intransitive , Stative 
+ 
OLD NEW NEW 
2 .  Initial S V (0)  Intransitive , A-FOC Transitive 
Action + 
OLD NEW OLD 
3 .  Developmental S V 0 O-FOC Transitive 
Action 
The scenario sketched above conveys a normal sequence in which the speaker in 
Stage 1 tells the hearer what exists .  This regularly involves some kind o f  non­
action verb associated with a referent . Typically an intransitive or stative 
construction is expected (e . g .  ' There was a man ' ) . In Stage 2 ,  since the refer­
ent is now known , it becomes OLD INFORMATION , while other sentence material is 
typically NEW INFORMATION . This stage , in which the initial action of the nar­
rative begins , may be implemented with another more active but intransitive 
sentence , or with a transitive one . If the latter , and if a FOCUS SYSTEM is 
involved , one expects ACTOR FOCUS . 
Finally , in Stage 3 ,  the Developmental stage , a fully transitive action is under 
way and the narrative begins to develop . At this point the subject is still OLD 
INFORMATION and the obj ect becomes OLD INFORMATION , with only the verb retaining 
the NEW INFORMATION bearing function that moves the narrative forward . From a 
focus perspective , the OBJECT FOCUS is expected . This narrative process may be 
illustrated by the following discourse fragment from Uma . 
( 2 1 )  STAGE 
1 
a .  r i a  ana ' rod ua , paka ' tomane 
is ohild two all  male 
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There were two ohi ldren, both boys 
STAGE 
2 
b .  h i l ou- ra-mo h i  B u l u ' kuku , 
go-theY-PERF to Bulu 'kuku 
They went to Bulu 'kuku, 
c .  t u ru h i  rehe ' e- ra-mo 
sleep at there-theY-PERF 
They slept there . 
d .  m- po-epe- ra danc i l ow i  to  mon i . 
AF-T-hear-they bird lowi REL sound 
they heared a lowi bird making noise.  
STAGE e .  
3 
ra- pa l i '  . . .  ra-h i l o nca rake h i  ra ' a  
they (OF ) -searoh they (OF) -see peroh on branoh 
They searohed (for it) . . .  they saw (it) perohed on a branoh. 
Stage 1 ,  the Existential Stage of this discourse fragment is seen in ( 2 1a )  with 
the existential statement r i a  ana ' rodua there were two ohildren . This intro­
duces the first participants . Next , the Initial Action , Stage 2 in ( 21b) and 
(c )  begins to create the setting of the narrative with the intransitive verbs 
h i l ou . . .  t u ru went . . .  s lept.  In ( 2 1d) , also part of Stage 2 ,  a transitive 
A-FOC verb m- po- ' epe hear , introduces a new participant (danc i l ow i  a lowi bird) . 
At this point , finally , the action of the discourse reaches the Developmental 
stage , Stage 3 ,  in which both the Actor and the Obj ect are OLD INFORMATION , and 
subsequent verbs are O-FOC ( ra-pa l  i '  . . .  ra-h i l o they searohed . . .  they saw) . 
The verb form of ( 21d) is worthy of special comment . Since the form m- po- ' epe 
hear is A-FOC , it does not have an ERGATIVE PERSON PREFIX to mark the Actor . 
Surprisingly , however ,  the Actor is marked on the verb by an ABSOLUTIVE PERSON 
ENCLITIC : m- po- ' epe- ra THEY heard. This enclitic - ra is NOT marking the Obj ect , 
as one normally expects on a transitive verb , but the Actor . This is " an ANTI­
PASSIVE construction , to use ergative terminology , in which the transitive sub­
j ect has been ' demoted ' from the ERGATIVE form and position (prefix) and is 
encoded as an ABSOLUTIVE ( enclitic) . Another example of this is ( 2 2 ) . 
( 2 2 )  m- po- h i l o- i  romeha ' sakaea 
AF-T-see-he two boat 
He saw two boats . 
The verb form in ( 2 2 )  is also ANTIPASSIVE . It is A-FOC , and the Actor is marked 
by the enclitic - i .  The primary function of this seldom-occurring construction 
in Uma is in Stage 2 of ( 20 ) , i . e .  to INTRODUCE another participant or prop into 
the setting of the narrative . 
In Uma narrative discourse , then , NEW INFORMATION is typically introduced via 
verb forms that are non-O-FOC ( i . e .  intransitive or A-FOC) . Once the NEW 
INFORMATION becomes OLD , the story is then developed via O-FOC verb forms . Nor 
is this pattern true only at the beginning of a narrative . Even after Stage 3 
is reached , a switch back to Stage 2 may be triggered by the entrance of a new 
element into the scene , as the following excerpt illustrates .  
( 2 3 ) a .  na- rata aka l a- na , 
he (oF) -obtain plan-his 
He arrived at his plan: 
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b .  l ou-m i 
gO-PERF 
he went 
ng- a l a '  wua ' l ode ' to taha ' . . .  
AF-gather fruit lode ' REL ripe 
and gathered some ripe lode ' fruit . . .  
c .  na- puna ' h i  ra l a  nganga-na 
he (OF) -put inside mouth-his 
he put (it) into his mouth3 
d .  na- l i om i  
he (oF ) -chew 
and he chewed (it) . 
We pick up this narrative already in stage 3 with the O-FOC verb in ( 23a) , na­
rata he obtained/arrived at. In ( 2 3b) , however , a NEW element enters the scene , 
wua ' l ode ' lode ' fruit.  This NEW Object triggers a switch back to Stage 2 ,  and 
the verb form in ( 2 3b) is appropriately A-FOe , ng- a l a '  gather. After the lode ' 
fruit is introduced and becomes OLD INFORMATION , the discourse reverts once more 
to Stage 3 in ( 2 3c )  and (d) , in which the verbs are once again O-FOC ( n a- puna ' 
. . .  na- l i om i  he put . . .  he chewed) . 
In the examples so far , a noun becomes OLD INFORMATION only after explicit pre­
vious mention. Previous mention , however , is not the only factor that distin­
guishes NEW and OLD . Sometimes O-FOC verbs occur even though the 0 has never 
been mentioned before . This is because the 0 is PRESUPPOSED by the CULTURAL 
CONTEXT , and is therefore considered OLD information by the speaker and hearer ( s )  
who share this cultural context . The following sentences illustrate the pattern . 
( 24 )  ra l a-na hangkan i ,  l ou wo ' o- i -m i  mo- peka . na- ' a l a ' -m i  
in-its one. time go also-he-pERF VBLsR-fishing he (oF) -take-PERF 
doa peka-na . . .  
fishing pole-his 
One time he went fishing. He took his fishing pole . . .  
( 2 5 )  r i a  hadua kab i l asa m- po- babeh i wuhu ' - na . 
is one youth AF-T-make pond-his 
wanga . 
bark 
na-babeh i t umo l a-na  ngka i 
he (OF) -make tunnel-its from 
There was a young man who made a pond. He made its drainage tunnels from 
wanga bark. 
( 26 )  na- ' ona ' -m i  w i t i ' - na tu ru  
he (oF ) -stretch-PERF legs-his lie 
He stretched out his legs while lying there . 
In examples ( 24)  and ( 2 5 ) , O-FOC verb forms are used , not because of previous 
mention , but because the Os are PRESUPPOSED within the culturally defined 
' script ' of the situation in the story . If  one goes mo-peka fishing , there 
must be a doa peka fishing pole . If  one makes a wuhu ' pond , there are assumed 
to be t umo l a-na its drainage tunne ls . In ( 26 ) , the man ' s  legs are not previ­
ously mentioned , but can be safely assumed to be present and involved , since the 
verb root ona ' to stretch usually implies an arm or leg in such contexts .  
3 . 2  Def i n i teness vs . i ndef i n i teness 
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Closely related to the matter of OLD and NEW INFORMATION is the matter of 
DEFINITENESS . Definite nouns are typically those that have been previously 
mentioned or otherwise presupposed . 
One of  the high transitivity features listed by Hopper and Thompson ( 1980) is  
INDIVIDUATION OF o .  Definite Os tend to be more totally affected by the action 
of the verb than do indefinite Os . In accord with this , it is the Uma O-FOC 
verb form , being the highly transitive construction , that is typically used to 
encode DEFINITE Os ; while INDEFINITE Os co-occur with A-FOC forms . 
Often an indefinite 0 is incorporated into the verb in Uma , producing a clause 
type that seems more intransitive than transitive . The verb is A-FOC , and the 
subject is encoded as a postverba1 enclitic (the form used for the subj ect of 
intransi tive verbs ) . The object is incorporated into the verb , between the verb 
word and the enclitic subject marker . For most kinds of verbs , the po- transi­
tivising prefix is deleted , a sign of reduced transitivity . All this correlates 
with the semantic interpretation of INDEFINITE O. The following sentences 
illustrate O- incorporation . 
( 2 7 )  ng - kon i '  l oka ' - a 
AF-eat banana-I 
I 'm eating bananas .  
( 28 )  napa pa i '  ng-ko l o  kaj u - ko 
what reason AF-carry wood-you 
Why are you carrying wood? 
( 29 )  mo-manyu pae- i 
VBLsR-pound rice-she 
She 's pounding rice . 
Thus in ( 2 7 ) , for example , the indefinite object l oka ' bananas has been incor­
porated inside the person marker - a  I ,  directly after the verb word kon i ' eat .  
This reinterpretation of  l oka ' a s  part of the verb is reflected i n  the fact that 
it now receives the verb ' s  main phonological stress :  ng - kon i ' 1 6ka ' - a .  Thus the 
clause no longer has a ' real ' direct obj ect , but only an indefinite ' pseudo­
object ' . This reduced transitivity is further enhanced by the fact that , as 
seen in ( 2 7 )  and ( 28 ) , the verb is prefixed only with the N- (A-FCC marker) , and 
po- (transitiviser) fails to appear . Most verbs are of this form in O-incorpor­
ation constructions , and some verbs , for example ( 29 ) , even take an intransitive 
prefix mo- . 
Another way to encode an INDEFINITE 0 is by the ANTIPASSIVE construction dis­
cussed in 3 . 1  above . Example ( 2 2 )  is repeated here . 
( 30 )  m-po-h i l o- i romeha ' s akaea 
AF-T-see-he two boat 
He saw two boats . 
The ANTIPASSIVE is s imilar to the O-incorporation construction discussed in the 
preceding paragraph , in that the transitive subject is encoded as a postverba1 
c1itic ( in this case - i  he ) ;  but with the ANTIPASSIVE , the 0 is still an inde­
pendent clause constituent . The ANTIPASSIVE , you will remember ,  is primarily 
used to introduce a new participant or prop into a narrative . The form of the 
verb shows characteristics of  reduced transitivity (A-FOC , subj ect encoded as 
an ABSOLUTIVE ENCLITIC) ,  and this correlates with a semantic interpretation of 
the 0 ( romeha '  sakaea two boats ) as REFERENTIAL but INDEFINITE . 
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In contrast to the A-Foe examples  in ( 2 7 )  through ( 30 ) , the O-FOC is the pre­
ferred verb form when the 0 is DEFINITE , for example : 
( 3 1 )  na-manyu tob i ne-na pae 
she (OF) -pound wife-his rice 
His wife pounded the rice . 
toe 
that 
( 32 ) S i l obo na- jo l e '  wo ' o-m i hawo bo l a ' -na 
Silobo he (oF ) -shove alSO-PERF - lumber-his 
Silobo also shoved his lumber (downhill) . 
( 3 3 )  ku-sepa-mo- ko 
I (OF) -kick-PERF-you 
I ' ll  kick you! 
In ( 3 1 ) , some particular collection of rice ( pae toe that rice ) is under dis­
cussion . This is in contrast to ( 29 ) , in which just the activity of ' rice­
pounding ' is referred to , but not some particular collection of rice . In ( 3 2 )  
and ( 3 3 )  a s  well , DEFINITE O s  are in view ( bo l a ' - na his lumber and - ko you , 
both previously mentioned OLD INFORMATION) . All three of these DEFINITE expres­
s ions take O-FOC verb forms . 
3 . 3  Correl ati on of O-FOC and FOREGROUNDING 
In narrative discourse , certain events can be labelled BACKGROUND , i . e .  they do 
not advance the story line , but provide detail , commentary , description , etc . 
Other events are FOREGROUND (or main events , or event line) , i . e .  the main , 
chronological actions that advance the story (cf . Grimes 1971) . In Uma , there 
is a correlation between O-FOC verb forms and FOREGROUND , as the following 
diagram helps to illustrate . 
( 34 )  FOREGROUND BACKGROUND FOCUS 
Stage 1 S -- - V Intransitive , Stative 
4-
OLD NEW NEW 
Stage 2 S --- V --- (0) Intransitive , A-Foe 
Transitive 
OLD NEW OLD 
Stage 3 S - -- V --- 0 O-Foe Transitive 
Here the same three stages diagrammed in ( 20 )  are seen in light of FOREGROUND 
and BACKGROUND . Stage 1 and 2 are typically Background ; it is in these stages 
that participants are introduced and the setting unfolds . Stage 3 ,  however , in 
which the participants are OLD INFORMATION and the action begins to develop , is  
typically FOREGROUND . Thus transitive verbs tend to be A-FOC in BACKGROUND , 
and O-FOC in FOREGROUND . 
In reality the situation is far more complex , of course . Foregrounded events 
can also be intransitive sorts of happenings ( e . g .  going , arriving , sleeping ) . 
But a statistical count in Uma texts reveals the generalisation that when a 
transi tive verb is in Foreground , it is usually O-FOC , as the following excerpt 
illustrates .  
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( 3 5 )  na- ' a l a ' - i -m i  pa i '  na-puna ' ra l a  gonga , na- ken i h i l ou h i  
he (oF ) - take-him-PERF and he (OF) -put in gourd he (OF) -carry go to 
L i ku Pagoo . ka- rata-na h i  L i ku Pagoo , na- bahaka- i -m i . 
Liku Pagoo DEP-arrive-his at Liku Pagoo he (oF ) -free-him-PERF 
He took it and put (it) in a gourd3 and he carried (it) to Liku Pagoo . 
Upon his arrival at Liku Pagoo3 he freed it.  
This is taken from a narrative about a boy and his pet caterpillar . The parti­
cipants have already been introduced, hence the use of only the pronominal 
affixation to identify them : na- he (the boy) , and - i  it (the caterpillar) . 
The action is developing ( stage 3 ) . The consistent use of O-FOC verbs is typi­
cal for FOREGROUNDED , MAIN EVENTS , thus : na- ' a l a '  he took , na-puna ' he put , na­
ken i  he carried , na- bahaka he freed. In this example , only the dependent , 
BACKGROUNDED clause , ka- rata-na . . .  upon his arrival . . . is not O-FOC . Consider 
also the following example (partially the same as ( 2 3 )  earlier) . 
( 36 )  a .  1 ou-m i ng-a 1 a '  wua ' l ode ' to taha ' 
gO-PERF AF-gather fruit lode ' REL ripe 
(He ) went to gather some ripe lode ' fruit . . .  
b .  na-puna ' h i  ra l a  nganga-na . 
he (OF) -put inside mouth-his 
He put (it) in his mouth . 
c .  na- l i om i . 
he (OF )  chew 
He chewed (it) . 
d .  nyau- nyau mon i  kebe ' m- po- l i om i 
munch-munch sound goat AF-T-chew 
Munch munch went the goat3 chewing 
wua ' l ode ' • 
fruit lode ' 
the lode ' frui t .  
The main participant , kebe ' the goat , is the Actor throughout this episode . In 
( 36a) , the wua ' l ode ' lode ' fruit ,  is introduced using the A-FOC form ng- a l a '  
take3 gather. After this , the story develops with the two O-FOC forms in ( 36b) 
and ( c ) : na-puna ' . . .  na- l i om i  he put . . .  he chewed.  The last clause , however ,  
( 36d) , is  not a main event , but a BACKGROUNDED descriptive comment , and the verb 
form used , m- po- l i om i , is appropriately A-FOC . 
O-FOC forms , then , tend to be FOREGROUND , because the main events of a narrative 
are typically the interaction of one participant with some known or presupposed 
other participant or obj ect . Hopper and Thompson ( 1980 : 291 )  note that FORE­
GROUNDED events typically have DEFINITE Os . 
Non-O-FOC forms , in contrast to O-FOC , are a way of encoding BACKGROUND inform­
ation , as in ( 3 6d) above and in the following excerpt . 
( 37 ) a .  hangkan i l oga mo- dao ' -m i  Su l ao ' . 
one time VBLSR-stro ll-PERF Sulao ' 
One time3 the Sulao ' went stro lling. 
b .  n-campe i baj u-na  to bu l a  wu roko ' - na ,  
AF-put . on shirt-his REL white neck-its 
He put on his shirt with the white neck3 
c .  m- paha ' a  tamp i , 
AF-carry spear 
and shouldering his spear3 
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d .  pa i ' mo- s i ga i , 
and VBLSR-turban 
and wearing a turban3 
e .  h i l ou m-po- tara  Pune ' . 
go AF-T-pass . by Pune ' 
he went by where the Pune ' lived. 
The FOREGROUNDED event in ( 3 7 )  is mo- dao ' -m i  went strol ling , in this case an 
intransitive verb with the perfective -m i . In the four subsequent lines (b , 
c ,  d ,  and e ) , the storyteller is giving BACKGROUND , adding details and local 
colour , describing the manner in which the Sulao ' went strolling . The verbs 
used are , as a consequence ,  A-FOC ( n -campe i put on , m- paha ' a  carry , m-po - t a ra 
pass by ) or intransitive (mo- s i ga i  wear a turban) . 
3 . 4  Perfecti v i ty 
So far we have seen that O-FOC forms , being a high transitivity construction , 
encode definite as and tend to be FOREGROUND in narrative discourse . Another 
transitivity feature that correlates with the A-FOC vs . O-FOC distinction is 
ASPECT . Hopper and Thompson ( 1980 )  note that telic and perfective aspect cor­
re lates with HIGH TRANSITIVITY , and that atelic or non-perfective correlates 
with LOW TRANSITIVITY . In accord with this , the Uma focus forms exhibit the 
following pattern : 
( 38 )  
FOCUS ASPECT 
O-FOC PERFECTIVE (BOUNDED) 
( High Trans ) 
A-FOC NON-PERFECTIVE (UNBOUNDED) 
( Low Trans) 
That i s ,  there is a tendency for O-FOC verbs to occur with a PERFECTIVE inter­
pretation . A-FOC verb forms , on the other hand , tend to be NON-PERFECTIVE in 
meaning . Consider the following example s .  
( 39 ) a .  mo-manyu pae- i 
VBLSR-pound rice-she 
She is pounding rice . 
b .  na -manyu tob i ne- na pae toe 
she (OF) -pound wife-his rice that 
His wife pounded the rice. 
(40 ) a .  ra- ' u l i ' ,  " Lou m- po- ' o l i bengka-ka i 
they (OF) -saY3 go AF-T-buy buffalo-we ( excl . )  
They said3 ' We 're going buffalo-buying. '  
b .  ra- ' o l  i -m i  bahangkuj a ma ' a ,  pa i ' - ra ncu l i ' .  
they (oF) -buy-PERF several animals and-they return 
They bought several head3 and then they returned. 
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Examples ( 39a) and ( b )  are the same a s  ( 29 )  and ( 3 1 )  earlier , used i n  discussing 
definite vs . indefinite Os . Not only does the O-Foe form in ( 39b) encode a 
DEFINITE 0 ,  pae toe that rice , but it also encodes a more ' bounded ' or well­
defined event aspectually than does the non-O-FOC form in ( 39a) . ( 39b) is the 
form for narrating a past-tense , perfective event . ( 39a) , on the other hand , 
i s  usually used for a present tense on-going event ; it is an appropriate answer 
to the question , ' What is she doing? ' .  
Similarly , the event referred to by ( 40a) , m-po- ' ol i  bengka buffalo-buying , is 
aspectually less bounded . The event in ( 40b) , however ,  ra- ' o l  i -m i  they bought 
(several head) , is clearly bounded and perfective . 
One of  the few explicit aspect markers in Uma is the -m i PERFECTIVE enc litic 
that appears in ( 40b) above . In accord with the correlation expectations shown 
in ( 38 )  above , - m i  PERFECTIVE turns up frequentl y with O-FOC verb forms ( and 
with intrans itive verbs ) , but very seldom with A-Foe verb forms . For example : 
( 41 ) a .  *?mo-manyu pae- i -m i  
VBLSR-pound rice-she-PERF 
*?She rice-pounded. 
b .  na-manyu-m i to b i ne-na 
she (OF ) -pound-PERF wife-his 
His wife pounded the rice . 
pae toe 
rice that 
The forms in (41 )  are identical to ( 39 ) , but with a -m i PERFECTIVE added . The 
- m i  PERFECTIVE is incorrect or at least awkward in ( 41a) , because it is incom­
patible with the typically non-perfective meaning encoded by thi s  non-O-FOC verb 
form . In ( 41b) , however ,  the -m i is acceptable . 
4 .  TEXT AND COMMENTARY 
The narrative text ' Cutting Ata ' Leaves '  has been chosen as a short , typical 
narrative in Uma . In both the free English translation and the Uma text , FORE­
GROUNDED events ,  i . e .  events that are clearly the main events of the narrative , 
are to the left.  BACKGROUNDED events are to the right . O-FOC verb forms are 
CAPITALISED . Non-capitalised verbs are either A-FOC or intransitive . 
Of the 2 2  clauses identified as FOREGROUND in the narrative , 10 contain O-FOC 
verbs . Of the 33 BACKGROUNDED clauses , only three are 0-FOC . 4  Of the three 
O-FOC verbs in the BACKGROUND , two of them (Lines 15 and 18 )  are in dependent 
clauses and are clearly backgrounded . The third , Line 2 0 ,  is the result of a 
forefronted , topicalised 0 :  ' This rattan , we will use it later . . .  ' .  This is 
c learly not a main event , but a simple comment , "collatoral " in Grimes' ( 1971 )  
terms . 
Lines 13 and 14 are unusual cases . In actuality , the two events described there 
are logically central to the story : ' My wife folded ata ' , and I c leared off a 
place to dry them ' . But the storyteller has forefronted the Actors of both 
clauses , and in the process has used A-Foe verb forms : m-pekawah i i  clear off is 
A-FOC , and mo- l at i ' ata ' fold ata ' leaves is an O-incorporation construction , 
based on the transitive root l at i ' fold , but with an intransitive prefix , simi­
lar to ( 29 ) . It appears that the storyteller has encoded these , not as main 
events but as BACKGROUND events for stylistic purposes . That is , the deliberate 
mis-matching of syntactic and conceptual prominence becomes art . In this Uma 
is not unique . Alternatively , Lines 13  and 14 can be viewed as specifying the 
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main event verb of Line 12 : ' We began to work : specificall y ,  my wife folded 
ata ' , and I cleared . . .  ' .  
Line 36 is a subordinate clause containing the verb m-peru i i  dethorn. The A-FOC 
marker m- is attached to the derived stem pe- ru i - i  (the noun root ru i thorn with 
the affixes pe- - i ,  a sort of locative focus stem) . In the actual text , this 
verb is A-FOC , perhaps to mark its BACKGROUNDED status . Native Uma speakers 
report , however , that the O-FOC form (the parenthetical na-peru i i ) could also 
have been used , since the topic of the subsequent clauses (Lines 37 and 38)  is 
the ata ' leaves . 
In Line 46 , the pa- prefix instead of the expected ma- verbaliser (cf . Line 6 )  
has created a nominalised form of the verb . This is a common device in  Uma 
narrative to mark the denouement or ' wind down ' of a story . A freer English 
translation i s ,  ' And so it was about 4 : 00 when our descent back home began . ' 
' Cutti ng ata ' l eaves ' ( free Engl i sh trans l at ion )  
1 .  Earlier this morning , our plan was to go cut ata ' leaves at Mehi ' .  
2 .  at 7 : 00 am ,  
3 .  we left , 
4 .  carrying our food , 
5 .  carrying palm wine slung over our shoulders 
6 .  descending to Kompu • . .  
7 .  ascending to Lopo ' ,  
8 .  and continuing on to Mehi ' Mountain . 
9 .  Upon arriving at Mehi Mountain , 
1 0 .  we prayed. 
I I .  After we had prayed , 
1 2 .  WE BEGAN to work : 
13 . My wife folded ata ' leaves ,  
14 . and I cleared off a place 
15 . WE COULD DRY the ata ' leaves on . 
16 . After I had cleared off a place for the ata ' , 
17 . I DRIED the ata ' 
18 . that WAS ALREADY FOLDED . 
1 9 .  and went to gather rattan . 
2 0 .  This rattan WE WILL USE later 
2 1 .  to tie up our garden house . 
2 2 .  Upon my return from gathering rattan , 
23 . WE SAID , 
24 . "Let ' s  eat , 
25 . because it ' s  already midday ! "  
2 6 .  WE TOOK our food , 
27 . We prayed , 
28 .  and we ate . 
29 . After eating , 
3 0 .  I SAID , 
3 1 .  "Let ' s  go again 
32 . and cut some new ata ' leaves . "  
33 . We went up into the jungle . 
34 . I did the cutting , 
35 . my wife did the dethorning . 
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3 6 .  After dethorning (After S HE  HAD DETHORNED it) 
3 7 .  then SHE BUNCHED UP (the leaves ) 
38 . and CARRIED (them) back to our drying spot . 
39 . I went back 
40 . to cut ata ' , 
41 . and I CARRIED ( it )  
42 . arriving at our drying place . 
43 . WE FOLDED (the leaves) 
44 . till it was all done . 
45 . When it was about 4 : 00 this evening , 
46 .  we descended on our way home , 
47 . arriving at Wurumu ' .  
48 . WE CUT UP our rattan . 
49 . The sun was getting low . 
50 . We climbed uphill 
51 . and got to the top here at our house , 
52 . arriving at this spot . 
5 3 . My wife started cooking , 
54 . and I went to fetch palm wine . 
55 . That ' s  all . 
' Cutti ng ata ' l eaves ' ( Uma text ) 
FOREGROUND (MAIN EVENTS )  BACKGROUND 
1 .  mepu l o  ngone , hawa ' -ka i l ou - ka i  
morning early plan-our (excl . )  go-We (excl . )  
n- t i me ata ' h i  Meh i ' .  
AF-cut ata ' at Mehi ' 
2 .  t i nt i p i  t u-m i 
strike seven-PERF 
3 .  me- ' ongko ' -ma- ka i h i l ou 
VBLsR- leave-PERF-we (excl . )  go 
10 . mo- s ampaea-ma- ka i .  
VBLsR-pray-PERF-We (excl . )  
4 .  m-po- ' u ba ' kon i ' - ka i 
AF-T-aarry food-our (excl . )  
5 .  m- po-ha r i r i baru 
AF-T-aarry palm. wine 
6 .  ma- n a ' u  h i  Kompu  
VBLsR-desaend to  Kompu 
7 .  ma-nake ' h i  Lopo ' 
VBLsR-asaend to Lopo ' 
8 .  ka I i I i  u h i  Bu I u '  Meh i ' . 
aontinue to Bulu ' Mehi ' 
9 .  ka- rata-ka i h i  B u l u '  Meh i ' 
DEP-arrive-our (excl . )  at Bulu ' Mehi ' 
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11 . ot i mo- sampaea-ka i 
after VBLsR-praY-We (exc1 . )  
12 . k i - tepu ' u- m i  mo- bago . 
we (exc1 . )  (oF) -begin-PERF VBLSR-work 
17 . ku-pu ' a i - m i  ata ' 
I (OF) -dry-PERF ata ' 
13 . tob i ne-ku mo- l a t i ' a ta ' 
wife-my VBLSR-fold ata ' 
1 4 .  aku ' m-pekawah i i pontu ' ua ata ' 
I AF-clear. off p lace ata ' 
15 . k i -pompy ' a i . 
we- (excl . )  (OF) -dry . on 
1 6 . ot i -a-ma m-pekawah i i  pon t u ' ua a ta ' ,  
after-I-PERF AF-clear. off p lace ata ' 
18 . to o t i ra- l a t i ' 
REL finish 3pl (OF) -fo ld 
19 . pa i ' h i  l ou-a  ng- a l a '  u i .  
and go-I AF-gather rattan 
2 3 . k i - ' u l  i ' -m i  
we (excl . )  (OF) -saY-PERF 
2 0 .  u i  tohe ' e  k i - pake ' mpa i ' 
rattan that we- (excl . )  (OF ) -use later 
2 1 .  m- po-kapu ' tom i - ka i  h i  bonea . 
AF-T-tie . up house-our (excl . )  in garden 
22 . ka- rata-ku ng- a l a '  u i �  
DEP-arrive-my AF-gather rattan 
24 . ng-kon i ' - ta-mo , 
AF-eat-we ( inc1 . ) -PERF 
25 . apa ' tebua ' -m i  eon a .  
because tOP-PERF sun 
26 .  k i - ' a l a ' -m i  kon i ' - ka i 
we (excl . )  (OF) -take-pERF food-our (excl . )  
2 7 .  mo- sampaea-ma- ka i 
VBLsR-pray-PERF-We (exc1 . )  
28 . pa i ' ng-kon i ' .  
and AF-eat 
30 . ku- ' u l i ' -m i  wo ' o  
I (OF ) -saY-PERF also 
2 9 .  ot i 
finish 
ng-kon i ' 
AF-eat 
31 . h i l ou- ta-mo wo ' o  
go-we ( inc1 . ) -PERF also 
32 . n - t i me a t a '  to bo ' u . 
AF-cut ata ' REL new 
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3 3 .  ma- nake ' -ma- ka i h i J ou h i  ra j a  ponu J u . 
VBLSR-asaend-PERF-we ( exc1 . )  go into jungle 
37 . pa i '  na- J up i -m i 
and she (OF ) -bunah-PERF 
34 . aku ' -m i  m- po- t i me ,  
I-PERF AF-T-aut 
3 5 .  tob i ne- ku m- peru i i .  
wife-my AF-dethorn 
36 . ot i m- peru l I (ot i na-peru i i ) 
finish AF-dethorn (finish she (oF ) -dethorn) 
38 . pa i '  na-paha ' a  t uma i h i  pompu ' a i a- ka i . 
and she (oF) -aarry to . here to drying. plaae-our (exc1 . )  
3 9 .  aku ' h i J ou ncu J i i '  
I go baak 
4 1 . pa i '  ku- ke n i  
and I (OF) -aarry 
43 . k i - J a t i  ' -m i  
we (exc1 . )  (OF) -fo ld-PERF 
40 . n- t i me ata ' 
AF-aut ata ' 
42 . rata  h i  pompu ' a i a- ka i  
arrive at drying. plaae-our (exc1 . )  
44 . duu ' -na ot i .  
until-i ts finish 
4 5 .  nc i monou ' -m i  we ' i ,  bo t i n t i opo ' -m i  
evening-PERF earlier about strike four-PERF 
46.  pa- na ' u- ka i -m i  ncu J i i '  t uma i 
NOM-de s aend-we ( exc1 . ) -PERF return to. here 
47 . rata  h i  Wu rumu ' 
arrive at Wurumu '  
48 . k i - pua ' -m i  u i - ka i . 
we (exc1 . )  (OF) -aut-PERF rattan-our (exc1 . )  
49 . d i ng k i  ' -m i  eo 
lOW-PERF sun 
5 0 .  ma- nake ' -ma-ka i 
VBLSR-asaend-PERF-we ( exc1 . )  
5 1 .  tebua ' -ma - ka i t uma i h i  tom i -ka i 
peaked-PERF-we (exc1 . )  here at house-our (exc1 . )  
5 3 .  tot i na mo- ruhe-m i 
woman VBLSR-aook-PERF 
52 . rata  h i  rehe ' i .  
arrive at here 
54 . pa i ' aku ' h i J ou mo- ha r i  ' -m i . 
and I go VBLsR-get.  palm. wine-PERF 
5 5 .  rata  re i .  
arrive here 
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NOTES 
lChart 1 is adapted from Hopper and Thompson 1980 : 2 52 . 
2Uma (Pipikoro) is an Austronesian language spoken by about 20 , 000 people in 
western Central Sulawesi (Ku1awi District) . The author ' s  research has been 
carried out in the central dialect in the village of Kantewu under the sponsor­
ship of Hasanuddin University (ujung Pandang) , as part of the cooperative 
agreement between Indonesia ' s  Department of Education and Culture and the 
Summer Institute of Linguistics .  
3The mo- prefix has an a11omorphic variant ma- . I n  addition to the simple type 
of  intransitive verb represented in the chart above , there are numerous other 
kinds with other prefixation . For example : mome- ' reciprocal ' (mome- t u l ung i 
to heZp each other) , me- ' middle voice ' (me ' eka ' to be afraid) ,  mengka- ' delib­
erate action ' (meng ka-meke to de Ziberate Zy cough) , etc . Similar things could 
be said of the various types of transitive verbs . 
� In a few instances it is difficult to decide if  a given clause is FOREGROUND 
or BACKGROUND (e . g .  lines 13  and 14) . But the overall correlation of O-FOC 
with FOREGROUND is clear by any analysi s .  
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" H OW B I G  I S  Y O U R  R I C E ? " -
U N I T S O F  MEAS U R EM E NT AMO N G  T H E  UMA P E O P L E  
Michael Martens 
In the pre contact days , before the introduction of metres and litre s ,  the Uma1 
people of Central Sulawesi had a traditional system of measurement for length 
and volume . This system is still in use , though on the decline now . These 
measurements are based on body parts (e . g .  a fingerlength , a cubit ) or on every­
day containers ( a  half coconut shell , a small basket) . 
When I requested that our language teacher write down some of these , my intention 
was to learn about length and volume . The first two sections of the chart below 
show the Uma units of length and volume respectively . 
I was not expecting to learn about the other units of measurement that our 
teacher also freely supplied . The third and fourth sections of the chart des­
cribe the units of measurement of rice and corn growth - not what I would think 
of as ' units of measurement ' ,  but very much so in the mind of our teacher . 
This i s  significant for two reasons . First , the centrality of these two crops 
to Uma agriculture is reflected in both the number of special terms used and 
also by the rich poetic imagery of the terms . For example , rice that is about 
3 5cm . high could be described as ' half a cubit ' or ' halfway up the knee ' .  But 
the Uma term i s  the more colourful ' wet shins ' - the rice is tall enough to get 
your shins wet from dew . 
Second , this whole episode is significant in that it exemplifies the value of 
using free and unguided elicitation procedures . If  I had asked questions to 
gather information on units of measurement , I might not have found out about 
their system of  crop measurements ,  or at least I would not have connected it 
with the topic of measurement as such . As it is , I got an insider ' s  viewpoint 
on the topic . 
The Uma terms and the Indonesian descriptions ( columns I and 2 )  were authored 
by Mr Herman Rigo , from the village of Kantewu . The English explanation (right­
most column) I added . A breakdown of the morphemes is given whenever possible . 
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THE NAMES OF  MEASUREMENTS I N  U�lA ( HANGA ' -HANGA ' HUKA ' TOPO ' U�1A ) 
Sect i on I :  Measures of l ength ( hu ka ' l anga ) 
1 .  UMA 
ha-muku 
ha- ncenga ' 
tentea ' tu i l a  
ha-mpa l an ta ' 
ha-mpaga 
ha- nanga 
ha-mpa l e- hoa ' 
ha-mpo-wano-a 
ha-mpo- l uba-a ' 
ha- nc i ku 
go l i h i ku 
ha-ma 1 i mpa 1 e 
b i ka '  mpona 
ha-mpata ' hod i ' 
ha- nopo 
ha-ngkupu i a  
2 .  INDONESIA 
seruas  j a r i  
sepanj ang j a r  i 
da r i  pe r t engahan tapak ke 
uj ung j a r i 
sebesa r tapak tangan 
se l a ba r  t apak tangan 
sej engka l 
dar  i perge l angan tangan 
da r i  penyuc i an tangan 
da r i  tempa t ge l ang tangan 
satu hasta  
sepanj ang tangan sebe l ah 
dar i uj ung tang an sebe l ah 
sampa i pertengahan dada 
da r i  uj ung j a r i  sebe l ah 
sampa i s i ku tangan sebe l ah 
satu  depa 
satu  peme l uk 
3 .  ENGLISH 
( ha- one - and throughout this 
paper ; wuku bone ) from fingertip 
to first knuckle 
(root unknown) a finger- length 
( ten tea ' to shake Lime out of 
container? ;  tu i l a  Lime ) from 
middle of palm , where lime is 
placed ( for betelnut) to tip of 
middle finger 
( pa l an ta ' paLm) the size of a 
palm 
( paga to grasp ) width of a palm 
basic meaning is a span , from 
middle finger to thumb 
( pa l e  hand , hoa ' unknown) from 
wrist to tip of middle finger 
(wano to wash hands , po - a the 
pLace of) from part-way up the 
wrist (where one washes one ' s  
hands) to fingertips 
( l u ba '  brace Let , po - a pLace of) 
from the place one wears a brace­
let to fingertips 
( h i ku eLbow) a cubit 
(go l i to turn� move? ,  h i ku e Lbow) 
from mid-bicep to fingertip , with 
elbow curved slightly ; used to 
measure buffalo horns 
(ma l i side� haLf, pa l e  arm) an 
armlength 
( b i ka '  to spLit , pona breast­
bone ) from mid-chest to fingertip 
( pata ' to strike , hod i ' type of 
mousetrap? )  from fingertip to 
elbow of opposite arm; the elbow 
is bent like a hod i ' snare 
( dopo a span) one span ( from 
fingertip to fingertip) 
( kupu i to hug) one embrace , a 
circumference as big as can be 
encircled by arms ; used to measure 
tree trunks . 
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Sect i on I I :  Meas u res of s i ze/amount ( huka ' kabohe/kawori ' ) 
1 .  UMA 
ha-mp i nyu ' 
ha- ngkaku ' 
ha-ngkamu- a 
ha- nyongku ' 
ha-manga ' 
ha-m i ng ka ' 
ha- rota 
ha-wara 
ha- l uncu 
ha- bo ba 
2 .  INDONESIA 
sesuatu  dapat d i pegang 
o l eh i bu j a r i  dan te l unj uk  
segenggam ( be ras )  
segenggam ( bahan yang 
panj ang ) 
sebanyak i s  i satu  
tempu rung 
s ebanyak i s  i baku l kec i I 
sebanyak i s  i satu  bak u l  
sedang 
sebanyak i s  i satu  ny i ru  
se banyak i s  i satu  baku l 
be sar  
sebanyak 1 5 1  satu  tempat  
p i ku l  barang 
3 .  ENGLISH 
( p i nyu ' to pick up with two 
fingers ) one pinch 
( kaku ' to take a handfu l )  one 
fistful (of rice ) 
( kamu to hold , -a  ' nominaliser) 
as many long obj ects (e . g .  beans ) 
as can be held in the hand 
( hongku ' to take with cupped 
hands ) amount filling both hands 
cupped together 
( banga ' coconut she l l )  one half 
coconut shell full 
( b i ngka ' a small� square basket)  
one b i ngka ' full 
( rota rice harvest basket)  one 
rota  full 
(wa ra winnowing tray ) one winnow­
ing tray full 
( l uncu a large basket)  one l uncu 
full 
( boba back-carrying basket)  one 
boba full 
Secti on I I I :  Measurement of the s i ze of fi e l d  ri ce ( hu ka ' kal angko pae ) 
wu l u  onge ke l i hatannya bu l u  h i dung 
mo- t awa l a '  daunnya sepe r t i mata 
tombak 
i ku rone sebesar  eko r  burung p i p i t  
n t i l u '  l owu ' uj ung daunnya t u run  ke 
l u bang 
s i i '  ngkumu l u '  set i ngg i ruas  kak i 
mo rau bohe  setengah umu r 
mo- rau mpo- ku l a '  daunnya menye rupa i j ahe 
(wu l u  hair , onge nose)  the seed­
lings protrude from the dibble­
stick holes l ike hairs 
(mo- ' intransitive ' ,  tawa l a '  
broad spear head) the leaves 
curve like a spear head 
( i ku  tail ,  rone type of sma l l  
bird) a s  big a s  a rone bird tail 
( t i l u '  to turn down , l owu ' dibble­
stick) the leaves begin to turn 
down toward hole left by dibble­
stick 
( s i i '  wet , kumu l u '  shin) tall 
enough to get your shins wet with 
dew in the morning 
( rau leaf, bohe big) big-leaved;  
half-grown 
(mo- , rau see above , mpo- like� 
as , ku l a ' ginger) as big as ginger 
leaves 
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1 .  UMA 
boh u  mane 
bunt  i ' 
huwu 
dag i n t u nuj u '  
tungka ' ha- l ap i  
woku 
mpe renene 
2 .  INDONESIA 
sebesar  pe rut  l ak i - l ak i  
bunt i ng/ham i 1 
buah mu l a i  ke l uar  
t i dak dapat  d i h i tung ; 
ka l au d i tunjuk  dengan j a r i 
sebahag i an bu l i r- bu l  i r- nya 
sudah tunduk 
buah ( i s i )  sudah penuh 
sudah mengun i ng 
3 .  ENGLISH 
( bohu ful l ,  mane male ) the leaves 
curve like the stomach of a full 
man 
( bu n t i '  pregnant ) just beginning 
to have fruit 
( huwu to appear) the grains begin 
to appear 
( dag i to defeat , tunuj u '  index 
finger) you can ' t  count all the 
grain by pointing 
( tungka ' to bow , ha- one , l ap i  
layer) just patches here and 
there have started to bend down 
(woku tender3 softish) the heads 
of grain are full , but still a 
bit soft 
(gleaming) beginning to turn 
yellow 
Sect i on I V :  Measurement of corn from pl anti ng to harvest ( huka goa ' ngkai  l omo ' 
ratuj a '  duu ' na rahore ) 
nyu ba ' 
pan i '  nyoko 
ha-mpo-wunga-a 
ha-mpo-mesaku-a 
ana ' 
ha-mpo-mesaku-a 
totu ' a  
mp i o  
mpue sehe 
mpeh i r i ' 
tonu ' n toko ' o  
mu l a i  ke l ua r  da r i  l u bang 
daunnya se l e ba r  sayup 
be l a l ang sentadu 
sebesa r bunga yang b i asa 
d i paka i wan i ta 
set i ngg i ka l au anak-anak 
ma i n  t i kam 
se t i ngg i ka l au o rang 
dewa sa ma i n  t i kam 
bunga sar i nya mu l a i  
d i g u l ung daun nya 
bunga mu l a i  ke l ua r  
buah j agung mu l a i  kentara  
d i  batang 
buah j agung sudah 
ke l i hatan  
(basic meaning unknown) just 
sprouting out of hole 
( pan i ' wings , nyoko praying 
mantis ) leaves as wide as praying 
mantis wings 
(wu nga flower , po - a p lace of) 
as big as a bouquet of flowers 
tucked in a woman ' s  waistband 
( po - a p lace of, mesaku to throw 
a spear , ana ' child) as tall as 
a child ' s  spear throw 
( see above , totu ' a  adult)  as tall 
as an adult's spear throw 
( p i o  to twist3 spin) the pollen 
flowers appear , still enfolded by 
leaves 
(mpue ? ,  sehe bud) the bud begins 
to unroll 
( peh i r i ' to stick an object into 
one 's be lt3 waistband) the corn 
ears begin to bulge out on the 
stalk 
( tonu ' horn3 antler , n toko ' o  dwarf 
buffalo) the ears of corn stick 
out , like horns of this animal 
1 .  UMA 
sehe maku ' 
mat a I a r i  
onto- a ' s i s i  
ror i - a  mo- ue 
ror i - a  bake ' 
mo- i h i -m i  
ku l uma bung k i  
bang i 
ra-hore 
ra- hoda h i  
pa runcu 
NOTE 
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2 .  INDONESIA 
bunga ( rambu t )  j agung 
kemerah-merahan s epe r t i 
bunga j ambu a i r  
i s i  j agung rupanya sepe r t i 
mata be l a l ang 
1 5 1  J agung mas i h  mudah , 
sangat d i gema r i  kuch i ng 
sudah penuh i s i nya 
ku l i t nya kemerah-merahan 
sepe rt i kep i t i ng 
sudah ker i ng 
s udah d i amb i l dan d i s i mpan 
da l am l u bung 
tempat penggantungan 
3 .  ENGLISH 
( sehe bud , maku ' Malay rose 
apple) the colour of the cornsilk 
is reddish like the bud of this 
fruit 
(mata  eye , l a r i  grasshopper) the 
grains are the size of grass­
hopper eyes 
(on to ' to eat raw , -a ' nominal­
iser ' , s i s i  oat ) the grain i s  
very soft ; cats like t o  eat it 
raw 
( ro r i to grate , - a  ' nominaliser ' ,  
mo- ' intransitive ' ,  ue  water) if  
the corn is grated , there is  
juice 
( bake ' dried up ) if  the corn is 
grated , there i s  no real juice , 
just sludge 
(mo- ' intransitive ' ,  i h i  oontents , 
-m i ' completive aspect ' )  the 
grains are full-sized 
( k u l uma ski n,  bung k i  orab ) the 
husk becomes reddish l ike the 
colour of a crab ' s  shell 
( bang i dry ) dry 
( ra- ' obj ect focus ' ,  hore gather) 
ready to be gathered ihto store­
houses 
( ra- ' object focus ' ,  hod a to 
hang on pegs , h i  in, at , pa runcu 
drying raok) hung on a rack to 
dry fully 
lThe Uma (Pipikoro) language is an Austronesian language (West Toraja family) 
spoken by about 1 5 , 000 people in western Central Sulawesi ( southern Kulawi 
district) of Indonesia . The author ' s  research was carried out in the central 
village of Kantewu ( 1 0 45 ' S , l19 ° 55 ' E ) . 
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1 .  I NTRODUCT ION1 
F O C U S  O R  E R G AT I V I TY ?  
P R O N O U N  S ET S  I N  UMA 
Michael Martens 
Mention Philippine languages ,  and linguists immediately think of focus . All 
Philippine languages have focus grammar , and it affects much of their morphology 
and syntax . Noun phrases in Philippine languages have in- or out-of-focus mark­
ers , also called topic or non-topic markers . Verbs typically have affixes to 
indicate the case role of the focused noun phrase . Philippine languages all 
have multiple sets of pronouns that work within this focus system . 
Synchronic linguists seldom talk about Philippine languages in terms of ergative 
vs . accusative . An accusative language , like English , marks the subj ect of all 
clauses the same , whether transitive or intransitive (nominative case ) , but marks 
the obj ect of a transitive verb differently ( accusative case) , for instance : 
' He walks ' and ' He hit him ' , where both subj ects are ' he '  but the obj ect is 
' him ' . An ergative language , on the other hand , marks the subj ect of an intran­
sitive verb and the obj ect of a transitive verb the same ( called absolutive 
case) , and the subj ect of a transitive verb is marked differently (ergative 
case) . Were English ergative , we would say ' HIM walks ' and ' He hit HIM ' - or 
perhaps ' He walks ' and ' He hit by-him ' , minus the passive connotation such a 
construction has in real English . 2 
At first this doesn ' t  seem to have too much bearing on Philippine languages .  
Linguists have trouble deciding just what a ' subj ect ' i s  in the first place in 
these languages ( see Schachter 1976) . Is it the actor? the topic? or do 
Philippine language s even have subj ects? 
The purpose of this paper is to describe how in Uma , an Austronesian language 
of Sulawesi , the pronoun sets can be interpreted as an ergative system. From 
there , I also want to show that pronoun sets in Philippine languages also possess 
an obscure but potential ergative system. 
2 .  PRONOUN SETS 
One key area involved in the grammar of focus is pronoun sets . Philippine lan­
guages all have more than one set of pronouns . A typical Philippine language 
has : 
(a )  a set of topi c pronouns . These are usually short enclitic forms . They are 
used when the pronoun is the topic of the clause ( in focus ) .  
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(b) a set of non-topic actor pronouns that also function as possessive pronouns 
on noun phrase s .  On verbs , these pronouns mark the actor of the verb when the 
verb is not actor-focus . 
( c )  a set of independent ,  free-standing pronouns , used for emphasis , objects of 
prepositions , etc . These are usually longer forms of the topic pronouns .  
(d )  perhaps a set o f  oblique pronouns , a type of ' garbage basket ' set that marks 
non-topics that are also non-actors . 
2 . 1  Western Buki dnon Manobo 
I have picked Western Bukidnon Manobo (WBM) , a language of Mindanao , to i llus­
trate what the pronouns of a ' typical ' Philippine language are like . One of my 
reasons for choosing WBM is that it is a relatively unknown minor language of 
the philippines ,  yet one which is well researched . Another reason for my choice 
is that WBM is geographically close to Sulawesi , though this does not necessar­
ily imply that Uma is linguistically any closer to WBM than it is to any other 
Philippine language . 
If one combines the full topic forms and the emphatic forms , WBM has four sets 
of pronouns . (All examples are from Elkins 1970 , 197 1 ,  1974 . )  
WB�1 pronoun sets 
l o  TOPIC 2 .  NON-TOPIC 3 .  KI- (OBLIQUE) 4 .  Et-1PHATIC 
sg . pl o sg . pl o sg . pl o sg . pl o 
1 a key ku dey ked i ' /ked i ' ey kenam i 5 i ' ak s i kam i 
2 ka kew nu n i yu ken i kew ken i yu s i kew s i k i yu 
3 " dan d i n  dan kand i n  kandan s i kand i n  s i kandan 
1+2 k i  k i yu ta tew ken i ta ken i tew s i k i ta s i k i tew 
The topi c pronouns are clitic s ;  they mark the topic of a clause , that is , the 
actor in actor-focus , obj ect in obj ect-focus , etc . The non-topi c pronouns mark 
the actor of any clause that is not actor- focus . The obl ique pronouns , from 
what Elkins ' examples show , mark non-topic clause participants such as object 
or indirect obj ect of an actor-focus clause . 3 The emphatic pronouns are just 
that , pronouns used in emphatic position ; they are longer forms of the topic 
pronouns . 
From now on let us concentrate on the first two pronoun sets . Elkins describes 
four focus categories in WBM: subj ect focus , which for the purpose of consist­
ency we will here call actor focus (AF) ; direction-focus (OF ) , instrument-focus 
( IF) , and obj ect- focus (OF ) . Notice how the first two pronoun sets are used in 
these four focus types . (Pronouns are in ALL CAPS and marked TOPic or Non-Topic 
in gloss . )  For simplicity , verbal morphemes not pertinent to the discu;sion 
have not been glossed . 
( 1 )  AF :  m i D -pen-pe-z i g u '  A 
bathe, AF I (TOP ) 
I bathe myself. 
( 2 )  OF : m i D- uw i t -an K I YU 
brought, OF I+YOU (TOP) 
He brought us a gift. 
l i N  en te gasa 
he (NT) compl NT gift 
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( 3 )  IF : i - D-pes i yu KEY l I N  pezem d i ye ' te  t i yengg i yan  
take . walk� IF we  (TOP ) he (NT) opt there NT , com market 
He would like to take us for a walk now in the market.  
(4 )  OF : N- e- ' ehe ' - � KEY l I N  en ma ' an gev i ' i  d i ya ' te  Pang i 
saw� OF us (TOP ) he (NT)  compl repet yesterday there NT , com Pangi 
He saw us again yesterday at Pangi . 
(The pronoun z i n  in examples ( 2 ) , ( 3 ) , and ( 4 )  is the 3s  NT form d i n  that has 
undergone a phonemic change . )  Note that the three non-actor-focus clause types 
are very similar to each other . The topic , whether it be the D ,  I ,  or 0 ,  
appears a s  a topic pronoun ( Set 1 ) , and the actor appears a s  a non-topic pro­
noun ( Set 2 ) . The AF clause (example ( 1 » , however , is different ; it has only 
a Set 1 pronoun because it is intransitive . As a matter of fact , almost all of 
the AF clauses in Elkins ' data are intransitive . Here are some more AF example s .  
( 5 )  N-eN- kayu KEY ge ' i na 
get. wood ,AF we (TOP) while . ago 
We went for firewood a while ago. 
( 6 )  eD- peke- ' u l  i '  A gunta ' an 
must. go-home ,AF I (TOP ) today 
I must go home today . 
( 7 )  ne m i D-pena ' ug ne m i g- kuwa � dutun  te se l u ' a l 
( 8 )  
s o  descend,AF and P-got ,AF he (TOP) there NT , com trousers 
So he c limbed down and took from there some trousers . 
su 
because 
because 
eD-pek i - tawang A KEN I KEW 
NonP-AS-help ,AF I (TOP) you (OBLIQUE) 
I am requesting you to help me . 
Examples ( 5 )  and ( 6 )  are again intransitive and therefore can only be AF . Exam­
ple ( 7 )  has two AF verbs , the first is intransitive and the second tr�nsitive . 
But note that the obj ect of the AF transitive verb is translated as non-definite 
- not ' THE trousers ' but ' SOME trousers ' .  Example ( 8 )  contains a transitive AF 
verb that uses the requestive prefix pek i - (Elkins calls it ' associative ' ) , 
which , according to the rules of  WBM grammar , can onl y be AF . � Thus it seems 
from the data that the AF form of the verb in WBM is only used in clauses in 
which the transitivity has somehow been mitigated , that is , the direct object 
is indefinite , or the clause is intransitive , or the verb form is a frozen form . 
In summary , if we set aside AF transitive verbs for the moment as a bit sus­
picious , and if we lump together the three non-actor cases (object , instrument 
and direction) and informally call them the ' goal ' of the verb , then the topic 
pronouns can be said to mark the SUBJECT ( ' actor ' )  of an intransitive verb and 
the GOAL of  a transitive verb . Non-topic pronouns , by definition , mark the 
ACTOR of a transitive verb . To summarise : 
Topic Pronoun 
Non-topic Pronoun 
Subj ect of Intransitive 
Goal of Transitive 
Actor of Transitive 
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2 . 2  Subject i n  Phi l i pp i n e  l anguages 
So far I have mainly used terms like topic , actor and goal and avoided the use . .  of 
the term subj ect , except in the case of intransitive clauses where there is no 
dispute about what is the subject . I have done this because there is no small 
debate about just what ' subj ect ' is  in Philippine languages .  For example , look­
ing at the OF WBM example , 
( 9 )  N- e- ' e he ' - 0 KEY l i N  
saw ,OF us (TOP) he (NT) 
He saw us . . .  /We were seen by him . . .  
some linguists assert that in such non-actor-focus clauses the TOPIC is the 
subject:  ' WE  were seen by him ' . This view treats the focus system as a kind of 
voice system . In other words , actor-focus is active voice since the actor is 
the subject ,  but any other kind of focus is a kind of passive voice , since some 
other nominal in the clause has displaced the actor as subj ect . The original 
subj ect , the actor , has now become a chomeur , to use a convenient Relational 
Grammar term; it has been kicked out of its subject position , l ike the ' by him '  
o f  the English translation above . 5 
Other linguists disagree with this interpretation . ' Pass ive ' in our Indo­
European tradition connotes an unusual or marked construction ; but in Philippine 
languages the non-actor focus constructions are the more natural constructions , 
and as Bloomfield noted , the actor- focus construction is the one that is avoided 
if possible . 6 I f  we say that the topic is the subj ect of the sentence and there­
fore non-actor-focus sentences are passive , this would mean that speakers of 
Philippine languages are talking backwards most of the time . Furthermore , in 
English passives the actor is de-emphasised , off at the fringe of  the clause as 
a prepositional phrase , if  not omitted entirely ; whereas in non-actor-focus con­
structions in Philippine languages , .  the actor is typically an integral part of 
the clause and is close to the verb . 
Another option is to assume that the actor is the subj ect , regardless of the 
focus . In this view the object or location or whatever may be s ingled out as 
' in focus ' ,  due to its being definite , old information , previously mentioned , 
etc . , BUT the actor is still the subject . Thus example ( 9 )  would be translated 
' He saw us ' . 
A third option is to assume that our English definition of subj ect does not apply 
to philippine languages .  This view can take a radical stance : Philippine lan­
guages do not have sub j ects . Or it can take a more moderate stance : some prop­
erties of  subj ecthood apply to the topic , others apply to the actor . This is 
my view of the whole matter . The topic is the subject in that it is the ' syn­
tactic pivot'  of the clause , to borrow a phrase from Dixon ( 1979 ) . The actor 
is subj ect in that it is the most semantically potent nominal in the clause . 7 
If we assume for the moment the first viewpoint , that the topic is the subject , 
then Philippine languages technically must be labelled as accusative languages : 
by definition , topic pronouns always encode subjects , therefore all subj ects are 
encoded the same way . But if we assume the second viewpoint , that the actor is 
the subject , then Philippine languages are close to being ergative . Consider 
again the summary of WBM topic and non-topic pronouns :  
Topic Pronoun 
Non-Topic Pronoun 
Subj ect of Intransitive = ABSOLUTIVE 
Goal of Transitive 
Subject of Transitive ERGATIVE 
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The amazing thing is that Starosta et al . 1982 reconstruct Proto-Austronesian 
as being "a verb initial mixed ergative language . . •  , the ergative Agent and 
possessors both marked by the same Genitive case forms" ( emphasis mine) . So 
the obscure ergative system that we have found lurking in the focus and non­
focus pronoun sets of WBM may actually be the remains of what once was an erga­
tive system in Proto-Austronesian . 
This ergative system is far from apparent in present-day Philippine languages . 
In order to dredge up this ergative alignment of WBM pronouns , we have had to 
ignore actor-focus transitive clauses , lump all the non-actor-focus categories 
under one heading , and declare the actor to be the subject in spite of some 
valid claims to that title held by the topic . 
Let us now look at an Austronesian language located not far from the Philippines 
that looks much more like an ergative language , and perhaps in this regard more 
resembles its great ancestor , Proto-Austronesian . 
3 .  UMA : I NTRODUCT ION 
Uma ( sometimes called Pipikoro) is  an Austronesian language (Western Toraj a , 
or Kai li-Pamona subgroup) located in the western part of  the Indonesian 
province of  Central Sulawesi . s Like Philippine languages ,  Uma has a focus sys­
tem , though no doubt a linguist familiar with Phil ippine languages would pro­
nounce its focus system woefully inadequate . The noun phrases are poor naked 
things that have no topic or non-topic markers .  Verbal affixation distinguishes 
only two major focus constructions , which I will here call actor-focus (A- foc ) 
and goal- focus (G-foc ) . 9 
3 . 1  Uma pronouns 
Uma somewhat resembles the Philippine languages in its pronoun sets , but even 
here there are some peculiarities . In a typical Philippine language the non­
topic pronoun set does double duty , functioning as possessive clitics on nouns 
as well as non-topic actor c litics on verbs . But in Uma the non-topic actor 
pronouns are a separate set from the possessive pronouns . The non-topic actor 
pronouns are verbal prefixes , while the possessive pronouns have remained post­
positional el i  tics . Uma has no oblique pronoun set . 
l .  TOPIC 
sg . pI . 
1 - a  -ka i 
2 - ko - ko i  
3 - i - ra 
1+2 - ta 
2 .  NON-TOPIC 
sg . pI . 
ku- k i -
nu- n i -
na- ra-
ta-
Uma pronoun sets 
3. POSSESSIVE 
sg . pI . 
-ku -ka i 
- nu - n i 
- na  - ra 
- ta 
4 .  INDEPENDENT 
sg . pI . 
aku I ka i I 
i ko ko i I 
h i ' a  h i ra '  
k i ta '  
The topic pronoun set in Uma is a set of  clitics , all short forms of the inde­
pendent pronouns , similar to the typical Philippine pattern . Note that the non­
topic actor pronouns , although prefixes , are identical in spelling to the pos­
sessive pronoun enclitics ,  except in the Ipl . ( k i - vs . - ka i ) . Obviously the 
non-topic actor pronouns and possessives used to be one set , but through his­
torical change the non-topic set has become displaced to preverbal position . 
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3 . 2  Focus affi xes 
The typical intransitive verb in Uma is prefixed with mo- . 
( 10 )  mo-keno to run 
( 1 1 )  mo- h u ra to sit 
( 1 2 )  mo- kun i ye llow 
( 1 3 )  mo- l eng i ' cold 
The typical transitive A-foc verb is prefixed with mpo- , which I will here gloss 
AFT , actor-focus transitive . This mpo- is actually composed of two morphemes :  
N- , which functions a s  a verbaliser or A-foc marker and which i s  s imilar both 
phonologically and semantically to the intransitive mO- i and pO- , a prefix that 
merely indicates transitivity . 
( 14 )  mpo- kon i '  to eat 
( 1 5 )  mpo- ' i n ca to know 
( 16 ) mpo-we ba ' to hit 
In a transitive G-foc verb , the mpo- prefix is deleted and the verb stern is 
obligatorily prefixed with one of the seven non-topic actor pronouns . There is 
no overt verb affix indicating G-foc i rather it is the absence of the mpo- and 
the presence of the non-topic actor pronoun that mark the verb as G-foc . 
( 1 7 )  na-kon i '  he eats (it) (G-foc ) 
( 18 )  ku - '  i n ca I know (it) (G-foc ) 
( 19 )  k i -weba ' We hit (it) (G- foc) 
So far we have seen how the non-topic 
Now let ' s  look at the topic pronouns . 
as enclitics on intransitive verbs to 
clauses are ,  of course , AF . 
( 20 )  mo- keno-A 
INT-Pun-I 
I am punning. 
( 2 1 )  mo- hu ra- I 
INT-sit-he 
He is sitting. 
( 2 2 )  mo- l eng i ' - KO 
INT-cold-you 
You ape cold. 
actor set of pronouns fit on the verbs . 
Topic pronouns ( in ALL CAPS below) occur 
indicate the subj ect . Intransitive 
Topic pronouns are also used to mark the goal of transitive G-foc verbs . 
( 2 3 )  ku - kon i  ' - KO 
I (GF) -eat-you 
I eat you. 
( 2 4 )  nu- ' i n ca-A 
you (GF) -know-me 
You know me. 
( 2 5 )  na-weba ' - RA 
he (GF) -hit-them 
He hits them. 
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So far so good . This is comparable to what we have seen of Philippine focus 
systems . The topic pronoun is marking the subject/topic of the intransitive 
verb , and the goal/topic of the G-foc verb . 
Topic Pronouns 
Non-topic Actor 
Subj ect of Intransitive 
Goal of G-foc Transitive 
Actor of G-foc Transitive 
This is precisely the same alignment we saw with the WBM pronoun sets . In Uma , 
however ,  this alignment more closely reflects the data . We have not had to take 
a number of non-actor-focus categories and lump them together under the label 
' goal- focus ' ,  s ince Uma has only one non-actor-focus category to start with . 
3 . 3 The ergat ive  i nterpretat i on 
But there is another significant difference between Uma and our illustrative 
Philippine language WBM . Here is a summary of the focus affixes used on verbs 
in WBM (Elkins 1970 : 52-57 ; forms in brackets are allomorphs) . 
AF " 
OF -en [ -en , - a ,  or "] 
IF i -
DF -an  [ - an or - i )  
Note that AF i s  marked by a non-mark , that is , by the absence of  a focus affix . 
This ,  I must admit , fits in well with the notion found in Bell 1976 that focus 
is in essence a ' voice ' system in which actor-focus is the (unmarked) active 
voice and any non-actor-focus constructions are types of passive (marked) voice . 
This also fits in well with the viewpoint that the topic is the subj ect of the 
clause . Bell would probably say that the purpose of these focus affixes is to 
mark that some nominal other than actor is being promoted to subj ect position . 
But the focus affixes of Uma verbs differ in a fundamental way from those of 
WMB .  
A-foc 
G-foc 
mpo- , mo-
" 
In Uma G-foc is the unmarked category , not A-foc . Because of thi s ,  G-foc verbs 
in Uma are not good candidates for the label 'passive ' .  Far from being a marked 
construction , the G- foc verb form in Uma is the normal , finite form , and it is 
the A-foc verbs that function more like non-finite forms . G-foc verbs , for 
instance , are used as the simple , declarative verbs on the backbone of a narra­
tive . Example ( 26 )  below shows G-foc verb forms functioning as the main , back­
bone events of a narrative story . (G-foc verbs are in ALL CAPS . )  
( 26 )  NA- H I LO ohea danc i 
he (GF) -Saw path bird 
NA- ' ALA ' teko ' -na  pa i I NA-TA l A  
he (GF) -took trap-his and he (GF) -set (it) 
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NA- PALAH I I  
he (GF) - ?"eft (it) 
. . .  He SAW the bird 's path . . .  he TOOK his trap and he SET it . . .  he LEFT 
it . . . .  
A-foc verbs , on the other hand , are more often than not found in relative 
c lauses , in complements of auxiliary verbs , or as non- initial verbs in a string . 
(In the following examples , A-foc verbs are ALL CAPS . )  
( 2 7 )  Aku ' to MPO - KON I ' - i  u l u .  
I who AFT-eat-him first 
I 'm the one who wi ??.. EAT him first.  
( 28 )  R i a  hadua 
is one 
There was 
tomane doko ' MPO - BABEH I teko ' . 
man want AFT-make trap 
a man who wanted to kMKE a trap . 
( 29 )  Tuma i - a-ma MPO- PAL I ' - ko . 
come-I-PFT AFT-search. for-you 
I have come SEARCHING FOR you. 
Notice how the A-foc verbs are either in subj ectless clauses (who wi? ?.. eat ) or 
translated as non-finite forms (to make, searching for) . 
It is my suggestion that the development of elaborate focus systems in the 
Philippine languages has caused the non-A- focus constructions to become more 
passive- like , and the non-focused actor less subj ect-like . In Uma and languages 
like Uma , however ,  the focus system has remained simple , and thus the non-A-focus 
verbs are less like passives , and the actor possesses more subj ect-like proper­
ties . 
1 )  First of all , rather than having several non-A-focus categories , Uma has only 
one . 
2 )  Through recent historical change , the non-topic actor pronouns in Uma became 
repositioned before the verb . Along with this , the prefix marking G- foc , being 
somewhat redundant , was deleted and the non-topic actor pronouns were hooked 
directly onto the verb stern as prefixe s . 10 
So , in Uma there is no longer an affix to mark G-foc verbs as ' passives ' .  
Furthermore , the non-topic actor pronouns are now up in front of the verbs , com­
manding a more subject-like position . All of this has caused Uma topic and non­
topic pronouns to more closely resemble absolutive and ergative pronouns :  
Topic Pronouns Actor/Topic of Intransitive 
Goal/Topic of G-foc Transitive 
Non-topic Pronouns Actor of G-foc Transitive 
ABSOLUTIVE 
ERGATIVE 
- can be interpreted as � 
Subject of Intransitive 
Object of G-foc Transitive 
Subj ect of G-foc Transitive 
Thus Uma , an Austronesian language , bears a striking resemblance to Tzeltal , a 
Mayan language of  Mexico that is ergative . (Tzeltal data from my field notes . )  
TZELTAL 
( 30 ) a .  a-ko l tay-on 
you-he lp-me 
You help me . 
( 3 l ) a .  h- ko l tay-at  
I-he lp-you 
I he lp you. 
( 32 ) a .  vax b-on 
asp . go-I 
I am  going. 
( 33 ) a. vax b-at  
asp . go-you 
You are going. 
UMA 
b .  nu- tu l u ng i - a 
you-he lp-me 
You help me . 
b .  ku- tu l ung i - ko 
I-he lp-you 
I help you. 
b .  h i l ou - a  
go-I 
I am going. 
b .  h i  l ou - ko 
go-you 
You are going. 
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Both Tzeltal and Uma have the same structures : erg-VERB-abs for transitive verbs 
« 30 )  and ( 3 1 ) ) ;  and VERB-abs for intransitive verbs « 3 2 )  and ( 3 3 ) ) .  In Tzeltal 
the suffix pronoun set marks the absolutive category ( -on I� me ; - a t  you) and 
the prefix pronoun set marks the ergative category ( h - I ;  a- you ) , just as in 
Uma . 
3 . 4  A- foe trans i ti v e :  the test 
So , does Uma have topic and non-topic pronouns , or does it have absolutive and 
ergative pronouns? Since Uma is a language of Western Austronesia , focus is 
obviously the historical basis  for the present system . But one has to admit 
that the ergative interpretation fits pretty wel l .  
Up to this point , we have been ignoring one kind of verb form . What happens 
when you have an A-foc transitive verb? Here ' s  where the real crunch comes .  
Since the ACTOR i s  in focus , it should be marked with a Set 1 (TOPIC) pronoun . 
But s ince the GOAL of  the verb is the absolutive category , it should be marked 
with a set 1 (ABSOLUTIVE) pronoun . A conflict arises . 
As stated before , in WBM there are few clear examples of TRANSITIVE actor-focus 
clause s .  But one thing is clear from Elkins ' data : whenever a Set 1 pronoun 
occurs with an AF verb , it always marks the actor . 
( 34 )  i van i s  edhangyu A ken i yu he kena A i van edekepa 
proposal beg I ( TOP) you (OBL) lig not me (TOP ) real ly arrest 
£ beg you do not really arrest me . 
In ( 34 )  ( from Elkins 1971 : 2 23 ) , the verb ' beg ' i s  an AF form and transitive : 
I beg you. Note that the topic pronoun a I ( in caps above and underlined in 
translation) encodes the actor . Note that the obj ect of the verb is encoded by 
an oblique pronoun ken i yu you (pl . ) . 
In Uma , however , when an A-foc transitive verb is followed by a Set 1 pronoun , 
it almost always encodes the GOAL . The alleged topic pronoun is not marking 
the topic actor but the non-topic goal - a victory for the ergative interpre­
tation . 
( 3 5 )  Aku ' to mpo-kon i ' -r u l u .  
I REL AFT-eat-him first 
I wil l  eat HIM first.  
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( 36)  Hema to mpo-weba ' - KO?  
who REL AFT-hit-you 
Who hit YOU? 
( 3 7 )  Tuma i - ra-mo 
come-theY-PFT 
The vil lagers 
mpa i ' pue ' ngata  mpo-pa l i ' -A .  
later owners vil lage AFT-search. for-me 
will come later searching for ME. 
( 38 )  Uma-ko ma ' a l a  mpo- tag i -A .  
not-you can AFT-restrain-me 
You cannot restrain ME. 
In ( 35 ) - (38 )  we find A-foc transitive verb forms (notice the mpo- prefixes) . 
The set 1 pronouns that are attached to these verbs ( in ALL CAPS)  are in ' each 
case the goal of the verb . How is it that the TOPIC pronoun on an ACTOR-focus 
verb could be encoding the GOAL? 
What has happened , I believe , is that the topic pronouns in Uma no longer are 
marking only topic , but have also assumed some of the functions of OBLIQUE pro­
nouns in Philippine languages ,  that i s ,  marking non-topic non-actor referents 
( see section 2 and also example ( 34» . In other words , Uma topic pronouns are 
not purely topic pronouns , but more like unmarked , neutral pronouns ,  much l ike 
one woul d expect of absol utive pronouns in an ergative l anguage . Dixon ( 1979)  
says that the absolutive is almost always the unmarked , neutral category in an 
ergative language . 
3 . 5  Anti pass i ves  
There are , however ,  instances i n  Uma when a Set 1 pronoun encodes the actor o f  
an A-foc transitive verb . 
( 39 )  Mpo-h i l o- I romeha ' sakaea . 
AFT-see-he two boat 
HE saw two boats . 
(40 ) Mpope- tu l ung i -A h i  i ko .  
REQ-he lp-I to you 
I request help from you. 
In (39 )  the verb is A-foc transitive (mpo- ) , and a Set 1 topic pronoun ( - i he ) 
i s  encoding the actor.  The same is true in ( 40 ) , where the requestive prefix 
cluster mpope- is A-foc transitive (notice the mpo- ) , and the topic pronoun -a  
I encodes the actor .  This is what one expects from a topic pronoun i n  a focus 
language , right? But this data is not incompatible with an ergative interpre­
tation . 
Most ergative languages have a construction called an ANTIPASSIVE . In an anti­
passive construction the actor of the transitive verb - the ergative category -
is encoded as an absolutive . As Hopper and Thompson ( 1980 : 268) point out , the 
antipassive construction is typically used in s ituations where the object is 
indefinite or not fully affected , or when the verb is stative/involuntary , or 
in other such s ituations of reduced transitivity . 
Assuming the ergative interpretation of Uma pronouns , ( 39 )  and (40)  may simply 
be called antipassive constructions . Such constructions occur in two situations 
in Uma . First of all ,  it occurs with the requestive prefix cluster mpope- and 
a few others like it that exclusively take Set 1 pronouns as their subject . In 
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spite of  the mpo- , verbs prefixed with mpope- simply act like intransitive 
verbs . They are frozen forms . The second situation in which the antipassive is 
used is when the obj ect of the verb is referential but not aforementioned . In 
( 39 )  the obj ect of the verb , ' two boats ' ,  has not been mentioned before in the 
story . As a matter of fact , the very purpose of this clause is to introduce 
the boats into the story . Antipassives like this occur rarely in Uma , but when 
they do , it is almost always in the setting of a story to introduce some new 
prop or character .  
S o  when we examine A- foc transitive verbs , we find support for the suggestion 
that Uma pronoun sets are analysable as ergative and abso1utive . On A-foc 
transitive verbs , the Set 1 pronouns , normally called topic , do not usually mark 
topic but rather the non-topic goal . In the rare instances when Set 1 pronouns 
do mark the topic on an A-foc transitive verb , such constructions nicely fit the 
classical antipassive pattern found in ergative languages .  
4 .  THE POLYNESIAN PARALLEL 
Before concluding , I would like to bolster my argument by mentioning a parallel 
situation in another part of the Austronesian-speaking world . Chung ( 1977 ) , 
Hohepa ( 1969) and others have shown that in the Polynesian islands , languages 
have drifted from an original accusative pattern to an ergative one . Further­
more , the mechanism of this change is remarkably s imilar to what I have suggested 
for Uma . 
Chung summarises her finding in Li 1977 , and I here summar�se her summary . 
1 )  Proto-Polynesian was a VSO language in which case-marking particles preceded 
the nouns and tense markers preceded the verbs . It was an accusative language , 
with subj ects unmarked and direct obj ects marked with i .  
2 )  Proto-Polynesian had the following verbal c lause types :  
INTR: Tense Verb Subj 
TRANS:  Tense Verb Subj DO 
PASSIVE : Tense Verb-C i a  e Agent Subj 
(underlying (underlying 
subj ect) DO) 
In the passive , the original direct obj ect became the new subj ect , and the 
original subject was marked with e .  The verb was marked as passive by the suf­
fix - C i a ,  where C stands for some consonant . These same clause patterns are 
still used in some present-day Polynesian languages , such as Hawaiian and Maori . 
3 )  In some Polynesian languages , however , the old passive has been reana1ysed 
as an ergative construction : 
PASSIVE : Tense Verb- C i a  e Agent 
(underlying 
subject) 
- reana1ysed as + 
Subj 
(underlying 
DO) 
TRANS : Tense Verb ( -C i a )  e Subj DO 
And vo ila ! we have an ergative construction in which e marks the ergative , and 
direct obj ects (DO) and intransitive subj ects make up the unmarked abso1utive 
category . The old passive suffix - C i a  may now be deleted . Tongan and most 
Samoic-OUt1ier languages follow this ergative pattern . 
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4 )  Chung speculates that " . . .  it may be that this reanalysis was facilitated by 
the fact that the passive was more frequent than the active in Proto-Polynesian" 
(1977 : 13 ) . That is , the passive rule became opaque due to overuse . 
Compare the above four points with the Philippine languages and Uma . 
1 )  Philippine languages are generally verb initial , with case-marking particles 
preceding the noun phrases and aspect-tense affixes often preceding the verbs . 
2 )  The following verbal clause types are common in Philippine languages : 
s i  TOPIC 
s i  TOPIC n i GOAL 
INTR : Aspect/AF - Verb 
AF TRANS : Aspect/AF - Verb 
GF TRANS : Aspect/GF - Verb 
( ' PASSIVE ' ) 
- ku (Agent) 
(underlying 
subject) 
s i  TOPIC 
(underlying goal , 
i . e .  O , I , L ,D)  
Phil ippine languages look a lot like the accusative Polynesian languages .  The 
topic (or subject if you will)  is always marked the same (here represented by 
the s i  topic marker found in so many Philippine languages) . There is an overt 
marker for the ' passive ' ,  or non-actor-focus verb types .  The agent in a 'pas­
sive ' is marked by a special non-focus pronoun set (here represented by the 1s 
-ku  clitic ) . 
3 )  But in Uma , a not- so-distant cousin of the Philippine languages ,  non-actor­
focus clause types are so much simpler that they no longer appear passive . 
Along with this , the actor pronouns more resemble ergatives :  
INTR : AF 
A-FOC TRANS : AF 
- Verb - Subj 
- Verb - DO 
G-FOC TRANS : ku- ( Subj ) - Verb - DO 
In Uma the overt markers of non-actor-focus have been deleted, the non-topic 
pronouns that mark the agent in a non-actor-focus clause have now become pre­
fixes (here again represented by 1s ku-) . 
4 )  Chung speculates that the passive rule became opaque in some Polynesian lan­
guages because it was so common . The same could be true of Uma . Non-actor­
focus verb forms are the preferred forms in narrative and some other discourse 
types , and in commands ,  to mention just a few categories . It is easy to see 
how any element of passiveness in a G-foc construction could disappear in Uma , 
especially s ince the verbs now lack any overt passive (G-foc ) affixes . 
So the pas sive to ergative reanalysis that occurred in 
G- foc to ergative reanalysis I have suggested for Uma . 
deals with noun phrase markers , Uma with pronoun sets , 
s imilar . 
5 .  SUMMARY 
Polynesia parallels the 
The Polynesian situation 
but the pattern is still 
Starosta et al . ( 1982)  have suggested that the topic and non-topic pronoun sets 
found in present-day Philippine languages may be reflexes of what was an erga­
tive-absolutive system in Proto-Austronesian . But this original system has been 
obscured in modern Philippine languages by a proliferation of special verbal 
affixes that have created a type of voice system , usually called a focus system , 
in which a nominal other than the actor can be singled out as the syntactic 
pivot of the clause . Because of this focus system, it is not just underlying 
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direct objects that can be encoded by topic (original abso1utive) pronouns , but 
locations , instruments , etc . Furthermore , since the topic pronoun has become 
the syntactic pivot of the clause , the actor now commands a less subj ect- like 
position . 
Uma , while not a Philippine language , does possess pronoun sets that are very 
s imilar to pronoun sets found in Philippine languages .  But in Uma the focus 
system is simpler , having only one non-actor-focus category . Furthermore , Uma 
no longer has verbal affixes that mark G- foc , and it has repositioned the non­
topic actor pronouns in preverbal position . Thus in Uma topic and non-topic 
pronoun sets are more easily analysed as abso1utive and ergative . And indeed , 
in A-foc transitive clauses the so-called ' topic ' pronoun set i s  used to mark 
some non-topics as wel l .  In Uma the topic pronouns are more neutral in their 
function, much like abso1utive pronouns . 
Thi s  does not mean that Uma is not a focus language . My point is that because 
of the nature of the focus system in Uma , its pronoun sets fit in to ergative­
abso1utive categories . In keeping with Starosta et a1 . 1982 , my guess is that 
Uma did not innovate this ergative-abso1utive pronoun system , but that it has 
retained it from Proto-Austronesian . Of course , it is also possible that the 
proto-language from which Uma and languages like it developed at one time had 
a more elaborate focus system , and that this focus system has since s implified 
to reveal the present ergative system. The truth may lie somewhere in between . 
NOTES 
lThe author and his wife have conducted research on the Uma language in the 
village of Kantewu (Ku1awi district of Central Sulawesi)  since June 1980 . This 
paper has been produced as part of the cooperative agreement between the Summer 
Institute of Linguistics and Hasanuddin University , Ujung Pandang , South 
Sulawesi , Indonesia. 
2 Starosta et a1 . ( 1982 )  define an ergative language as ' one in which the gram­
matical subj ect i s  always in the Patient case relation ' . This i s ,  of course , 
assuming that the abso1utive i s  always the grammatical subj ect in ergative 
languages , an assumption that is not accepted by all ( see Anderson 1976)  . 
Modern linguistics cannot seem to agree on what ' subj ect ' is in ergative lan­
guages any more than it can agree on what it is in Philippine focus languages 
- there must be a kernel of wisdom here for the wise . 
3 See Weaver 1964 for a good description of some uses of oblique pronouns in a 
related Manobo language . 
4The same is true of  the requestive prefix mpope- in Uma ; see Martens 1988 : 184 
for examples . 
sBe11 ( 1976)  presents a good summary of the various views about sub jects in 
Philippine languages ,  and gives a detailed analysis of Cebuano to show that 
from the Relational Grammar perspective , topic is the subj ect . 
6Quoted in Bell 1976 : 14 .  
7Be1 1  ( 1976 : 17 )  says the same thing in Relational Grammar terminology when she 
calls the actor the " initial Subject" and the topic " final Subject" .  
B see Martens 1988 for a more complete description of Uma verb morphology . 
9There i s  also a verbal suffix - j that indicates that the goal of the verb is a 
location . But verbs marked with - j  must also be marked as A- foc or G-foc . 
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Thus this suffix creates only a subsystem within Uma ' s  overall A-foc vs . G-foc 
dichotomy . Uma ' s  focus system is very similar to that found in Indonesian , 
which has only actor- focus (meng- ) and goal-focus ( d i - ) , with a locative suf­
fix - i  used as a subsystem . 
w We can safely assume from comparing other languages of the Kaili-Pamona sub­
group that in its proto form Uma used prefixes for G-foc . Compare Uma with 
Kaili (Da ' a  dialect ) : 
KAIL I :  N i -o l  i - ku 
GF/realis buy-I (NT) 
I buy that rice . 
ose e t u . 
rice that 
UMA :  Ku- ' o l i once tetu . 
I (GF) -buy rice that 
I buy that rice . 
for goal- focus irrealis . When the non-topic pronouns ( - ku in the above 
example) became repositioned in Uma , Uma also lost these goal-focus prefixes , 
and the realis-irrealis system as wel l .  
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SOME N O T E S  O N  T H E  I N E L E GANT G LOTTA L : 
A P RO B L EM I N  UMA P HO N O LO G y
l 
Michael Martens and Martha Martens 
THE PROBLEM 
Uma is an Austronesian language of west-central Sulawesi in Indonesia . The 
languages in tmis area tend to have five-vowel systems , penultimate stress , no 
final consonants and no consonant clusters . This is what we were expecting to 
find in Uma . But Uma , we quickly noticed , has a lot of glottal stops,  including 
word- final glottal stops . Surely it couldn ' t  be true that of Uma ' s  twenty-odd 
consonants , only this one could occur word final . At first we thought that 
these final glottals might be just phonetic variants . But it was hard to ignore 
data such as the following : 
Gma no tGvu to steam rice in bamboo 
Gma ' uncLe t Gvu ' to Live 
mo tomo heavy ma ' a l a  to be abLe 
motomo ' deLicious a l a '  to pick up 
When these words with final glottals are followed by consonant-initial clitic s ,  
consonant clusters arise , i . e .  glottal plus another consonant . 
Gma ' na his uncLe 
a l a ' ra pick them up 
tGvu ' p i d i  sti L L  Living 
So , it seems that Uma has no final consonants except glottal , and no consonant 
clusters except those caused by the final glottals - not an elegant solution . 
We were eager to find another analysis , and this next bit of data made it almost 
imperativ e .  These final glottals in Uma are peculiar in one other way : they 
always occur at the end of the root word . If a derivational suffix2 is added 
to the root , the glottal moves right along and occurs after the suffix . 
ana ' 
mo ' ana i ' 
chiLd 
to have chi Ldren (mo- is an intransitive prefix , and - i  is a 
verb-making suffix) 
moha r i ' to fetch paLm wine 
h a r ia ' paLm wine container ( - a  is a noun-making suffix) 
l ompe ' good 
ka l ompea ' goodness ( ka-a  is a noun-making circurnfix) 
If the final glottal is analysed as a word-final consonant , it is strange indeed 
that it should move like thi s .  It would be as strange as if in the English word 
' good ' , the ' d '  moved to the end of the word when the suffix ' -ness ' is added , 
thus becoming ' goonessd ' .  
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THE ANAL YS I S  
Rather than interpreting the final glottal as a segmental phoneme , we decided to 
view it as a word-level phenomenon . 3 Just as intonation , stress , and other 
suprasegmentals function over a stretch of speech , defining phrases ,  sentences ,  
etc . , so this final glottal in Uma is functioning to mark off a whole word as 
' glottalised ' .  Thus there are two word classes in Uma , non-glottalised and 
glottalised. A minimal pair like uma and uma ' could be represented as /uma 1 / 
and /uma2/ ,  or as /uma/ and /UMA/ , or by numerous other conventions .  The point 
is that the final glottal is not a segment , but like intonation or stress is 
functioning at a higher level of the phonological hierarchy . 
What i s  the advantage of positing two word classes? Why not just have plain old 
word-final glottals?  Practically speaking , there is no change in orthography ; 
an apostrophe at the end of the word is the easiest way to mark the phenomenon 
in either case.  But this solution is theoretically more satisfying . 
First of all , it explains why the final glottal does not ' hold still ' when 
suffixes are added . That glottal is not just another consonant in the sequence 
of consonants and vowels making up the word . It isn ' t  a case of ' good ' and 
' goonessd ' ,  but more like ' I ' m going ' and ' I ' m going home ' .  Falling pitch comes 
at the end of both utterances ; it is not tied to a certain word . So the final 
glottal in Uma occurs at the end of the root word , whether it is a bare stem or 
a derived root . 
A second reason the word- level solution is to be preferred is native reaction . 
Uma speakers who are linguistically aware say that certain words are spoken 
softly ( Indonesian l emah) , while certain other words must be said with emphasis 
( paka i t ekanan ) . When trying to write their language , most speakers use an 
apostrophe for the final glottals , but by and large they neglect to use it 
consistently . Occasionally , too , an Uma speaker will suggest spelling a non­
glottalised word with a final ' h '  and leaving a glottalised word unmarked , a 
notion borrowed from Indonesian . 
A third reason : in the speech of some Umas , especially young children , words 
with final glottals also have medial glottals before stops . 
Normal pronunciation: l ad i ' knife karab i ' comb 
Child ' s  pronunciation : l a ' d i ' kara ' b i ' 
The entire word seems ' tense ' to them , an indication that the final glottal is 
a word- level feature . I f ,  in future generations , the pronunciation l a ' d i ' 
becomes the norm , the present orthographic rendering l ad i ' should still suffice . 
The final apostrophe marks the entire word as a ' tense ' word . 
Thus the word-final glottal in Uma is not a segment . We are freed from the 
inelegance of having only one possible word- final oonsonant and only one type of 
consonant cluster . In phonology , as in grammar and discourse ,  it pays to keep 
in mind the hierarchical structure of language . From a higher point of view , 
word-final glottals can be elegant . 
NOTES 
l In this paper glottal stop is represented by an apostrophe , and stress by an 
acute accent . In 1974 we participated in a phonology course at the University 
of Texas at Arlington under Dr Marvin Mayers . We are indebted to Dr Mayer ' s  
Discourse Phonology for the insights shared in this paper . 
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2There are two types of suffixes in Uma . The outer suffixes act much like 
c1itic s .  They do not cause the stress on the root to shift , and they occur 
after the final glottal , if there is any . (The three examples of consonant 
clusters have this type of suffix . )  The inner suffixes discussed in the sec­
tion above are mostly derivational in function . They become part of the root 
word , shifting the stress and occurring before the final glottal . 
3 In view of the outer suffixes discussed in note 2 above , perhaps it would be 
better to talk of glottalised and non-glottalised roots rather than words . 
But whatever one calls them , the point is  that there are phonologically dis­
creet groupings of syllables in Uma , some glottalised and some not . 
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TOWARDS T H E  H I STOR I CA L  G R AMMA R O F  T H E  S O UT H  S U LAW E S I LAN G UAG E S : 
P O S S E S S I V E E N C L I T I C S I N  T H E  P O S TVOCA L I C  P O S I T I O N 
010 S irk 
1 .  In the South Sulawesi (hereafter : SSul ) 1 languages ,  the possessive pro­
nominal enclitics , or at any rate , a large proportion of them , have allomorphs 
that may be arranged into two sets , one of which ( set 2 )  is distinguished by 
the presence of an additional homorganic nasal segment or its reflex in the 
morph-initial position . The following table demonstrates the possessive 
paradigms of four SSul languages ( in terms of intra-group relationship , these 
languages are not especially close to one another ) .  Obsolete forms are 
enclosed in round brackets . 
Not 
Language Set 1 Set 2 
assignable Meaning
2 
to the sets 
in di scussion 
1 2 3 4 5 
-ku - I)ku my 
-mu -mmu yOUI' (sing . ) 
Sa ' danese 
-na -nna 3p 
- ta -nta OUI' ( incl . )  ; yOUI' (polite ) 
- k i  - I)k i OUI' (excl . )  
-m i -mm i yOUI' (plur . , and polite ) 
-ku , ( -u )  -kku my (also : OUI') 
-mu -mmu yOUI' ( sing . , plur . )  
Bugine se 
-na -nna 3p 
- ta - t ta OUI'; yOUI' (po l ite) 
( - k i  1 )  ( -kk i 1 ) OUI' ( inc l .  ) 
( -nvna I)) OUI' (exc l .  ) 
- ku - I)ku my (also : OUI') 
-nu  -nnu  yOUI' ( s ing . , plur . ) 
Makassarese -na -nna 3p 
-ta  - n ta OUI'; yOUI' (polite ) 
( -mmal)) OUI' (excl . ) 
-[ 1 Ju my 
-mu -mmu yOUI' ( sing . , plur . ) 
Mandar 
-na -nna 
}:UI' - ta - t ta -[ 1 J i  ( -mal)) OUI' (excl . ) 
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In case an enclitic has the forms which could be classified according to the 
sets , the form to be used in the postconsonantal position (that i s ,  after a 
consonant-final word) always belongs to set 1 ,  though there could be sequences 
phonetically identical to set 2 forms . Compare : 
Language Unquestionable Combination with a set 2 consonant-final word 
Sa ' danese mata + matanna taan 3 + taanna ( taan-na )  
(ma ta-nna )  his deal, the deal set 
his eye aside for him 
Buginese u l u  + u l ukku j a ruo  + j a rukku 4 
( u l u- kku ) my needle 
my head 
Both sets occur after vowel-final words . For example , we have : ( 1 )  Sad , Bug , 
Mak l i l a -ku my tongue , l i l a -na his tongue ; ( 2 )  Sad , Mak l i ma-oku , Bug l i ma - kku 
my hand, Sad , Bug , Mak l i ma -nna his hand. 
The purpose of thi s paper is to describe the use of the possessive sets in the 
postvocalic position and to examine the historical origins of this use . 
2 .  Apparently the first to notice the two sets of possessive enclitics in the 
languages now classed as South Sulawesian was B . F .  Matthes . In his Makassarese 
grammar he stated that after a number of vowel-final words a nasal is inserted 
before the pronominal element , which results in -nna  beside -na , in - Oku beside 
- ku ,  and so on (1858 : 67 ,  7 0 ,  72 , 7 5-77 , 82 ) . According to Matthes ,  the use of 
the inserted nasal in Makassarese is not subj ect to any clear rules ,  except 
that the nasal is obligatory after the suffix - i . Consider the examples from 
Matthes '  grammar (1858) : 
( 1 )  ma ta eye - ma tanna his eye , ma ta oku my eye 
( 2 )  (From the same base : )  ma ?ma tama ta to watch 
r i ma ?ma tamatana during his watch , r i ma ?ma tama taku 
during my watch 
( 3 )  (With the suffix - i : )  paooa l a r ro i  fit of anger 
paooa l a r ro i nta  your fit of anger 
According to Matthes '  Buginese grammar (187 5 ) , nasals also appear in the 
similar position in Buginese , yet ' only most rarely ' (p . 182) . The examples 
adduced in that book as well as in various other works of Matthes suggest that, 
in Buginese , set 2 is restricted to the position after a ,  though not all the 
a-final words are involved . For example Matthes ( 187 5 : 182-183 , 195-196 ) cites 
Bug ma tanna his eye , bo l ana his house (with the 1st person possessive 
respectively ma takku , bo l a ku ) , to l i na his ear , anuna his property (while 
Makassarese , according to Matthes ' remark in 1875 : 183 should have t o l i nna , 
anunna ) . 
H .  van der Veen observed inserted nasals in the Sa ' danese language , for which 
he established the following rule : the nasal homorganic with the initial 
consonant of the possessive suffix is  placed after any noun ending in i or u 
and after certain nouns ending in a ( e . g . wa l i mmu your enemy , kayuOku my tree , 
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umaQku my wet rice-field, respectively from wa l i ,  kayu , uma ) ; to the nouns 
ending in e or in 0 and to the rest of those ending in a the possessive suffix 
is joined without any intervening nasal (e . g .  pa reku my rice , I i ndona his face , 
so l amu your comrade , respectively from pa re , l i ndo , so l a ) (Veen 1924 : 44-45 ) .  
For comparative purposes , this rule is  to be reformulated in terms of 
possessive allomorph sets , and as such , we will call it Veen ' s  rule . 
Schematically , it may be presented as follows : 
Final vowel :  Set : 
�} 1 
�} 2 
a either 1 or 2 
One of the major l inguistic conclusions that can be drawn from J .  Noorduyn ' s  
study of Wajo ' s  Chronicle (1955 )  is  to the effect that the Buginese language 
conforms , at least in general outline , to Veen ' s  rule . This conclusion , based 
on the transcribed 5 text of the chronicle and on Noorduyn ' s  laconic  remark 
concerning the sphere of the ' paradigm ama kku , 6 (that is , in our terms , set 2 ) , 
sharply contrasts with Matthes ' statement discussed above . As for Noorduyn , he 
does not make any reference in the given context either to Matthes or to 
Van der Veen . 
Recently , however ,  Veen ' s  rule was called in que stion by R . F .  Mills , who wrote : 
' Van der Veen states a rule which may be true of Sa ' danese , but not of Buginese 
or others . . .  ' A few lines further on Mil l s  doubts whether Veen ' s  rule applies 
even to Sa ' danese : ' . . .  it may have been a premature conclusion , made as it was 
near the beginning of his [ Van der Veen ' s  - u . S . ] Sa ' danese studies '  (Mills  
1975b : 221 )  . 
As can be seen , conflicting opinions have been expressed concerning the 
distribution of the SSul sets of possessive enclitics in the postvocalic 
position . Hence our first task is to determine the pattern of distribution in 
question as precisely as possible by way of considering all the avai lable 
evidence . The main problems to be tackled are : ( 1 )  to what extent is Veen ' s  
rule applicable to particular languages ,  and ( 2 )  how are the sets used after a .  
In the last part of this paper we wil l  try to find the historical explanation 
of the emerging picture . 
3 . 1  Sa ' danese : In writing Sa ' danese words , Van der Veen persistently keeps to 
the rule established by him in 1924 . Thi s  applies both to the Tae ' -Dutch 
dictionary (Veen 1940) and to the publications of Sa ' danese oral tradition 
(Veen 1950 , 1965 , 1966 , 1976 , 197 9 ;  the last of these works was printed after 
Van der Veen ' s  death) . The same picture can be observed in translations of 
Psalms (Pa ' pudian , 197 2 )  and of the Gospel According to Luke (Kareba . . .  , 1973 ) . 
It is likely that the translator of these biblical texts was Van der Veen , but 
by the time they were edited in Indonesia,  he had already left that country . 
Further , no violation of Veen ' s  rule is found in the Toraj a- Indonesian 
dictionary (Tarnrnu and Veen 197 2 ) , the text of which , compiled mainly by Van der 
Veen , has been reworked by the editor , J .  Tarnrnu , with the collaboration of 
L. Pakan . It is  hardly likely that the last-named Indonesians , both native 
speakers of Sa ' danese , might have uncritically adhered to a spel ling tradition , 
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even to a prestigious one , if that was at variance with the reality of their 
mother-tongue . In view of thi s ,  it is also noteworthy that the texts of 
Sa ' danese oral tradition edited by L .  Pakan ( 1959a , 1959b) follow Veen ' s  rule . 
Just the same must be said about the examples of words with possessive 
enclitics that are found in the phonological description of the Kesu ' dialect 
presented by J . S .  Sande and W . A . L .  Stokhof (1977 ) , even if these examples are 
too scarce for drawing any definite conclusions . 
In view of the whole evidence supplied by the works cited so far we may be sure 
that Veen ' s  rule conforms , indeed , to the traditional norm of the Sa ' danese 
language or , at least,  to that of some Sa ' danese dialects . The expression 
' traditional norm ' refers here to what was the general norm several decades 
ago ; we are not in a position to make any claim concerning its present-day 
status . In all likelihood , the Sa ' danese language ' s  norm i s  undergoing some 
change at present due to the immensely grown relations of Sa ' danese speakers 
with Ujung Pandang . It is possible that the few cases of aberrant use of 
possessive sets which can be observed in H. Nooy-Palm ' s  ethnographical study of 
Sa ' dan-Toraj as ( 1979)  reflect some recent shifts in the norm ( for example , the 
combination ta l l u na ( ta l l u  three ) ,  with -na  instead of the expected - nna , 
resembles the Makassarese usage ) . 
3 . 2  Bug i nese : From recent publications containing texts and/or glosses in 
Latinised Buginese , we should like to note , first of all , the Bugine se­
Indonesian dictionary compiled by the Indonesian linguist Ide Said ( 197 7 ) , a 
native speaker of Buginese , and the mimeographed work Struktur bahasa Bugis 
[ The structure of the Buginese language ] written under Ide Said ' s guidance 
( 1977/78 ) . These works , the dictionary in particular , are notable for omission 
of the etymological final glottal stop in some (by far not in all )  words , 
whereas after such words (thus sometimes after the final i or u )  set 1 is used , 
e . g . : u l  i skin - u l  i ku ,  u l  i mu (but once , Dictionary p . 15 1 : u l  i kmu ) , u l  i na ;  bu l u  
mountain - bu l un a .  The spellings just exempli fied are rather puzzling . I have 
not come across cases of omission of the etymological final glottal stop in any 
other works representing Latinised Buginese ;  the sound in question has also 
been heard by me in the speech of Buginese-speaking Indonesians . At the same 
time , the spelling u l  i na seems to be less likely to reflect the pronunciation 
u l i ' na than the spelling u l i n na would have been . However ,  the aberrant use of 
set 1 in Ide Said ' s  works concerns only a small number of words . Beyond those 
cases and beyond a number of inconsistencies ascribable to misprints (which 
are , unfortunately , especially abundant in the dictionary) , both the works 
under consideration here obey Veen ' s  rule . Neither do the short texts and 
glosses included in the Indonesian linguists ' work Beberapa aspek morfologi 
bahasa Bugis [ Some aspects of the morphology of the Buginese language ] (Nurdin 
Yusuf et al 1979 ) as well as other publications at our disposal (Macknight and 
Mukhlis 1979 , Hamonic 1980a , 1980b ; Pelras 1979 ; Mangemba 1956 , 197 5 ;  Voegelin 
and Voegelin 1965 ; Wati 1960) contain any serious counter-evidence against 
Veen ' s  rule . 
Evidently this rule is true , in general outline , of the Buginese language as it 
is , or was until recently , spoken in a number of regions of the Buginese area : 
in Bone , and perhaps also in Wajo ' , in Soppeng and in Rappang . Matthes '  
spelling seems to represent another tradition of unknown location . 
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3 . 3  Apparently Veen ' s  rule is not restricted to Sa ' danese and Buginese only . 
Some amount of evidence in favour of this rule i s  also provided by a number of 
other idioms . 
3 . 3 . 1  Mamasa : Thi s idiom is extremely close to what is usually called 
Sa ' danese (or Sa ' danese proper ) .  with some uncertainty in respect to its 
linguistic status , we draw into consideration the story ' Lombe ' Susu ' edited 
by J .  Koubi , who defines the language used there as follows : 
. . .  au niveau de vocabulaire , il est un melange du dialecte 
parle dans la region de Mamasa . . .  et du dialecte parle 
dans la region Sa ' dan (Koubi 1978 : 49 ) . 
In the use of possessive enclitics ,  this text fully conforms to Veen ' s  rule . 
Yet one might ask if the tradition adhered to by the storyteller is , regarding 
the use of possessive sets , Sa ' danese or Mamasa .  Still , we also have a text 
which , though short , is clearly Mamasa (Bikker 1934 ) , and what can be elicited 
from these suggests that , in the given aspect ,  the Mamasa tradition does not 
differ from the Sa ' danese one . 
3 . 3 . 2  Ouri : Another idiom close to Sa ' danese is Duri . The scanty material 
(about 20 combinations consisting of a vowel-final word and a possessive 
enclitic)  that can be elicited from Bahasa di Lima Massenrempul u  [ Languages of 
Lima Massenrempul u ] (Pelenkahu et al . 197 2 )  is reconcilable with Veen ' s  rule . 
3 . 3 . 3  Endeka n ,  Ma i wan , Patt i njo : The last-mentioned publication of Indonesian 
linguists also contains some fragmentary data concerning the Endekan , Maiwan 
and Pattinjo  idioms . For Endekan and Maiwan , no violation of Veen ' s  rule can 
be stated . Pattinjo paumu your words (Pelenkahu et al . 197 2 ) , evidently from 
pau word (s ) , saying (a  universal South Sulawesian lexeme ) , is not reconcilable 
with Veen ' s  rule . The Pattinjo material , however , is too scarce for drawing 
any conclusions . 
3 . 3 . 4  Mandar :  For the Mandar language , we have at our disposal the text 
' Lontar Mandar ' edited by A .  Tenriadji  and G . J .  Wolhoff ( 1955 )  and the Mandar­
Indonesian dictionary compiled by A .  Muthalib ( 1977 ) . The comparatively scanty 
material of ' Lontar Mandar ' conforms , for the most part , to Veen ' s  rule . 
Muthalib ' s  dictionary is by far richer in relevant examples though character­
ised by frequent use of the parentheses , the function of which is not duly 
explained : 7 for example , we come across both wa i nna and wa i ( n ) na (wa i water) , 
both u l unna and u l u ( n ) na ( u l u  head) . It may be suspected that set 2 may be 
optionally ( ? ) replaced by set 1 .  At the same time , the constraints 
of distribution of set 2 - either obligatory or optional as this set might 
be - fully correspond to Veen ' s  rule . For our comparative purposes , we will 
treat Muthalib ' s  examples with parentheses as if set 2 were present . 
3 . 4  Ma kassarese : The picture that could be drawn from the language material 
to be found in A . A .  Cense ' s  voluminous Makassarese-Dutch dictionary (1979)  does 
not sharply contradict Matthes ' data ( 1858 , 1885 ) . Evidently the Makassarese 
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language does not obey Veen ' s  rule . None the less it is remarkable that in 
' noun + possessive ' combinations answering the question ' whose? ' set 1 prevails 
over set 2 in the positions after -e and -0 ( though some nouns such as ase 
rice , pare (archaic )  id . ,  taQke branch , ka l e  (my- ,  your- , etc . ) se lf, a l l o  day 
definitely require set 2 ) . At the same time , although set 1 i s ,  in the above­
defined construction , frequently used after i -final and u-final words , still a 
signi ficant number of inherited nouns with these finals (e . g .  ba l l i  price , u l u  
head) demand set 2 .  As in other languages ,  both sets occur after a-final 
nouns . 
Makassarese is notable for the many-sided influence of lexico-semantic and 
grammatical factors on the choice of the set . Here are some examples : 
ba i ne 
ba i neQku 
ba i neku 
baw i 
baw i nna  
baw i na 
tau 
taunna 
tauna 
wife; woman 
my wife 
my woman ( e . g .  my maid-servant) 
pig; blockaded piece (in draughts p lay) 
his pig 
his b lockaded draughts-play piece 
man, person 
his man ( i . e .  person subject to him, accompanying him, or like ) 
when (or : because ) he is (was) a man; the fact that he is (was ) 
a man 
What has been said so far applies to nouns . Judging from Cense ' s  dictionary , 
after adjectives and suffixless verbs one usually employs set 1 .  Set 2 seems 
to be normal after the verbs with the suffix - i , e . g . : ku-p i ewa i -nna-j i g a s s i Q  
(Cense 1979 : 21 1 )  only ( -j i )  if I strain every nerve s ( p i -ewa- i to strain) .  
The data we have concerning Konjo  and Turatea suggest that in the treatment of 
nouns that form part of constructions answering the question ' whose? '  these 
dialects bear a strong resemblance to Standard Makassarese (nothing can be said 
about other ways of using possessive enclitics ) .  
It i s  remarkable that , notwithstanding the peculiar features of Makassarese ,  in 
their combinability with possessive sets a significant number of Makassarese 
nouns agree with their cognates in other SSul languages . 
3 . 5  As appears from the above , the pattern reducible to Veen ' s  rule is wide­
spread though not universal in the SSul languages .  
Furthermore , as the following li sts show , a considerable degree of parallelism 
is observable between various languages in the choice of the possessive set 
after a-final words . 
Lists 1 and 2 include the etyma in regard to which several SSul languages agree 
in set choice . Both the lists have been made , in principle , as exhaustive as 
our material permits , only a number of late borrowings of European and Bahasa 
Indonesia origin have been omitted . List 3 illustrate s ,  without aiming at 
exhaustivity , some discrepancies between the languages . 
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L i st 1 :  words requ i ri ng set 1 9  
1 .  Sad (V , T ,  aT , BT , NP ) , BU� ( I S ,  Va , M) , Mak ( Standard : M ,  e ;  Tur : Ma ) 
1 i 1 a tongue < PSS '� l i 1 a . 1 
2 .  Sad (V ,  T ,  aT , BT , P ) , Mam (LS) , Bug ( IS )  sa l a  wrong� lack , Mak (e ,  L)  
sa 1 a wrong� faulty 1 1  < pss '�sa 1 a .  
3 .  Sad (V,  T ,  BT) , Mam (LS) ra ra , Bug ( I S ,  MM ,  M ,  Va) dara  b lood < pss "' ( d , r ) a ra .  
4 .  Sad (V,  T ,  aT , BT , NP ) , Mam (B) , Man (TW) , Mak (e)  taQQa , Bug ( IS ,  N ,  M) 
ta QQa half� middle < pss '� taQQa . 
5 .  Sad (V) , Mak (e ) ga t ta ,  Bug ( IS )  ga tta  gum� resin < pss '�ga t ta . 
6 .  Sad (aT )  bua areca nut (when designating fruit (aT)  or heart (V)  Sad bua is 
used with set 2 ) ; Bug ( IS )  ua , ( I S ,  M) bua fruit ;  Man (Mu)  bua fruit < pss 
"'bua . 
7 .  Bug ( IS ,  M) - p i n ra to go away� to change , Mak (e)  p i n ra change < pss *p i nda . 
8 .  Sad (V,  T ,  aT) , Mam (B) , Our (BL) , Man (Mu) ba ? ba door , Bug ( I S ,  N ,  MM ,  M) 
baba river-mouth , Mak (e , M) bawa mouth < pss "'bahba . 
9 .  Sad (V,  T,  BT) taa , Bug ( IS )  , Mak (e)  tawa deal� part < PSS '� ta ( b ) a .  
10 . Sad (V,  T,  OT,  BT , P )  , Mam ( B ,  LS ) , Our (BL )  , Man (Mu) so l a  mate� companion 
< PSS "'a l a  (with a prefix) . 1 2  
l l .  Our (BL) , Bug ( I S ,  N ,  NY) , Mak (e ) tana earth < pss "' tana . 
12 . Our (BL) , End (BL) , Mai (BL) , Bug ( I S ,  N ,  NY , W, M) , Mak (Kon : K) 
bo l a  house < PSS *bo l a .  
13 . Bug ( I S ,  Pe ) , Man (Mu) , Mak ( Standard : e )  nawa , Mak (Kon : K) naha soul� life 
< pss ( ? )  *nawa . 
14 . Sad (aT) da?pa , Bug (MM) rappa , Mak (e)  rappa fathom < pss ( ? )  * ( d ) appa . 
1 5 .  Bug ( IS ,  M) [ r i Jawa , 1 3 Mak i rawa lower (part) < post ( ? ) -PSS '�a ( b , w) a .  
Not touched upon in Mills ' dissertation ( 1975b) . 
16 . Mak (e , M) s u s a ,  Man (Mu) s u s s a  grief. (Probably a post-PSS borrowing ; 
reducible to "' su saq ; c f .  Malay s u sah . )  
17 . Sad (T , Bt ) , Mak (e )  pa renta , Man (Mu) paretta  order� rule . A post-PSS 
borrowing , perhaps from (early) Malay "' pa r i n tah . 
18 . Bug (IS , N ,  M) , Man (Mu) sara  grief. A post=SSul borrowing ; c f .  Malay 
senga r a ,  ultimately from Sanskrit . 
19 . Bug ( IS ) , Mak (e )  c i nna desire , longing. 
20 . Bug (IS )  ba l anca , Mak (e )  ba l anj a spending money . 
2 l .  Mak (e )  , Man (Mu) baca reading , recitation . 
2 2 .  Bug ( IS )  , Mak (e )  , Man (Mu) agama religion. 
23 . Bug ( IS )  , Mak (e)  , Man (Mu) pa raka ra matter� issue� c lause of a document . 
24 . Sad (SS )  , Bug (NY) , Mak (Kon : K) , Man (Mu) kade ra chair. 
25 . Bug ( IS )  , Mak (e)  sapeda bicycle. 
26 . Bug ( IS )  , Mak (e)  , Man (Mu) s i ko l a  school .  
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L i st 2 :  wo rds requ i ri ng set 2 
l .  Sad (V,  T,  OT) , Bug ( I S ,  Vo , M) , Mal< ( e ,  M ,  L )  , Man (Mu , TW , Mi ) I i ma hand 
< PSS ,': 1 i ma .  
2 .  Sad (V , T ,  OT) , Mam (B)  , Bug ( IS ,  NY , M, H) , Mak (e , M) , Man (Mu )  ma ta eye 
< PSS ,':ma ta . 
3 .  Sad (V , T ,  OT) , Mam (LS )  uma wet ricefield, Man (Mu , TW) uma garden < pss 
'':uma . 
4 .  Sad (V, T , OT ) i naa soul, spiri t ,  (V , T , OT , BT) penaa breath ; Mam (LS) penawa 
breath ; Dur ( BL) nawanawa thoughts ; Bug (N,  M) nawanawa thoughts ,  ( I S ,  M) 
i n  i nnawa breath, soul ; Mak (e , M) nawanawa thoughts < pss ,,:[ i ]nawa . 
5 .  Sad (V,  T ,  OT) , Mam (LS )  banua house , Bug ( I S ,  N )  wanua land, territory , 
Man (Mu ,  TW ,  Mi ) banua territory, settlement < PSS *banua . 
6 .  Sad (OT , BT) dua two , (OT ,  BT) ka rua eight ; Bug ( IS )  dua two , (N ,  M) madua  
second; Mak (e , M) rua  two (but cf . ta? rua-na in twos , eense 1979 : 618 ) ; 
Man (Mu) duadua two, both , (TW) da ? d ua both < pss '''dua . 
7 .  Bug ( IS ,  Mng) ul)a , (Vo) bU l)a , Mal< (e )  bUl)a flower < pss '' bul)a . 
8 .  Sad (V,  T ,  OT , BT) apa what ; Mal< (e )  apa what , (e )  s i apa how many , 
( Standard : e ,  M ;  Tur : Ma) a paapa something < pss ":apa . 
9 .  Sad (V, T ,  NP ) , Bug ( IS ,  Mng , NY , N ,  M) pad a like, equal, co- ; Mak (e , K) 
pa ra id . ; Man (Mu) pa ra , (TW) pada id . < PSS '''pa ( d , r ) a  (not found in the 
list of PSS reconstructions forming part of Mills ' dissertation , 1975b) . 
10 . Bug (N ,  M) , Mak ( e ,  M ,  L) ata  s lave, servant < pss "'a ta . 
1 1 .  Sad daa north in (V, T ,  OT) daanna [what lies ] northward of, Bug a j a  in 
(N,  M) r i aj anna westward of < PSS " 'daya . 1 .. 
12 . Bug ( I S ,  M) [ i ]na ppa , Mak (e )  [ i ]nampa at last, only then , Man (Mu )  
nappa- nappanna just now < PSS  ( ? )  �'nampa . 
l3 . Bug ( IS ,  N ,  H) sa? da , Mak (e , M) sa? ra voice < post ( ? ) -PSS ''' s a ( dd , r r ) a  ( ? ) . 
Not noted by Mills . 
14 . Sad (V,  T ,  OT , BT ) , Mam (LS ) kada word; Bug ( I S ,  N ,  Pe , M ,  Vo l ada id . ,  (N)  
adada speech , (N)  makkada to say < pss '''kada . Mak (Standard : e,  M;  Tur : Ma) 
kana word (cognate? )  similarly requires set 2 .  
15 . Sad (V , T ,  OT , BT), Mam (LS ) , Mai (BL) buda many . 
from Bug ,  Mak , o� Man . ) 
(No cognates are known 
16 . Bug ( IS ,  H) w i j a  (by Noorduyn , used with set 1 ) , Mak (e , M) , Man (Mu )  
b i j a descendant.  
17 . Sad (V, T) rupa form ,  Bug ( I S ,  M) rupa kind, species ,  Mak (e ,  M) rupa form, 
species , Man rupa face; kind, species .  
18 . Sad (V , T ,  OT) , Bug ( I S ) , Mak (e )  mu l a  beginning ; Man (Mu) mu l a -mu l anna in 
the beginning. 
19 . Sad (V,  T ,  OT , BT ) b i s a ra speech, talk , Mai b i ca ra talk , Bug ( I S ,  M) b i ca ra 
talk, issue, justice , Mak b i ca ra (noun) id . (The Mak verb [ a ] ? b i ca ra to 
speak seems to require set 1 ;  see eense 1979 : 743 ) . 
2 0 .  Sad (V, T ,  OT , BT , P ,  NP ) deata spirit, dei ty , Bug (M) dewa ta deity, patron , 
Mak (e )  rewa ta id . 
21 . Sad (V, T) Mak (e )  sesa residue . Note Man (Mu) sesa l) id . (back-formation ? ) . 
L i s t  3 :  
Used with set 1 
1 Bug ( IS ,  N)  kaka e lder sib ling 
2 Bug ( IS )  sa l aC)ka shoulder 
3 Bug ( IS ,  NY) be l a ,  Mak ( Standard : 
e ;  Tur : Ma) be l l a far3 distant 
4 Sad (OT ,  BT) tanda mark3 sign 
5 Man (Mu) kareba news 
6 Man (Mu) saC)a name 
7 Bug (Vo ) , Man (Mu) rasa 
feeling3 perception 
8 Bug (Vo) guna use3 profit 
Di screpanc i es between the l a nguages 
Used with set 2 
Sad (V, NP ) , Mak (e)  kaka id . 
Mak (e , M) sa l a C)ga id . 
Sad (BT) mambe l a  id . 
Bug ( I S ,  N) , Mak (e )  tan ra id . 
Bug ( IS)  kareba id . 
Sad (V, T ,  OT) , End ( BL) , 
Our (BL) , Mai (BL)  saC)a id . 
Mak (e , M) rasa id . 
Mak ( e ,  M) , Man (Mu) guna id . 
pss '� kaka 
pss '� sa  I a C)ga 
PSS *be l a  
pss ( ? )  * tanda 
Etymon 
(Not given by Mills . )  
post-PSS "'ka reba 
post-PSS *saC)a (borrowing? ) 
(borrowing) 
(borrowing) 
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4 . 1  Now , proceeding to the problem of the origin of the two allomorphic sets 
of possessive enclitics in the SSul languages ,  we should like to quote Mills ' 
dissertation once more . Having expressed his doubt (quoted above in section 2 )  
a s  to the rule stated by Van der Veen for Sa ' danese , Mills continues ,  in 
parentheses : 
( It is worth noting , however ,  that since /- e , -o/ usually 
derive < PAN '" - i q ,  -ay and "' -uq , - aw ,  the presence of the 
proto-final would have dictated the non-nasalized allomorph . )  
(Mills 1975b : 22 1 )  
A s  the parentheses clearly show , Mills  did not make much of the idea expressed 
in the passage just quoted by us . No attempt of its further elaboration is 
made in his dissertation . Yet this idea,  as we see it, proves to be crucial 
for understanding the development of the SSul possessive enclitics . 
It is well known that in various Austronesian languages (Ngaju,  Old Javane se , 
the Batak languages ,  etc . ) certain possessive enclitics have al lomorphs 
( formally resembling the SSul sets ) in the following distribution : 
In the postconsonantal position : CV[ . . . ] 
In the postvocalic position : NCV[ . . .  ] 
(V - vowel ;  C - consonant ; N - nasal homorganic with C . ) 
For example , in Ngaj u :  a ru t - ku my boat ( a ru t ) ; huma- �ku my house ( huma ) . l S 
Here we will not deal with the problem of the ultimate origin of the just 
demonstrated distributional pattern of possessive allomorphs . It is sufficient 
to say that the absence of N in the postconsonantal position may be due to the 
almost family-wide phonotactic law prohibiting clusters from three consonants .  
Naturally enough , the pattern under consideration might exist at some pre-SSul 
stage of development . 
4 . 2  As a general rule , word-final vowels  of modern SSul languages continue 
PSS finals without change . So we must examine the origin of the PSS final 
vowels . 
4 . 2 . 1  PSS *-e and *-0 : The typical sources of PSS '"-e and '"-0 are final 
segments ending either in the laryngeal q or in a semivowel functioning , in 
the given position , like a consonant : 
Pre-SSul PSS 
( 1 )  ,', - i q 
"' -ay } -+ ," -e 
'"-uq } '"-aw -+ '"-0 
Here are some examples of PSS roots ( cited from Mills ' dissertation ) :  "'p i l e to 
choose < pre-SSul '"p i  I i q ;  ," pu te white < pre-SSul "'pu t i q ;  ;" a te  liver� heart < 
pre-SSul "'[ q ]a t a y ;  "'ba ( b )  i ne woman� wife < pre-SSul '�ba b i nay ; ," bu l o  bamboo < 
pre-SSul ," bu l uq ;  '" buno to strike� to ki l l  < pre-SSul '�bunuq ; '� kaso spar� rafter 
< pre-SSul *ka saw; * l i no calm < pre-SSul * l i naw . 
Consequently , there is no doubt that the use of set 1 after -e and -0 lends 
itself to the historical explanation ( that hinted by Mills)  . 
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4 . 2 . 2  PSS *-a : Let us consider the PSS roots with final "'a that can be traced 
back to some earlier , pre-SSul , level . 
It is striking that almost all such PSS roots represented in List 1 ,  i . e .  those 
whose reflexes are used with set 1 ,  derive from earlier forms ending in -aq : 
PSS : 
"< ] i 1 a 
'� sa  1 a 
"' ( d , r ) a ra 
"' ta l)l)a 
*ga t ta 
'�bua 
"'p i nda 
"'bahba 
"'0 1 a 
"' tana 
Pre-SSul : 
,�Z i 1 aq 
'� sa  1 aq 
'�daRaq 
'� tal)aq 
"'ga taq 
'�buaq 
*p i ndaq 
"'baq baq 
,',u 1 aq 
"' tanaq 
To add : post ( ? ) -PSS "'a ( b ,w ) a < earlier '�babaq 
Only in two instances ,  namely regarding PSS ( ? )  "'nawa and * ( d ) appa , outside 
evidence militates against the derivation of the given roots from -aq-final 
earlier forms . It is worth consideration , however ,  that * [ i ] nawa , a root 
clearly different from ," nawa (while ultimately connected) has , in the SSul 
languages ,  given rise to a more sophisticated network of reflexes than the 
latter . Hence we may suspect that * [ i ]nawa is the inherited root and *nawa 
a later , post-PSS stage borrowing . In view of the terminological nature of 
the lexeme ' fathom ' , borrowing hypothesis is also applicable to what has been 
reconstructed as ,', ( d ) appa . A look at the final part of List 1 (beginning with 
item 20)  is sufficient to convince us that post-PSS borrowings including those 
going back to proto-forms for which no final q is reconstructible may indeed 
require set 1 .  
On the other hand , among the PSS roots whose reflexes demand set 2 ( see List 2 )  
no one derives from a proto-form ending i n  -aq . Dempwolff ' s  PAN reconstructions 
available for these roots end in < ( zero consonant ) .  For some of these roots , 
recent authors propose final laryngeals other than "' -q . Consider the following 
cases : 
PSS : 
," 1 i ma 
"'ma ta 
"'uma 
"'banua 
'�dua 
PAN (various authors ) 
," 1 i ma' (Dempwol ff 193 8 ) ; ," 1 i ma (Dahl 1981 ) ; '�qa l i maH , '� 1 i maH  
( Zorc 1982 ) 1 6  
"'ma ta (  (Dempwol ff 1 9 3 8 ) ; "'maCa ? (Dyen 19 7 1 ) ; '�maCa¢" ( Zorc 1982 ) 
'�huma' (Dempwolff 1 9 3 8 ) ; "'q umaH (Dahl 1981 ; Zorc 1982 ) 
'� banuva' (Dempwolff 1 9 3 8 ) ; banua[ ? h ] (Dyen and McFarland 1970)  
'��uva'  (Dempwolff 1 9 3 8 ) ; '� DewSa [ ? ] (Dyen and McFarland 1970) ; 
*d3u sa (Dahl 1981 ) ; '� DuSa (Zorc 1982 ) 
"'bul)a '�bul)a' (Dempwol ff 1938 ) ; cf . PMP '� bul)ah (Zorc 1982 ) 
'�apa *apa< (Dempwol ff 1 9 3 8 ) ; '� ?apa ? (Dyen and McFarland 1970) 
"'daya '�daj a' (Dempwolff 1 9 38 ) ; '�d2a i a  (Dahl 198 1 )  
"'pa (d , r ) a '�pada' (Dempwolff 193 8 )  
PSS * [ i ]nawa , though hardly reducible to Dempwolff ' s ," nawa' , is undoubtedly 
comparable with the last-named reconstruction . Perhaps it would be realistic 
to posit for early Austronesian the metathetical pair *S i nawa 'V n i Sawa (without 
a final q in any case ) . 
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PSS �'a ta , not derivable from any reconstruction of Dempwolff , may be connected 
with "'qaRta[  ] (given in : Wurm and Wilson 1975 : 13 7 ) . 
Further , it is worth attention that such words requiring set 2 as Mak ba ra 
embers and Sad ta l i Qa ear are ultimately reducible to roots for which a final 
other-than-q laryngeal can be conj ectured ( in Zorc ' s  reconstruction , 1982 , 
these roots appear as ," baRaH and ," Ca 1 i QaH respectively ) .  1 7 
As can be seen , the final laryngeals ," H ,  ," h and �' ? ,  which appear in post­
Dempwolff reconstructions (but , in general , are not yet firmly established ) ,  do 
not preclude the use of set 2 with the descendant SSul words . From the SSul 
languages ,  we do not know any other traces of these ' post-Dempwolff ' laryngeals 
either . In particular , they , unlike *-q , have not affected the preceding 
vowel . Compare ( for ," - H ) : 
Deep-level 
(according 
PHF �' Sun i 
reconstruction 
to Zorc 198 2 )  
PHF '�dak  i H 
PMP ," qaS  ( a )  1 u 
PAN "'qu  1 uH  
sound of birds 
body-dirt 
pestle 
head 
PSS reconstruction 
(according to Mills 1975b )  
," un i sound� noise 
"' ( d , r ) a k i  dirt on the skin 1 8 
*a l u  rice-pounder 
," u l  u head 
In view of what has just been said we disregard the laryngeals other than *q 
in our further discussion . 
4 . 2 . 3  PSS *-u and *- i : With the last allowance made , we have the right to 
claim that in roots traceable further back the PSS final *u  never continues 
any other segment than '�- u .  
PSS ,', - i usually continues earlier ,', - i .  Rarely i t  goes back to �' -uy or , 
apparently in one or two cases only , to ,', - i w :  
PSS �'a p  i fire from earlier "'[ ]apuy id . 
PSS * baw i pig from earlier ," babuy id . 
PSS ,': ] a r i  to run from earlier ," l a R i w  id . 
PSS �'ba l i enemy� antagonist from earlier '� ba l i w  change ( ? )  
As for the use of possessive enclitics in the modern SSul languages ,  no 
difference has been observed between the words with - i < pre-SSul ,�- i and 
those with - i < pre-SSul '�-uy or ,', - i w .  Such a state of affairs might be the 
result of the sharp contrast , at the pre-SSul stage , between the frequency of 
occurrence of * - i ,  on the one hand , and '�-uy together with '�- i w ,  on the other 
hand - a contrast that was presumably still increased due to the early 
productivity of the verbal suffix - i , after which , naturally enough , set 2 
enclitics were used . But it is also possible that the use of set 2 after 
- i  < "'-uy  and - i  < ," - i w owes to the relative chronology of changes ,  viz . , to 
the fact that the shift of -uy and - i w to - i  had already taken place by the 
time that the other changes decisive for the present-day distribution of the 
possessive sets began to spread through the lexicon of the pre-SSul ancestor 
language . 
4 . 3  The picture delineated above can be explained by the following hypothesis . 
At a certain stage of language evolution , in pre-SSul , the possessive enclitics 
had the allomorphs CV[ . . .  ] and NCV[ . . .  ] , 1 9  which may be treated as belonging 
to sets 1 and 2 respective ly , while their distribution followed the widespread 
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pattern discussed above (section 4 . 1 ) , that is : CV[ . . . ] 
consonants , and NCV[ . . .  ] after vowels . 
This stage is specified by the following features :  
( 1 )  Word-final laryngeals other than q had been deleted . 
( 2 )  The changes -aq < -a , - i q  < -e , -uq  < - 0 , -ay < -e and -aw < -0 had not 
yet taken place or , in any case , had not yet been completed in essence (that 
is , the finals in question were still retaining some segments of consonantal 
nature or , possibly , the complementary length of vowel) . It is unclear if -uy 
and - i w  had already changed to - i  or not yet . 
With the completion of the changes mentioned in ( 2 ) , the distribution pattern 
of possessive allomorph sets after vowel-final words lost its motivation . 
Nevertheless , particular words were used further in combination with the same 
allomorph sets with which they had been used at the stage defined above . Such 
a conservatism might seem somewhat unusual , yet it become s intellegible on the 
assumption that on the eve of the changes listed in ( 2 )  the pre-SSul ancestor 
language already followed the accentuation pattern surviving in the modern SSul 
languages , which includes the following : ( i )  accent on the penult , and (ii ) 
obligatory accent shift before possessive enclitics as well as before suffixes . 
Then , there must have existed paradigms like : 
1 rma , 1 i m��ku , . . .  , 1 i m�nna , . .  . 
1 r l aq ,  l i l �q ku , . . .  , l i l �qna , . .  . 
Such an accentuation pattern is obviously conducive to the perception of the 
unity of a ' noun + possessive ' compound : thi s  compound , despite its semantic 
transparency and some degree of syntactic divisibility (as undoubtedly there 
existed constructions like l i ma [ � ? ] kanan-ku my right hand) , becomes perceived 
as some kind of fixed entity , or , figuratively speaking , a ' near-word ' .  Under 
such circumstances , the change aq < a  might , indeed , result in the continuation 
of earlier 1 i l �qku as 1 i l � ku , instead of replacement of the former by a newly 
coined formation like l i l a- �ku . 
The pattern of distribution of the possessive sets that came into being as a 
result of the development just described was retained through the PSS stage . 
With more or less significant alterations , this pattern has even survived up to 
some of the present-day offspring of PSS , where it is to be labelled a deep 
archaism now . 
As for borrowed words and various other new lexical elements that emerged 
during the history of the SSul languages , it appears that they were generally 
treated in accordance with Veen ' s  rule . Hence , and obviously due to analogy , 
set 1 is used after - e  and - 0 , and set 2 after - i  and - u . Consider , for 
example , the sub stratal and/or adstratal word meaning water : in Buginese it 
sounds uae and requires set 1 ,  whereas Sa ' danese ua i and Mandar wa i require set 
2 .  It is not easy to say what has determined the choice of set in the position 
where the frequency of occurrence of the two sets is more or less balanced , 
viz . , after -a . Possibly the use of a particular word in the donor language 
has there been of some importance : compare , on the one hand , such words as 
rupa , mu l a ,  b i ca r a ,  dewa ta (Buginese forms) , 2 0 which might be borrowed from Old 
Javanese , and , on the other hand , sapeda , certainly borrowed from Malay , and 
further pa rakara , ba l anca , nawa , 2 1  whose Malay origin is , in any case , not 
unlikely . As to Old Javanese , the allomorphs -�ku and -n ta  regularly appear in 
the postvocalic position (e . g . in ' Adiparva ' ,  etc . : rupa- nku , rupa - n ta ) . Malay 
lacks N-initial allomorphs of possessives . It is manifest , however ,  that the 
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very idea of influence of donor l anguages on the SSul set choice cannot be 
worded as a clear-cut hypothesis at the present stage of study . 
In some of the SSul languages ,  accumulating changes may have resulted in the 
aboli shment of Veen ' s  rule . This has happened in Makassarese and obviously also 
in the variety of Buginese described by Matthes , provided that his de scription 
is accurate in the given aspect . At the same time , it is worth attention that 
Makassarese has retained such an archaic feature as the use of set 2 after the 
suffix - i .  
NOTES 
I The genetically based SSul group inc ludes a number of languages spread mainly 
in the south-we stern part of Sulawesi : Buginese , Makas sarese , Sa ' danese 
( together with a few closely related idioms ) , Endekan , Pattinj o ,  Maiwan , 
Mandar , etc . Among them , Buginese is spoken by more than three mil lion people 
( including the diaspora ) ,  Makassarese by nearly two mi l l ion , while the 
remaining languages are numerically far weaker . On the general background of 
the hotly debated Austronesian language subgrouping , the SSul group is to be 
recognised as comparatively we ll defined , especially thanks to the works of 
R . F .  Mil l s  ( 19 7 5a , 1975b) . Independently of him , some argument for defining 
the said group has been presented by the author of this paper ( Sirk 197 3 ) . 
As for the relations between the SSul group and other languages of southern and 
central Sul awesi , some observations have been made by Sirk in 198 1 . 
In this pape r ,  we use the fol lowing abbreviations for names of languages , 
dialects and proto- language s :  Bug - Buginese ; Dur - Duri ; End - Endekan ; 
Kon - Kon jo dialect (Makassarese) ; Mai - Maiwan ; Mak - Makassarese ; Mam ­
Mamasa; Man - Mandar ; PAN - Proto-Austronesian ; PHF - Proto-Hesperone sian­
Formosan ( according to Zorc , 198 2 ) ; PMP - Proto-Malayo-Polynesian ( according 
to Zorc , 198 2 ) ; PSS - Proto-South Sulawesi ; Sad - Sa ' danese ; Tur - Turatea 
dialect (Makassarese ) .  
20ur translations reflect the use of the enclitics in combination with nouns . 
3p means : the 3rd person (his (her)� its� their) . 
3 Not to confuse with Sad taa part (of something or somebodY ) ,  which requires 
set 1 :  taa-na  part of him (of his body� or like ) . 
4 In Bugine se , the change ' nasal + voiceless stop + geminate voiceless stop ' 
take s place regularly not only within a morpheme , but also across morpheme 
( and even word) boundaries . 
S Sets 1 and 2 are not discernible in texts written with the Buginese-Makassarese 
script ( also named l on t a ra? script or s u l apa? -appa7 ) .  
6 Bug ama kku means my father;  cf . note 1 7  
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7parentheses in the similar position also occur , though much more rarely , in 
Ide Said ' s  Buginese dictionary . However ,  in the use instruction of the last­
named book it is definitely stated that ' the letter put in parentheses 
represents buny i pe l anca r euphonic sound, and hence , e . g . , pangu l u :  - - ( n ) na 
is  to be read pang u l unna ' ( Ide Said 1977 : 15 ) . As for Muthalib ' s  Mandar 
dictionary , there are five different meanings of the symbol ( . . .  ) listed with­
in the ' Explanation of symbols ' (p . xx ) , while thi s  list lacks any commentary 
whatsoever , and no examples are adduced . Among the meanings listed one may 
find fonem pe l an ca r euphonic phoneme , yet it is faku l ta t i f  optional that 
occupies the first place in the list . 
8 Syntactically , this clause parallels tauna when he is a man , etc . Both cases 
exemplify the so-called possessive , or substantive , clause construction . 
For the latter , see the brief remark made in the Introduction to Cense ' s  
dictionary (p . ix) . The Makassarese construction in question resembles the 
Buginese one called ' - ku-phrase ' in my description of the traditional literary 
Buginese ( Sirk 1983 : 188-190 ) . 
9 In the following lists and also further , when comparing languages ,  we use the 
following abbreviations for the sources of language data (will be cited in par­
entheses) :  B - the Mamasa riddles edited by A. Bikker ( 1934 ) ; BL - the data con­
cerning the languages of Lima Massenrempulu region from Pelenkahu et al e 1972 ; 
BT - translations of biblical texts into Sa ' danese , particularly Kareba Kaparan­
nuan . . .  1973 , and P a ' pudian 197 2 ;  C - A . A .  Cense ' s  Makassarese dictionary ( 1979 ) ; 
H - the Buginese texts edited by G .  Hamonic ( 1980a , 1980b) ; I S  - Ide Said ' s  Bugi­
nese dictionary ( Ide Said 1977 )  and the outline of the Buginese grammar compiled 
under his guidance ( Ide Said et al e 1977/78 ) ; K - the material of the Konjo 
dialect from Pelenkahu et al e 197 1 ;  L - the Goa-Tallo ' diary transcribed by 
A .  Ligtvoet ( 1880 ) ; LS - Lambe ' Susu myth edited by J .  Koubi (1978) ; M -
B . F .  Matthes '  works concerning the Makassarese and Buginese languages (1858 , 
1864-187 2 , 1874 , 187 5 ,  1885 , 1889) ; Ma - the texts and glosses of the Turatea 
dialect from Maan 1903 ; Mi - R . F .  Mills ' dissertation ( 1975b) ; MM - the 
Buginese text edited by C . C .  Macknight and Mukhlis (1979) ; Mng - the Buginese 
glosses and short texts found in H . D .  Mangemba ' s  works ( 1956 , 197 5 ) ; Mu -
A .  Muthalib ' s  Mandar dictionary ( 1977 ) ;  N - J .  Noorduyn ' s  study of Wajo  
Chronicle ( 1955 ) ; NP - the Sa ' danese glosses and short texts from Nooy-Palm 
197 9 ;  NY - the outline of Buginese morphology composed under the guidance of 
Nurdin Yusuf ( 1979) ; OT - the Sa ' danese oral tradition edited by H .  van der 
Veen ( 1924 , 195 0 ,  1965 , 1966 , 1976 , 1979 ) ; P - the Sa ' danese oral tradition 
edited by L .  Pakan ( 1959a , 1959b) ; Pe - the Buginese text from Pelras 1979 ; 
SS - the material of the Kesu ' dialect ( Sa ' danese ) from Sande and Stokhof 
1977 ; T - the Toraja ( i . e . , Sa ' danese ) dictionary by J. Tammu and H .  van der 
Veen ( 1972 ) ; TW - the Mandar text edited by A .  Tenriad j i  and G . J .  Wolhoff 
( 1955 ) ; V - H . van der Veen ' s  Tae ' ( i . e . ,  Sa ' danese)  dictionary ( 1940 ) ; 
Vo - the Rappang Buginese material edited by C . F .  and F . M .  Voegelin ( 1965 ) ; 
W - the dialectal (Pare-Pare ) Buginese text from Wati 1960 . 
l O In reconstructing PSS , we generally base ourselves on Mills ' work , especially 
on his dissertation ( 1975b) . 
l l When signifying ' guilt ' Mak sa l a  requires set 2 (Cense ' s  dictionary , p . 63 5 ) . 
l 2For Pattinjo , Pelenkahu et al (197 2 : 49 )  cite so l aMu ( i . e . , so l ammu )  your 
friend. If not a mistake , this may reflect a suffixal formation . 
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1 3
Before a noun , in the sense ' under ' ,  Ide Said ( 19 7 7 )  use s r i awana , Noorduyn 
( 1 9 5 5 )  r i awanna . In the latter compound ,  the geminate nn may be due to the 
suffix -aQ with comparative meaning ; cf . Mak i rawa Qanna Lower than, under. 
1 4
Item 1 1  is clearly less conclusive than the rest of List 2, since , in view of 
the cognate Mak i rayaQanna eas twards of one might suppose the geminate nn  in 
Sad daanna and in Bug r i aj anna to be the trace of an earlier suffix . 
l SFor detai l s ,  see I .  Dyen ' s  paper dealing with Proto-Austronesian enclitic 
genitive pronouns ( 1 974 : 20ff . ) .  
1 6
writing reconstructions , we omit vowe l quantity marks (used by Zorc and by 
Dahl ) and some of the so-cal led subnumerals . 
1 7
Buginese has the words ( somewhat obsolete at present) ama father and i na 
mother comparable with PAN '-'amaH (Dahl 198 1 )  / '-' -ama ? (Zorc 1982 ) and '� i naH  
(Dahl 198 1 )  respectively . At the same time , Buginese makes use of the 
paradigms : ( i )  ama kku my father, amammu your father, etc . , and ( i i )  i na kku 
my mother , i nammu your mother, etc . The adduced Buginese mater ial , however ,  
does not lend itse lf easily to interpretation . The main reason lies in the 
fact that beside i na ,  there is also the synonym i na Q .  Of course , i na Q  may 
simply be a back-formation - its use in the modern spoken language (Mills 
1975b : 7 1 1 )  could be taken as an argument for such a view . But it is also 
possible that it is precisely i na Q  - not i na - that has served as the base 
for i nakku , i nammu , etc . If the latter was the case , i na Q  ought to be 
analysed as containing the suffixal element - with the addre ss ive/vocative 
original meaning ( c f .  Blust 197 9 ) . Some interplay between vowe l-final 
(originally referentia l )  and Q-final (originally addressive ) forms seems to 
have occurred in various Austronesian language s ;  c f .  Malay i na Q  wet-nurse 
( this word has become referential ) . 
1 8
Compare , however ,  the fol lowing set : Bug da rame , Mak ra rame , Sad dadame , 
da l ame straw, stubb Le . The se word s are reduc ible to a PSS root with final e ,  
while in al l the deep reconstructions available the last syllable vowe l is i :  
e . g . , Dempwolff ( 1938)  '-'dayam i ' , Zorc ( 1982 ) '-'Za Ram i H .  We do not suggest any 
explanation for the final - e  in the cited SSul cognates , but certainly they 
do not yield any evidence for positing a change like - i H  + - e .  
1 9 For the symbol s  used , see section 4 . 1  above . 
2 0 For cognates in other languages and for glosses , see List 1 above . 
2 1 Here , too , Buginese forms are given ; cf . List 2 above . 
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A D I A L E C T  G E O G R A P HY O F  B U G I S 1 
Timothy Fr iberg and Barbara Friberg 
I N TRODUCTI ON 
The Bugis people of South Sulawesi are the most numerous and progressive of its 
inhabitants .  Population figures put their current number at more than 2 , 500 , 000 . 
In addition to the Bugis in their home land in South Sulawesi , their history of 
sailing has brought them throughout insular South-east Asia . Today significant 
enc laves of Bugis are found in Sumatra ,  Kalimantan and Sabah (East Malaysia) . 
It is natural that a traditional language like Bugis , spoken by so many people , 
should show dialect variation . Indeed , the Language atlas of South Sul awesi 
(Peta Bahasa Sulawesi Selatan 1 9 7 4 )  lists ten dialects of Bugis . Grimes and 
Grimes ( 1 98 7 ) , fol lowing our lead , lists e leven . 
In order to account for the possible range of speech variation within each 
dialect area , we decided to take one wordlist in each Bugis subdistrict . We 
also sampled border areas where the language situation was unclear to us . 
Though the subdistricts show considerable variation in area and population , we 
felt that one wordlist per subdistrict would yield a fairly accurate picture of 
the dialects , especially since the subdistrict boundaries generally follow those 
of former kingdoms or clan groupings . 
Our procedure was to elicit the necessary information from a wide spectrum of 
society . Our respondents ranged in age from 13 to 80 , 82 men and eight women . 
We tried hard to find respondents who weren ' t  highly influenced by Indonesian 
or other Bugis dialects , as is natural among civil servants who are wel l  trained 
in Indonesian and freely transferred between dialect areas . We did not find 
that transfers affected civil servants at the village and hamlet levels , so 
freely accepted them as respondents . Each candidate for respondent had to use 
Bugis as his native language and had to be born in the village ( and his parents 
in the subdistrict) where the information was gathered . 
Word1ists were gathered from the following 13 districts : Luwu ( 7  of 1 6  sub­
districts ) ,  Wajo , Mamuju ( 1  of 6 ) , Bone , Soppeng , Sin j ai , Bu1ukumba ( 2  of 7 ) , 
Po1ewali-Mamasa ( 2  of 9 ) , Pinrang , Sidenreng-Rappang , Barru , Pangkajene-Kepu1auan 
( from the six non- island subdistricts ) and Maros . See Map 1 and Appendix A for 
locations and lists of data collection sites . 
The wordli sts were taken in phonetic notation so that phonetic form in addition 
to lexical form would be represented in the data . A large majority of respond­
ents knew Indonesian wel l  enough to respond directly without help . We permitted 
other local people to advise the respondent where he hesitated or so desired . 
However ,  we required that the respondent himsel f  pronounce the word so uniform­
ity of pronunciation could be maintained for a given location . 
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Ninety wordlists , each containing 216 items , were elicited and later transferred 
to a wordbook where each page contained one item in all its 90 varieties . ( See 
Appendix B for a sample wordbook page . )  The items were entered on the wordbook 
page in groups representing cognate sets . Each item was also numbered as an 
identification of its source wordlist . 
It is possible to identify a number of problems in connection with eliciting 
data of this kind . For example: ( 1 )  the respondent ' s  word for a given item may 
not be representative o f  his community ; ( 2 )  he did not understand the meaning 
of the Indonesian word ; ( 3 )  some words on the wordlist caused confusion ; ( 4 )  
there is always the problem of synonyms for a given item. Taking into account 
these type s of errors in the data , it was very evident that the data collected 
in the 90 locations was overal l  accurate and presented a valid picture of the 
Bugis dialect s ituation . 
In figuring the cognate percentages between wordlists , words were assigned to 
cognate sets (that is they were considered the same word or different ) as they 
were transferred from wordlist to wordbook . When the wordbook was complete , 
these ass ignments were re-evaluated in l ight of the total picture . Words with 
no response (not known or not remembered) were ass igned to their own empty cog­
nate set . The differing parts of multiple responses were ass igned to their own 
respective cognate sets and counted once for each cognate set in which they had 
membership . Thus , wordlist 39 with the word for month bu l an in cognate set a 
( [ u l +� ] ) ,  wordlist 49 with the same item in cognate set b ( [ ket+� ] ) and wordlist 
3 2  showing a multiple response (both [ u l �� ]  and [ ket i � ] )�  means that dialect 32 
is cognate with both dialect 39 and dialect 49 with respect to the item bu l an .  
Whereas , for the same item , dialects 39 and 49 are not cognate . 
In order to assure accuracy in figuring the cognate percentages between pairs 
of wordlists , we di squal ified 16 of the 216 wordlist items . Thus , the final 
number of words compared was 200 . The 16 words were disqualified for various 
reasons :  ( 1 )  ambiguity due to the Indonesian forms . ( 2 )  redundancy with other 
items ; ( 3 )  unfami liarity with the forms in Bugis (espec ially with the pronouns ) . 
I DENT I FY I N G  THE D IALECTS 
Dialects of a language may be discrete , usually showing geographical ly defined 
boundarie s ,  or they may be chained , where each settlement is most l ike its near­
est neighbours and least l ike those most distant from it . Of course , dialects 
also display cultural ,  political and other influences . In Bugis there is found 
a mixture of all of these . 
There are a number of ways that dialects may be identified . For our purposes 
we have worked with three means of identification : percentages of shared cog­
nates , individual and composite lexical distribution and individual and composite 
phonetic distribution . The first method takes each pair of wordlists ( 90 word­
l i sts yield 4005 pairs ) and determines the percentage of shared cognates between 
them . High values are taken to demonstrate c lose dialect fit , lower values more 
distant fit . One would expect that relatedne ss is a function of distance , but 
that only holds in the most general sense . Historical factors play interesting 
games with expectations . 
The second method is actually to plot the occurrences of individual reflexes on 
a map . Drawing the isoglosses to take in cognate sets wil l  show potential dia­
lect borders . When this is repeated for successive wordlist items , a bundling 
of isoglosses should lead to demonstrable borders . The more l ines there are 
L 
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corning together the more definite the border . The fewer the lines the les s 
definite the border . 
The third method is to plot the occurrences of phonetic 
and draw the isog1osses as for the lexical difference s .  
compo site level s  o f  inquiry may be pursued . 
differences on a map 
Again , individual and 
We have used all three methods in trying to determine the boundaries of the 
dialects of Bugis . In our di scussion they will be presented in the order given 
above . Based on an analysis of the percentage of shared cognates ,  various dia­
lects of Bugis will be posited . Then these will be revised as necessary in 
light of individual and composite lexical distribution . Finally these revised 
borders will again be submitted to the results of phonetic distribution and 
revised as necessary . 
Our e fforts at trying to e stablish dialect areas on paper for what is really 
spoken acros s Bugis territory encountered some discrete borders and some con­
tinua . Whether one takes 78% , 80% or 8 5 %  as the outer limits of a single lan­
guage , the que stion has to be asked all over again with respect to dialect 
limits .  Our rule o f  thumb has been to consider contiguous speech forms of less 
than 90% to be members of different dialects . But much more than a specified 
cut-off point , we have looked for natural breaks as we have plotted each of 
about 2 5  of the 90 word1ists as homebase ( 100%)  against all others which were 
relevant . Thus , for example , when a given word1ist ( such as Pa1akka , for which 
see Map 2 )  relates to its near neighbours at 94% to 97% but all others relate 
at 90% or 91% (or les s ) , it is the natural break between 92% and 94% inclusive 
that speaks loudly for some sort of dialect boundary . 
We would have liked to have identified four or five dialect areas and found 
that to be suffic ient . However ,  the very interesting history of the Bugis 
people makes for a more complicated picture . Not only did numerous smal ler 
kingdoms originate from one central area in ancient time s , but also since 1670 
the Bugis rulers have controlled much of South Sulawesi . This has resulted 
in an arrest of the process of language split among the smaller groups in South 
Sulawesi . It is likely that many small languages would have been formed by now 
had there not been the extensive Bugis influence in the area . But instead , the 
Bugis l anguage now covers a vast area and inc ludes many small subdia1ects 
( e specially those groups that live in the mountains ) ,  along with the original 
large Bugis dialects . 
The Language atlas of South Sul awesi lists ten dialects of Bugis .  Because this 
is an important statement (although admittedly not meant to be definitive ) of 
the languages of South Sulawesi , we shall list the ten Bugis dialects defined 
in it here : 
1 .  Luwu 5 .  Soppeng 8 .  Sawitto (Pinrang) 
2 .  Wa jo 6 .  Sidenreng 9 .  Ta11upanuae (Campa1agian ) 
3 .  Pa1akka ( Bone ) 7 .  Pare-pare 10 . Ugi Riawa (Pasangkayu ) 
4 .  Enna ' ( Sinj ai )  
Thi s statement of Bugis dialects includes a number o f  areas where the boundaries 
are very unclear , e special ly in Barru , Pangkep and Maros , as wel l  as in Soppeng , 
in Bu1ukurnba and in Luwu . 
Following , we first identify 2 3  smaller subdia1ects , then a discussion fol lows 
in which these are grouped into more inclusive dialects . The fol lowing 1 1  dia­
lects will be described ( see Map 3 ) : 
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Sawitto 
Pangkep 
Waj o  
Sinjai 
Sidrap 
Carnba 
Luwu 
Pasangkayu 
Campa l ag ian  - i n  Pol mas : 
Barru 
Soppeng 
Bone 
The dialect called Tallumpanuae or Campalagian in the Language atlas relates to 
other dialects of Bugis as another language . The atlas authors quote Abdul 
Muthalib ( 1 973)  as saying that Campalagian is a variant of Palakka ( Bone Bugis)  . 
Our own wordlist for Campalagian relates to that of Palakka at 5 5 %  and to that 
of Pangkaj ene , Sidrap at 62 % .  The atlas statement that Campalagian is a dialect 
of the Bugis language is unfounded , since their own criterion for dialects of 
the same language is a relationship of 85% or higher .  In response to our ques­
tions about mutual inte lligibility between Campalagian , Mandar and Bugis , the 
local Campalagian people said they could understand Bugis better than Mandar but 
that Campalagian could not be understood by either of those two languages .  
Based on the preceding discus sion , we di squalify Campalagian as a dialect of 
Bugis and do not mention it further . 
Ugi  R i awa - Pasangkayu , Mamuj u :  
We have included a wordlist of the Ugi Riawa dialect (as called in the Language 
atlas )  in our study ( located in Pasangkayu , Mamuju) . According to our figures ,  
Ugi Riawa as a dialect relates to the other dialects with a high of 91% to five 
locations in Waj o ,  Soppeng and Polmas . Without historical records by which to 
check our guesses , it seems that Ugi Riawa was probably colonised by immigrants 
from the Wajo-Soppeng area . 
Locati ons i n  Southern Pol mas and Northern P i nrang : 
It is not easy to understand how the subdistricts of Wonomulyo (wordlist number 
3 3 )  and Polewali ( 3 5 ) , both in Polmas district , and Lernbang ( 3 6 ) , Duampanua ( 3 7 )  
and Patampanua ( 38 ) , i n  Pinrang district fit into the dialect picture . Each o f  
these five relates to another a t  9 3 %  o r  94% . This indicates relative homogeneity 
of this north-we stern set of wordlists and yet shows their unique character too . 
This is more pointedly demonstrated by reference to the highest percentage of 
relatedness each of these holds to any other wordlist . Word1ist 33 of Wono-
mulyo and 3 5  of Polewali relate to sites in Sidrap more highly than they relate 
to their neighbours . The same can be said of Lernbang . Duampanua ( 3 7 )  relates 
highest of all ( 9 5 % )  to Suppa in southern Pinrang district , and relates to a 
number of locations in Sidrap and Pare-pare as high or higher than it re lates 
to its contiguous neighbours of Lernbang and Patampanua . Finally , Patampanua 
shows its highest relatedness with Sidrap and not with intervening Sawitto 
(Pinrang) as might be expected . 
The preceding comments clearly indicate that these five north-west samplings do 
not have a linguistic and/or historical tie with each other , but rather with 
some other area . That area is by and large Sidenreng-Rappang . Even Patampanua 
and Duampanua were settled by Bugis coming from Sidrap who leapfrogged the 
Sawitto dialect . Later another wave or two from Sidrap and other locations 
accounted for the current immigrant Bugis popUlations now found in Polewali and 
Wonomulyo . 
Locati ons i n  Centra l P i nrang :  
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Again and again in our data , wordlists 39 , 40 and 41 share a relationship . 
They are Malimpung (Patampanua) , Watan Sawitto and (Langa) Mattirosompe , res­
pectively. Mal impung actually claims to be a separate language , neither Bugis 
nor Masenrempulu . Our computations show it to be 86% cognate with Watan Sawitto , 
clearly within the range of the same language . But s ince it is only 82 , 86 , 78 
and 80 percent related to its nearest Bugis neighbours ,  something must be made 
of its di stinctive character . Malimpung is 76% cognate with the Enrekang dia­
lect of Masenrempulu given in Grimes and Grimes ( 1987 ) and 7 2 %  cognate with 
Bugis-Bone . Clearly Malimpung is somehow transitional between Bugis and 
Masenrempulu . If we consider the lexical items in which Malimpung differs from 
Bugi s-Sidrap , 60% of them are cognate with Masenrempulu . 
Langa relates to watan Sawitto at 94% and to the rest of its contiguous neigh­
bours at 83% and 85% . Watan Sawitto , of long history and currently the admin­
istrative and economic centre of Pinrang di strict , relates to its ne ighbours 
at 86% , 90 % ,  88% and 88% . Formerly , Sawitto belonged to a confederation con­
sisting of Sidenreng and Rappang . Because of thi s ,  although Sawitto was clearly 
a separate kingdom , it has been greatly inf luenced by both Bugis and Enrekang . 
Malimpung could wel l  be considered a separate language , which was formed from a 
mixture of Bugis and Enrekang . However ,  it seems more reasonable at this stage 
to cons ider it a member of the Sawitto dialect , which includes Langa , Sawitto 
and Malimpung and is somewhat distant from the other Bugis dialects . 
Locati ons i n  Southern P i nrang , Pare-pare and S i denreng-Rappang : 
Moving down from Sawitto , we find Alitta (Mattirabulu , 4 4 )  to be di stinct enough 
from its neighbours or from any place else to be its own subdialect . Its clos­
est percentage is 92% with Pare-pare immediately to the south . 
Suppa ( 4 3 ) , the most southerly subdistrict of Pinrang district , is likewise 
without close neighbour . Adjacent Allita relates at 90% ; Pare-pare relates to 
Suppa at 94% . Its highest relationship i s  with Duampanua north of Sawitto at 
95% . These two may have found some continuing contact by way of the sea , or it 
may be that Duampanua originated out of Suppa . 
S idrap with its seven subdi stricts forms a relatively natural and homogeneous 
area . The range of relatedness of the outer subdistricts to central Pangkaj ene 
is from 93% to 96% . Since Pare-pare ( 4 2 )  is 95% cognate with Pangkaj ene and 
92% with Suppa , it seems reasonable to include them too within a S idrap dialect 
area . 
Locati ons i n  Barru : 
The subdi stricts of Mallusetasi (Nepo , 4 5 ) , Soppeng Ria j a  ( 4 6 ) , Barru ( 4 7 )  and 
Tanete Rilau ( 3 1 )  are all distinct enough from their neighbours to be called 
separate subdialects . ( Refer to Map 3 again . )  This clearly reflects the sep­
arate kingdoms of these areas in centuries past . Soppeng Ria j a  ( Soppeng west) 
relates to two Soppeng wordlists (3 and 4 )  at 92% , the second highest figures 
in the area . Tanete Rilau and Tanete Riaj a ( 3 2 )  reflect their shared name in 
showing a relatedness of 93% , the highest in the area . Thus we identify four 
dialects in five subdi stricts : Nepo , Soppeng Riaj a ,  Tompo and Tanete . 
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Locati ons i n  Pangkajene- Kepul auan and Maros : 
In the di strict of Pangkep , we discover a dialect unity quite opposite the Barru 
diversity . If we take Pangkaj ene subdistrict as a test centre (wordlist taken 
at Kabba , 62 ) , the surrounding subdistricts ( 29 ,  30 , 48 , 49 , 5 1 )  relate to it at 
94% to 9 7 % .  Even northernmost Segeri subdistrict is 95% . Looking south into 
Maros district , we di scover that even Bantimurung ( 50 )  and Maros Baru ( 6 3 )  
relate northward with a healthy 96% . The most southerly west coast wordlist 
from Mandai (90) is a bit more distant , 93% , but still fits we ll with a larger 
Pangkep dialect.  
Eastern Maros is represented by Camba subdistrict where we took two wordlists 
( 5 2  and 5 3 ) . These two are only 93% cognate , but both because of the di stances 
and the other low figures involved ( the closest of either to a third is Camba 
to Bontocani (Bone ) at 89%) , they appear to stand alone as their own Camba dia­
lect . 
Locat i ons i n  Soppeng : 
The Soppeng dialect is represented by wordlists 1 ,  3 ,  5 and 65 . Marioriawa ( 4 )  
shows closer relatedness to Waj o  across Lake Tempe than i t  does with the rest 
of Soppeng to the south . Marioriwawo ( 2 )  shows independence of its own ( 9 1 %  
with Watansoppeng and even lower with i t s  Barru neighbours just over the mount­
ain) and i s  thus accorded its own subdialect identity . The wordlist was taken 
at Kessi up in the mountains at the western l imits of the subdistrict ; it is 
l ikely that the eastern part of Marioriwawo (especially around Takkalalla) 
belongs to the Soppeng dialect . 
The western extens ion of Bone district between Camba and Soppeng is represented 
by our wo rdlist 65 taken at interior Gaya Baru in Lamuru subdi strict . It re­
lates northward to Soppeng at 94% better than it relates to its nearer eastern 
Bone ne ighbours ( 64 and 7 1 )  at 9 2 %  and 91% , respectively . (Perhaps a wordlist 
taken at the district centre of Lalabatu might show greater affinity for Bone . )  
There is historical evidence that Soppeng used this area as a route to the 
south , as well . We include it with the Soppeng dialect . 
Locati ons  i n  Wajo :  
Wajo shows the greatest homogeneity over the greatest area of any dialect area 
in our study . I f  Sengkang is taken as a centre , we find all nine other sub­
districts ( as we ll as Marioriawa , Soppeng as already noted) to be related in 
the range of 95% to 98% . Lake Tempe probably acts more as a unifier than as a 
barr ier . We also tentatively add Pompanua ( 6 7 )  and Cenrana (Pallime - 6 8 ) , 
which historically related to Waj o  via the Watanae Rive r ,  which drains Lake 
Tempe , and whi ch were ruled by either Bone or Waj o  depending on the victorious 
kingdom at a given time . 
North along the east coast from Waj o ,  Sul i  ( 1 1 )  and Larompong ( 1 2 ) , both in 
Luwu d istrict , show affinities both north and south . Each of them relate more 
closely to Wajo (95% and 94% , respectively) than they do to each other ( 9 2 % ) . 
There is historical evidence that these southern Luwu kingdoms were l inked to 
those in northern Waj o  rather than to the northern Luwu kingdoms . Therefore , 
Sul i  and Larompong can be included in the larger Wajo dialect . 
Locations i n  Luwu : 
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We had expected to find a greater unity in Luwu than we did . In addition to 
Suli and Larompong , we took wordlists at Bua Ponrang ( 10 ) , Ware (Palopo , 7 ) , 
Bone-bone ( 9 ) , Malili ( 8 )  and Malangke ( 6 ) . At Bone-bone the respondent was 
from a Bugis family and spoke Bugis , but his first language was Tae ' (or bahasa 
Luwu , as is characteristic of the coastal Luwu area) . The Bugis in Luwu who can 
be termed original are relatively few . Earlier strong Bugis centres in Luwu 
( three larger kingdoms can be identified) have been depleted,  perhaps both 
through gradual ass imi lation by the more numerous Tae ' people and by flight or 
death during the wars with Palakka ( 1670 s )  and at the time of the Rebe llion 
( 1950-1960s ) .  
We roughly find three subdia1ects in Luwu . Malangke , Bone-bone and Mali1i com­
prise one loose dialect . They relate to each other at 92% and 93% . War a is a 
second dialect , whose c lo sest affinity is with Malangke (90%) . Finally Bua 
Pondrang represents the third dialect . It is only 85% cognate with Wara to the 
north , and 89% with Malangke . 
Locati ons i n  Bone : 
Invariably reference was made to Bone as a major Bugis centre and most areas 
related to it in some way , whether indirectly as a place of their origins or 
directly as the home of their rulers . Indeed , the Bone kingdom has had wide­
spread influence in South Sulawe si both before Goa ' s  supremacy in the 16th and 
1 7th centurie s and even more so after the overthrow of Goa in 1 667 . 
For purpo ses of determining the extent of the Bone dialect we first looked at 
Palakka as a centre . At first glance we would include in such a dialect Awang­
pone ( 5 5 ) , Tel lusiattinge ( 5 7 ) , Sibulue ( 58 ) , Tanete Riattang ( 59 ) , Barebbo 
( 6 0 ) , Ulaweng ( 6 1 ) , Leppangen (Lappariaj a ,  6 4 ) , Pallime (Cenrana , 68) , Koppe 
(Lappariaj a ,  7 1 ) , Tassippi (Aj angale , 7 2 ) , Ponre ( 7 3 )  and Cina ( 74 ) . However ,  
if we take Pall ime as the centre , to which Arung Pa1akka moved the kingdom in 
the late 1600s , we may also include Dua Boccoe ( 56 ) , Pompanua ( 6 7 )  and Pacubbe 
(Cenrana , 69 ) . We earlier commented that Pompanua and Pallime might have had 
to look both to Waj o  and to Bone (whether Pallime or Palakka) at various time s .  
Under the discuss ion o f  Waj o  we grouped them with Waj o .  Here we may want to 
bring them back into Bone where they fit according to current administrative 
boundaries .  We may take Dua Boccoe and Pacubbe to be their own subdialect at 
the northern end of Bone ; indeed , speakers of this subdia1ect and those outside 
recognised its unique identity . 
Mare ( 7 5 ) , Tonra ( 7 6 )  and Caroming ( 70 )  may be taken as transitional between Bone 
to the north and Sin j ai to the south . Actually Mare is more closely related to 
Caroming across the mountains ( 96% ) than it is to Tonra ( 9 5 % ) . The three loca­
t ions re late to their northern four neighbours more clo sely than they do to 
their southern four , but here they are separated as transitional , for when 
viewed in relation to the whole of what lies to the north , they are different . 
Locati ons i n  Southern Bone , S i njai  and Bu l ukumba : 
From the point of view of Salomekko ( 8 0 )  to the south , the Sin j ai dialect situ­
ation is rather complex . However , when the centre for testing is moved to 
Sin j ai Tengah , all of Sinj ai , including Tanete (84)  and the three locations in 
southernmo st Bone (Bontocani , 78 , Salomekko , 80 , and Kajuara , 8 1 ) , can be 
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cons idered one rathe r homogeneous dialect . Both Palattae ( 7 9 )  to the north and 
Bulukumba c ity ( 8 3 )  to the south are given separate subdialect status . ( See 
Map 3 . )  
LARGER D I ALECT AREAS 
These 23 dialects and subdialects of Bugis group together to form several larger 
dialects . Clearly there is less homogeneity within these larger dialects , but a 
rel atedness exists that cannot be overlooked . ( See Map 4 . )  Following are the 
larger dialects : 1 .  Sawitto (number [ 2 ) on Map 3 )  retains its separate identity ; 
it is not further related to any other subdialect . 2 .  P inrang Utara [ 1 )  and 
Alitta [ 3 )  may be joined with Sidrap [ 4 )  to form a greater Sidrap dialect form . 
3 .  Nepo [ 5 ) , Soppeng Ria j a  [ 6 ) , Tompo [ 7 )  and Tanete [ 8 )  may be placed together 
quite loosely as a Barru dialect . 4 .  Pangkep [ 9 )  is left as Pangkep . 5 .  Camba 
[ 1 0) also remains intact . 6 .  Kessi [ 1 2 )  and Soppeng [ 1 1 )  become larger Soppeng . 
7 .  Wa jo [ 1 3 )  remains as is , including the two southernmost Luwu areas . 8 .  The 
rest of Luwu , Bua Ponrang [ 14 ) , Wara [ 1 5 )  and Malangke-Ussu [ 16 )  fall together 
as a greater Luwu dialect . 9 .  Dua Boccoe [ 18 )  now clearly falls in with Bone 
[ 1 7 ) . Mare [ 19 )  may also be included in a larger Bone dialect . 10 . Palattae 
[ 2 0 )  and Bulukumba [ 2 2 )  fall together with the rest of Sin j ai [ 2 1 )  to form a 
Sinjai dialect . 1 1 .  Pasangkayu [ 2 3 )  is left as a separate dialect . 
D I AL ECTS AS SEEN I N  LEXI CAL I SOGLOSSES 
The second method of identifying dialect boundaries is to plot the changing re­
flexes for given semantic (wordlist) items on a map . Where a number of iso­
glosses bundle together the border should become clear . There are a number of 
factors that may muddy an expected clear situation . First , the changes may come 
from different sources .  A change initiated from the east and moving north , west 
and south will not look the same as one that began in the north and is spreading 
southward . A newly subjugated area may take on certain vocabulary change from 
the conquering area even though the two are not contiguous . A change begun in 
the centre of the speech area may leave the margins separated and retaining the 
older form . Mountains will frequently be conservative compared to valleys con­
taining the trade routes that carry the innovation . Second , change s may be 
initiated at different times from the same source . As ripples spread from a 
di sturbed point in wate r ,  so wave of change follows wave . 
In order to look at lexical isoglosses ,  we chose the 56 most interesting items 
showing difference , took the maps of their plotted reflexes and compared the 
composite for bundles . The result of this composite of isoglosses is shown on 
Map 5 .  
A few comments are in order on what this isogloss map says about dialect differ­
ences . It confirms the three subdialect areas of Luwu . It shows Sawitto to be 
a distinct area . Map 5 also shows a rather distinct boundary between the south­
ern sector of the Wa jo-Sidrap area . 
The differences between the subdialects of Barru district are confirmed . The 
mountains between the Barru dialects and Soppeng and farther south are reflected 
in the border beginning between 4 and 45 and continuing southerly until that 
between 89 and 90 . The Camba dialect is also wel l  demarcated , again related to 
the mountain terrain . 
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The border is  clear between the eastern sector of the Wajo-Bone dialects . This 
gives weight to the inclusion of Cenrana with Bone . As to Pompanua ( 6 7 ) , though 
its border with Takkalalla ( 6 6 )  is  definite , its border with Pammana ( 16 )  is 
less certain . This reflects the double influence Pompanua received , sometimes 
from Wajo ,  sometimes from Palakka-Cenrana . (The border between 16 and 67 , 66 
and 67 , 66 and 68 is geographically the Watanae River . )  
The subdialect area of Pa1attae ( 79 )  is evident . The border between 79 and 80 
and 70 and 7 6  is also a mountain chain . The mountains continuing north do not 
seem to divide dialect from dialect . Clearly this was an area of great communi­
cation historically . 
GEOGRAPH I CAL D I STRI BUT ION OF I ND I V I DUAL WORDS 
The individual wordlist items and their variance across the 90 Bugis locations 
were very interesting . Where minority reflexes relate to other languages ,  one 
can see clearly how neighbouring languages influenced change in the Bugis lan­
guage from one area to the other . A few of the more interesting items will be 
mentioned here . The rest are found in the expanded English version of this  
writeup . 
1 .  pohon� tree . [ poQ] , [ ba t aQ ] , [ kenaQ] , [ to?]  and [ poko? ] .  The distribution 
looks authentic and not due to semantic confusion , though we expect that there 
is some interchange possible bewteen [ poQ] and [ ba t aQ ] . [ to ? ]  is shared by the 
Mamasa and Enrekang languages .  [ poko? ]  is also found in the Konjo  and Makassar 
languages .  Makassar is found mixed with Bugis at the subdistrict level and in 
some cases down through the hamlet level in the Maros district and southern 
Pangkep . [ poko ? ]  is the reflex used in the area just north of there . Surpris­
ingly, where this mixture of peoples is found , the Bugis response for tree is 
never shared [ poko? ] ,  but always [ poQ] . Clearly the era of the introduction of 
[ poko ? ]  was not the near present . 
7 .  Tempu rung ke l apa� half a coconut she l l .  ( See Map 6 . )  The response in Luwu 
was [ baQa ? ] , which is also used in the adj acent Wotu language . This was found 
as an alternative reflex in the two Cenrana wordlists , 68 and 69 , and is inter­
e sting in light of some military adventures Luwu is recorded to have had in 
Cenrana . [ baQa ? ]  was also noted at Mare ( 7 5 ) . The larger Bone and Sinjai area , 
from Dua Boccoe south to Bulukumba and as far west as Camba ( 5 2 )  uses the word 
[ cap+ Q ] . The Bugis word in all other Bugis areas is [ kat da ro] , also the reflex 
in the Makassar and Mandar languages .  
12 . p i sang� banana. The general Bugis word is [ u t t i ] , but [ l oka] , the Mandar 
language word , is used in the Sidrap dialect area as well as in Nepo ( 4 5 )  and 
Tompo ( 4 7 )  to the south in Barru district . The Sawitto dialect area uses [ u t t i ] , 
but the continuation of  the Sidrap dialect area to the north uses [ l oka]  as do 
the recent Bugis immigrant areas of Polmas . 
1 5 . bambu� bamboo . A potential problem with the reflexes of  bamboo , that they 
may only reflect different kinds of bamboo , does not seem to be borne out by 
the distribution on Map 7 .  That i s ,  although these are clearly generalised from 
specific kinds , there is no randomness to the distribution of the forms given . 
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2 7 . me reka, they . The maj ority of responses for this item represent [ i ya ? ]  in 
combination with various other morphemes ( [ i yaman+� ] , [ i ya ro] , [ i yanman� ro] , 
[ pada? i ya ] , etc . ) .  Other responses were [ i d i ]  (or [ pada i d i ? ] or [ i d i man+�] ) 
in 11 location s ;  [ a l ena] , either alone or pluralised in 13 places ;  [ i koman+�] 
at Ma ' rang (29)  and Salomekko (80) ; [ i ya t u ? ]  at Pancarij ang ( 2 3 ) ; [ i kk+� ]  at 
Suli ( 1 1 ) ; [ tauwe ro] (that/those person (s ) )  in seven place s ;  [ k i ta mana�] at 
Malimpung ( 3 9 ) ; [manna� ro] in Lamuru ( 6 5 ) ; and [maegako] at Balocci ( 51 ) . The 
wide variety of responses given and the usual great hesitation before a response 
indicate s that the Bugis usually use descriptive phrases and/or an affix to 
handle this item ( and other pronouns )  . 
55 . anj i ng, dog. Overwhelmingly [ a su ]  is the Bugis word . In most of Luwu ( 6 ,  7 ,  
9 ,  10)  and in Lembang ( 36 ) , Sawitto (40) , Langa ( 4 1 )  and Alitta ( 4 4 )  in the 
north-west , [ bokka]  i s  found . This latter reflex is also found in the neigh­
bouring ( to Luwu) Wotu language . Mil l s  ( 1 9 79) represents this word as meaning 
bark . 
, 66 . kun i ng, yel low. Bugis has two words in use . [mar i d i ]  is dominant and 
central . It is also found in Konjo , Mandar , Mamuju , Mamasa and Toraj a  Sa ' dan . 
[ ma ? unn i ? ] is used at the margins : in LUwu , most of Waj o ,  Sawitto and Alitta 
and the bulk of Sin j ai .  It is common also to Makassar and wotu . 
106 . t i mu r, east.  The majority Bugis response i s  [ a l au ? ]  whose distribution is 
seen on Map 8 .  This reflex , cognate with Indonesian l a u t  sea , means seaward 
originally . Since the Bugis people are found on both sides of the peninsula , 
it speaks for an east coast beginning for the Bugis ,  whether in Luwu or Bone . 
[ t i mor+�]  or a shorter [ t i mo? ]  is the reflex of Sidrap and points north-we st 
and parts of Luwu . Whatever the multiple origins of the speakers of the Ugi 
Riawa dialect of Pasangkayu , this item helps confirm a Sidrap origin . It shares 
the same form with Campalagian , Enrekang and Konj o .  [mano ra�] recorded in Bone­
bone ( 9 )  is apparently the Bugis word for north . Finally , at Tanete Rilau ( 3 1 ) , 
Tanete Riaj a  ( 3 2 )  and Barru ( 4 7 ) , we found the form [ i aj a ] . This small enclave 
is very interesting . There [ a l au ? ] means west . Likely because this area had 
from early times been a separate kingdom whose westward view was the sea and 
who se eastward path was hindered by mountains , it uniquely reflects the differ­
ence in directional words . 
114 . rambu t, hair. The Bugis reflexes , [ gamm+ ? ]  and 
evenly divided . See Map 9 for actual distribution .  
guage s to the north o f  Bugis . 
[we l u a ? ] , seem rather 
[we l u a ? ]  is common to lan-
148 . nenek l ak i - l ak i ,  grandfather. As Map 10 indicates [ nene? burane]  (or 
[ o roane ] ) is used north and south , being split by an area of [ l a to? ] usage very 
nearly equal to the Bone and Pangkep dialect areas . A reflex inc luding [ pa t toa] 
is found at Salomekko ( 80 )  and Perwakilan Sinj ai Utara ( 8 2 ) . [ l a to? ]  is shared 
with Makas sar and [ pat toa] with Wotu and Se1ayar . 
18 1 .  l ap a r, hungry. The Bugis terms are [ma l upu]  and [ma l i was+� ] , the former 
in common with Enrekang , the l atter with Campa1agian and Wotu . As Map 11 indi­
cates , there is a split in the di stribution of [ ma l  i was+� ] . It is found in 
Sidrap , Sawitto and adjoining subdistricts and in Camba , Sinjai and adjoining 
subdistricts . As frequently observed , Bulukumba c ity has the same reflex as 
Bone . 
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198 . duduk, sit down ; [ t uda�] , [ cado? ] . [ tuda�]  is  the general term used in 
Bugis .  But again Sawitto ( including Alitta) stands apart from the rest and also 
shows a relationship with Sinjai . Sawitto and Sinj ai use the reflex [ cado? ] , 
which shares a common origin with Konjo and Campalagian . 
D I AL ECTS AS SEEN I N  PHONETI C  I SOGLOSSES 
The third method of identifying dialect boundaries is  to plot the phonetic dif­
ferences for given wordlist items on a map . Again , the isoglosses separating 
the se differences are dialect boundaries .  A bundling of isoglosses indicates 
stronger dialect boundaries ; where only one or two isoglosses occur , there the 
boun�� is _� . 
With phonetic differences a relatively small number of phonemes or phonetic 
features recur potentially many times through a large lexicon . Thus it is pos­
sible to compare the distribution of a phonetic feature such as [ u ]  in lexical 
item [ u l  i ]  (skin) with that of the same feature in lexical item [ u l u ] (head) . 
Where the distribution of separate items is similar , though clearly different , 
it may indicate a phonetic change in progress as the change of phonetic feature 
diffuses through the lexicon , item by item. 
The phonetic isog10sses for Bugis do very little to change the dialect picture 
as already established by comparing percentages of shared cognates under the 
first method and confirmed by the lexical isoglosses of the second method . The 
two most striking conclusions are the confirmation of the Sawitto dialect area 
and the establishment of a Camba-Sinjai dialect area , combining the earlier­
determined Carnba and Sinjai dialects . These two conclusions will be evident in 
the di scussion of individual phonetic differences to follow . 
We may summarise the kinds of phonetic differences noted before the individual 
differences are sampled . First , there is the [+/a]  type . In this case one is 
known everywhere [ a ]  while the other is restricted [+ ] . This is clearly a case 
of either phonemic split or merger ; which will wait a reconstruction of proto­
Bugis to determine the individual cases . Second , there is the [ u/o] type where 
both phonemes are known everywhere , but for certain items there is a constrast . 
Third , there is  the [ �/ 5 ]  type where one [ � ]  is standard and the other [ 5 ]  is  
innovating . 
Not all differences observed in our wordlists will be discussed below , but only 
enough of the interesting cases to represent the variation generally . 
[ ufo]  vari a t i o n :  
There are Bugis reflexes that everywhere show [ u ] , for example [ tu l u ? ]  (rope , 
t a l  i ) . There are also reflexes that are consistently [0] , for example [ l op i ]  
(boat , perahu ) . There are also reflexes that are overwhelmingly [ u ] , but with 
occasional instances of [0] , for example [ i na . u re] / [ ama . u re]  (aunt/uncle , b i b i l  
paman ) .  Similarly there are reflexes overridingly with [ 0] , but with occasional 
replacement by [ u ] , for example , [mapon�o? ]  (short , pendek) . Map 12 for [ du r i ]  
versus [ dor i ]  is included as an example of this phonetic shift . 
[i/a]  var i a t i o n :  
All i n  all there are 7 2  reflexes where this  variation is evident , o f  which at 
most ten may perhaps be due to a reduction of another vowel to [ a] ( [ a]  is an 
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allophone o f  [ + ] ) .  In this variation the Sawitto dialect stands unique in its 
resistance to [ f l . Where other dialects regularly have [ + ] , Sawitto usually 
shows [ a ] , for example , [ u r+ ? ]  versus l u ra ? ]  (although sometimes Sawitto varies 
by replacing the [ + ]  with [ o/e/ i ] ) .  
In the next several variations , it wil l  be seen how closely Carnba and Sinj ai 
pattern with respect to phonetics . 
[ rid]  vari at ion : 
Two different isoglosses are noted . For leaf. daun , we observe [ rau�]  versus 
[ dau�]  with [ rau�]  occurring in southern Bone from Mare ( 7 5 )  and Carnrning ( 70 )  
south throughout Sinjai and continuing o n  to Bulukumba city ( 83 ) . I t  also 
includes both Carnba data-collection points . 
[ b/w/ h/�] vari ation : 
The last variation in which Carnba-Sinj ai so clearly pattern together i s  with 
this set . About 40 reflexes show variation with respect to some or all of 
[ b/w/h/0] , but the pattern i s  very complex . A few other variations are only 
l i sted here : [ cis ] . [ l in ] . [ nd r/ td ] . [ tic] . [ p/�] . These along with others are 
described in the longer vers ion of this English writeup . 
CONCLUS I ON 
Working backwards from the unity of Bugi s  as a language , largely unified through 
common culture , geography and hi story , we have identi fied 11 larger dialects of 
the language . One , Sawitto , i s  distinct enough almost to be another language , 
especially when viewed through the perceptions of speakers farthest removed from 
it , whether from Luwu or Sin j ai . At the other extreme is Soppeng , so central 
and bas ic that it might be said not to have an existence of its own , but rather 
to merge into adj acent dialects , espec ially Waj o .  
Focusing on greater detail , we see that the se 1 1  dialects consist o f  2 3  (or more) 
yet more locali sed subdialects . These have their own identity , though the number 
of bundled isoglosses between them is les s .  O f  course , beyond the scope o f  this 
dialect geography , but presupposed by it , are numerous vi llage speech traits and 
yet more numerous idiolects representing the entire Bugis populat ion , one by one . 
Somewhere between language as a whole social communication form and idiolect as 
a building block of the larger comes the difficult to define , yet psychologic­
ally real , unit o f  dialect . This presentation has tried to establish the dia­
lects of Bugis based on extensive fieldwork and a rigorous analysis thereof . 
What we have said here can and hopefully will be refined by additional research 
as wel l  as by native-speaker interaction with these materials . 
Finally , we present in closing a matrix giving the percentage of shared cognates 
between the ten dialects (Carnba and Sin j ai here are taken together) , each rep­
resented by its l inguistic centre ( and so identified by its wordlist number )  . 
LUWU ( 0 6 )  
-
86 SINJAI-CAMBA ( 8 5 )  
8 5  8 5  PASANGKAYU ( 3 4 )  
8 9  9 1  91 WAJO ( 1 4 )  
8 3  8 7  88 89 BARRU ( 3 1 )  
84 90 8 5 89 91 PANGKEP 
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( 6 2 )  
8 7  91 86 91 89 92 BONE ( 5 5 )  
8 3  90 91 85 90 91 91 SOPPENG ( 3 )  
7 9  8 1  83 84 82 78 79 84 PIN RANG ( 44 )  
7 7  78 79 79 77 72 74 78 85 1 SAWITTO ( 4 1 )  
NOTE 
I An Indonesian version of this paper has been publ ished in Lontara . The complete 
study behind this abridged vers ion is held on microfiche by the Summer Institute 
of Linguistics in Dall as , Texas . 
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34 
Relative locations of data 
col lection sites. ( Numbers 8, 
9 and 34 especially 
misplaced due to lim itation 
of map size.) 
Map 1 
70 
57 
61 54 
60 
73 74 
9 
Palakka as center 
83 
90 
91  
89 
Map 2 
85 
72 
78 
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83 
82 
85 
79 
83 80 
81  83 
87 
88 
89 
85 87 
90 
89 
91  90 
86 
89 
87 
88 
89 
94 
88 
84 
89 85 
89 89 
90 89 90 
88 
86 87 
90 83 
89 
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Map 3 
The Subdia lects of the Bugis Language 
Subdialect Boundary 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . .  D istrict Boundary 
SOPPENG District Name 
1. Pinrang Utara 
2. Sawino 
3. Al itta 
4. Sidrap 
5. Nepo 
6. Soppeng R iaja 
7. Tompo 
B. Tanete 
9. Pangkep 
1 0. Camba 
1 1 .  Soppeng 
12 .  Kessi 
1 3. Wajo 
1 4. Bua Ponrang 
15. Wara 
1 6. Malangke-Ussu 
17 .  Palakka-Cenrana 
lB. Dua Boccoe 
19. Mare 
20. Palattae 
2 1 .  Sinjai 
22. Bulukumba 
23. Pasangkayu 
·.0\ 
... : . . . ..... . 
... /
i/ \ .......... . 
Map 4 
The dia lects of the Bugis language 
(based on percentage of shared cognates) 
Dialect Boundary 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • •  D istrict Boundary 
BONE Dialect Name 
SOPPE NG D istrict Name 
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.... \ ...... . 
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Lex ica I I sag losses 
-- 1 - 5 d i fferences 
-- 6 - 10 differences 
- 1 1  - 1 5  differences 
_ 1 6 - 20 differences 
_ 2 1  - 25 differences 
(see text for explanation) 
Map 5 
Map 6 
#7 . t empu rung ke l apa 
1 ka tdaro 
2 balJa? 
3 cap-t1J 
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Map 7 
#1 5 .  bambu 
1 awo 
2 parr i IJ 
3 bu l o  
4 to l l aIJ 
5 petuIJ 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
... ... ... -........ 
2 
2 
2 2 
2 
2 
/'-
2 
: 2/1 
\ ,�-
#106 . t i mu r  
a l aU ? 
2 t i mor-tIJ 
3 manOraIJ 
4 i aJ a 
Map 8 
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Map 9 
#114 . rambut 
1 gamm+ ? 
2 we l ua? 
2 
2 
2 
2 2 
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Map 10  
#148 . nenek l ak i - l ak i  
1 nene? bu rane 
2 1 ato? 
3 pat toa 
2 ,--" . ----,--" 1 /2 i , 
1 /2 : , 
_ 1 /2 ,' ...... - ... _--,' 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
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Map 1 1  
# 18 1 .  1 apar  
1 rna 1 upu 
2 rna 1 i was+1J 
" .... 
-... ,'\ 1 
, \ , \ :' 1 /2 : , , , , 
1 1 
, I 
.......... ,' 1 �---" , \ 2 : 1 /2 " 
'... ,' 1  2 '" 
2 2 
Map 1 2  
Distribution of duri / dori variation ( item 6) 
0 
0 
0 0 
u 
u u 
u 
u 
u 
u 
u 
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u 
0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 
0 0 
0 
u 
u 
u 
u u 
u u u 
u 
u 
u 
u u 
u 
u 
u u 
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APPEN D I X  A 
WL# KAMPUNG DESA KECAMATAN KABUPATEN 
Ol . Apanang Cangadi Liliria j a  Soppeng 
02 . Kessi Gattareng Marioriwawo Soppeng 
0 3 .  Bila Bila Lalabata Soppeng 
04 . Batu-batu Manorang Salo Marioriawa Soppeng 
05 . Marosa Ujung Lilirilau Soppeng 
06 . Amassangan Pau Malangke Luwu 
0 7 .  Palopo Sabbarnparu War a Luwu 
08 . Ussu Manurung Malili Luwu 
09 . Bone-bone Bone-bone Bone-bone Luwu 
10 . 01ang Bakti Bua Ponrang Luwu 
1 l .  Cimpo Selatan Cimpo Suli Luwu 
12 . Bone Pute Bone Pute Larompong Luwu 
1 3 . Kera Kera Pitumpanua Waj o  
1 4 .  Sengkang Siengkang Tempe Waj o  
1 5 .  Jalang Akkaj eng Saj oanging Waj o  
16 . Pammana Pammana Pammana Waj o  
1 7 . Kota Baru Sompe Sabbangparu Waj o  
18 . Tancung Tancung Tanasitolo Waj o  
19 . Bottodongga Bottobenteng Maj au1eng Waj o  
2 0 .  Anabanua Anabanua Maniangpaj o Waj o  
2 l . Dua Bila Duapitue Sidrap 
2 2 .  Menge Be1awa Belawa Waj o 
2 3 . Mario Rij angpanua Pancarij ang Sidrap 
2 4 .  Tonronge Lautang Tonronge Baranti Sidrap 
2 5 .  Uluale Arawa Wattangpalu Sidrap 
2 6 .  Dua Pangkaj ene Maritengae Sidrap 
2 7 .  Amparita Amparita Tellu Limpoe Sidrap 
2 8 .  Sukeppe Lise Panca Lautang Sidrap 
2 9 .  Bonto-bonto Bonto-bonto Ma ' rang Pangkep 
30 . Bonto-mattene Bonto-mattene Segeri-mandalle Pangkep 
3 l .  Pekkae Lalolang Tanete Ri lau Barru 
3 2 . Ra1la Lompo Riaj a  Tanete Ria j a  Barru 
3 3 . Ugi Baru Ugi Baru Wonomulyo Polmas 
34 . Pasangkayu Pasangkayu Pasangkayu Marnuju 
3 5 . Polewali Polewali Polewali Polmas 
36 . Tuppu Tadokkong Lembang Pinrang 
3 7 .  Pekkabata Larnpa Duarnpanua Pinrang 
38 . Teppo Teppo Patarnpanua P inrang 
39 . Malimpung Malimpung Patarnpanua P inrang 
40 . Rubae Macorawalie Wattang Sawitto P inrang 
4l . Langnga Langnga Mattirosompe Pinrang 
4 2 . Bu1usogae Lapadde Ujung Pare-pare 
43 . Maj ennang Wattang Suppa Suppa P inrang 
44 . Kariango Alitta Mattirobulu Pinrang 
45 . Lanrae Nepo Mallusetasi Barru 
46 . Lapasu/Buludua Balusu Soppeng Riaj a Barru 
47 . Tompo Tompo Barru Barru 
48 . Bontowo Labakkang Labakkang Pangkep 
49 . Sa10 Metie Tabo-tabo Bungoro Pangkep 
5 0 .  Bantimurung Jenetaesa Bantimurung Maros 
5 l . Tompo Balang Balleanging Balocci Pangkep 
52 . Camba Cempaniga Camba Maros 
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WL# KAMPUNG DESA KECAMATAN KABUPATEN 
53 . Realolo Samaenre Camba Maros 
54 . Palakka Bulutempe Palakka Bone 
5 5 .  Pekae Kading Awangpone Bone 
5 6 .  Pole j iwa Cabbeng Dua Boccoe Bone 
5 7 .  Tokaseng Otting Tellusiattinge Bone 
58 . Pattirobaj o  Cinnong Sibulue Bone 
59 . Benteng Bajoe Tanete Riattang Bone 
6 0 .  Bakke Wollangi Barebbo Bone 
6l . Taccipi Ulaweng Cinnong Ulaweng Bone 
6 2 . Galung Boko Kabba Pangkaj ene Pangkep 
63 . Kas s i  Pettuadae Maros Baru Maros 
6 4 .  Leppangeng Patangkai Lappariaja Bone 
6 5 .  Tujue Gaya Baru Lamuru Bone 
66 . Watampeneki Peneki Takkalalla Waj o  
6 7 .  Pompanua Pompanua Aj angale Bone 
68 . Pallime Pallime Cenrana Bone 
69 . Pacubbe Pacubbe Cenrana Bone 
70 . Caroming Ceppaga Libureng Bone 
7 l .  Koppe Liliriawang Lappariaja Bone 
7 2 . Maccope Tassipi Aj angale Bone 
7 3 .  Lonrong Pattimpa Ponre Bone 
74 . Barangmamase Lompu Cina Bone 
7 5 .  Kadai Talluboccoe Mare Bone 
76 . Bulubulu Bulubulu Tonra Bone 
7 7 . Lappa Lappa Sinj ai Utara Sin j ai 
78 . Paromusureng Paromusureng Bontocani Bone 
79 . Palattae Balle Kahu Bone 
80 . Tana Lappa Gattareng Salomekko Bone 
8 l .  Lahua Tarasu Kajuara Bone 
82 . Bulupoddo Lamatiriattang Perw Sin j ai Utara Sinj ai 
83 . Bulukumba Terang-terang Ujung Bulu Bulukumba 
84 . Tanete Tanete Bulukumpa Bulukumba 
85 . Jennae Pasir Putih Perw Sin j ai Barat Sinjai 
86 . Bikeru Sangiasseri Sinj ai Selatan S inj ai 
8 7 . Takkalalla San j ai Sinjai Timur Sin j ai 
88 . Manimpahoi Saotengnga Sinjai Tengah Sin j ai 
89 . Manipi Tassililu Sin j ai Barat Sinj ai 
90 . Makkarae Tenrigangkae Mandai Maros 
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APPEND I X  B :  Samp l e  wordbook page 
ba rat�  west 
1 2 3 4 
l .  o'fa i ? 7 .  baH? 9 .  man i yalJ 2 3 . wat talJ 
2 .  orae? 8 .  2 4 .  i wa t talJ 
3 .  ora i ?  1 0 .  bara? 2 5 . wa t talJ 
4 .  ora e  34 . bar-+-? 2 6 .  i wat talJ 
5 .  orae? 2 7 . 
6 .  ora i ? 2 8 .  
1 l . 3 3 . i wa t talJ 
12 . 3 5 . wa t talJ 
1 3 .  ura i ? 36 . 
14 . ora i ? 3 7 . 
1 5 .  38 . 
16 . 89 . 39 . i wat talJ 
1 7 . 88 . 40 . 
18 . 8 7 . 4l . 
1 9 .  86 . 42 . 
2 0 .  85 . +  43 . 
2 l . 84 . d i aj a  44 . i wa t talJ 
2 2 . 8 3 .  r i aj a 
29 . 82 . 
30 . 8 l .  d i aj a  
4 5 . 80 . 
46 . 79 . r i aj a 
48 . 78 . 
49 . 77 . 
5 0 .  a ra i ? 76 . 
5 l . o ra i ? 7 5 .  d i aj a  
5 2 . a ra i ? 7 4 .  d i aj ah 
54 . o ra i ? 7 3 . d i aj a? 
5 5 . +  70 . 
5 6 . + 6 5 . 
5 7 .  64 . r i aj a  
58 . +  6l . d i aj ah 
62 . a ra i ? 60 . 
63 . o ra i ? 59 . 
66 . 90 . ara i ? 58 . +  r i aj a 
6 7 . 85 . +  hu ra i ? 56 . +  4 7 .  i l aU ? 
68 . 72 . 5 5 . +  3 2 . r i  1 aU ? 
69 . 7l . ora i ? 53 . d i aj a  3 l . i l aU ? 
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